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She covcred her first synth with mirrors

What will she do with her SY35?
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She'll probably make it
similarly unique.

She's Carrie Booth, keyboard
player with Shakespear's
Sister and a musician who
likes her instruments to be as
distinctive as her own musical
style.

It's why Carrie likes Yamaha's
new SY35. With an extended
memory of 128 AWM and 256 FM

waveforms under vector control,
programming new and exciting
sounds is quick and easy.

Even so, the less ambitious are
catered for with 128 stunning
preset voices along with an 8
part multi -play mode, built in
drums and 16 on -board digital
effects.

And thankfully, musicians
considering the purchase of
their first synthesizer are
catered for also.

The SY35 costs just f599*

YAMAHA
D HE SHE' Of MUSIC 4

Yamaha -Kemple Music IU.K.1 Limited -

Manufacturer's suggested selling price including VAT



AKAI 51100 version 2
 Version2 software
 Hard disk recording
 Still one of the best samplers

£349
ROLAND 5750
 Superb quality samplers
 Full featured, great quality
 Very special deals

Phone

JUST
ARRIVED

MAC STARTER PAC
 Mac Classic with hard disk
 Opcode EZ Vision
 MIDI interface

£995

BEST

VALUE

KURZWEIL K2000
 Flexible programming Phone
 Great new synthesizer

 Incredible special deal Z.

ROLAND JD800
 All the knobs and sliders you need
 Gig FAT sounds
 Now at a great TSC price

£Phone
ROLAND JV80
 61 -key Weighted keyboard
 8 part multi timbral
 Layer, split and dual modes

£Phone

SPECIAL

DEAL

SAVE
NOW

SOFTWARE BLITZ!
 Crazy prices on all software 14110

 Opcode Studio Vision, Vision
 Passport Encore, MTPro Trax
 MOTU Perfromer
 C -Lab Notator, Creator
 Steinberg Cubase, Cubeat

£Phone

CRAZY
PRICES

MAC PRICE BLITZ!
 New super -low prices!
 Quadra+monitor bundles
 Powerbooks very available
 Call NOW for your requirements
 Huge range of hard drives
 12-21" colour monitors
 Business, Music and Games software

£Phone
AUDIX HRM3 MONITORS
 Studio near/mid field monitors
 Excellent clear response
 The best monitors in their class

SAVE
NOW

£599

ALL PRICES INC VAT

EMU PRICE CRASH!! PRICES

SLASHED!!

 Proteus 1,2 3,4 Procussion
 Emu Proteus 1 was £749 TSC Special £499
 Emu Proteus 2 was £1129 TSC Special £649
 Emu Proteus 3 was £749 TSC Special £499
 Emu Procussion was £749 TSC Special £499

PRICES
SLASHED!!

PROTOLOGIC UPGRADE

£ 128 new ROM preset for only.. 499
 Upgrade for Proteus 1 or 1XR
 Gives another 4MB of samples

PROTEUS 1/PROTOLOGIC
 Proteus 1 with Protologic upgrade
 8MB of samples, 320 sounds
 ONLY way the hear a Proteus £899
ZOOM 9030
 Stunning Digital and Analogue effects
 Up to 7 effects simultaneously
 The best you can get

WALDORF MICROWAVE
 Fed up with the same old sounds? E999
 The Microwave sounds different
 Come and try one out today!

PROSONUS CD's
 Stunning quality sample CD's
 The cheapest way to increase your library
 Hurry - Very limited stocks!!

UNBELIEVABLE
LOW PRICES

£9'5
MIDI MIXER 7

 1U, seven inputs,Q and sends £349
 MOTU Mac contro

E

ller mixer

 Great for your MIDI set-up

CNI SYQUEST 45M REMOVABLE
 The answer to your mass storage needs 395
 45meg removable hard disk cartridges E
 Includes 1 cartridge

HARD DISK RECORDING

 Opcode Studio Vision from £3850
 Apple Macintosh Ilsi, monitor
 Audio Media Card

FREE

GALAXY PLUS

VOCE ORGAN MODULE
 Absolutely amazing Organ sounds
 Also great synth voices
 The BEST organ sounds around £649

(NI 3.5" OPTICAL DRIVE

 Price includes 1 cartridge £1195
., 28meg on each 3.5" disk
 Reliable, optical technology

IBM HARD DISK RECORDING
 Multisound card for PC, Midi interface 99
 Emu Proteus hard disk recording E8
 Unbelievable at this price!

MIDI PATCHBAY SPECIAL

 Only a few at this price FROM £199
 Best quality construction
 The heart of any MIDI system

SONY D7 DIGITAL DELAY

 20bit audio, the very best available E 795 2 discrete channels of digital delay

 Wonderful programmability

SONY M7 HARMONIZER
 20bit intelligent harmonizer
 20bit A/D, the very best available
 Incredible Pitch Shifting £995
SONY R7 DIGITAL REVERB
 2 discrete channels of the best reverb

£
895

 100 superb factory presets
 256 user memory locations

KORG 01WR

 Built-in sequencer, 2 digital fx £Phone
 Ai Square synthesis

 4 individual outputs

KORG WAVESTATION AD
 61 touch
 PCM & Advanced Vector Sounds E1295
 6 simultaneous effects

sensitive keys

OBERHEIM MATRIX 1000

 From Strings to Brass to Percussion
£
449. 1000 killer analogue sounds

 Experience analogue for only..

** PRIORITY TSC ORDER FORM**

Please send me the following TSC specials

£

£

I enclose a cheque for @ £

or debit my 0 Access 7 Visa A/c

Expiry date Signed

Name

Address

Post Code

Telephone No Fax

Send to:
TSC No 9 Hatton Street, London NW8 8PR. Tel 071 245 3454.
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FEATURES

DELAYING TACTICS 26
MT's Charter for those suffering delays on the

MIDI line.

THE GATEKEEPERS 32
Everything you wanted to know about A&R men - but

only MT dared to ask.

1992 MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
READERSHIP SURVEY &
YAMAHA SY85
SYNTHESISER
COMPETITION 47
Your chance to get a synth - and a say.

ON THE BEAT
(Slight Return) 88
The beat is back - but only for a while.

Permit a new Editor to introduce himself. My name will probably be familiar to regular

readers of the magazine - having been Features Editor for a period of a couple of
years and, more recently, a regular contributor. Those with an interest in things
percussive (and an extremely good memory) might also remember me from days as

Editor of MT's sister magazine Rhythm which I helped launch back in 1985.

But that was then and this is now, and, as you're probably aware, there have been
one or two changes in Music Technology, of which I am but one. The rest will no
doubt reveal themselves as you leaf through the issue - and in the months to come
when the plans we have been formulating over the last few weeks should start to
come to fruition.

The changes were essential. Music technology (as it always does) has moved on
apace in the last couple of years - despite the recession - and if MT is to continue to

reflect this we need to introduce ourselves and our readers to the periodic
psychological boost that comes with a new broom. I am, of course, aware that
change is not always welcome amongst a loyal readership - even one as hardened to

it as MT readers. But most of what we have planned takes the form of additions to

the magazine, rather than replacements. That way everyone should be happy.

Needless to say, your input would be greatly appreciated - whatever form it may

take: letters, enquiries, demo tapes and contributions of all kinds. Perhaps you could

begin by completing this month's Readership Survey, the results from which will be
crucial in deciding the direction of the magazine over the coming months.  NL
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COMMUNIQUE

Dear MT,

I am beginning to seriously doubt the
impartiality of music magazines. A few
months ago, on the strength of a review
in Music Technology, I was persuaded to
part with over £70 for the V3 version of
Cubase. To begin with I was a little
miffed, as I had been a Cubase user
since version 1.0 and believed I had paid
for a lifetime's upgrading - Cubase's
lifetime, if not my own. No matter, I paid
my money and took delivery of the new
dongle, new disks and new manual - and
straight away had trouble with the
program.

To say it was bugged, didn't come into
it - the damned thing was riddled with
bugs. I don't think I managed to do a full
hour's work with the program before it
crashed, or wouldn't save, or wouldn't
load or wouldn't backup files or...
wouldn't do something.

Sometime later, I received a more up
to -date version of the program which I
assumed would have had all the bugs
put right. It was worse. I couldn't load
Cubase files from my earlier version, the
thing still crashed periodically and there
seemed to be more bugs than ever. Over
the next few weeks I tried a series of
different program disks from a friend
and from a local studio where the
engineer had refused to have anything to
do with the Version 3.0 program after he
found out he would have to relearn much
of what he had already learnt on Version
2.0. Having finally got a working version
of V3.0 I think he is making a big
mistake - the improvements are brilliant.
But the point I'm trying to make is
should you have reviewed it in the first
place? Or did you manage to get hold of
a disk that worked? I can't see how, if
the same version was sent out to
everybody.

Perhaps you just chose to ignore all the
problems and not bother mentioning
them. Or perhaps you just wanted
Steinberg to carry on advertising.
M. Moorhouse,

Huddersfield

As someone who has had similar
problems with Version 3.0 of Cubase, you

have my sympathy, Mr Moorhouse.
However, I think your complaint would be
better directed at the magazine in which
the review actually appeared - Sound On

Sound. In fact, Music Technology has yet
to review Version 3.0 of Cubase precisely
because of the problems everyone was
experiencing. We felt the upgrade had
been released prematurely and simply
chose not to review it until a fully
functioning version was made available -
which I'm happy to say is now the case.
I'm also convinced that under Harman's
auspices such 'mistakes' will no longer
be allowed to happen.

But as far as your mistrust of music
magazines is concerned, this incident
is evidence, if it were needed, that
we cannot all be tarred with the same
brush. -NL

Dear MT,

I was shocked and offended to see the
ad for Percy Prior's Music Shop on page
47 of your July issue. Naively I had hoped

that the old trick of using a woman's
body to advertise 'male' toys had been
abandoned long ago - and that a
magazine such as Music Technology,
which claims to be 'The World's Premier
Hi -Tech Music Magazine', would have had

the sense and sensitivity to refuse it
space. Or do you think as little of your
female readers as Percy Prior obviously
does?

Jessica Cargill Thompson
London

There's a popular misconception,
Jessica, that the advertising space sold
in a magazine is somehow the
responsibility of the editorial department.
It isn't. The ads coming in for MT are
usually made up and sent off to be
printed without any of the editorial staff
ever seeing them - until the magazine is
published, that is.

Having seen the ad, I can only say I

wholeheartedly agree with your
objections. It was quite out of place in
the magazine and I can well understand
why you should have felt offended by it.
However, even had I previously known of
its existence, I think I would have drawn

back from any wielding of my editorial
scissors. It is my firm belief that only
when manufacturers and retailers are in a
position to guage the antipathy amongst
potential customers for such
advertisements will they see them for the
anachronistic throwbacks they are.

Like anything potentially degrading to
the human spirit, it is the demand we
must 'edit', not the supply. Only then will
preconceptions about what sells product
start to unravel. But speaking of
preconceptions, Jessica, how about the
one about hi -tech musical equipment
being simply male 'toys'? - NL

Dear MT,

I am extremely irate. You seem quite
incapable of finishing what you start.
Around 1990 you decided to transform
an informative, up-to-date, relevant, well -
presented, value -for -money publication
into a pick'n'mix assortment of pointless
articles, obscure equipment reviews
(mainly software patch editors for the
Roland D -series on the ST) and endless
arsewiffery about fuck all. Yet here we
are in 1992 and you still haven't quite
managed to complete the task. By this I
mean I managed to find 5% worth of
interesting and up-to-date information in
your latest issue: the adverts. For fuck's
sake get rid of them and give the space
to the much -deserving On The Beat
series, or at least another Moog
retrospective. Also, please continue with
your policy of one letter per issue - and
for God's sake don't bring back reviews
of latest albums or live events. And
please, please don't even think about
trying to be first with product info that
not even Which Mortage? reported on six
months ago.

See you down the pub for a few beers,
mate!
Anon

I don't quite catch your drift. You say
the only interesting things in the mag are
ads, but you want to get rid of them? We
produce unreadable drivel, and there isn't
enough of it - is that it? Frankly, Mr Irate
(or can I call you Extremely?), as the
author of On The Beat, it's all I can do to
convince my unbelieving staff that I

haven't written this letter myself. They
should know better, I don't even read the
ads and I'm only interested in the new
Moog machines like the sampling
keyboards and workstations...

Oh and if we really did have a one letter

per issue policy, the cutoff point, rest
assured, would have left you to enjoy the
anonymity you so richly deserve. - NL 
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JV
MULTI-TIMBRAL
SYNTHESIZERS

A New Generation of
Roland Synthesizers
The JV-80 and JV-30 break new ground
in all aspects of synthesizer performance,
emphasizing three primary factors - the
latest sound technology, versatility, and
ease of use. Using the expertise in new
technology gained from years of Roland's
synthesizer development, they have
evolved into advanced instruments that
establish a new standard of excellence for
professional and semi -pro keyboards.

They offer an incredible selection of high -

quality sounds to enhance your playing.
The JV-80 and JV-30 tackle different

applications equally well, being ideal for
live performance as well as being multi-

timbral sound sources, bringing out the

best from any sequencer. In addition, they
are designed for maximum user -friendliness.

Listen - and be convinced!

Roland
For further information and a free leaflet contact
Roland (UK) Ltd, Atlantic Close, Swansea Enterprise Park
Swansea, West Glamorgan, SA7 9FJ
Fax: 0792 310248  Tel: 0792 310247



NEWSDESK

News Compiled
by Simon Trask
and Vic Lennard

Attention
Steinberg
Users!
New UK Steinberg distributors
Harman are providing two phone
support services for end users.
The Steinberg Helpline is open
from Monday to Friday between 2-

5pm, with Steinberg Technical
Specialist Naji Simaan in the hot
seat to answer all those pressing
queries. At all other times, the
Helpline is switched to a fax
machine; in fact, Harman

recommend that more involved
queries should be faxed through so

that Naji can sort out the problem

and then phone back with a

response.

So that you can keep up to date

with all the latest Steinberg
developments, Harman are also
providing a 24 -hour 'New Products

And Latest Versions' taped
information line.

And now for the all-important
phone numbers: Harman Audio:
(0753) 576911; Steinberg
Helpline: (0753) 554550;
Steinberg New Products Info:
(0753) 552340.

effectively ensoniq
Already well established as synth
and sampler manufacturers, Ensoniq

are now moving into stand-alone
effects unit territory with the new
DP/4 Parallel Effects Processor. At
the heart of the DP/4 are four
custom 24 -bit effects processors
capable of processing up to four
sound sources simultaneously via
four separate inputs and outputs,
each one of which has its own level

control. What's more, each
processor can provide multi -effects
processing such as EQ + Chorus +

DDL.

The 45 effects algorithms include
standard effects such as reverbs,

delay (up to 3.3 seconds), flanging,
chorus and pitch -shift, along with
more unusual effects like keyed
expander, vanderpol filter and
vocoder.

The DP/4 holds 400 presets (200

RAM/200 ROM) which provide
single-, dual- and four -processor
effects voicings covering single -
instrument processing to live sound
reinforcement and studio mixing.

RRP on the DP/4 is £1175
including VAT.

For more information, contact
distributor Sound Technology's
Ensoniq product specialist Simon
Stock on (0462) 480000.        

NAVIGATING THE SQ
Atari -using Ensoniq SQ1/2 owners can now do all their sound editing from the

computer using Argents' new SQ Patch Navigator software. All parameters are

shown on one monitor page, making setting up of the SQ's sound, volume,
panning and effect parameters quick and easy. As the software is fully MROS

and Softlink compatible, you can rapidly switch between editor and sequencer.

Patch Navigator will work with all SQ1s and SQ2s including Plus and 32 -

voice versions, and is offered free of charge to all Argents SQ purchasers old

and new. Existing owners can claim their free copy by showing their original
Argents invoice/receipt, while new customers will automatically receive their

copy with the instrument.

For more information, contact Argents on Tel: 071-379 6690 or Fax: 071-
240 7696.

DAT'S a Bargain

Thanks to a special bulk purchase, pro audio dealers
I HHB can now offer a limited number of Sony

DTC1000ES DAT recorders at a new low price. The
standard machine costs £749 + VAT, while a Pro
version, modified by HHB to include balanced analogue
inputs/ outputs and a 19" rack -mounting kit, costs
£849 + VAT.

The recorder features HHB's own 44.1/48kHz
switchable record modification along with twin 16 -bit 2x

oversampling D/A conversion, a single 16 -bit 4 x
oversampling A/D, digital inputs and outputs in S/PDIF
format, manual and remote control operation, and a full
array of sub -code indexing routines including Start ID and

Skip ID. Supplied officially to HHB by Sony, the
DTC1000ES is backed by full spare parts availability and
HHB's own 12 -month guarantee.

For more information contact HHB on Tel: 081-960 2144

Fax: 081-960 1160.

Analogue
Activity
The first two products from dBm,

a new company set up to provide

MIDI interfaces for analogue
monosynths and market a range

of innovative MIDI -based

products, are the MIDI Mono
internal MIDI retrofit and the
EXCV single channel MIDI -to -CV

converter.

Described as being suitable
for most 1V/octave monosynths,

MIDI Mono can respond over a
five -octave range on a selectable

MIDI channel (1-16). Features
will vary according to the synth
and fitting price will depend on
the number of features you
decide to have. As an example: a

retrofit for a Sequential Circuits
Pro One provides +/- one octave

of pitchbend, portamento control

over MIDI, LFO control from the

mod wheel, an independent LFO

for the VCF, routing of
aftertouch, mod wheel and
velocity to the VCF/VCA, and
MIDI control of up to four
continuous and four switched
parameters.

The EXCV, a compact unit
powered from an external 12V
psu (supplied), also responds
over a five -octave range on a
selectable MIDI channel (1-16)
and provides a pitchbend range
of +/- one octave. Other features

include two Level outputs for
controlling the VCF/VCA, each
with selectable MIDI sources;
pitch slide control from MIDI
portamento and patch changes;

an LEO which can run free
between 0.1Hz and 20Hz or be
locked to MIDI clock or note on

data; LEO control from the mod

wheel; and the ability to gate the

Gate output using the
arpeggiator clock or MIDI note on

data. The EXCV will also convert

MIDI clocks to Sync 24, allowing

old Roland gear to be synced to
MIDI.

The price of the MIDI Mono
ranges from £120-200 including

fitting, while the EXCV costs
£139.

For more information, contact

dBm on (0256) 53953.
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A collection of over 3000
samples carefully selected from
the personal library of one of
the UK's leading dance music
pioneers - Ed Stratton, alias
MAN MACHINE (Rhythm King),
a.k.a. JACK'N'CHILL (Virgin).

"A REFERENCE AGAINST WHICH ALL SIMILAR SAMPLE CDS MUST BE JUDGED...UNRESERVEDLY
EXCELLENT...THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE DANCE SAMPLE RESOURCE CURRENTLY IN
CIRCULATION AMMUNITION FROM THE FRONT LINE!...UNBELIEVABLY VALUABLE..."(Music
Technology, UK) "THE GREATEST SAMPLING TOOL EVER RELEASED TO THE PUBLIC!" (Dance
Music Report, USA), "AS A SOURCE OF SOUNDS AND INSPIRATION, ZERO -G REALLY
WORKS!"(Home & Studio Rec.,UK). "QUALITY UNIQUELY CONSISTENT THROUGHOUT" (Sound -on -
Sound, UK)

NOT just a collection of odd noises and FX - the success of
ZERO -G stems from the fact that ALL THE SOUNDS ARE
EFFECTIVE - as confirmed by many of the world's top
producers and remixers. Available in 3 volumes (over 1000
samples in each) drawn from 7 years of HIT -PRODUCING work
and being transferred into many new formats - 128Mb & 650
Mb Optical, DJ Vinyl & Amiga IFF versions are out now. CD -
Rom coming soon.

THE LEGENDARY POWERHOUSE OF CREATIVE INSPIRATION

 Over 60 Breakbeats 100's Vocal hooks * Dub & sub basses  TR808/909/727 kits '
Techno/electro beats & pieces  Scratches  100's original drop -ins Classic sci-fi/
aliens/robotics  Oriental /mysterious/ethnic vocals & FX  Ambient FX  Stabs and many more
off -beat, distinctive sounds £49.95
"THE DEFINITIVE DANCE SAMPLE-CD"(Music Technology, UK), "INCREDIBLEI...VOCALS SO

FIERCE YOU HAVE TO HEAR THEM FOR YOURSELF...THE VOICE SAMPLES I'VE NEVER HEARD
ANYWHERE BEFORE...WHETHER YOU'RE A PRODUCER, REMIXER, ENGINEER OR A DJ WITH A
SAMPLER, THIS DISC IS A MUST FOR YOUR SAMPLE COLLECTION"(DMR Dance Music Report,
USA). "DOCUMENTATION AND PRESENTATION VERY GOOD...AUDIO QUALITY EXCELLENT...THE
NUMBER OF SAMPLES BREATHTAKING"(Home & Studio Recording, UK). 'EXCEPTIONAL AND
EXTREMELY USEFUL PRODUCT...INVALUABLE TOOL FOR THE PROFESSIONAL SOUND
TECHNICIAN"(13.1 Magazine, UK). "STRATTON KNOWS HIS BUSINESS" (International Musician).

THE SEQUEL THAT DIDN7 DISAPPOINT

* Over 100 Breaks * 100's vocal hooks/ad-libs/vocal FX Kraftwerk-style electro percussion *
Basses include Juno 106 and SH101 * Guitar breaks & FX * Tons of Sci-fi/techno gems 
Roland R8 & Alesis HR16B kits * Complete human beatbox  Stabs Whalesongs/birds/film
atmospherics' Industrial perc/FX Italo-house piano  Automotive FX & horn blasts * Drop -ins 
etc etc too many to list £49.95
"THE SAME COMBINATION OF RAWNESS, CHEEKINESS AND HONESTY WHICH MADE DATAFILE
ONE SO APPEALING...IT COMPLEMENTS DATAFILE ONE VERY EFFECTIVELY(Music Technology, UK)
"ALL THE RAW MATERIAL NEEDED TO ASSEMBLE HOUSE OR TECHNO TRACKS TO A VERY HIGH
STANDARD...GIVEN ED STRATTON'S EAR FOR WHAT WORKS, THE DATAFILE CDs ARE A NEAR
ESSENTIAL PURCHASE IF DANCE MUSIC'S YOUR GAME."(Sound-On-Sound, UK). "A JIGSAW
PUZZLE THAT COULD BE ASSEMBLED IN A LARGE VARIETY OF WAYS, WITH THE PICTURES
ALWAYS MAKING SENSE."(Music Technology, UK).

THE FINAL CHAPTER
AS UNMISSABLE AS THE REVIEWS PREDICTED...

 Over 170 new breaks  Special collection of breakbeat intros  Great percussion loops' Moog -
created percussion * CR78 and TR606 drums  Usual selection of powerful vocals/ad-Jibs/FX 
Rare and truly classic sci-fi bits & pieces & FX Great selection of wicked new basses  Guitars
& FX " Stabs * Devastating strings and other pads  Full range of dreamy film atmospherics 
Vocal hits and stabs of all types  Roland TB303 bassline selection * Tons more effective &
inspiring sounds that defy description £49.95
"LIVES UP TO THE REPUTATION OF ITS PREDECESSORS...SPANS THE EARTHY & THE ETHEREAL,
BIZARRE & BEUTIFUL...SHOULD KEEP EVERYONE FROM RAPPERS TO RAVERS DEMOLISHING
DANCEFLOORS"(Music Technology. UK). "HAS TO BE THE BEST YET...THE MAN KNOWS WHAT
HE'S DOING...I JUST CAN'T GET ENOUGH!... LIKE THE PRESENTATION: NO HYPE, JUST
COMPREHENSIVE & WELL LAID OUT...LOOPS-A-PLENTY: OVER HALF WERE NEW TO ME (NO MEAN
FEAT)...VIABLE BACKING VOCALS, FINE ETHNIC CHANTING...THE FX ARE COMPREHENSIVE AND
FRESH: GET THEM INTO YOUR TRACK QUICKLY...A WORKHORSE SELECTION."(Sound-on-Sound,
UK)...

THE NEW RAVE
X -STATIC GOLDMINE

Other dance CDs have
appeared since Time+Space
pioneered the market with
Zero -G. Some were pretty
good, but there's been nothing
to genuinely rival the power
and flexibility of the 3 Zero -G
CDs - UNTIL NOW

The X -STATIC GOLDMINE - an incredible double -CD of over 3000 ultra-cred and
EFFECTIVE dance samples from POLESTAR MAGNETICS in Sweden. Now EXCLUSIVELY
available from Time+Space. This double CD package doesn't just contain the same number of
samples as all the Datafile CDs put together (over 3000) - they are mostly as good as the Zero -
G samples AND 99.9% of them are totally different and fresh. You only need a quick browse of
the 30 -page index and a cursory listen to realise that, like the creator of Zero -G, the guys who
produced this priceless production weapon really understand dance sampling production
techniques and have a deep passion for all things house+techno. Check out the contents below
and you'll know what we mean. Anyone can fill two CDs with samples but to compile over 3000
of this quality is a one hell of an achievement! And fantastic value - the price is ridiculously low
for what you're getting:

"FOR SHEER QUANTITY, DIVERSITY, & RELEVANCE TO THE GENRE THIS DOUBLE CD
CAN'T BE BEATEN...A HAPPENING PRODUCT...A VERY COMPREHENSIVE

COLLECTION...PLENTY OF FIREPOWER...TOTAL OVERKILL!...BUY!  NO QUESTION!"
(Sound -on -sound, UK)

THIS IS WHAT YOU'LL FIND ON CD 1:
CD 1 starts out with 512 loops, almost all with BPMs - all specially selected, treated and/or
programmed for this CD. The first 16 tracks of these give you a huge amount of Hardcore
Techno, Clonky housebeats, Funky Raregrooves, Hustling Hip -hop and much more.
Complementing these are 16 tracks of unique loops in many & varied styles - Ethnic
Percussion Loops, including a brilliant collection of African, Arabian & Oriental breaks, etc,
Kraftwerk-style Elektronik Loops, & Roland CR78 Beats to name a few. You get 1103 Drum
& Percussion samples - only the best for dance - enough to keep you going for years to come.
The Classic Roland TR808 & TR909 are multlsampled (variations on each sound) to give you
their whole rich spectrum. You also get the sounds from the other Roland Cult Beatboxes -
TR727, TR606, CR78, CR8000, DR55, Rhythm 33 & Rhythm 77. Then there is a very
comprehensive section of Kraftwerk-style Percussion. Elektronik Ekstasy! 256 samples from
the Roland R8 put perfect 16 -bit digital drum & percussion sounds at your disposal. The
sections "Off D Record" & "From D Archives" complete the picture. "Off D Record" gives you
loads of kicks, Snares & Percussion lifted from records. These samples mix perfect when added
to loops from records and are also essential when making your own loops. To cut out sounds
from tracks with such precision & of such quality is impossible with a normal sampler but was
possible here thanks to a Digidesign Sound Tools System. "From D Archives" is the best of
drum & percussion samples gathered over many years. Track 99 Is a reference tone used for
setting the input gain of your sampler, and there are 3 demo songs to illustrate the sounds.

THIS IS WHAT YOU'LL FIND ON CD 2:
128 Vox Samples. Underground classics or destined to become so.... Then a fantastic
collection of Dance Basses to help you create a devastating bottom -end on your tracks. In
addition to the 112 Bass sounds you'll get 16 Baseline Loops in true acid style. To get a true
dancefloor frenzy, try some of the 128 "Ravers". - Hits, Chords, Blips, Bleeps, Piano dits, etc.
To get the crowd even higher there are 128 Synth FX samples - the finest in Drop -Ins, Weird
Sounds & Deadly Percussion. Sci-fi Freaks take note) "Back to the 70's" starts with 48 Vocoder
Loops - drum loops with a unique sound. Check it out! Then there are Pianos, Horns, Strings,
Choirs, and Ethnic instruments etc. The 128 "Swirls" are Ambient Chords, Drones, Bells
etc to set your tracks in D right mood - Chill out! 384 different Vocal Samples in many different
styles: Robot Vox, Media Snatches, Toasting Jamaicans, Ethnic Singers, Mighty Monks,
Screams & Laughter, Moans & Groans. And then finally, one of the best collections of Sound
FX ever presented on a sample -CD. All 256 samples have been chosen and edited with the
utmost care according to their suitability for dance music, including a rich variety of Drop -in FX
and Atmospherics. As with the Zero -G CDs, all samples have been level -matched for optimum
noise figures and ease of sampling.

UNBELIEVABLE VALUE FOR MONEY AT ONLY E 7 9 for 2 CDS

T1ME+SPACE
THE LEADING EDGE
OF SAMPLING
TECHNOLOGY

P

TO ORDER: Tel 0442 870681 Fax 0442 877266 (Visa/MC/Amex) or cheques/postal orders to:
Time + Space, PO Box 306,Berkhamsted, Herts, HP4 3EP.

Please note: Delivery normally next working day but alloe 7 days if paying by cheque. International orders: add £5.00 airmail or £10.00 Express Mail



ALL HANDS ON DECK
MIDI Song File specialists Hands On

MIDI Software are expanding their
range of products in a variety of
areas.

Onstage, the MIDI file player for

the Atari ST, has already undergone

its first major upgrade in the form of

version 1.1, which now supports
global parameter changes,
programmable time delays between

auto -play songs, and the ability to

access up to 32 MIDI channels for
playback. Price is £99.95.

The company are also providing
an extremely cheap way of adding a

further 16 MIDI channels to the
existing 16 available via the ST's
own MIDI Out port. The £29.95 '16+

Cartridge', which plugs directly into

the ST's modem port, works not only

with Onstage but also Creator,
Notator, Cubase, Cubeat (utilising
the Export driver through MROS),

Trackman 2, Virtuoso and

Sequencer One Plus.

Hands On are now supporting
Roland's Sound Canvas GS and

Yamaha's TG100 General MIDI
sound modules with two new editor

packages, modestly priced at

£39.95 each. As well as allowing
you to edit parameters for each
multitimbral part, they each provide

a full drum editor; edited
parameters can be saved as a
Standard MIDI File and imported
into any sequencer which supports

the SMF format. Both programs
work within MROS and Softlink,
allowing you to switch quickly
between sequencer and editor.
Plans are in the pipeline to support

Korg's 03R/W module, which has a

General MIDI mode.

Through a tie-in with New York -

based MIDI sequence data company

Tran Tracks, the American
company's library of 500 titles is
available through Hands On and all

customers will be entitled to use the

Hands On helpline. Tran Tracks
sequences use a polyphony base of

64 notes, offering the user full and
complete arrangements which all

have arranged endings; comprehen-

sive track sheets and a wide
variety of sequencer formats are
supported.

Creative Sounds' Improviser
software for the ST, also available
from Hands On, has recently been
upgraded to V1.3. Written by jazz
saxophonist Paul Hodgson, the
software sets out to help musicians
explore improvisation in a variety of

styles. Standard MIDI Files can be
loaded into the program, which will
produce melodies from the music
which can then be resaved in SMF
format and imported into any SMF-

compatible sequencer package.
Price is £99.95.

Hands On are also expanding into

the educational market with the
introduction of 'Masterclass'
sequences, which have been

designed as an aid to studying
examination pieces set by the
Associated Board of the Royal
Schools of Music. Each disk retails

at £9.95, while if you just want to

listen to recorded versions of the
pieces you can buy audio playback

versions of the disk data on
cassette tape for £4.95; DAT
versions similar in content to the
cassette tapes are also available at

£12.50 each.

Song file programmers take note

that Hands On are still recruiting
freelance programmers to help keep

pace with their UK and international

demands.

The relevant phone numbers for
further information are Hands On
MIDI Software: (0705) 221162,
Hands On Audio: (0243) 670099,
and Hands On Education: (0733)
223403.

Overseas readers might like to
know that Hands On products are
now also available in America from

Tran Tracks Inc (201 383 6691), in
Germany from MCS (0231 75 92
83), in Australia from Bava's Music
Scene (02 727 4999) and in

Scandinavia from G Major Music AB

(08 612 7066).

PSYCHO ethnic sounds REVVING

killer
MIDI songfile purveyors,
Heavenly Music have

descended into the depths of
madness with their latest
project, the complete filmscore
to Alfred Hitchcock's horror
classic pextuprogrammed in MIDI

songfile form to a copy of the
original film cue sheet. Priced at

£24.95 including p&p, the
soundtrack gives you over 40
minutes of music available in a
variety of formats, including
ST, PC, Sound Brush, Datadisk

and MDF2; cassette and

DAT versions will be available

soon.

For more information, contact

the angels at Heavenly Music on

Tel: (0255) 434217 or Fax: (0255)

430699.

With so many sample CDs emanating

from and focusing on the dance
market at present, a new CD from
The Music Suite comes as a pleasant

change. The Ethnic Percussion Sound

Collection CD contains more than
400 original samples, all digitally
edited, representing the culmination

of over three years' work with
percussionist Dave Starkie. Sounds

include gazelle, singhalese, thunder,

talking and barrel drums, djembe,
dumbek, tablas, congas, batter -
phones, rattles, bones, spoons,
shakers, bowls, anvils, gongs, cuica,

berimbau and didgeridoo.

The Ethnic Percussion Sound
Collection CD is available for £39.95

including VAT and p&p directly from

The Music Suite on (0239) 710594.

MULTIMEDIA AT HOME?
The Multimedia '92 show at London's Olympia provided the platform for
Commodore to launch their new Amiga CDTV-based Multimedia Home
Computer Pack. This new bundle adds a 96 -key QWERTY keyboard, a two -

button mouse and a 3.5" floppy disk drive to the CDTV, allowing it to run the

extensive range of Amiga games and home productivity software, as well as

nearly 90 other software titles. The Pack is available for £599 including VAT.

For further information contact Commodore Business Machines on Tel:

(0628) 770088 or Fax: (0628) 71456.

the
Engine
Effective from July 1st, E -mu

Systems' Pro series of sound
modules has undergone across-

the-board price reductions of 20-

34%, apparently a move which

signals a new company focus on.

the 'hobbyist' musician market.

The reductions have been made

possible by E-mu's adoption of

G1.5 SoundEngine technology, a

proprietary method of sound
generation which is far more cost-

effective than its predecessor, the

G1.0 SoundEngine, without

compromising on functionality or

audio quality. For details of your

nearest dealer contact 031-653

6556.
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MODULAR
ANGELS
LA Analogue, a Los Angeles -based

company which specialises in
sourcing old analogue modular
systems, boldly claim that they can

find anything (almost) within a few

weeks. Systems currently in stock
include the Buchla 200 series,
Buchla 400, ARP 2500 and 2600,

Serge modular system, EMS
Putney, and Roland 100 and
100M, together with various Moog

modules.

Anyone wanting to find out more

can contact LA Analogue on: 01 01

213 850 5216.

41 merging MIDI
New from Hinton Instruments are

two 1U 19" rack -mounting MIDI

merger units built for

professional use. MIDIY1

provides three MIDI Inputs
merged to one MIDI Output, while

MIDIY2 provides dual two MIDI

Inputs merged to separate MIDI

Outputs. Features include

individual filtering of every MIDI

status type on each Input, LED

indication of status, user -

definable Clear Event and Panic

Sequence functions activated by

pressing large front -panel

pushbuttons or a remote

footswitch, and an RS232 port

for setting up, computer control

and configuration dumps.

MIDIY1 is available at £575,

MIDIY2 at £650; both prices

exclude VAT and delivery.

Incidentally, MIDIY is only part

of a range of professional MIDI

management devices from Hinton

Instruments which includes high

density routing matrices, long -

haul converters and analogue

and digital interfaces.

For further information on
products and custom services,

contact Graham Hinton on (0373)

451927 or Fax: (0373) 830679.

Atari NV
After a series of not entirely successful attempts

to produce a follow up machine to the ST, Atari
finally seem to have come up with the goods.
Indeed, the new Falcon 030 looks set to break as

much new ground for the company in the 90s as

the ST did in the 80s.

In appearance, little has changed: the Falcon

looks like a 1040 STE - though a darker coloured

casing is being considered. Internally, however,

things could hardly be more different. The CPU is

a 68030 running at 16 MHz, in keeping with the

current low end range of Macs (Classic II and LC -

20 II) with a 68882 floating maths co -processor

(FPU) as an optional extra. FPUs are normally
used for operations which involve hefty number -

crunching such as the editing of graphics.

The machine's RAM comes in three
configurations - 1, 4, or 14 megabytes - and there

appears to be 512 Kilobytes of ROM and a 128
Kilobyte cartridge port. Monitors for the Falcon
can conform to the Super VGA standard; 640 x
480 pixels with 256 colours on -screen chosen
from a palette of 65,536 colours (16 -bit).

Other details on the visual side are still a little

sketchy, but a 15 -bit overlay mode for video titling

has been mentioned, as has programmable
overscan and hardware assisted horizontal fine

scrolling. And the sound? Well there appears to

be eight channels of 16 -bit digital audio DMA
record and playback with a sampling rate of up to

50 KHz. In practice, this is likely to allow four
stereo channels of CD -quality audio and it
appears that 1 -bit technology with 80 times
oversampling is being used.

Also incorporated is MultiTOS, a professional

version of MiNT which has been available for the

ST for some time as shareware. How effective

ew Bird
the multi -tasking facility will be remains to be
seen (it is doubtful whether it will be useable on

the MIDI side), but it is a welcome addition
nonetheless.

As regards ports, the news is that the onboard

56001 Digital Signal Processor (DSP) running at

32 MHz wit allow direct -to -disk recording systems

to be built without the need for any extra
hardware. With an SCSI 2 port, hard drives can

be connected directly without the need for SCSI -

DMA host adaptors (a
DMA port is also included

for current Atari hard-
ware). Such a port should

also allow the use of CD-
ROM players and the like.

Obvious connectors
such as MIDI In and Out,

stereo output, two joystick

ports and an RS -232C
serial port are included -
as is a stereo microphone

input, two 15 -pin en-

hanced digital/analogue controller connectors
and a high speed Localtalk compatible LAN (Local

Area Network) port.

The disk drive is high density (1.44 Megabytes)

and there is an optional internal hard drive
(apparently 2.5") and an internal direct processor

slot for 386 SX emulation or other processors.
The price? To be successful, the bottom of the

range model must come in at around £500 -
though "under £1000" is the figure that is being
bandied around. If this is correct, then the Falcon

030 looks set to do serious damage to Amiga
sales. Having said that, the success of the
machine is likely to depend on the compatibility of

Of Pre
ST software, its reliability, how available it will .be

and how well supported it will be by the software
writers. Though that last point is probably
something of a foregone conclusion.

When? It is expected that the Falcon will be
launched at the Dusseldorf Show in August and

available in Germany in late Autumn. As far as the

UK is concerned, who knows? If Atari UK do, they

are certainly not letting on.

Though you have every right to expect up to
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the minute, accurate news on these pages of
the magazine, I have to say I would have
preferred to have waited another month before
writing this - if only to confirm all the facts. But
notwithstanding the non -disclosure form which is

currently awaiting my signature, this is the most

accurate information I could come up with at the

time of writing - 4th July 1992. Until it actually

arrives the only thing that seems certain is that

the machine will be surrounded by a

considerable amount of speculation - not least of

which will be that Atari themselves regard this as

the 'low end' model of a new family of Atari
computers...
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performance

PLUS

New from E -mu Systems is a

Plus version of the
company's Proteus Master
Performance System keyboard

(reviewed MT March '92) which

adds 4Mb of orchestral sounds
to the standard 4Mb of pop/rock
sounds and increases the
onboard preset capacity to an
amazing 500 locations (300
ROM, 100 RAM, 100 card).
Existing MPS owners will be able

to upgrade their keyboard to the

full Plus spec.

grooving with AMG
T he number of sample CDs on the market just

keeps on growing, due in no small part to the
efforts of AMG. Latest disc in the company's
Producer Series is the first offering from Beats
International's Norman Cook, engagingly titled Skip
To My Loops and featuring over 70 minutes of
breaks and hooks; price is £49. Also new are two
CDs from Masterbits: Orchestra Library is the
second disc in the Special Edition Series, while
Grooves is the fourth Climax Collection disc.

The Orchestra Library's collection of samples, which
was originally recorded for the Synclavier, provides not
only orchestral multisamples at different velocities but
also hits, runs and swells that are impossible to recreate
accurately using standard string samples. Due to the
expense of actually having to hire musicians in order to
get the sounds, the Orchestra Library disc is more
expensive than many sample CDs currently on the
market, costing £65.

As its name suggests, the Grooves CD is fairly and
squarely in the dance category. A total of 280 new drum

machine grooves in house, dance, rap, funk and techno
styles are provided. Every groove is BPMed, and a few
include basslines, while in virtually all cases several
versions of the same groove have been provided. Grooves

by itself costs £45, or alternatively you can buy all four
Climax Collection CDs (Vocals, Classic, Guitar and
Grooves) as a set for £160.

AMG have also taken the compilation album concept
into the realm of sample CDs with a compilation cheekily
titled Now That's What 1 Call Sampling!. This features
samples from all the Producer Series artists, including
the Art of Noise's JJ Jeczalik, Pascal Gabriel, Coldcut, Ian

Curnow and Pete Gleadall - and it's yours for absolutely

nothing if you buy any sample CD from AMG. Now that's
what we call a bargain!

Finally, the company have recently completed a new
catalogue, 'SoundCheck', which is available on request
and covers their full range of sample CDs, sound cards,
software and expansions. For a copy and any further
information, contact AMG on Tel: (0730) 88383 or Fax:
(0730) 88390.                   Star Players

Okay, so our tennis players get
trashed at Wimbledon each year,

our national cricket team has a
habit of failing abysmally - but
recently, our electro-acoustic
composers have met with
considerable success at the 1992
International Electroacoustic Music

Competition of Bourges.

To celebrate 20 years of the
Bourges Competition, a special jury

gathered to select 20 of the 124
compositions which have won

prizes in recent years. Britain,
which has always had a large share

of prize -winners, took a quarter of

the prizes awarded - a reflection of

the significant role which British
composers have played in electro-

acoustic music for some years.
Winning composers were Javier
Alvarez, Jonty Harrison, Denis
Smalley, Alejandro Vinao and Trevor

Wishart, all of whom have been or

are closely associated with the
Sonic Arts Network.

As in previous years, Bourges
ran a competition for young
composers in which Britain was
again represented amongst the
prize -winners by Andrew Lovett with

Lyre Of The West Wind.

The awards reflect the fact that
Britain has played an important and

influential role in electro-acoustic
music for some years.

Anyone wanting further infor-
mation can contact Jonathan
Cooper on 071-794 5638.

Harman Audio are sole distributors of all
Steinberg products in the UK including Cubase

Make sure you are covered for warranty, user back-up and service

Call Robin Pearce on 0753 576911 for product details and your nearest dealer or write
c/o Steinberg Product Support, Harman Audio, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 5DD
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Peave
SaMpling
"The Peavey DPM SP has enough
sound -processing power to generate incredible
sounds.... Overall, the SP represents tremendous
value for the money....The engineers at Peavey
are to be commended for building a highly
capable sound module into a cost-effective,
upgradable package." Electronic Musician

May 1992 Issue

The DPM® SP/SX sampling system is a phenomenal
value. Costing thousands less than comparable units from
our competitors, and hundreds less than most low end
systems, the SP/SX combination represents the most
powerful, yet affordable, full -featured 16 -bit sampling
system on the market today!

The DPM® SP rack -mount sample playback module offers
16 -bit resolution and 44.1 kHz stereo sample playback rate
for industry standard sonic quality that is without equal.

fib

The SP is capable of handling up to 32 megabytes of
internal sample memory. The sample RAM is expandable
with low-cost industry standard SIM Ms expansion boards.

SAMPLE PLAYBACK
SYNTHESIZER

48 KHz

24 KHz

WI DUMP ALT -
SAMPLE RATE

SP/SX
lion

"The SP offers ambitious programmers the
potential for creating new signature sounds.
Particularly considering its low price,
expandability and first-rate storage and loading
capabilities, the SP gives a musician more than
just an introduction to sampling. With the SP,
Peavey moves the flexible -architecture
philosophy to new frontiers.- EQ Magazine

February 1992 Issue

The DPW SX Sampling Xpander module allows you
to digitally record your own 16 -bit samples and send
them over SCSI to the SP or in the standard SDS format
to your DPM 3 or other compatible instrument.

Up until now, high -quality sampling has been something
that was out of reach for most people. Not only because
of the expense, but because of the tedious time and effort
required to create good samples. The union of the SP/SX
finally brings together high -end full -featured sampling
with ultra affordable pricing for the working musician.

Sample the new DPM SP and DPM SX sampling system
today! Be sure to ask about the new DPM SP sample
library available now at your nearest Peavey dealer!

The Monitor' magazine 'horn Peavey is a publicatiortlilled with the test into musicians want to know Included are
interviews with today s hottest players You also get the latest news On Peavey equipment. To receive 4 issues for only
$5.00'.send check or money order to Monitor magazine. PeayefeeCtronlcs 711 A Street Meridian. MS 39302-2898
'Prices good in U.S.only

Peavey Electronics (UK) Ltd  Hatton House  Hunters Road  Corby  Northan:3  NN17 1JE
Tel: 0536 205520  Fax: 0536 69029





Hue & Cry

Glasgow has a reputation. Well, several,

actually, but many of them strangely at

odds with each other. One for football, one for

art. One for drinking, one for the driest
humour to be found anywhere. -One for

hospitality, another for violence. You may get

your bag stolen, say, from a parked car, but

then the taxi driver that takes you back to your

hotel will turn out to be someone who knows

your best mate.

One reputation which defies contradiction, however, is the
one Glasgow shares with that other renegade port, Liverpool:

some of the finest pop music of the last decade. Spurred on by

deep stirrings within the Celtic soul, or perhaps by the sight of

Andy Stewart singing 'Donald Where's Your Troosers' on
STV, a generation has grown up and redrawn the boundaries

between soul and pop, imbuing the former with local fizz and

the latter with a steady supply of freshness and quality.

The crest of the most recent wave of this kind threw up
Hue & Cry, a.k.a. brothers Pat and Gregory Kane, who in
1986 were snapped up by a fledgling label called Circa on the

strength of simple piano/vocal demos and a bucketful of
youthful optimism. On delivery of their first-born - the album

Seduced And Abandoned in 1987 - both label and artists were

doing well, sitting up and taking fluids.

Hit singles came; 'Labour Of Love' shadowed '87 Election

fever (but didn't help), and cleared the way for 'Strength To
Strength', 'I Refuse' (a re-recorded version of their lost first
single), and, from a second album, 'Ordinary Angel',
`Looking For Linda' and 'Violently'. By then, as is the way of

these things, Circa were doing so well that supportive deals
with majors became full-scale embroilment, and once safely

within the Virgin fold, the label, however successful, was prey

to the kind of major-league machinations that either abandon
artists (having first seduced them), or frighten them away.
Including Hue & Cry.

Enter Fidelity Records, an independent Glasgow label set
up by studio/rehearsal complex St.Clair, under the auspices of

Mark Wilson and Hue & Cry's manager Allan MacNeill, and
now sporting a new album by the Kane brothers, Truth And
Love, recorded in-house and produced by one Gregory Phillip

Kane.

All along, Greg Kane (keyboards and sax) has written the

music whilst brother Pat, never short of a few words on the

right occasion - or any occasion, come to that - supplied
lyrics. So it seems natural that Greg should have graduated to

the producer's chair for last year's Stars Crash Down, and
continued the role for the latest offering. But there have been

a few changes. Now, technology at the ready, musical control

at his fingertips, it's time for Gregory Kane to be heard...

"The test will be if I listen to it in a year's time and it
doesn't sound stiff." He says discussing the introduction of
sequencing technology into the Hue & Cry sound. "The

paranoia about using sequencers is whether it's going to
sound stiff. Once the initial excitement goes, once you've got

used to the album, does it sound rigid? The demos for the first

album we did, Seduced And Abandoned, were like a primitive

version of this one. I played everything, because we didn't
have anyone else. It was all MC -500 back then, and all those

parts that I'd written were played by the band once we'd got
the deal - and that was the album. It was produced by two
American guys (Harvey Jay Goldberg and James Biondolillo)

and I watched them closely. So when we demo'd this album
we tried to use a live band, but, basically, I don't know how to

produce a live band yet."

Such honesty is a breath of fresh Caledonian air, and
aerates every topic into which the conversation leads.

Perhaps this is why the album itself rings so true; gone are the

trips to New York in the search for surrogate soul. Replacing it

is a strong homegrown flavour (Pat Kane's nickname for
Fidelity Records is `MacMotown'). Evidence of this is neatly
provided by the figure of Calum Malcolm - East Lothian's
producer extraordinaire and keeper of The Blue Nile's quiet
secret of success - who mixed the album at his own Castle
Sound studio near Edinburgh.

"Most recording studios are struggling right now," Greg
continues, "but not Castle Sound. Because, I would say, it's
got the best mixing environment in Britain. Calum's very
friendly with Rupert Neve, so any updates go straight into his

desk. And to me he's like the friendly Maths teacher you had
at school, you learn so much from him. I said, 'what's your
schedule?' and he said he had ten days off, he was going away

for the weekend, so he'd give me seven days. I said, 'can you
mix this in seven days!?' and he said he'd just have a go. His

attitude is if it's not happening within
three hours, just scrap it! He knows his
studio so well, he just brings it up on the

faders and if it's happening in three
hours, brilliant, print it, that's it, done.
So he can do two or three mixes a day.
And he did do our album in seven days.

"I tried to make it as easy as possible;
everything was arranged on tape, it was
just the positioning of the vocals and so
on. I haven't yet concentrated on mixing.
This is only my second full production
job; I've been concentrating on the
rhythms and sounds working together,
and I let Calum position everything. It's

brilliant because he understands what
everything does and I don't have to
worry about it."

Sequencing was the solution that put an

end to the other worries about producing a live band.

just the Atari, upgraded to 3Mb so it wouldn't crash on me,

and Cubase, version 2.0. I didn't use version 3.0; most people

say that with previous versions you're into your mode of
working, and it's become second nature, but with version 3.0

it's kind of turned upside down, with lots of annoying little

Interview
by Phil
Ward

"The paranoia about

using sequencers is

whether it's going to

sound stiff Once the

initial excitement

goes, once you've got

used to the album,

does it sound rigid?"

"It was
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INTERVIEW Hue & Cry

0 things that you've got to get used to, so it takes you about a
week or two of constant use to get rid of your old habits. It's
like driving a left-hand drive car after a right-hand drive car -

the same procedure but all a bit upside-down. Anyway,

version 2.0 does me fine, as long as the computer's

powerful enough to handle everything.

"The sound modules were just two
D50s and one MI, and all the drums

were programmed on an Alesis
module. I know people who use
loops, but I find myself saying, hand

on my heart, 'That sounds out of
time, man, I'm sorry'. You never
get a loop bang on. The grooves
that it gives you kind of restrict you.

People kind of bury it; they'll do the

8 -bar loop and on top of it they'll put

everything else, all the original stuff,
and bury it until you wonder, 'why is it

there?' this hissy noise in the background.
You've got your percussion and stuff that you've

programmed on top of it, so there doesn't seem any
point to me. I've always tried to Use the computer to create,

rather than using existing performances, using samplers.
There's no samplers on the album, it's all from these
keyboards.

"Once I'd got the tempo and keys right for Pat, I just
printed the sequences onto eight tracks. That left me with 24

tracks to muck about with, so I did all the vocal takes and
bounced them onto one track, and then did the same with the

guitars. Once I'd got all the parts, I reprinted all the
sequences individually, taking ten tracks for the drums this
time. I didn't want the problems of slaving up and so on, and 

the joy of using the computer is that you only need eight
tracks to print all your music. The rest can be for
your live work, which tends to be three or four
tracks for different takes, the final track being a
composite of those. So, if you've printed all your
stuff without a computer you'll run into problems.
You end up saying to the guitarist, 'We've only got

one track left, so don't fuck up', which is useless
because live stuff is all about little impulses and
spontaneity that will never happen under that kind

of pressure. So with the computer you don't have
to print those sequences till the very last minute,
which is great."

Discography:
'I Refuse' (single, 1986)
with The Shuggie And Shout Tape, free

cassette inc. 'I Refuse' (extended

version), 'Tempted', 'Dangerous Wreck',

'Shipbuilding'.

Seduced And Abandoned (1987)

inc, 'Labour Of Love', 'Strength To

Strength', 'I Refuse'.

Remote (1988)

inc, 'Ordinary Angel', 'Looking For Linda',

'Violently'.

Violently (EP 1988)

inc, 'Violently', 'The Man With The Child

In His Eyes', 'Calamity John'.

The Bitter Suite (1989)

free album with re -issue of Remote

Stars Crash Down (1991)

inc, 'My Salt Heart', 'Long Term Lovers

Of Pain', 'She Makes A Sound'.

Truth And Love (1992)

released 17th August

inc, 'Profoundly Yours',

All very well, but this is assuming you've got

songs all set to put down. How has the new
working method impinged upon the Hue & Cry
songwriting partnership?

"Some of the songs were developed on Cubase,

but mainly Pat and I still write with just piano and

vocal. Once we've got the melody and chords
straight he buggers off for four days and I bring it

to a certain level where there's a groove, a mood, a

positive direction for the song; he comes back and

it's either thumbs up or thumbs down. If it's thumbs down,
we spend two days re -arranging it together on Cubase. But
80% of the time it's thumbs up, and the other 20% I put down

to me working too hard and losing track. He might see it as a

ballad, and I see it as a real funk epic, and it's hey, wait a
minute... That happens, but fortunately not too often. So we

don't use the sequencer for actually conceiving a song, just for

realizing it. We could do the whole album just piano and
vocal, the songs don't change that much.

"Maybe one song did, 'Because You're Nothing', which is

kind of a funk thing. There's a bass line which runs all the way

through. I did that on Cubase and just played it to him, trying

to find chords over the top of it and a melody that worked.
He came up with a melody from that bass line. And it was a

sequence over two octaves, quite difficult to play with one
hand, so I just let the computer run and worked on the
chords.

"The horn parts were written on Cubase too - from the Ml

- but it's a sound without any spits or breaths, and the
dynamics are difficult, so we got Cubase to print out the
music. And we went in and played along with the MI. We
locked into that because I knew that worked. I don't think
Calum used the Ml horns in the final mix, but I like to hear a

blend of the two. Cubase is certainly good for writing horns -

for me, anyway. You get 75% of what it's going to sound like -

not the same 'spread', but you hear where it's going to fit, and

where not. Plus it's so much easier.

"When we were in New York recording Remote we had to

hire music students to transcribe all the parts! I'd have a part,

and this poor wee guy had to sit and write it all out -
beautifully done, really nice - so when the session men came

in, we just gave them the chart. But with Cubase, you press a

key and it all comes out. It's pretty accurate, too; some timing

things may be a bit funny, because it's not quantized, but it's

pretty close and it lets the player know what's going on."

Apart from the scandalous deprivation of summer income
for American music students, advancing technology has raised

other, more abstract, concerns. For example, take the case of

the guitarist and the Mitsubishi X-850...

"Our guitarist (Brian McPhee, ex -Big Dish) is very deep
and meaningful about this. He says 'Why should my
performance be turned into numbers? I give all my emotions

and it becomes a binary sequence'. So he doesn't like it, and I

say, 'But for fidelity reasons digital is better' and he says 'Yeah,

but at least on analogue the performance is still there, still
intact, it doesn't have to be decoded.' So I have to say 'No
y'all right, Brian, don't worry'. You'd be surprised how many

people react like that."

At least Mr McPhee has not yet been replaced by a sample.

Surprisingly, having embraced sequencing so fully, and having

run the gauntlet of digitally multitracking anxious guitarists,

Greg is circumspect about the other Great Advance in
contemporary recording.

"I really am a bit suspicious about samplers. They always

sound noisy, really brittle. I was going to use, what's that
thing, ProTools, y'know with the four tracks of sampling...
crashes all the time! Anybody that buys it right now must be

off their head, because in five years' time they'll have solved all
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the problems and you'll be able to pick it up in Dixons for
£750, So samplers, well... no. Obviously when you're
spinning in backing vocals and that kind of stuff, you have to

use them. When the singers come in you want them doing the

best they can, and you only need one chorus that you can fly

in throughout the song. Samplers are good for that, but not
for drum sounds, or string sounds; it always sounds too brittle
for me.

"I use the computer as a musician that doesn't complain,
doesn't come in with a hangover, doesn't ask for more money.

I give it the information. I very rarely quantize stuff; hi -hats,

snares, bass drum, yeah... but with the music I try not to. It's

easy enough to do, but it doesn't swing - or rock'n'roll - for
want of a better phrase. When you hear something that's
slightly out of time you go 'What's that?' and Pat will hear it
and compensate by pushing or pulling slightly, and I think
that's exciting. If it's all regimented and bang on, you get
bored. I mean, can you listen to Michael Jackson's 'Bad'? I
can't listen to it any more - those horrible snares, everything

bang in time. So I only use the computer to basically chuck
back out what I gave it. I'll use it as a recorder, put in drums

and bass, then do a piano take top -to -bottom, mute it and do

another take top -to -bottom, maybe three takes and then listen

to them, same way you do on tape. It's a tape machine with
MIDI."

or now, MIDI seems to have done its thing and solved aF few immediate problems for Greg Kane. But don't expect

any excursions into ambient techno-territory just yet. The
future looks distinctly lively.

"I love Don Was, what he did with Bonnie Raitt (Luck Of

The Draw), and half that B -52's album (Good Stuff) - that
album really shows you the difference between programming

and live. You can hear, on the live stuff, how Don Was is so

bloody good at it. So I listened, and tried it with a band for
this new album, set up a few mikes and a good atmosphere,
hoping the tape would catch something. But it didn't, so
there's a knack for producing live bands, and I'm just going to

keep working away at it. Maybe if I was doing it for a different

band, rather than me worrying about my arrangements, my
chords... we'll see. If some-
body offers me some work next

year, we'll see what the
schedule's like, and maybe I'll
take it."

This is a jazz -lover, a sax
player, and a young producer
with feet closer to the ground
than a glance at his prized
Porsche would suggest. And
the tower inhabited by brother
Pat - now a Rector of Glasgow

University, no less - seems a little less ivory with Greg's car

parked outside. There may have been a Hue & Cry album
called Remote, but the word could never be used to describe

Greg Kane. This is the sort of Pop Star who will buy a starving

journalist a Chinese takeaway at three in the morning, having

spent the evening being approachable beyond the call of duty

in a local bar. But that's Glasgow, that's showbiz, and in a
Porsche'n'Prawn Crackers kind of way, that's Gregory
Kane.

"I use the computer as a

musician that doesn't
complain, doesn't come in

with a hangover, doesn't

ask for more money"
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PC MIDI MUSIC SYSTEM'S

Supports Windows MultiMedia Extensions (MME)

The powerful new PC MIDI
Sequencer that combines Microsoft
Windows 3 with Advanced Features
for the Ultimate in MIDI Recording &
Multimedia. Fully compatible with
MPU401; Sound Blaster; Turtle
Beach Multi Sound; Roland SCC1 and
sampling cards and many more!
Cadenza for Windows can drive
multiple cards from multiple
sequences - with all sequences and
cards active at the same t me! The
ONLY true multi -tasking PC MIDI
music programme currently avail-
able.
Cadenza is distributed exclusively throughout
UK; Europe/EEC & Scandinavia by Digital Music.

"Cadenza for Windows is, by far,
the most full -featured Windows

sequencer on the market."
PC Today June 1992
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COMPETITIVE UPGRADES AVAILABLE

Music Quest MIDI INTERFACE CARDS
Simply - Tim first, Distributed exclusively in the UK &

Eirc by Digital Music
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Low cost, fully MPU401
compatible.
Works with all MIDI instruments
Runs over 100 music programmes
New MIDI Metronome
Intelligent Operation
Flexible, easy installation
Small 1/3 size card
Includes MIDI adaptor cable
FREE Utility & Diagnostics Soft-
ware
No external Boxes
Thousands Sold!
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Fully MPU401 compatible.
Professional Chase Lock Tape
Sync
Tape Dropout Protection with
Real Time Error Correction
Intelligent Operation
Unpitched metronome output
Flexible, easy installation
Includes MIDI adaptor cable
FREE Utility & Diagnostics Soft-
ware
No external Boxes

1

Music Quest interfaces are widely recommended and specified by leading
developers of music software for the IBM PC. Choose Music Quest - there IS a difference.

Got a Midiman MM401? Trade UP to Music Quest - call us now!

MQX-32M
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Fully MPU401 compatible.
Two independent MIDI outputs
Two merged MIDI inputs
SMPTE, MIDI Time Code & Chase
Lock Tape Sync
Tape Dropout Protection with
Real Time Error Protection
Extended timing resolution
Intelligent Operation
MIDI & Audio Out metronomes
Wide software support
Flexible, easy installation
Includes MIDI adaptor cables
FREE Utility & Diagnostics Soft-
ware
No external Boxes

"For the IBM PC the current
de -facto standard for multi -port
interfaces"
Craig Anclerton, Keyboard, Oct 90

For further information -bout our exclusive product range and services why not call for a free catalogue?
BEWARE of 'BOOTLEG Gray Imports - Check with us for an authorised dealer in your area or country. 0

U E R E . Q0703 252131
Monte, S'05 .9g11, England. Fax: 0703 270405



Although aimed at Yamaha

QY10 users, Novation's two -

octave MIDI keyboard should

suit any musician who needs a

cheap, lightweight MIDI

controller - to go.

6 ORTABLE' would normally be the last word you'd use

to describe a MIDI controller keyboard (No... I think it

would be 'interesting' - Ed). Ever since Roland and Yamaha

introduced musicians to the concept of the silent keyboard

instrument with their MKB1000 and KX88 88 -note weighted

keyboard controllers back in the mid -eighties, the MIDI
controller keyboard has primarily been seen as an
instrument for professional keyboard players to use both live

and in the studio. Hence the emphasis on high-class
keyboard actions and 'solid' build quality.

Yet increasingly there has been a need for a small,
lightweight MIDI controller keyboard to go with the new
generation of er, small, lightweight sound -generating
modules coming onto the market. Yamaha's best-selling

Review by
Simon Trask
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APPRAISAL Novation MM10

Prices:

MM10 .£149.99;

CC1 carrying case £16.95,

PSU1 power supply £14.95.

All prices inclusive of VAT.

More from:

Novation Electronic Music

Systems Ltd, The Ice House,

Dean Street, Marlow,

Bucks, SL7 3AB.

Tel: (0628) 481992.

Fax: (0628) 481835.

QY10 'walkstation' is a case in point. Here you have an
instrument which provides an eight -track sequencer, a
multitimbral sound source and a drum machine in a cabinet

roughly the size of a VHS video cassette.

Owners of this neat little box of tricks, after gaping in
wonderment at the triumph of miniaturisation, then have to

get used to recording music into it by tapping away on a

small monophonic 'keyboard' consisting of 12 rubber
buttons. Not a lot of fun.
Fortunately, you can also
record into the QY10 from an

external MIDI source, which is

where Novation and their two -

octave MM10 MIDI controller

keyboard come in.

First of all, some vital
statistics: the MM10

measures 18" x 8" x 2" and
weighs just 3.5lbs with

batteries fitted - so it easily
qualifies as portable. The
batteries required, incidentally,

are six AA types, which give

some 40 hours out -in -a -field -in -

the -middle -of -nowhere playing

time. When there are around five hours of battery time left,

the power on/off LED will start blinking at you fairly rapidly,

and as the power gets lower, the rate of blinking will get
slower -a helpfully constant reminder that you need to think

about buying some more batteries.

If you happen to be near a mains supply, you can power

the MM10 via an external adaptor (not supplied with the
machine). This should be a 9V regulated, centre positive
psu rated at 300mA. Novation market their own PSU1 unit

at £16.95, which may seem like a lot of money, but
with cheaper unregulated adaptors you get a loud hum on
the MM10's audio output which you just won't want to live

with.

But hey, hang on a minute, why on earth would a silent

controller keyboard need an audio output? Well, here we

come to the QY10 connection - or rather, one of the QY10

connections. Turning to the MM10's rear panel for the
moment, we find in addition to the expected power on/off

switch, 9v DC power input and MIDI Out socket a second

power connection, a mini -jack line in and two mini -jack audio

outputs. Using three leads which come supplied with the

MM10 (sheathed together for convenience), you can make

audio, MIDI and power connections between the keyboard

and a QY10. The audio lead allows you to feed the QY's

audio output into the MM10, where it's boosted by two 1

watt stereo amplifiers before being transmitted via the two

audio outs, into which you can plug a couple of pairs of

headphones, a pair of powered speakers, or audio leads to

a mixer.

The value of this is that output level via the MM10 is
much improved over that from the QY10's own headphone

amplifier - an important consideration if you're using your
QY in noisy surroundings. On the down side, the amplified

output is noisier because, of course, background noise in

the QY10's signal gets amplified along with everything else.

However, as you only need to use the MM10's output when

surrounding noise levels require a louder signal than the QY

can deliver, you probably won't notice the increase in noise.

The MIDI connection allows you to play the QY10's
sounds, and to record parts into its sequencer memory in

both real- and step -time, from the MM10's two -octave,
velocity -sensitive keyboard. This has full-size keys and a

comfortable synth -style action, and, of course, allows you to

play polyphonically. Using a MIDI keyboard (as opposed to

the QY10's rubber buttons) really helps you to get the most

out of the little marvel. Using the MM10's MIDI keyboard
ensures that you don't lose the 'walk' in 'walkstation' as a

result.

The third connection between MM10 and QY10 allows you

to take a power feed from the keyboard into the QY10,
though this will only function if you're powering the MM10

from the mains. If you're running the keyboard off batteries,

the QY10 must be battery -powered as well, which means

you need a total of 12 M batteries for portable use.

In further pursuit of QY-friendliness, Novation have
provided a slot on the MM10's front panel into which the

QY10 sits quite comfortably, facing towards you at about a

45 -degree angle. However, you can't lock the QY into the

slot, and it does tend to move around a bit when you're
jabbing away at its buttons. Some Blu-Tack will hold it firmly

in place, but doesn't have the adhesive power to guarantee

that it will stay there should you turn the MM10 on its side

or upside down.

So, you have your MM10, your QY10, the necessary
connecting leads and a pair of headphones and you're ready

to head out into the countryside for a spot of musical
communing with nature. But how are you going to carry the

gear around with you? Well, Novation are marketing a soft

carry case for the MM10 which comes complete with a
shoulder strap and a zipped pouch for the QY10,
headphones and leads. A worthwhile investment if you want

to protect your assets.

Let's get one thing clear: the MM10 is not going to give

you anything close to the MIDI control sophistication
found on expensive 88 -note MIDI controller keyboards. But

then, with a two -octave keyboard and a price tag of
£149.99, you'd hardly expect it to. Besides, the MM10's
very simplicity is one of its greatest virtues. You can do just

four things: change the keyboard octave, change the MIDI

channel, transpose the MIDI note output and send a patch

change via MIDI.

At the left end of the MM10's front panel are four buttons

- Menu, Enter, Select Down and Select Up - and a single -

digit LED display. You select the four modes cyclically with

successive presses of the Menu button, and use the Select

buttons to alter each mode's programmed value. The Enter

button is used to confirm a keyboard transposition or return
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to the default mode (octave shift) immediately after selecting a patch
change.

Once you've selected a mode, the LED alternates between showing a

letter which indicates what the mode is ('o', 'c', 't' or 'p') and showing the

programmed value for that mode. However, if five or six seconds pass by

without a button being pressed, the display goes out to conserve battery

power, and the MM10 reverts to octave shift mode. This can be a bit
annoying at times, not to mention confusing to begin with. However,
treating octave shift as the default mode makes sense, because while

you're playing you can quickly change the keyboard octave without having to

bother about using the Menu button to select the right mode. And turning

off the LED display so that less power is consumed also makes sense,

because there's simply no need to leave it on all the time.

With the octave shift mode, the MM10's two -octave physical keyboard

becomes a 'window' onto a ten -octave virtual keyboard, allowing you to play

across the entire MIDI note range. On power -up, the middle C key on the

keyboard triggers MIDI note 60 - ie, C3 or middle C; using the Select
buttons you can then shift the keyboard up or down four octaves. One neat

feature of octave shifting on the MM10 is that if you are holding any notes

when you shift the keyboard octave they are unaffected, so you could, for

instance, hold a drone note in a low octave, then switch to a higher octave

and play another part.

The MM10 defaults to C=C on power -up, but with the transposition mode

selected you can use the lower octave of keys to transpose the MIDI
output. For instance, if you press the F key, all notes will be transposed up

a perfect fourth - so if you're playing in the key of C on the keyboard, your

MIDI module will actually be playing notes in the key of F. Once again, held

notes are unaffected by any changes.

Novation have got around the problem of selecting three -digit patch

numbers from a single -digit LED by confining LED selection to eight banks of

16 patches each, and putting individual patch selection on the bottom 16

keys of the keyboard. This leaves you the top nine keys to play the selected

sound from as you're selecting different patches. Helpfully, Novation have

printed the numbers 1-16 on the front panel above the relevant keys, but

you still have to indulge in a quick spot of arithmetic if you want to select a

specific patch number - eg, patch 94 is bank 6, key 14.

ovation's keyboard makes an ideal companion for the QY10, allowing

N you to get the most out of Yamaha's 'walkstation' without having to
sacrifice the practical advantages of a portable, use -anywhere musical

setup. At the same time, there's no reason why its use should be limited to

controlling the QY10 - after all, the whole idea of a MIDI controller
keyboard is that it should allow you to access any MIDI sound source. Plus

points, in terms of general performance purposes, are the keyboard's
velocity sensitivity and the inclusion of pitchbend and mod wheels. I do feel

it's a shame though that no sustain pedal input or volume slider were

included.

The MM10's straightforward design and (relative) inexpensiveness also

make it a good choice for anyone starting out in MIDI -based music making

with a limited budget - depending, obviously, on whether or not its two -

octave keyboard span is acceptable. If you do need a wider keyboard,

another inexpensive velocity -sensitive, mains or battery powered MIDI

controller keyboard worth considering would be Roland's 49 -key PC200GS

at £205.

For their part, Novation have come up with a fine example of affordable

and accessible technology which fulfills a very useful role in the new world

of portable hi -tech music making. The MM10 deserves to sell like the

proverbial hot cakes.

MIDI TO CV CONVERSION FROM THE HOUSE OF dBm

AFTER MANY YEARS OF RESEARCH THE BASS ENGINEERS AT All HAVE DERIVED THE
FUNDAMENTAL FORMULA THAT DEFINES THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DANCE ENERGY
AND ANALOGUE MONO -SYNTHS, e=.CV
WHERE: els THE DANCE ENERGY CV 19 THE CONTROL VOLTAGE

X IS THE dBm FACTOR THAT TRANSFORMS MIDI INTO DANCE ENERGY
d13111 HAVE HARNESSED THIS FORMULA IN THE DESIGN OF A NEW, HIGH SPEC CONVERTER
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or Responds over a five octave range on selectable MIDI channel (1.16)
Nr Pitchbend of +1. 1 octave or Portamento control over MIDI
aw Two gate outputs, posistive (0.12v) and ground (12.0v)
air LFO (sine,saw,rand) controlled by modwheel, routed to cv and level
ow LFO may free run 0.1 to 2014: or be locked to MIDI clock or noteon
Ar Two level ouptuts for control of VCFIVCA with selectable sources
ix. Arp.clok output, variable rate ust Roland SYNC.24 output
.-Compact design, 184x134x40 mm, powered by external 12v PSU
M Control from front panel and MIDI patch change or control data

price £139.00 inc.

MIDI MONO All the power of the EXCV
All the convenience of a retrofit.

grf An ntemal retrofit for most 1v/oct monosynths
.-Feature list as for the EXCV with the following additions

rx MIDI control of upto four continuous controllers
+-MIDI control of upto four switched controllers
41 Interface may be customised to your requirements

price from £120.00 to £250.00 including fitting.
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STEINBERG
USERS

Harman
wants YOU!

If you have Cubase or any other
Steinberg software you should re-

register NOW using the form below.

Registration is FREE for all Steinberg
users and entitles you to full back-up and
service facilities plus news, help and info.

Details to Robin Pearce, Steinberg Product Support,
Harman Audio, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 5DD

NAME

ADDRESS

SOFTWARE/HARDWARE

VERSIONS/SERIAL N°s

COMPUTER

Tel N°

DEALER

Steinberg is a Registered Trademark
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Pascal Gabriel's Dance Samples
Pascal Gabriel is one of the leading lights on the
current dance scene. He has worked with such
well-known names as Bomb The Bass. S -
Express, Coldcut, Jimmy Somerville, Erasure,
EMF, and many more. This CD is different to any

other available. It is NOT A COMPILATION of sounds from last
year's records, but a resource of new sounds to help you make the
HIT RECORDS OF NEXT YEAR. People are describing it as
'fabulous', 'fresh', and 'superb value'. In the past a library like this
would take years to build-up and a huge amount of work and skill
to achieve. Now it can be yours in days for only £49! - Why wait! 
"...house gold dust...breaks new ground..." - MT,
Dec '91.  "...off -beat, quite distinctive, and highly
usable. Better still you almost certainly won't have
heard them before...useful and memorable...a
revelation...uniformly excellent...the basis for many
a hit. - SOS. Jan, '91.  Used by Pet Shop Boys,
Propaganda, and Technotronic  Loads of Drum & Percussion
Loops & Breaks NI Guitar Hooks and FX  Vocal Riffs & Effects II
Hits, Scratches & Drop -Ins  Countless Snares and Kicks  Synth
FX &Basses III Brass & String Hits, FX and Runs!  Film & Media
Snatches  Orchestral Effects III And Much, Much, Much More! 
Over 1000 Samples, 72:23 minutes

Danny Cummings' & Miles Bould's
Rhythm of Life
If your shrink fires the word 'Percussion' at you,
and you know your onions, then you're likely to
respond - 'Danny Cummings'. Currently on tour
with Dire Straits, the man's got a well-earnt

reputation the size of an overweight elephant. Here he is joined by
the emerging talent of Miles Bould with devastating results. This
CD shows why George Michael, Pet Shop Boys, Tina Turner,
Julia Fordham, John Martyn, The Beloved, ABC, and many
more have chosen these guys to give them the groove. We
presented them with 8 backing tracks and recorded their
performances to multi -track. After extensive editing and remixing,
in some cases incorporating Roland's RSS processing, we have
compressed these sessions onto one CD. Now you can give your
productions the ultimate groove. Get this CD and get a taste of the
best in percussion. There's nothing else in it's class.  "...as good
as the best in the Synclavier library...inspirational...It's sonic
credentials are impeccable...A conoisseur's product." - SOS. July
92  Around 55 minutes of percussion grooves  Unparalleled
performance and recording quality  RSS Samples plus Mixes 
PLUS an extremely comprehensive collection of single hits and
Much More!  Superb value at Just £49!  Instant Inspiration!

Dancin' Dave Ruffy's Drum Samples
There are a number of drum sample CDs on the
market. Their quality varies, we felt they were all
somewhat out of touch with current trends in drum
sounds. This CD is the result of exhaustive
recording sessions with top session drummer

David Ruffy and features modern acoustic drum sounds. Dave's
worked with some of the best in the biz - Sinead O'Connor, Mica
Paris. Yazz. Nenah Cherry, Alison Moyet, Aztec Camera, and
World Party to name but a few. Not only does this CD feature
what we believe to be the finest and most modern set of drum
samples - but also some brand new loops that are really far too
good to make so widely available. If you've a sampler and you
ever use drums - you need this CD! "Recording quality is
good...patterns employed cover a wide range of styles...He more
or less has a beat for all seasons, including emulations of many
commonly used breaks, and there are no copyright problems." -
SOS, May 92.  Over 263 hits and 140 loops, 70:53 minutes 
Snares, Kicks, Hats, Toms, and Cymbals  Performance
Velocities - 4 or more!  Miking Variations  Modern Usable Drum
Sounds  RSS Samples  PLUS over 140 brand new hot drums
loops - too good to sell!  Live & Sequenced Loops! and Much
Morl MI Superb value at Just £491

Coldcut's Kleptomania! Volume One
Coldcut are regarded by many as the UK's most
innovative dance artists/remixers. Aside from their
own successful recording career and Kiss FM
radio show, many will know them for launching the
careers of both Llsa Stansfield

and Yazz - now established as international stars.
Apart from one or two classics this CD once again
conforms to our policy of placing originality as our
top priority. If you're serious about making dance
music you're sure to be on the look out for hot new
samples to make 'The Music of Now', not a rehash of the past. As
with our Pascal Gabriel CD - If you want inspiration, originality and
the freshest sounds around. Look no further. "Coldcurs samples
are raw, wicked and packed into the terraces...the quality of the
music content is very high...quite brilliant, and definately going into
my S770...this CD represents another 'must have' for any serious
dance enthusiast." - SOS, May 92  The finest selection of ultra -
rare loops ever compiled - over 400 unbelievable loops!  Male &
Female Spoken & Sung Vocals  Coldcut's Exclusive - Hed &
HPN Samples  Superb range of mega scratches!  Media
snatches, FX, Robot Vox  Full selection of drum & perc samples
 Hits, Stops, Breaks, Synth & Bass samples  BEYOND
DESCRIPTION - HIGHLY USABLE! - Superb value at Just £491 
"Say Kids! What time Is It?"  Over 1165 Samples, Over 73
minutes
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pianos, Brass, FXs,
of £49 fully inclusive.

HitSound Producer Series Volume 5 -
Pete Gleadall's Samplography
Pete Gleadall's worked with the very best - Pet Shop
Boys, George Michael, Aswad, Soul II Soul, Living in a
Box, Sly & Robbie, and loads more. We were honestly
expecting his sounds to be extremely solid, but perhaps a
little 'boring'. You know really good synth sounds, drums,
etc. but not the kind of thing that most people find instantly
exciting. How wrong can you be? Of course we still have
the great synth basses, pads and leads from MKS80's,
various Moogs, Prophet V's, etc. but on top of this there are
loads of really choice drums and percussion loops, a
phenomenal collection of really kicking guitar samples,
amazing string sections, hits, gospel choirs,house

Sub -basses, and more! All this for the amazingly small sum

HitSound Producer Series Volume 6 -
Norman Cook: Skip to my Loops
Beats International's Norman Cook has remixed such
household names as James Brown, Fine Young
Cannibals and Double Trouble aside from producing a
string of hits, including international number ones, in his
own right. Along with Coldcut's and Pascal Gabriel's CDs,
this CD completes AMG's unholy trinity of dance samples.
A massive selection of tempo -grouped, totally devastating
drum and percussion loops project this CD into totally
uncharted territory. Loops range from 84 BPM to obscenely
fast and are complemented by a sensational collection of
vocal ad libs, FX, Basses, Drum & Perc. Hits, Guitar,
Reggae, Flute, and Synth samples plus loads more.

Pascal, Coldcut, Norman - Great, Smashing, Super. Each unique and perfectly
formed volume complements the other - totally different, uniformly original. If you
require the best - there's no alternative.  Over 70 minutes of samples III Just £49
fully inclusive.

HitSound Producer Series Volume 7 -
Neil Conti's Funky Drums from Hell
Neil Conti may be familar to you as Prefab Sprout's
drummer but he is also one of the UK's most respected
session drummers and a main mover behind London's
Backstage jam sessions at the Borderline. He has worked
with the likes of David Bowie, Robert Palmer, Annie
Lennox, Primal Scream, Thomas Dolby, and many more.
IN This CD was specially recorded by Daniel Lazarus at
London's famous Metropolis Studios and features some
of the most serious breakbeats ever recorded.  These
drums breaks have real attitude and are sure to become
classics.  The CD also features specially extracted
single hits that you can use in perfect context to customise

breaks for yourself plus a selection of much sought after hi -hat patterns to inject a
human touch into any production.  Funky Drums from Hell should be available by
the time you read this for just £49 fully inclusive.

Their Recordshave inspired a generation - What would their samples do for your music?
-JUCER -

COMING SOON - 'The Art of Sampling' by 'nzalik and Ian 's CD



AMG are pleased to announce the release of brand new PCM Cards for the
Roland U -Series and D70 - The Classic Collection from the Sound Foundation.
Here's the first 10 titles, more will be forthcoming (also R8 format). Please call for
more details or to let us know what new cards you would like to see. All cards are
£59 each fully inclusive.
TR Drum Classics + - Classic Beatbox samples.
Analogue Classics - Fat Basses, Warm Pads, Cutting Thips and more.
Sample Waves Classics - A wide selection of short waves ideal for the D70.
Rave Classics - Sub -Basses, Thumping Kicks, Stabs, 'Dominator' and more.
House Classics - Classic House Drums, Basses, and FX.
Techno Classics - Kraftwerk-eque Kicks, Thips, Snares, Synths and more.
Acid Classics - Squelches, TB303, SH101, and other acid classics.
Classic Dance FX - Hits, Scratching, Hooks, DJ FX and more.
Ambient Classics - Mega -Chill for Ambi-Heads.
Classic Dance Drums - Hard and Happening Drums for the 90's.
FOR ROLAND U20, U220, U110, D70 and COMPATIBLES

CM AUTOmation's new MX816 is a breakthrough in terms of affordability, simplicity and
quality. It brings MIDI controlled mixing & muting into everyone's reach for the first time. It's
unique memory features allow it to be used in the with equal success. The
MX816 can be programmed and controlled by any MIDI device and then used independently
if desired.  High quality dbx VCA system III Separate receive cha nel for patch change  8
or 16 channel versions, easily upgradable  Channel mute as- gnable to key number 
Compatible with any MIDI, quencer  S/N better th fio need for expensive
custom wiring  F  Mute & Max buttons for easy
manual co .try an 106 dB  100 internal memories to store and
recall snaps,; evel better than -95 dB III 28 internal pre-programmed autofades,
up or down  All outputs in phase with inputs  Groups of 8 channels are summed to
produce mix/send out, in addition to each channel's in/output.  The MX816 comes in three
versions: 8 -Channel - £345, 16 -Channel - £579 and an 8 -Channel Expander for the 8 -
Channel unit for £235.

This new expander fulfills a range of importet functions:
that allows you to inject half a Meg (Soon e into
most Korg synths. II It is also a MIDI Dat- that allows you to save any SysEx info to
disk, it even plays back MIDI Song Files!  Because it can load , EPS, S330 and S550
disks and transfer samples via MIDI it can act as a sample converter - more formats will be
supported in the near future such as Emax 2 and Prophet 2000.  The SAM -1 is available
now for £649 inc. VAT but supplies are scarce so hurry, please call for more details.

usitrc
If you own a D50 or D550 then these expansions are bound to interest you:
M.EX - Multi-Timbral Expansion offers  8 -tone multi-timbral operation with dynamic voice allocation  Additional MIDI
transmit channel  Loads of new parameters  Optional 128 patch memory expansion  £199 or £245 with additional
RAM
Speed System is an optional extra for the M.EX that makes your D50/550 run up to 40%+ faster. Quicker responses
from keyboard or over MIDI are now possible. The Speed System costs £45.
PCM.EX offers II 50 new waveforms including 3 complete drum kits and new piano waves  Accessible in addition to
existing waveforms  £245 (not available for D550)
D50 Power Pack offers  M.EX with RAM  Speed System  PCM.EX II Usual price £535 - Special offer price £399

A
The Advanced Media Group

Please send cheques or postal orders and although orders are usually
completed within 7 days, allow 28 days for delivery. Or order by phone
using:

VISA 1

INNIMM
All traclenames are the property of their respective holders. Secuase of the copyable nature of most of our products all
refunds/exchanges are at the discretion of AMG. Any person found using pirated versions of any of our products will be pursued to the
fullest extent of the law. 'Norman' and The Sound Foundation' are tradenames of AMG. All prices and specifications are subject to
change without prior notification. © AMG 1992.

NOW that's what I call
Sampling!
AMG are proud to introduce the World's first
compilation sample CD. This CD acts as an ideal
introduction to the HitSound Producer Series that
is respected Worldwide as the market leader. It is
also a superb supplementary volume for people
already successfully using Producer Series CDs
as it features around 50 NEV' samples from each
of the existing Producer Series artists namely IN

az-77 Gabrie (Bomb The Bass/S-
Express/Inspiral Carpets/EMF etc.) 

& Miles Bould (Dire Straits/George
Michael/Pet Shop Boys/Tina Turner/Beloved/Julia
Fordham)  -_-.87e Ruffy (Snead O'Connor/Alison
Moyet/Mica Paris/Neneh Cherry) - . (Lisa
Stansfield/Yazz) plus previews of forthcoming
CDs which won't be duplicated when are
released. Artists set to feature are  Pete

(Pet Shop Boys/George Michael) 
Cook (Beats International/James

Brown/Fine Young Cannibals) Jeczalik -
The Art of Noise  -9:1 Co,- (Bowie/Level
42/Robert Palmer/Primal Scream/Thomas Dolby)

- - (Talk Talk/PWL). Plus new
samples from the Pure & Old Gold Synth, and
Guitar CDs.
That means  Loads of rG i Loops 
Hundreds of choice drums and percussion hits 
Specially selected Synth Sounds  High quality
Guitar samples  A huge collection of classic
dance samples - vocals, FX, and loads more! 
Absolute exclusives from proven artists plus
specially recorded sessions by the finest
musicians  All on one superb CD! As if this was
not good enough we are actually giving this CD
away FREE with every order*.

Why are Producer Series CDs the
BEST?
1. - _ - Funky Drummer is NOT
featured. We want to give you new samples that
YOU CAN USE. That means good value too.
2. Oth: _ - Big names with reputations to
maintain These guys aren't going to give you any
crap.
3. RELIAB;i_ - We've been producing CDs for
longer than anyone else in the UK and we intend
to be doing them for years to come. Therefore we
have the ability and desire to make EVERY CD a
cracker.

To get your copy of 'Now that's what I call Sampling!"
simply order any product currently held in stock by AMG
and we will supply your order along with your free copy
of "Now that's what I call Sampling!'. This offer is
applicable against any sampling CD, synth card,
software, expansion, etc order but NOT MIDI
sequences. AMG reserve the right to reject any order.
One one CD per household. Any customers who have
already ordered 'Now that's what I call Sampling!' should
contact AMG to arrange for their FREE copy. Enjoy your
CD!

Send to: AMG, Hurst Lane, Privett, Nr. Alton, Hants GU34 3PL, England
Please rush me the following items:
Quantity Description Unit Price Total

 Please send me a FREE copy of 'Now that's what I call Sampling!' in respect of above order.
Mr/Mrs/Ms* Initials Surname Order Total:
Address Signature:

Postcode .s./Fax
I enclose a cheque/Postal order° for £ payable to 'AMG' or please debit my credit card:
0 Access 0 Visa 0 Mastercard 0 Amex / / / Exp: /
An prices include VAT and Delivery. Overseas prices include insurance and delivery. - Delete where applicable.
An stock items are despatched same day on credit card/PO orders. Allow 7 days for cheque clearance.

Phone Orders: Call 0800 252936 (Free), 073088 383 or Fax 073088 390
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Review by
Bob Welder

Despite a delay of several

years, professional PC music

software is finally with us and

demands our attention. But

can programs like Cadenza

ever make up the ground lost

to the ST and Mac? Bob

Walder opens his Windows...

People new to the world of music technology could be
forgiven for thinking that, Macintosh aside, there is only one

computer worth looking at. And indeed, for a long time the

Atari ST was the only viable proposition. It's popularity was

based largely on the fact that it was, and still is, the only

machine to include those all-important MIDI ports on its side

panel (thus encouraging software writers to write for it). It

also had a workable user interface (thus encouraging
software writers to write for it), and it was cheap (also
encouraging software writers to write for it). Result - plenty of

good quality music software to choose from. By comparison,

the IBM PC and all its clones were much more expensive and

were regarded as business machines - most definitely not

for writing music on.

Recently, however, all this has changed. The explosion in

the use of PCs for business has forced down the price to the

extent that they are now being sold as home computers.

These days it is possible to purchase a good quality 80386 -

based PC with a high resolution colour screen and a 40Mb

hard disk drive for less than the price of an equivalent
specification Atari.

The availability of high specification machines at a
reasonable price has also spawned an increase in the use of

Microsoft Windows Graphical User Interface (GUI). This has

led to more attractive software being developed, and, with the

advent of Multimedia machines bringing an air of
respectability to the idea of sound on PCs, we are finally
beginning to see music software appearing which rivals that

on the Atari. One such package is Cadenza for Windows from

Big Noise Software...

Anyone who has looked at PC music software before and

thought that it was pretty awful (...and most of it is) is in

for a big surprise when they see Cadenza. On firing up the

program you are briefly presented with a screen announcing

the MIDI Director before Cadenza itself is loaded. The Director

is a MIDI management system for Windows which allows
several MIDI programs to multitask and share multiple MIDI

ports without any unhealthy competition.

Unlike the approach taken by some other manufacturers

where all the timing functions are built into the sequencer, the

MIDI Director provides a consistent way of synchronising

several MIDI programs using internal sync, MIDI Time Code,

or Song Position Pointer based methods. This would allow you

to run, for instance, a copy of Cadenza with a copy of a drum

sequencer and ensure that both are kept perfectly in sync.

You can even run multiple copies of Cadenza itself - ever

fancied working on three songs at once?

Since Cadenza is fully compatible with Windows Multimedia

Extensions and Windows V3.1, it will use the supplied
Windows timer (where available) to add a further level of

consistency. The Director provides all metronome functions

too, allowing you to select either a MIDI sound source or the

PC's internal speaker. Note that apart from the
synchronisation methods mentioned above, Cadenza also

supports SMPTE with 24, 25 and 30 (drop and non -drop)
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frames per second - providing a suitable MIDI interface, such

as the Music Quest MQX-16S or MQX-32M, is installed.

The basic structure of Cadenza is that of a 64 track linear

sequencer. The opening screen contains the basic track

sheet, which contains as many tracks as can be
accommodated by your screen resolution (you get 38 on an

800 x 600 screen) and holds track name, instrument name,

status (mute or play), mode, port, MIDI channel, pitch
transposition, bank, patch, volume, pan and number of events

in that track. Given the right hardware (such as the Music

Quest MQX-32M) Cadenza supports up to 32 MIDI channels.

You can add additional ports using the MIDI manager, and

it is possible to mix and match hardware within the same

machine - drivers are included for several well-known MIDI

cards. If you have a 32 -channel card installed (or more than

one 16 channel card), the 'port' parameter of the track sheet

allows you to specify which MIDI port is to be used. The
instrument name is a nice feature which allows you to set up

instrument specific patches. For instance, if you have a
Roland U220, you can create a 0220 file which contains the

necessary patch information for all the instruments.

From then on, you simply say that you want to use 'Jupiter

Strings', for example, and Cadenza takes care of the patch

changes automatically. Of course if you prefer, you can simply

specify the bank and/or patch numbers within each track
instead. The only other parameter which requires explanation

is Mode. "Linear" is the normal state, playing the track from

beginning to end. Loop allows you to record a short pattern

which is then looped for the duration of the song - fine for
drum or repetitive bass patterns.

Link is Cadenza's attempt to emulate pattern -based
sequencers such as Prism. It allows you to record your
patterns in different tracks and use a link track to specify the

order in which they should be played. It is not a particularly

useful feature, and I didn't make use of it at all, but it's there

if you need it. Other parameters such as status, pitch, volume

and pan are also included, but these are (I assume) self-
explanatory.

Above the track window are the transport controls, which

are much the same as for any other sequencer. To the right of

these is the status window, containing the current song
position (measure:beat:tick and SMPTE time), the meter and

tempo. An aspect of Cadenza I particularly liked was the ease

with which any of these could be changed using the mouse.

Want to go to measure 4, or change from 4/4 to 6/8? Simply

place the cursor over the appropriate section of the status

window and click the mouse buttons until you're there. This is

much better than using menus, although the menu approach

is also available for the more conventionally minded.

Up to this point, you may be thinking Cadenza is not

significantly different from any other sequencer on the

market, and that's probably true. Where it really scores is in

its graphic editing capabilities. The song editor provides a

graphic representation of all the measures in a song, with

an indication of which ones contain MIDI data. Cutting and

pasting measures is a simple operation using the mouse,

and patterns can be repeated any number of times when
pasting back.

The note editor is the familiar 'piano roll' type, with the

keyboard displayed vertically at the left of the screen, and the

notes shown as horizontal bars (the length representing the

duration) to the right of the appropriate keys. Editing using

this window is simplicity itself. You can access the
appropriate measure by altering the current song position

display, using the horizontal scroll bar underneath the window,

or just by playing the song until you reach the point at which

you want to stop.

A single click on any note displays that note's parameters

(time, pitch, velocity, duration and channel), whilst a double
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click brings up an editing window to change them. Notes can

be moved or their duration altered by clicking and dragging,

and new notes can be inserted by clicking at the appropriate

point. Pressing the right mouse button summons forth a tool

bar from which you can set options such as quantise and

default note duration.

There are also screen editing tools for pitchbend,
modulation, aftertouch, tempo and one for all other MIDI

control events. These take the form of a 'graph' type display

which can be edited or drawn from scratch using the mouse -

that silky smooth crescendo is now within your grasp!

The Faders window allows you to select and control a
parameter (such as volume or pan) on screen - with one fader

per MIDI channel. The values can be altered in real time and

the resulting events recorded as part of the song. Multiple

windows can be opened simultaneously, each controlling a

different parameter, and clever use of volume and pan on your

workstation with it's built-in effects means you can mix down

to stereo without even using a mixing desk!

Other editing windows worth a mention are Meter and Event

List. The Meter Map simply allows you to change the time

signature on a bar -by -bar basis throughout the song, whilst the

Event List provides a precise way of editing individual events.

An event filter is also available and this offers a powerful

means of isolating a specific group of events for editing
operations. A particularly nice feature, and one that really does

help simplify the editing process, is that all these windows will

follow the song position pointer whilst the song is playing.

Since we're on the subject of editing, it is probably worth

looking at some of the commands within the editing menu in a 11

The
Windows
Dilemma
OK you've decided that you

like Windows as a front end

- what sort of machine

should you buy? The official

minimum specification for a
Windows machine is an

80286 processor with 1Mb

of RAM. However. although it

is technically possible to run

Windows and its'

applications on this type of

machine, things run so

slowly as to be virtually

unusable. (Now I suppose

I'll have to prepare myself

for the flood of letters from

masochists who insist on
running five word processors

and three databases under

Windows on an old 8088
machine). If you want a

useable system, the

minimum specification you
should consider is an

80386SX based processor

with 2Mb of RAM. if you

want a system that's a little

nippier you will have to go

for an 80386 with 4Mb of
RAM. It should also be

noted that Cadenza for

Windows actually requires a

minimum of 2Mb of RAM, an

EGA screen or higher (no

CGA), and 1.5Mb of free

disk space.
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0 little more detail. This, after all, is the heart of the system -

and let's face it, there are not many of us who can play every-

thing perfectly first time. I have already mentioned the more

graphically orientated operations such as using the mouse in

the note editor or drawing pitchbend curves, but the edit menu

refines some of these functions even further and adds some

which are simply not possible using a mouse alone.

Besides the usual cut, copy and paste commands and the

event filter, which we have already mentioned, there is the

ubiquitous Quantise option. Quantising is not applied by
default during recording but must be introduced subsequently.
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More from:

Digital Music,

27 Leven Close, Chandlers

Ford, Hants S05 3SH.

Tel: (0703) 252131.

Fax: (0703) 270405.

Resolution is down to 32nd notes, and there are triplet options

as well. If you prefer, the quantisation can be set in MIDI ticks

- the maximum resolution being 192ppqn, though this is
increased to 240ppqn with the Music Quest MQX-32M MIDI

card.

If you don't want too mechanical a sound, you can leave the

timing slightly "off" - the amount being determined by a
percentage indicator. 'Humanise' is basically quantisation in

reverse. It allows you to inject a random element of mistiming

into a track which has been too heavily quantised or entered in

step time. The Slide command shifts a marked block of events

by a specified number of measures:beats:ticks, whilst Length

allows you to expand or compress the duration of events within

a marked block.

One related function which should prove a godsend for

some is not to be found in the Edit menu, but in the Tempo

window. 'Fit To Time' will adjust the tempo of a marked region

so that it takes exactly the specified amount of time to play -

a dream come true for all you writers of jingles or advertising

music.

Good as all these features are, what's most impressive

about Cadenza is the fact that it doesn't attempt to force

you into a particular way of working, but leaves you free to

develop your own. Within the program it is possible to define a

number of preferences which can be saved to a file and
recalled at any time. In addition it's possible to construct
various window layouts (perhaps one with the track sheet and

note editor, and another with the track sheet, modulation,

pitchbend and aftertouch windows) which can again be saved

as individual files and recalled at any time.

As you might imagine this allows you to personalise your

working environment to a considerable degree, and because

the settings are saved to named files it would be possible for

two people with quite different working practices to use one

copy of Cadenza (alternately, of course) without upsetting each

other.

Future enhancements of the program include staff editing

and score writing, and Digital Music are currently bundling a

copy of ShowTune with the package. This program reads

standard MIDI files (type 1 files can be created within
Cadenza) and produces a printed score from them. It's
competent enough, but has an extremely dull and not
particularly intuitive user interface which does not run under

Windows - although it will run in a DOS window alongside

Cadenza if you have enough memory.

Extensive editing can be performed once the file has been

read in, including changing the staff layout, splitting tracks

across multiple staffs (to separate left- and right-hand parts of

a piano piece, for instance), altering margins, and adding text,

beams and slurs. Beaming can be automatic or manual and

notes can be added, removed or quantised before the work is

saved and printed. With a little care, the printed output can

look very professional, especially when using a laser printer.

That said, I wasn't particularly impressed with the way

pages are saved as separate files on disk. It has the effect

of making the directory look unnecessarily untidy and actually

gives away the US origins of the program (the only paper

options it offers under HP LaserJet are Legal and Letter - no

A4). As a package in its own right, it would be hard to get

excited about ShowTune, but as a freebie it serves as a
worthwhile stop -gap until the Cadenza score writing module

is completed. It should certainly win Digital Music some
friends.

Working with Cadenza is a dream. Recording involves

nothing more demanding than pressing the Record

button and playing on the keyboard. Step time recording is

also supported, for those tricky lead lines or drum patterns,

and so too is overdubbing. Once you have your basic patterns

down, you can cut and paste to your heart's content with your

mouse in the song editor in order to build up the bones of a

song. Correcting minor mistakes and making subtle additions

such as pitch bends or crescendos is quickly accomplished

using the various graphic editing tools.

Many of Cadenza's features are not unique, but they are

particularly well implemented. Overall, the package puts

everything at your fingertips and has a way of appearing to be

working for you rather than against you - making constant

recourse to the manual unnecessary. I would be quite happy

using Cadenza as my main sequencer and look forward to

future releases with relish.
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PROSAMPLES THE COMPLETE
SAMPLING PACKAGE

"411.- -sue".

NOW IN STOCK! THE BEST
DANCE SAMPLE CD FROM
THE USA - PROSAMPLES 5 -

THE TOP QUALITY PROFESSIONAL
PACKAGE FROM US COMPANY EAST -

WEST - the makers of the BOB
CLEARMOUNTAIN and STEVE
LEVINE CDs

DANCE. INDUSTRIAL

CD OR CD-ROM WITH SEPARATE MIDIFILE DISK
BY TOP USA DANCE PRODUCERS DAVID FRANGIONI AND

RICH MENDELSON
THIS AMAZING DISC HAS SEVERAL UNIQUE FEATURES THAT SET

IT APART FROM ALL OTHER SAMPLE-CDS:

  The loops are all brand new and as yet unused   All the loops have been
superbly programmed especially for this CD   You get EVERYTHING you need
to re-create the loops and develop them further on your sequencer - you get the
loop, then the individual sounds used in the loop, AND THEN THE ACTUAL
PROGRAMMING OF THE LOOP IN MIDIFILE FORMAT (ATARI OR MAC) - total
flexibility   Superbly engineered stereo recordings - the best quality audio of
any dance CD on the market - absolutely pristine and punchy   This is a
professionally presented and organised package with index points for all the
sounds.
"LISTENING TO THE WAY THESE LOOPS ARE CONSTRUCTED IS AN EDUCATION IN ITSELF. FOR
THE FIRST TIME YOU GET A HANDS-ON INSIGHT INTO HOW THE PROS DO IT... AN EYE-
OPENER...LIVES UP TO EXPECTATIONS...WELL-RECORDED STEREO...PRISTINE QUALITY...ORIGINAL
& INTERESTING...UP-TO-DATE...NICE STEREO FX...THE REAL POINT BEHIND THIS CD IS TO
EDUCATE YOURSELF IN THE ART OF CONSTRUCTING COMPLEX DRUM PATTERNS USING LOOP
SNIPPETS & SINGLE HITS...A CHANCE NOT TO BE MISSED - EVEN IF YOU THINK YOU HAVE IT
SUSSED." (Sound -on -Sound, UK)

The reaction from top US users is equally ecstatic:
"These sounds are great! They will save people a lot of time....an indispensable

library of sounds for anybody serious about modern dance music" - JEFF LORBER
(Karyn White, Paula Abdul, Pebbles, M.C.Hammer, U2 etc.) "Crisp, Hard Hitting,
Punchy, Great Variety, always something appropriate, I love the stuff!" - FRED
ZARR (Madonna, Whitney Houston, Debbie Gibson, Samantha Fox etc.) "These
sounds have balls." - JOHN KHIEL (Creative director - Soundtrack Studios N.Y.)
"Some of the greatest dance loops I've ever heard. I've used them on Paula Abdul,
Family Stand, Debbie Gibson etc." - JEFFREY SMITH

AUDIO CD: £49.95. MIDIFILE DISK (PLEASE STATE ATARI
OR MAC): £10. AKAI CD-ROM: £199 (EMULATOR III and

SAMPLECELL formats to follow soon).

ALSO FROM EAST -WEST: FROM GRAMMY AWARD -WINNING PRODUCER

STEVE LEVINE
The man who started his hit -making career with Culture Club and went on to rack
up over 50 gold and platinum albums incl. 15 No.1 records across five continents:
SOME OF THE BEST GUITAR + HORN SAMPLES ANYWHERE PLUS A WIDE
VARIETY OF GREAT BACKING VOCALS, DRUMS, EXOTIC PERCUSSION,
PIANO, FX, PANPIPES, SITAR, SAX, ETC. EAST -WEST PROSAMPLES VOLS
3 & 4 - Boxed set of two CDs: £59.95

AND THE ORIGINAL AND BEST CDs FOR ROCK DRUMS, PERCUSSION AND
BASS FROM TOP AMERICAN PRODUCER

BOB CLEARMOUNTAIN
EAST -WEST PROSAMPLES VOL 1: DRUMS - VOL 2: PERCUSSION + BASS

"As near to a definitive breakdown of the drum kit as is currently possible. The
recording standard is immaculate - it simply couldn't be bettered with any of today's
technology" (Music Technology) "The same meticulous care went into these
samples as with all my projects, e.g. the last 4 Bryan Adams albums, David
Bowie's "Let's Dance", Roxy Music's "Avalon", Simple Minds' "Once Upon a Time"
or the Pretenders' "Get Close" (Bob Clearmountain) CDs: £49.95, or both
vols: £89. CD-ROMs (FOR AKAI S1100/S1000, EMULATOR III, OR
DIGIDESIGN SAMPLECELL) or Akai DAT-RAMS: £199, both: £349.
600Mb Opticals (Akai, EIII or Samplecell): £299, both: £499

PACKAGE DEAL: BUY ALL 5 EAST -WEST PROSAMPLES CDs
(AND DANCE/INDUSTRIAL MIDIFILE DISK) FOR £189

THE REASONS FOR BUYING SAMPLING & STORAGE
HARDWARE FROM TIME+SPACE ARE SIMPLE. YOU NOT
ONLY GET THE BEST PRICES - YOU GET THE SOUNDS
ABSOLUTELY FREE.

AKAI SAMPLERS &
ACCESSORIES Time+Space
can now supply the complete package -
the best samplers , the best samples
and the best sample storage drives &
peripherals - at the best prices in the
UK. We give a complete set of Zero -G

Datafile dance sample -CDs (over 3000 samples) free with Akai samplers.
Ask us for a quote on any Akai hardware, e.g. S1100/S1000/S1100EX, EXM-008 8Mb memory,
IB-104 Digital Interface, etc etc.

DAC OPTICAL & CD-ROM
DRIVES Time & Space are also appointed
suppliers of the full range of highly acclaimed DAC
removable drives including the amazing 3.5 -inch
128 Mbyte Optical (2U rack) and the superb DAC
CD-ROM (doubles as standard CD player).
USING ONE OF
THESE SYSTEMS WILL SPEED UP CREATIVE
USE OF THE ZERO -G LIBRARY, SAVE MONEY
AND ENHANCE PRODUCTIVITY TEN TIMES

OVERBUYANY DRIVE FROM TIME+SPACE AND GET
EITHER A Zero -G OPTICAL LIBRARY DISK OR A SET OF ALL 3 Zero -G DATAFILE AUDIO
CD's FREE OF CHARGE! "THE 128 MB DRIVE IS NOT TOO EXPENSIVE AND COST PER
MEGABYTE IS VERY LOW. YOU CAN STICK A 3.5 INCH DISK IN YOUR SHIRT POCKET, POST ONE
VIA LETTER POST, OR GO THROUGH AIRPORT X-RAY MACHINES WITH CONFIDENCE" (International
Musician). "HIGHLY RECOMMENDED" (Sound On Sound). 128 Mb Optical drives from £1295 +
VAT including free blank cartridge AND free Zero -G library cartridge. Rackmount CD-ROM drives
from £695 + VAT including Zero -G library.

1=1(
!:

POWER -SAMPLING PACKAGE DEALS !
e.g. Akai S1100 / 8Mb Memory Board / IB-104 Digital in -out Board / DAC
128Mb Optical Drive (rackmount) / All 3 Zero -G 128Mb Optical library
Cartridges (over 3000 samples ready to load - over 350Mb) / Blank
128Mb optical cartridge ONLY £XXXX (Call!)

CAN'T FIND a particular SAMPLE?? TIME+SPACE NOW STOCK THE
INCREDIBLY USEFUL SLAM ATARI ST SOFTWARE - THE PROGRAM THAT TURNS YOUR
ATARI ST INTO A SAMPLE LIBRARIAN & MANAGER FOR YOUR AKAI
S1100/S1000/S950/S900 SAMPLER. SLAM will catalogue your entire sample library. For each
disk, it will record the names of all samples and programs, the disk name & a unique library disk
number. Include your own comments on each listing entry. SLAM will search through your entire
library and quickly find sounds, and tell you every disk that contains the type of detail you are
seeking, e.g. snare.SLAM allows you to print disk labels, and can print out a complete hard copy
of your library for handy reference. Reads Akai data via Midi system exclusive. Also reads Akai
DO disks directly in the Atari ST drive! Many other uses.Comes complete with manual, folder to
store your library printout, A4 disk wallet & 96 labels. Registered Zero -G purchasers can get the
entire contents of 2 of the Zero -G Datafile sample CDs already catalogued on SLAM template
disks! ONLY £59 Additional sample CD template disks £10

STAR TREK FX NOW ON CD!! We now have the official collection on CD -
ALL of the greatest FX hits, moods, and background atmos from the original Star Trek master
tapes. Also still available on floppy for Mac computers: We're proud to be appointed distributors
of these sounds - we believe they're very special  one of the major factors in the show's
success. Installed onto your Mac in seconds, each superbly packaged volume contains the
sound playback utility programme SoundMaster (v1.7) which plays the sounds as the Mac
performs its normal functions (either via built-in speaker or audio out socket). Available now:
VOL..1: THE LOGICAL COLLECTION - sounds even casual viewers will recognise, VOL..2:
THE FINAL FRONTIER - sounds for true trekkers (the real gems!) DON'T MISS THIS
OPPORTUNITY to acquire a very special sound collection from the screen's greatest sci-fi
phenomenon. EACH VOLUME ONLY £29.95 OR £49.95 FOR BOTH.
SOUND SOURCE AND THE ENCLOSED DIGITAL RECORDINGS ARE PUBLISHED BY SOUND SOURCE
UNLIMITED INC. STAR TREK RECORDINGS TM & COPYRIGHT 1991 PARAMOUNT PICTURES. ALL RIGHTS
RESERVED. STAR TREK AND RELATED MARKS ARE TRADEMARKS OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES.
MACINTOSH IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF APPLE COMPUTER INC. MINIMUM SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS: MAC PLUS WITH 1MB RAM, SYSTEM 6.0.4 OR LATER. SYSTEM 7.0 COMPATIBLE!

POOLSIDE DRUMS CD This stunningly -recorded CD from the London Sample
Workshop has been around for a long time now, but we'll always be glad to include it in our
catalogue because it offers something totally unique - a wealth of live drum samples all superbly
recorded with the rich natural ambience of a huge swimming pool complex! The warmth and
transparency of the natural reverberation of these sounds is better than you will find anywhere,
and there's a wide range of sounds on offer. Time+Space are now able to offer this CD at the
peviously unheard-of price of £39. Coming soon - Poolside Drum Cuts (Loops) from the same
producers.

THE LEADING EDGE
OF SAMPLING
TECHNOLOGY

TO ORDER: Tel 0442 870681 Fax 0442 877266 (Visa/MC/Amex) or cheques/postal orders to: Time + Space, PO Box
306,Berkhamsted, Herts, HP4 3EP. Please note: Delivery normally next working day but alloe 7 days if paying by cheque. International orders: add £5.00 airmail or£10.00 Express Mail



Much has been said about the

speed of MIDI - or lack of it - but

there's sometimes more to a late

snare beat than a five -pin din plug.

Text by Vic Lennard
COMPLAINTS ABOUT THE timing characteristics of MIDI aren't exactly

hot news. Most critics claim that the transfer rate of MIDI data is too
slow for certain musical applications. And in fairness, there's no doubt

that the serial nature of MIDI can lead to delays, as MIDI data has to

be queued up to await transmission. Gloves off, let's look at the
situation more closely. At MIDI's transmission rate of 31.25Kbits per

second, 3125 bytes of MIDI data can be transmitted in one second.

Now consider that a MIDI Note On requires three bytes to transmit and

takes 1ms. (The use of running status can reduce further Notes On
with the same MIDI channel to just two bytes.) In fact, apart from
System Exclusive messages, a standard MIDI event requires a
maximum of three bytes - so is it fair to blame audible delays in the

playback of a sequence (for example) on MIDI?

For the time being, let's not attempt to answer that question. Let's

consider the delays caused by the reaction time of the voice
generation of MIDI synthesisers. Some time ago, I used a digital
oscilloscope to overlay the MIDI signal at the MIDI Out ports of a
variety of synths with the audio signal at their audio outs. It was an
extremely laborious exercise - what was needed was a computer
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program, preferably one which could carry out the same experiment

and repeat measurements many times to even out any fluctuations.

At the Frankfurt Music Messe in March 1992, I met up with Florian

Richter who had written a program for the Atari ST which could output

MIDI events and measure the gap between the transmissions of a
specific MIDI Note On and the audio reception from the tone
generation of the connected MIDI synth. This is achieved by using the

ST's cartridge port to connect a piece of hardware with an audio input.

It's name is Timetool.

TIMETOOL OFFERS YOU many features, only a few of which are
relevant to this article. In Single mode, it allows you to define up to

20 MIDI events to be transmitted; notes, Pitch Bend, Program
Changes, Channel/Polyphonic Aftertouch and any MIDI Controllers,

each event being on any MIDI channel of your choosing. Repeat mode

allows up to 200 repeats of any experiment - the idea is that by
stacking up MIDI events on transmission, an instrument's processor is

put under greater strain than it is by a single event. Also, as MIDI
channels can be set per event, this allows you to send data to
different MIDI channels on a multitimbral device and to view the overall

effect on the channel under consideration. In either of these modes,

one of the events needs to be a MIDI Note which will result in the
triggering of the cartridge.

The above test is rather static; it shows the delay due to the time
taken to process data, but only for a fixed number of MIDI events. For

instance, if you stack up ten MIDI Note Ons with the first nine being on

MIDI Channel 1 and the tenth on MIDI Channel 2, it's possible to pan

the sound generated by the last Note On to, say, the left output and
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the first nine to the right. However, this only shows the delay for nine
notes - what about five notes, or 15 notes?

To this end, Timetool has two tests built in. Automatic 1 allows you to

specify two events, for example a C3 Note On on MIDI Channel 1 and a

D3 Note On on MIDI Channel 2. By routing the sounds generated to left

and right outputs on the synth, you can time the audio delay of the
second MIDI event. Timetool runs through the number of tests that you

have set (up to 200) and then adds another Note On before the one

you're timing. This continues until ten notes have been created, with the

one under consideration moving one place down the list each time. A

graph is drawn by the software to show the gradual build-up of delay; this

graph also indicates the proportion of the delay due to MIDI, and the

maximum and minimum delays for each series of repeats. By looking at a

graph, you can identify the MIDI delay, the average audio delay, minimum

and maximum variation and the calculated Mean Deviation, a measure of

how spread out the data is within the number of repeats.

The Automatic 2 test is fixed at ten notes, but the one under
consideration is moved down the list as each series of repeats finishes.

This should keep the synth's processor under the same load throughout

the test. Timetool also has a built-in database where results can be
stored and recalled, which is useful for making comparisons.

To ensure that the audio input on the cartridge is not falsely triggered,

the Calibration mode checks the level of quiescent noise and sets the

threshold of the input just above this value. You also have the option of

manually setting the threshold, something which has to be done if the pre

- amps in the synth produce a variable level of background noise (some

synths use noise gates on the output stage to mask this).

When carrying out a test, it's important that the sound you select has

a reasonably fast attack and release. Effects such as reverb or delay

have to be turned off as well. To ensure the accuracy of the tests I made,

MIDI connections were made directly to synths, not via MIDI patchbays or

Thru boxes. All tests were also carried out under Running Status.

The testing capability of Timetool isn't limited purely to audio delays -

it can also measure MIDI delays by using the ST's MIDI In and MIDI Out

ports. A particularly interesting test shows the delay attributable to the

ST's own hardware. This appears to be negligible, but Timetool can only

measure to the nearest 0.3ms.

THE E -MU PRO/FORMANCE is essentially a monotimbral piano

playback module. While it can work in a split mode for the generation

of two simultaneous sounds, the tests I ran used a single sound.

For the first test, 16 notes were transmitted to Pro/formance, the time

delay for the 16th note being measured. The graph shows that the
average delay time was 16.2ms but 10.9ms of this is attributable to the

MIDI delay. Consequently, Pro/formance is only responsible for a further

4.3ms. More to the point, the variation around this average delay is very

small (as shown by the minimum and maximum broken lines) and the

mean deviation of 0.4ms.
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The problem here is that the sound generation circuitry of Pro/formance

is not being used for the first 15 notes; these are simply being ignored

as they're on MIDI Channel 1. All that can be ascertained from this result

is that the processor takes about 4ms to accept the MIDI Note On,
create and output a note. In fact, if the test is repeated with only a single

Note On on MIDI Channel 2, a similar result is obtained (5.2ms delay).

The second test used Timetool's Automatic 1 test which builds up the

number of notes appearing at the MIDI In and times the delay of the last

note.
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The broken line on the far left shows the delay attributable to MIDI; this

increases as the number of notes increases. The other three lines show

the minimum, average and maximum respectively (from left to right) while

the figures on the right of the screen show the delays building up and the

mean deviation at each step. The delay by the tenth note is 12.5ms of

which 7ms is due to MIDI. Consequently, the audio delay of 5.5ms is in

keeping with the above results. More importantly, the lines showing
average delay and MIDI delay are parallel, meaning that the audio delay

does not increase as the number of notes increase - an important
consideration. If in the course of working with Pro/formance in a
sequencer track a delay was perceived, one could confidently set a
negative track delay without concern that the delay would get worse

according to the number of notes playing.

Does the sound selected on Pro/formance affect the delays? Yes, but

this is to be expected with a sample replay module. Presets 1 and 3
have similar characteristics, with slightly less delay than above, while
Presets 2 and 4 also share similar figures. This tends to infer that the
samples for these pairs are the same and that some internal filtering of

the samples changes the actual sound.

THE AKAI S950 is an eight -note polyphonic sampler whose voices can

be set to different MIDI channels - in other words, it's multitimbral.

The first test simply sent a single Note On 200 times. The resulting

delay was 3ms, of which 1ms can be attributed to MIDI - a good result,

but what's more impressive is the fact that the minimum and maximum

times were also 3ms. There was absolutely no variation.

The second test transmitted eight Note Ons, with the delay for the

eighth being measured. The seven notes on MIDI Channel 1 were
distributed to audio outputs one to seven, while the note under
measurement went to output eight. In this way, the S950 was under full

load. The resulting delay for the last note was 10ms, of which 5.8ms is

due to MIDI. The delay of about 4ms again displayed no variation. This

test is particularly relevant to the S950 when used as a drum module;

I've used one for many years specifically for this task and have always0
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0 found the timing to be very tight. The results of this test concur with my

experience.

THE ROLAND U220 has a total polyphony of 30 notes which can be

spread over seven parts; six instruments and a rhythm section. All of

the following tests used 200 repeats, and the instrument being
monitored was Acoustic Piano 1.

The first test turned off all parts except for one, which then received a

single Note On. The idea here is to see how the U220 runs in
monotimbral mode.

DEVICE: 0220 ROLAND

IINFO1 1 note, 1 part

MIN. 6 ins

MAX: 11 PS
S i 8.2 Ps

: 0.9 Ps
200 REPEATS

30 am sm se 70 se me 16e l'ne Ike 16e 130 PSI'

The result shows a delay of 8.2ms, of which MIDI is responsible for 1ms.

The results are a little spread but, from an audible context, not
significantly so.

The second test sent eight notes to one part and a single note to a
second part. This simulates the U220 being used for, say, a piano and a

lead line instrument.

DEVICE: 0220 ROLAND 1 IMETOOLTTM

I INFO: 8*1 notes, 2 parts

MIN. 22 Ps
MAX: 42 mg

S a 32.3 ms
a : 2.0

200 REPEATS

10 20 20 40 SO 60 70 80 90 100 110 180 120 140MS1'

The resulting average delay is 32.3ms, with MIDI contributing 6.4ms of

this. The net audio delay of about 26ms is disturbing, as the U220 is

only being used for nine notes out of a total polyphonic capacity of 30
notes. Also of concern is the spread of data. As the average delay is
about midway between the minimum and maximum delays, it would

appear that the 200 results are equally spread between the two limits;

the mean deviation of 2.Oms also bears this out.

The third test transmitted the same notes as in Test 2 but with two
eight -note parts on the U220 doubled up to simulate the overlaying of
two parts; for instance, a string pad underneath a piano part.

DEVICE. 0220 ROLAND I IMI. 1001

8x2 * 1 notes, 3 parts

MINI 33 ens

MAXI 53 As,
40.5 an1

8 .E
200 REPEATS

an 10 80 DO SO SO SO /0 80 90 100 110 120 130 140ASP

The MIDI delay is again only 6.4ms, but this time the audio delay is

40.5ms, a net audio delay of about 34ms. This is most certainly audible,

and yet only just over half of the synth's polyphony is being used.

The fourth test transmitted three notes to each of five parts and a

single note to the sixth part, a total of 16 notes. This is a not
unreasonable scenario for a multitimbral synth.

DEVICE: 0220 MANUS, ROLAND

'INFO: 3x5 * 1 notes, 6 parts

RAI10 20

MIN2 39 MS
MAX: 56 ins

ff 45.0 ins
a 2.2 As

200 REPEATS

40 50 60 70 tie 96 l'ee 110 lie 130 1300.S°

The MIDI delay for this test is 12.2ms and the resultant average delay is

45ms, a net audio delay of about 33ms. This is closely allied to the
previous result which would tend to infer that it is not the processing of

the incoming MIDI data which causes the delay, but the creation and

output of the audio signal.
The fifth test pushes the U220 to its capacity; an eight -note chord

duplicated by two parts, a five note chord duplicated by two parts, a
three note chord and a single note which is under test, a total of 30
notes with a MIDI delay of 12.2ms.

DEVICE: U220 MANUF: ROLAND

[INFO: 3x5 1 notes, 6 parts

Illy 14

MINI 57 Ps
MAX: 78 As

62.6 ms
: 2.9 ins

200 REPEATS

26 Be 46 se se 76 e6 se 160 110 nim iem 130 MS1'

The average delay here is 62.6ms, giving a net audio delay of just over

50ms. Is this audible? Well, 50ms is approximately a 32nd note at
140bpm.

How bad can timing delays get? By running an Automatic 1 test and

ensuring that data is being continuously thrown at a synth, the processor
will be seen under the worst possible conditions. The final test aims for
this. Three parts are duplicating nine notes each and the delay of a
single note after this is being measured; the MIDI delay of this note is
7ms.

DEVICE: 0220 MANUF: ROLAND T Int 1001'.

[INFO, Al, 9x3 1, 4 parts

10-

r_

s-

0 b 8 S

98.7 2.2
84.7 2.2
72.8 3.0
56.0 2.1
41.5 2.6
26.7 3.0

08: 2.3 17.1 2.0
AUTOMATIC 1 6.6 1.3

40 50 60 TO 80 90 100 110 120 120 140 ins

The average delay here is 125.2ms giving a net audio delay of 118ms.

This is practically a 16th note at 120 beats per minute and is painfully

audible.

OVER A PERIOD of two months or so I put quite a few synths through

their paces. The general trend of the results is that monotimbral

synths have small, constant audio delays (typically 2ms-14ms). This is

true also of multitimbral synths when used in a monotimbral manner.

Using similar tests to the above:
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Atari Mega 2 STE
with monitor

 Enhanced MIDI spec
 Faster than 1040ST
 2MB RAM, Easy upgrades

474,'

- row.,

Yamaha MDF2 NEW £299
 MIDI data storage unit
 Stores MIDI bulk data
 Use on-stage for

sequencer playback
 Battery -powered freedom!

Not to be
missed deals

Roland 020 £1050 £699
Roland .1)(1 one only left 0299
Roland CM32L 10/B) 8179
Roland CF10 fader (A/K/0) 8392
Roland R8 drum machine (NO)8390
Rhodes V01000 demo 81299
Rhodes MK80 with Ildl 01299
Roland GPIS one lei! 8399
Roland 0220 8449

Yamaha 8010 NEW
 50 preset patterns, 50 thi-

ns. 36 songs
 250 voices
 16 preset 816 internal

Pad banks

Yamaha T01W NEW £349
 200 AWM voices, 8 kits
 16 part multi-timbral
 28 note polyphony
 On board Mac/IBM MIDI

intertace

_-m + *4w Yamaha RX8 drums (S) 8225
Yamaha R)(5 drums W U45
Yamaha MV1602 mixer demo £499  
Yamaha SY22 (NK) 8499
Yamaha TG33 (E) 8399
Yamaha EMR1 drum machine 899
Yamaha EMO1 recorder 8159
Emu Proteus I (demo) 8599
Emu Proteus 2 (demo) 8899
Korg KME56 graphic (K) 899

Korg Wryest/Rion AD Save
 Advanced Vector

synthesis
 Stunning PCM sounds
 External audio processing
 6 simultaneous digital Is

Fostex X-26 £289
4 track recorder y mixer
4 x LED meters
Bass, Treble controls
Aux send/return
Free Parametric ECM

Roland JD800 £1699
 Absolute sound control
 108 preset waveforms
 LFO'e filters galore
 A 510 FAT sounding synth
 Try today at ABC!!

Korg S3 WB) 8499
Korg A3 effects (B) 8399
Peavey DPM-3 (K) C1199
Oberheim Drummer 8149
Yamaha TG100 £349
Korg 03
Expanded As new (B) 81499
Fostex 81816 track recorder plus
Allen 8 Heath 24 channel mixer
16 track package for £3900

Tascam Porta 03 £199
 4 track recorder
 3 speed
 4 x 2 cue mixer
 LED metering
 Dolby noise reduction

Roland DJ70
Novi in stkcict

Roland D.170 NEW
Amazing quality sampler
keyboard based on the
famed S750.

 2MB Ram standard
 You must try this!!

Fostex 280 £599
4 neck recorder
8 input mixer
High speed deck
Dolby C noise reduction
Unbeatable ABC ware!

A Fostex R8 synced
via the MTC-1 to

Notator 3.1 all routed
through a Soundcraft

Spirit console.
Come along and see

rhea set-up

Akal £1950 £1199
 Studio standard sampler
 Crossfade looping
 FREE ACCESS to our

massive Aka! sample
library when you buy

raM1111111111111

Emu Proteue Save
 Proteus 1 8 3 Only £0011
 Proteus 2 Only £899 dam
 Proformance Only Mall
 Also in -stock the stunning

Proteus MPS* £999

Korg 01W / 01WFD ENew
Al square synthesisS

32 voice. 32 oscillator tone
generator
200 combination progs
2 digital multi effects
Built-in sequencer
2 card slots
Also 0111w and 03RW in
stook NOW at ASCII

itee frh.,,
xlr&

The nation's best
equipped, most

professionally staffed, top
quality music ssssss

k

00

C -Lab Notator 3.1
 64 tracks of MIDI information The best 32 stave Scorewriting and

simultaneously editing in the business!!

 Up to 16 MIDI channels on each track

  Save over £200 with ABC! 299
 384ppqn resolution
 Realtime MIDI generator
 SMPTE timecode

0%
Finance
2299 sa months

a 2100

Avddab lo -where ese

Cheetah SX-16
 16bit stereo sampler
 Multi-Timbral 8 voice poly IC
 8 outs, expandable RAM
 Plays Akai $900, 91000 disks!

EMP
100

 100 factory presets
 8 individual & 6

combination fx
 Pitch, CHorus, Reverb, Delay
 Multi fx for less than £200!!

Save yourself EEC's

:
£189

Roland
JV30

    %

 

Roland D-70
 Sound superb and  Built-in digital effects

immensely powerful!  64 patch configurations
 76 velocity & aftertouch  128 tones, 128 rhythm

sens keys set-ups
 Advanced LA synthesis  Only £36 a month!
 30 voice polyphony jrk1299 Six -part multi timbral

Buy NOW and sere £676117,0

LEM Minimix 8 From £499
100w per chan stereo
10 inputs
Bass/Treble one ch &ran
Extremely porta le A4 size
With digital effects 8599

 61 keys touch sens
 RC-PCM & Di sound
 Access 445 sounds, Easy tone editing
 16 part multi timbral, 18 drum sets
 Built-in digital fx e789

Stunning NEW synth from Roland

ENSONIQ KEYBOARD CLEAROUTIll
Ensoniq EPSI 6 16bit stereo Ensoniq Solo Synth with on -boar
sampler keyboard with sequencer sequencer at Kingston,
only at Slough & Bristol 81399 Slough 8 Exeter £899
Ensoniq VFXSD Superb sounding Ensoniq 502 at Addlestone
and full featured synthesizer Ensoniq SDI at Addlestone and
only at Addlestone & Bristol 81199 Kingston £1399

Addlestone (A)
5 mins Junction 11 M25
14-16 High Street Tel: 0932 854877

037
468114

Profess MPS 4989
 4MB of sample memory
 16511 sounds
 61 touch sens keys
 16 part multi timbral
 8 sounds per note

uizatakalui
Rhodes VK1000 C1199
 Amazing drawbar system

organ
 Sounds a blast
 Now at a super once
 ABC saws you £7001!

SAVE
£700!!

Roland MV -30.....
 220 RS-PCM Sounds!!
 30 voice polyphony
 8 part Multi Timbral
 Sequencer/Mixer/FX 113199

Korg Save
 We are Korg Main

Agents and carry
huge stocks of all
the latest gear.

 Come along and see
the new stow and
02111W Today at ABC!

Instant Despatch + Buy with confidence. 7 day money -back guarantee!

Oxford (0)
NEW AMP ROOM NOW OPEN!
44 St Clements Tel: 0865 724820

Bristol (B)
Off Whiteladies Road, Clifton
32 Alma Vale Road Tel: 0272 238200

Roland Save
 We are Roland Main

Agents and carry
huge stocks of all
the latest gear.

 Come along and see
the future at amazing
ABC Nan!!

Sic Kingston (K)
NEW AMP ROOM NOW OPEN!
56 Surbiton Road Tel: 081 546 9877

Slough (S)
Junction 6 on the M4. FREE Parking.
324 Farnham Road Tel: 0753 822754

Exeter (E)
The South West's Leading Music Store.
68 Bartholomew St West Tel: 0392 425125



FEA U MIDI /Audio Delays

Synth Audio Delay (ms) Mean Deviation

Oberheim Matrix 1000 6.2 1.3

Yamaha TX7 3.2 0.6

Korg 03R/W 4.2 0.4

Roland D550 with MEX board 8.8 1.8

Roland JV30 3.0 0.1

Roland JV80 5.6 0.2

Korg M1 4.6 0.7

Roland MKS20 4.0 0.5

Roland MKS70 13.2 0.8

E -mu Proteus 6.1 0.3

Yamaha SY22 4.0 0.1

Casio VZ1OM 7.1 0.9

Korg Wavestation EX 2.0 0.1

This list is by no means exhaustive but gives a pretty good cross section.

As these delays are constant and have a small degree of variation, they

are likely to be either inaudible if below 7ms or otherwise resolvable by

the use of a negative track delay on a sequencer.

Multitimbral synths are, however, a totally different kettle of fish. While

the U220 was the worst that was measured, audio delays of 40ms
upwards were common when running the processor under a substantial

load. Using the same Automatic 1 test as was used in the final U220
test:

These figures were obtained against a MIDI delay of 7ms and would

appear to say that the audible delays obtained when using a multitimbral

synth are primarily down to the processing time taken to create and
output audio signal. Mean deviations are also higher; this means that

there is a higher degree of variability in the delays. Put bluntly, you are

more likely to hear delays when a song is at its busiest. The figures for

Roland's JV80 are commendable, but must be taken in the tested
context of being a pure sound module; the figures do not show how any

synth reacts when being played from its own keyboard. The scan time, or

how long the synth takes to recognise the fact that you are pressing a

key down, is an inherent factor here.

I T APPEARS THAT the processors being used in many current
I multitimbral synths are simply not up to the job of creating and
transmitting a large number of notes which is, of course, the primary

reason why people buy them.

Is the MIDI delay inherent to its serial nature to blame? The answer

would appear to be no. Do delays of the magnitude noted above matter?

A far more pertinent question - there is little doubt that delays and
variation of delay from a multitimbral synth will, at best, "smear" or
thicken up the playback of music and, at worst, will be primarily
responsible for audible inaccuracies.

And what of the advent of the 64 -note polyphonic synth which is about

to make its entry into the market place - are the delays going to be in
keeping with the above results? If so, such synths will be unusable
beyond half of their polyphony and no talk of a faster MIDI or "MIDI 2"
will help in any way at all.

Synth Audio Delay (ms) Mean Deviation

Korg 03R/W 44.2 0.9

Roland JV30 22.2 3.9 Many thanks to Florian Richter for Timetool and his advice and help
Roland JV80 14.2 0.2 with this article.

Korg M1 32.8 0.9
E -mu Proteus 93.1 0.4 Price £199 incl. VAT.

Yamaha SY22 50.0 0.2

Casio VZ1OM 44.0 1.0 More from Q -Logic, Parkmill Business Centre, 95 Douglas Street,

Wavestation EX 24.9 0.2 Dundee, DD1 5AT. Tel: (0796) 472001. Fax: (0796) 473806.

Choice
DOES YOUR KEYBOARD SET-UP DESERVE A LITTLE MORE THAN
AVERAGE SUPPORT. IF SO, YOU SHOULD CONSIDER THE
CONNECTRIX KEYBOARD STAND RANGE WHICH OFFERS TOTAL
SUPPORT FOR KEYBOARDS & ELECTRONIC PIANOS. THE LATEST
GENERATION OF 'CI SERIES CONNECTRIX STANDS BRING, TO
YOU, ROBUST & STABLE CONSTRUCTION, VISUAL ELEGANCE
AND TOTAL TRANSPORTABILITY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES.

MOM
ARE YOU EXCHANGING ULTIMATE SOUND

SIGNALS BETWEEN YOUR EQUIPMENT 9

AS SUPPLIERS OF A UNIQUE NEW CABLE

PRODUCT RANGE FROM 'KLOTZ', WE CAN

ENSURE THAT, YOUR EQUIPMENT CAN BE

SUITABLY CONNECTED & SOUNDLY OPTIMISED.

0
r-

C.I.S. (INTERNATIONAL) LIMITED
C.I.S. I louse  Building No.2  Leyton Avenue

Mildenhall  Suffolk  IP2S 7BI.  United Kingdom

Tr SALES: (0638) 711570  FAX: (0638) 718964
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Now °9ellk
a

wee de MUSIC co.

maid,- you Jounci freatI

Now
6 days -Pen

a

Now situated at our NEW Superstore - 5000 sq feet of selling area including our new Hi -tech drum rooms. Come & see for yourself.

Anything they can do we can do better!.
E -MU

BIG SAVINGS THIS MONTH.
E -MU Proformance 1 Now £279
E -MU Proformance plus Now £319
E -MU Proteus 1 Now £549
E -MU Proteus 2 Now £689
E -MU Proteus 3 Now £549
E -MU mps keyboard Now £989
E -MU mps plus Now £1199

I=2Roland JW50

Available now on interest
free credit.

YAMAHA SY35

Available now on interest
free credit.

1=2Roland AX1

kI) 1(111 Iffl
131,1,

Available now on interest
free credit.

AKAI S950
Ls

miNPUTvrrilig ISO
Plus 51000,S1000, S1100

Available now on interest
free credit.

PHONE NOW

II( 'Roland FP8

Available now on interest
free credit.

All Korg products available
on interest free credit.

FOR DETAILS.

ic Roland mcso
Available

now on
interest

free credit.

Available now on interest
free credit.

Ik ',Roland SOUND CARDS !!!!SOFTWARE DEALS!!!!
for 0110  U220  Rf R8M  D50  D70W MV30 C/Lab creator £199 Steinberg Mirage edit £79

Save up to 25% off RRP Steinberg Lite
C/Lab notator

£97
£365

Steinberg cubeat
Saro music graph

£159
£49

Phone now. Steinberg pro 24 £89

MBOSS DR660 NOW IN STOCK
Rhythm machine

225 sounds, Reverb + chorus
7 drum kits, Velocity pads

NOW UNDER £300

YAMAHA MT3X 4 TRACK
NOW £449
NOW
UNDER
£300

EIGOSS
DR 550

RHYTHM UNITS
NOW £138

YAMAHA RY10

RHYTHM

ARRANGER BEST

PRICE EVER!

Always the best deals on

A'_ IS KORG CASIO E -MU
li=?Roland YAMAHA
Fostex TASCAM Z r 1st:0

EL3065 EM MACKIE 71.47'

ensonict

COME AND SEE US NOW AND SEE WHY
THE REST OF THE MUSIC TRADE IS

TALKING ABOUT US.

ANDERTONS A NEW EXPERIENCE IN
MUSIC RETAILING.

PRICE

MATCH

NOW SITUATED AT:
ANDERTONS MUSIC CO

58/59 WOODBRIDGE ROAD
GUILDFORD, SURREY, GUI 4RF

TEL: (0483) 38212 28
FAX: (0483) 38211 arr,



the gatekeepers
Text by

Marc Nohr

Pthis: I'm sitting in the

r plush office of a record
company A&R Director. He swings

in his executive leather chair,

fingering the keys to his new

BMW. On his desk, a portable

phone and an A4 Filo-fax; to his

right a hi-fi system resembling a

Richard Rogers building; to his

left, a waste disposal unit... for

demo tapes.
His secretary calls on an internal phone. A
young artist is waiting in reception, claiming

he has an appointment. "Tell him to come
back this afternoon, or tomorrow - or next
week... or something. I'm busy being
interviewed by a journalist," the A&R man
snorts dismissively. He resumes his inventory

of all the hit acts he's signed and the
propositions he's declined from budding
Madonnas wanting to sleep their way to the

top. I bring up the subject of music. "Music?"

his eyes glitter with delight. "Fuck music, let's

make money." He falls off his chair
in paroxysms of laughter, pointing to the
gallery of gold discs that adorn his office
wall.

Fact or fiction? Probably a bit of both. But

it's a fitting caricature of the way A&R
departments are perceived by most aspiring
musicians. Indeed, from the outside there
can be few aspects of the music business
surrounded by such an aura of myth. It's not

difficult to see why. The A&R man is the point

of entry to a world of fame and riches. Once

the ink has dried on the contract, the whole
music business machinery moves into gear,

thrusting the artist into the public eye.
Consequently, the world inhabited by these

gate -keepers abounds with stories of
promises made and broken, dreams fulfilled

and shattered.

Once inside this world, past the corporate

façade and the CIA -trained secretaries, A&R

looks a little different. As a profession it's as

precarious as politics, with reputations lost

just as quickly as they're won. As a business

it's as circumscribed as any other, with A&R

departments answerable to what Jeff Young

describes as, 'men in grey suits' shouting,
"Bottom line! bottom line!"

Young is the recently appointed A&R
Director of MCA Records. It's an
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The Gatekeepers FEATURE

unmentionably early hour of the morning and

we're sitting in his Soho office, feasting on

take -away toast and cappuccino. Dressed in

American -style sweatshirt and jeans, Young

chomps and chats with great enthusiasm.
His days as a Radio 1 DJ are now firmly
behind him, but he still likes to trade in
extravagant language. "Coalminers, wives get

paid danger money," he explains, "I get paid

grief money." What kind of money are we
talking about? "Well that depends on who
you are," he generalises, "Scouts can earn

between ten or 15 grand, with a company car

thrown in. A good A&R Manager can earn 60

or 70 grand, whilst successful A&R Directors

can earn upwards of 100 grand and
considerably more if they've been doing it for

a while."

Young continues his 'Beginners' Guide to

A&R..."the normal structure of an A&R
department is Director, Manager, Scout. The

Scouts scout, the Managers each have their

own bunch of artists and the Director runs
the team. At MCA, like elsewhere, there's a

weekly A&R meeting where we discuss the

progress of acts we've signed, we play new

tapes and also screen what other companies

are looking at." 'Screen?' - sounds like
industrial espionage."There's nothing
underhand about it; it's just a question of
having the chance to say no. There's nothing

worse than learning that an act has been
signed somewhere else and you never even

got a chance to hear them. That's when the

fur really flies," he explains, his hands
mimicking flying fur.

Annie Roseberry claims not to worry
about what other companies are up to.

She's Vice -President of A&R at the American

company, Elektra, and heads their A&R
operations in this country. "I'm pretty laid
back," she explains, slumbering in her chair.

Her angular face evinces an occasional
smile. "A lot of people get really worried
about what other people are doing. I don't

care. They can do whatever they want." It
takes a while to decide whether this is hubris

on her part or simply self-assurance.
Probably the latter. After all, hubris doesn't

pay the bills.

She runs a smaller outfit than Jeff Young,

with a modest roster of artists, so the
system is a little different to that of the
bigger record companies. She works closely

with a single A&R Manager and writes weekly

reports on everything she sees and hears -

which includes the few dozen tapes arriving

at Elektra's offices every week. "They all get

listened to," she insists. "They're logged into

a book just in case someone calls up."

At CBS, where she worked for eight years,

she remembers up to 100 tapes pouring into

the office each week. "In most record
companies, it's the junior members of staff

who listen to the tapes and then refer them
upwards. It's the same here, but they do all

get listened to and they get a reply. One or

two are followed up, but 99% are just not
good enough."

Jeff Young agrees. "I've never signed a

band on the basis of an unsolicited tape."
And EMI's senior A&R Manager, Dave
Ambrose, adds his voice to the chorus. His

department receives "loads of unsolicited
tapes, but they are generally very poor. You

know, the kid who's played it to his best
friend who tells him it's great". Norman Jay,
at Phonogram's Talkin' Loud, is adamant that

sending tapes willy-nilly is a loser's game.

"Sometimes, I might follow up a tape with a

phone call. But in the end, it's usually not
what I'm looking for."

This, of course, is little comfort to the
many thousands for

whom sending in tapes seems like the only

way to alert record companies to their music.

But Jay has some pearls of wisdom to offer.

"If some mad rock 'n' roll kid sends me a

tape, he's got it all wrong." 'Rock 'n' roll', in
case you had any doubts, is not Jay's bag. "I

tell kids to do some research, find the label

that's doing the stuff you to do, a label that's

sympathetic. Don't just come to us because

we can put your record out. That's what
knobs off the A&R man and makes him say,

'I don't want to know'." He pauses, screws
up his face and scratches his chin. "You
know, I really think the direct approach is just

wrong. You need to engineer a situation
where the A&R man comes to you. Create a

noise, and they'll come to you, they'll want to

give you money." Jay returns to the 'knob'
theme... "If you go cap in hand, they'll want

to knob you off."

Garrulous and expansive, Mick Clarke is

firmly ensconced in a modest terraced

house in West London where he is A&R
Director of Virgin's 10 Records. "I remember

the days," he says with an air of maturity
which seems strangely at odds with his T-

shirt and shorts, "I remember the days at
Virgin when we had to see three people in

the morning and three people in the
afternoon, straight off the street. They'd

bring their tapes or their guitars and every
day I'd have to sit and listen to music I didn't

understand, music I hated, which is crazy. I

found myself in the ludicrous position of
having to judge music I wasn't in a position

to judge. So I'd tell people that I shouldn't

really be listening to them, and they'd get
quite upset... I was abused and almost
attacked once."

So we can take it that Mick is none too
keen on an open door policy at 10 Records?

"It's not that," he replies in descending
tones. "I understand that people have high

hopes for their tapes and I do try to see
people who really believe in their stuff and

who try to convince me it's something I will

want to hear. But A&R is not just about
sitting round listening to tapes. Signing a
band is just the start of it; you then have to
develop the artists, decide on studios,
producers, what track to release and what
strategy to pursue."

You might expect Ashley Newton to agree

with Clarke. After all, they are both on the
same side. Newton is head of A&R and joint

MD at Circa Records which has recently
assumed responsibility for all of Virgin's
subsidiary labels. Newton's office looks like

something straight out of the Conran shop.

And Newton himself exudes the confidence of

someone who has just had a shave and put

on a fresh shirt. "When I was at Island we

had open days consisting of a succession of

40 minute meetings. It's important to make
your company accessible. But an open door

policy is simply not cost-effective - to have

two or three staff spending all their time in
meetings with bands, most of whom will not

be appropriate."

Like the rest of his peers, Newton's
signings have come through his own personal

network. "You simply can't ignore people you

know who are tuned into what you want. It's

a pre-existing filtering process."

So where does that leave the up and
coming artist? Dave Ambrose waxes
philosophical. "There is no easy way. It's a

bitch, but that's the way it is. Even so, if a

band is good they will be signed." Do you you

really think so? "Yes, if they play the right

clubs, they will be heard. A&R people are
sharper and more aggressive than they used

to be. They are out there."

Jeff Young is also confident that not too

many acts slip through the net cast by his
department. "What tends to happen," he
explains, "is that bands which are good have

also got a bit more wit and charm than the
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)) regular outfit. Sometimes you may miss one

but anyone who writes good songs will
eventually come across someone who can

help them - like a lawyer, a DJ or a producer.

Alternatively, they create a stir at a local
level. It's not easy to keep secrets. We have

a network of contacts across the country, and

if we don't find the bands, we'll follow up on

someone who has."

A&R departments habitually shadow each

other according to John Giacobbi, former

BMG lawyer and now head of Entertaiment

Law Associates. "A&R departments are very

narrow-minded," he opines. "They're more

worried about job security than anything else,

so they won't take risks. They follow each
other with a lemming -like fervour. But those

who do take the risks often reap the
rewards." He cites the example of The Gipsy

Kings. "Nobody would take their first album.

Nobody wanted to stick their neck out."

Other artists, like Terence Trent D'arby,
also come to mind. Giacobbi's observations

certainly apply to the bigger record
companies where corporate paranoia is rife
and it can be difficult to get something new

or different through the system. Smaller

is being suffocated any more. Many of the

kids who are out there making music don't

necessarily want a record deal. They can
press up their own records and sell them
through local shops and radio. They have
less overheads, more knowledge of their
local market and can achieve sales in the

thousands."

Nevertheless, these kids still approach the

major record companies in search of greater

fame and fortune than they could ever hope

to achieve by themselves. And it's the same

kids who are complaining that the A&R
system is not working for them; that A&R
men don't understand." Jay concedes the
point. "I know. I viewed A&R men the same

way and when I met them I realised that they

knew even less than I thought they knew.

But..." Jay teeters on the brink of a
revelation, "the A&R man doesn't have to
know about your music, he has to know how

the system works, how to get your material

through the system. You don't know that - he

does. He knows what budget he has got,
when the record will be released and how...

It's got little to do with art."

Jay comes from a different end of the
spectrum to Dave Ambrose, but the two both

"An open door policy is simply not cost-effective

-to have two or three staff spending all

their time in meetings with bands, most of
whom will not be appropriate"

companies, however, often succeed because

they are novel or distinctive. Their reflexes
also tend to be quicker, with decision -making

resting in the hands of one person. So it's
the smaller independent companies who are

now the crown jewels in many a major label's

portfolio. The majors have swept up the
independents in licensing deals, or in
Norman Jay's case, have started to employ a

new breed of A&R man... DJs with their ears

to the ground.

"The majors were like lumbering giants,"

Jay explains. "They wanted a part of the
thriving cottage industry. That's why I was

head -hunted - in the hope I could do the
same for them." This cottage industry,
according to Jay, originated because kids (as

he calls them) were alienated from the
corporations. "Now you can't say that talent

like to talk nuts and bolts. "A good A&R
man," Ambrose argues, "should not be a
'muso' because that leads to musical
snobbery. A musical snob can miss the fact

that people may actually want to buy a
certain kind of thing." You mean miss out on

the money? "Yes, that too."

Thus speaks a man who has made his
reputation in the pop genre. But many of the

A&R moguls interviewed here would be quick

to disagree. Mick Clarke, for instance,
identifies two types of A&R. "The first," he
explains, "sign acts that other people will
like. And the second, which includes me, sign

acts they like. I was, and still am, a musical

snob." There is almost a temptation to
accept Clarke's distinction. But life is not
that simple. Sure, there are some A&R
departments who seem to look at the money

making potential first and last, and others
with more artistic temperaments. But A&R
people do not stay A&R people for very long if

they don't have an eye on both money and

art simultaneously. With the characteristic
shrewdness of a former student of Chris
Blackwell at Island, Ashley Newton finds a

maxim to resolve the dilemma: "There is no

necessary contradiction between commercial-

ism and quality."

Norman Jay is looking to discover "the fine

line between putting out records I like and

hoping they're what the public want". Even

so, Jeff Young's men in grey suits screaming,

"bottom line!" are never far from view.
"That's why I talk straight to aspiring artists,"

Jay reveals "I can explain what resources I've

got and what I can do with those resources -

which includes looking after the bands I

already have on board." If that does not
suffice, he offers some unconventional
advice... "I say to kids, go down to the high

street bank, see the bank manager and find

out whether he'll lend you the fifty grand you

need to make this record. If he won't, then
why the hell should we? We only have so
much money."

According to Paul Morgan, "that happens

more with the smaller labels. Within reason,"

he explains, "I can sign as I please.
Decisions obviously have to go through the

A&R Director, but I don't have accountants

breathing down my neck."

Accountants aside, what criteria does
Ambrose apply when considering whether

to sign an artist? His response is really quite

scientific. Or is it? "The first criteria I look for

is whether they can sing. Though it doesn't
matter so much here, it's important in the
USA because they take their music much
more seriously. The second is songwriting -

although sometimes the odd band are not

natural songwriters (...like U2), but they still

sound fantastic. Thirdly, attitude. I like a bit
of subversion - something that makes waves

- although artists always smooth out in the
end."

Whilst I can readily see the subversion in a

band like the Sex Pistols (whom Ambrose
signed to EMI Publishing), but Sigue Sigue

Sputnik? There was a fast buck if ever I saw

one... Ambrose replies in their defence.
"They promised change, something new. They

were also one of the first bands to sample."

Faced with the same question, Jay offers a

physical analogy - or three. "If someone
approaches me with a song, it's gotta hit me 0
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mere maiI
INSTANT DESPATCH

FOR CREDIT CARD HOLDERS

VISA LI-1.1570

17;;,=AV.

HOTLINE
0206

765652

PAY BY CREDIT
CARD FOR EXTRA

DISCOUNTS!

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE UP TO 3 YEARS TO PAY
PHONE FOR DETAILS

Normal Credit
Peas Card Price

KEYBOARDS AND MODULES
Akai S950 Sampler £1099 POA
Akai 51000 Sampler £2400 POA

Akai MX1000 Mother Keyboard £1099 POA
Altai PM76 Module £499 £479
Akai S1100/5100 EX Package RRP £598 £399 £389
Akai S1000 61 Note Sampling Keyboard ....£2990 £2890
Ensoniq EPSI6 Plus £1849 £1650
Ensoniq SQ32 Plus, 32 Voice £1299 £1150
Ensoniq SQR £799 POA
Ensoniq SQ2 £1375 £1295
Ensoniq SDI £1800 £1700
Yamaha SY99 £2300 POA

Yamaha SY77 £1429 £1199
Yamaha SY35 £599 £549
Yamaha SY85 £1399 £1325
Yamaha TG77 £1250 £1095
Yamaha TG100 Sound Module £349 £339
Yamaha TG55 £449 POA
Yamaha TG33 £349 POA

Roland DJ70 Sampling Workstation £1750 POA
Roland 3450 Workstation £1349 POA

Roland AX1 Remote Keyboard £449 POA

Roland AX Mother Keyboard 76 Note £499 POA

Roland SC155 Sound Canvas £599 POA

Roland SC55 Sound Canvas, Sound Module ..£485 £475
Roland PC150 Keyboard £128 £128
Roland PC200 II £215 £215
Roland 5180 Synth £1245 £1225
Roland .IV30 £759 POA

Roland 5750 Sampler £2500 POA

Roland JD 800 Programmable Synth £1550 POA

Roland JX1 Performance Synth £350 £299
Roland Studio MV30 £1195 £1150
Roland D70 Super LA Synth £1359 £1349
Roland PC200 Mother Keyboard £235 £199
Roland E70 £1299 POA

Roland E15 £499 POA

Roland E5 £390 POA

Korg 01/FD £1795 POA

Korg 01 £1695 POA

Korg WSI Wavestabon £1299 £1275
Korg Ml Workstation £999 £985

KEYBOARD STANDS
Ultimate support stealth stand £63 £60
'X' Keyboard Stand £25 £23
3 Tier Keyboard Stand £125 £120

SOFTWARE
C . Lab Notator
ROLAND R8/R8M Library Cards
01 Contemporary Percussion £45
02 Jazz Brush £45
03 Sound Effects £45
04 Electronic 145
05 Jazz £45
06 Ethnic Percussion £45
07 Mallet £45
08 Dry 145
09 Power Drums USA 145
ROLAND U220/ 020/ D70 Library Cards
01 Pipe Organ & Harpsichord £45 £43
02 Latin & Effects Pere. £45 £43
03 Ethnic Instruments £45 £43
04 Electric Grand & Clavi 145 £43
05 Orchestral Strings £45 £43
06 Orchestral Wind 145 £43
07 Electric Guitar £45 £43
08 Synthesiser 145 £43
09 Guitar & Keyboards £45 143
10 Rock Drums 145 £43
11 Sound Effects £45 £43
12 Trombone & Sax £45 £43
13 Super Strings (stereo) £45 £43
14 Acoustic guitar (stereo) £45 £43
15 Super Brass (stereo) 145 £43

EFFECTS
Korg A5 Multi effects £229 £219
Akai AR900 Digital Reverb £289 POA

DOD Compressor/Sustainer
DOD Analogue Delay

£299 £279 DOD Wah Vol

Normal Credit
Prim Card Price

Zoom 9000 Multi FX (new model) L259 ..... £249
Zoom 9000 Power Supply £20 £18
Zoom 9002 Multi Effects £299 £289
Zoom 9030 Multi Effects £499 £489
Yamaha FX500 £299 £289
Yamaha FX900 £595 POA

Yamaha EMP 700 effects £440 POA

Yamaha EMP100 £225 £215
Yamaha R100 Reverb £179 £169
Alesis Quadraverb £315 £305
Alesis Midiverb 3 £239 POA

Alesis D4 Drum module £399 POA

Alesis Quadraverb GT £459 POA
Alesis Microverb III £159 £149
Art Multiverb LT £179 £149

£55 £45
Boss SE50 Multi FX unit £349 £339
Boss AW2 Autowah ......... . ..... . ..... ..... .£55 £53
Boss BF2 Flanger ...... . .......... ............ . ............ £96 £94
Boss CE5 Chorus £55 £53
Boss CHI Super Chorus... ..... . ..... ....... £67
Boss CS3 Compressor .......... ....... ...... ......... £79 £77
Boss DD3 Digital Delay 108 £106
Boss DS2 Distortion £47 £45
Boss DS2 Turbo Distortion £63... ......
Boss FW3 Foot Wah £63 £61
Boss GE7 Graphic EQ £79 £77
Boss HM2 Heavy Metal £55 £53
Boss INT2 Metal Zone £63 £61
Boss MZ2 Metalizer £96 £94
Boss DD2 Turbo Overdrive £79 £77
Boss 052 Overdrive Distortion £55 £50
Boss PS2 Pitch Shifter ....................................£121£125
Boss PH2 Super Phaser ........... ................ .179 £77
Boss SDI Super Overdrive £47 £45
Boss FC50 Midi foot controller £125 £123
Digitech "The Vocalise VHM5 /899 £879
Digitech GSP21 pro (SA -I) £495 £495
Digitech DSPI28P £299 £279
Digitech DSPI6 £275 £249
Digitech GSP7 £395 £370
DOD 7 band EQ £65 £63
DOD overdrive £39 £37
DOD Classic tube /35 £33
DOD American Metal £45 £43
DOD Metal Maniac £46 £44
DOD Stereo Chorus £59 £57
DOD Stereo Flanger £59 £57

£45 £43
£99 157
£79 £77

£43 GUITAR SYNTHS
£43 Roland GR1 Guitar Synth £899 £899
£43
£43 DRUM MACHINES AND SEQUENCERS
£43 Yamaha QY10 sequencer/expander £249 POA

£43 Yamaha RY10 Drum Machine (new product)...£249 POA

£43 Yamaha RY30 Drum machine £399 POA

£43 Boss DR550 II £199 POA

£43 Boss DR660 £299 POA

Boss DR550 1169 £167
Roland CR80 Human Rhythm player £375 POA

Roland R70 drum machile (new model) £499 £489
Roland Pad 5 £139 £130
Roland Pad 80 £465 £455
Roland SPD8 Total Percussion Pad £339 £325
Alesis D4 1379 POA

Alesis SRI6 Drum Machine £259 £225
Alesis MMT8 Sequencer £289 £279
Roland S855 Sound Brush Sequencer £435 POA

Roland MC50 £499 £485
Kawai Q80 Sequencer £449 £429
Akai XRIO Drum Machine 1289 POA

Akai MPC60 II 11799 £1750
Yamaha MDF2 Datahler 1299 £289
Alesis Datadisk SQ 1325 £315

RECORDING
Tascam 464 1709 £649
Tascam 488 8 Track portastudio £995 £985

Normal Credit
Price Card Price

Tascam 424 £459 £449
Tascam 688 8 Track Midi Studio £1899 £1850
Tascam Porta 2 Hi Speed Porta Studio £499 £489
Tascam Porta 05 Hi Speed Porta Studio 1299 £295
Tascam Porta 03 4 Track £225 POA
Tascam MM1 Mixer £699 £685
Fostex R8 £1500 POA
Fostex X18 (new model) £250 £240
Fasten X28 Multitracker £329 £339
Fostex X26 Mufti Tracker compressor £299 POA

Fostex 280 Porta Studio 8 Ch 4 Track 1550 £539
Yamaha MT 120 4 Track Recorder £389 1369
Yamaha MT3X 4 Track Recorder £549 £499
Yamaha DTR2 DAT (new product) £950 £929
Tascam DA30 DAT £1195 POA
Teac DAP20 DAT (new
Casio DAI00 £549 £499
Casio DA7 £359 POA
Alesis 1622 Mixer £699 £650
Yamaha NS1OM Speakers £129 each £115 each

AMPLIFICATION
Marshall 30th Anniversary:
Marshall 6100 100w Anniversary amp head .£767 £767
Marshall 6101 100w Anniversary
1 x 12 combo £903 1903
Marshall 6960 A/B 4 x 12 cab £351 £351

Marshall Valvestate
Marshall 8100 100w amp head £280 /280
Marshall 8412 4 x 12 x 12 cab ....... .......... £245 £245
Marshall 8240 stereo chorus 2 x 2 £439 £439
Marshall 8080 80w combo 1320 £320
Marshall 8040 40w combo £259 £259
Marshall 8020 20w combo £185 £185
Marshall 8010 10w combo £94 £94
Marshall 8001 lOw micro stack £180 £180
Marshall 8004 40 f- 40 stereo power amp....f182 £182
Marshall 8008 80 + 80 stereo power amp...1229 £229

Marshall JCM900 hi -Gain Master Volume
Marshall 2100 100w valve amp head £466 £466
Marshall 2101 100w valve 1 x 12 combo £520 £520
Marshall 2500 50w valve amp head £387 £387
Marshall 2501 50w valve 1 x 12 combo £446 £446
Marshall 2502 50w valve 2 x 12 combo £502 £502

Marshall JCM900 HI -Gain Dual Reverb
Marshall 4100 100w valve amp head £498
Marshall 4101 100w valve 1 x 12 £564
Marshall 4102 100w valve 2 x 12 combo 618
Marshall 4500 50w valve amp head £451
Marshall 4501 50w valve 1 z 12 combo £507
Marshall 4502 50w valve 2 x 12 combo £566
Marshall 19609/B 4 x 12 300w cabs £351
Marshall SE100 speaker emulator £305 £305
Marshall 9001 valve pre amp £404 £404
Marshall 9004 solid state pm amp £159 £159
Marshall 9005 50 50 valve pm amp 1537 £537
Marshall 1962 bluesbreaker combo £579 £579
Marshall 5205 12w reverb combo £118 £118
Marshall 5501 bass combo £98 £98
Marshall 5301 12w keyboard combo £112 £112 I
Marshall JMPI MIDI pm amp - soon taking orders
Marshall MS2 Micro amp £25 £23
Hughes & Kettner ATS120 Combo £565 POA

Hughes & Kettner ATS60 Combo £329 POA

Hughes & Kettner ATS30 Combo £319 £195
Crate TD35 35w lx10 Rev. Naive) £249 £229
Crate TD70 70w 1212.Rev. (Valve) £339 £319
Crate G20 Chorus 20w 2)(6 £229 £209
Crate G40 Chorus 40w 2x8 £359 £339
Crate G130 Chorus 130w 2x12 £499 £479
Crate G10 XL 10w 1x8 £89 £85
Crate G40XL 40w 1x12 £219 £209
Crate G60XL 60w 142 £269 £259
Crate G80XL 80w 1x12 £309 £295
Crate G160XL 160w 1x12 £399 1385
Crate G260XL 160w 2xI2 1472 . £460
Crate 160XLH 160w /220w head £379 £360
Crate GS412 4x12 Cab £349 £339

Credit available subject to status APR 35.3% variable. Written details on request. All our prices include VAT. E&OE

Normal Credit
Price Card Pries

Crate TDP Valve Preamp £199 £189
Crate XLP Stereo Chorus Preamp £239 £230
Crate SPA 200 Stereo Power Amp £329 £319
Crate 8400140w 1010 Bass £319 £309
Hartke 115 Transporter 1s15 Cab £438 £428
Hartke 410 Transporter 4010 Cab £521 £511
Hartke 115 XL lx15 Cab £535 £525
Hartke 410 XL 4x10 Cab £694 £684
Hartke 350w Bass Amp £480 £470
Trace Elliot 1215 combo £775 £777
Trace Elliot 1210 combo £850 £845
Trace Eliot Twin combo £850 £845
Trace Elliot Af1300 head £850 £845
Trace Elliot A11200 head £525 £520
Trace Elliot GP12x graphic pre amp £375 £370
Trace that RA300 Power amp £425 £420
Trace Elliot 1048 4 x 10 cab £499 £494
Trace Elliot 1518 1 x 15 cab £475 £470
Fender Twin £699 £690
Fender Princeton Chorus £359 £350
Fender Studio 85 £289 £285
Fender Deluxe 85 £319 £309
Fender Super 60 £449 £425
Fender Pro 185 £449 £439
Fender Stage 185 £395 £370
Fender M80 Heavy Metal Combo £245 £225
Fender Champ 12 £229 £219
Squier 15 Combo £69 £59
Carlsboro Cobra 100 Keyboard Combo £322 ..... £299
Carlsboro Colt 65W Keyboard Combo £217 .........£207
Carlsboro Viper 100 Bass Comb £307 £297
Carlsboro Colt 65 Bass Combo £217 £207
Carlsboro Colt 65 Lead Combo £239 £229

P.A

Marshall PA 400w 1585 £585
Marshall 1 x 12 plus Horn Cabs £147 £147
Marshall 1 x 15 plus Hom Cabs £147..........£147
Hughes & Kettner Stagehand 240w
PA Mixer Amp £699 POA

Hughes & Kettner 1o12 Cabs (pair) £399 POA
Carlsbro GRX7 Mixer Amp £469 £449
Carlsbro Cobra 100 P.O £217 £207
Carlsbro Marlin 150 PA £289 £280
Cansbro Marlin 300 P.A 1429 £400
Carlsbro PMX 8/2 300W Stereo P.A £711 1695
Carlsbro A110 Cabs (Pair) £211 £200
Carisbro A112 Cabs(Pair) £234 £220£498

£564
CARRIAGE CHARGED ON SOME ITEMS.1618£451 r _ a__ ........

£507 Post This Coupon To Secure Any
/566 I I

£351
T../`

Goods Advertised Here

Send Me Immediately

Name

I Address

1 Phone

I I Enclose Cheque Payable To Axe For £

I Please Debit My Access/ Visa/ AMEX NO

0000000000000000
Please Reply To: -

1
Axe Music

I 96 High Street
I Colchester
I Essex
I CO1 1TH
1 0206 765652

1

1

Axe Music

27 St. Johns Street

Bury St. Edmunds

Suffolk

IP33 1SN

0284 705571



The GatekeepersFEATURE

NAME: Mick Clark

POSITION: A&R Director. 10 Records.

PREVIOUS SIGNINGS: Soul II Soul, Maxi

Priest. Loose Ends.

FIRST CONTACT: Soul II Soul via friend

who later became their manager. Maxi

Priest through a smaller label to which

they were already signed. Loose Ends on

a Walkman in a West End pub.

RECENT SIGNINGS: Temper Temper. Bass

Cut.

FIRST CONTACT: Unsolicited call from

Temper Temper's manager. Bass Cut

through Virgin in New York.

NAME: Ashley Newton

POSITION: Joint Deputy MD of Virgin

Records (with responsibility for A&R).

PREVIOUS SIGNINGS: Massive Attack,

Neneh Cherry, Julia Fordham, Hue & Cry,

Sydney Youngblood.

FIRST CONTACT: Massive Attack demo

played on a car stereo in a Scottish
Airport. Neneh was a friend. Julia
Fordham through a publisher. Hue & Cry

through a release on a Scottish
independent label. Youngblood via an A&R

manager who had just lost his job at MCA.

RECENT SIGNINGS: Fluke, Gary Clark

;Vocalist with Danny Wilson). Ronin.

FIRST CONTACT: Read about Fluke after

the release of a mini -album on Creation.

Gary Clark from his work with Danny
Wilson. Ronin via Neneh Cherry.

NAME: Annie Roseberry

POSITION: Senior Vice -President of A&R.

Elektra Records.

PREVIOUS SIGNINGS: Sade. Beverly

Craven. Matt Johnson and 'partly'
responsible for U2.

FIRST CONTACT: Sade through her work

as a backing singer. Beverly Craven
through a studio engineer. Matt Johnson

'grabbed' mid -way through concluding a

deal with another company. U2, though

already signed to CBS in Ireland, were

recommended by the press office at
Island.

RECENT SIGNINGS: Ola. Ephraim Lewis,

Doves (formerly the Thrashing Doves).

FIRST CONTACT: An Elektra Scout heard

Ola in a club ('Singers' in Tottenham
Court Road) and a demo had also been

sent. Ephraim through a contact with his

producer. The Doves were already signed

to another label.

NAME: Dave Ambrose

POSITION: Senior A&R Manager. EMI

Records.

PREVIOUS SIGNINGS: Sex Pistols
(Publishing Only), Dexys Midnight
Runners, Sigue Sigue Sputnik, Pet Shop

Boys, Duran Duran.

FIRST CONTACT: Sex Pistols at the 100

Club. Dexys via an agent and after seeing

them live. Sigue Sigue via a journalist

friend and through the video they
released. Pet Shop Boys via Manager Tom

Watkins. Duran via their Manager who

called unsolicited, though they also had a

deal with A&M on the table. so it was a

fight to sign them.

RECENT SIGNINGS: Groove Technology

FIRST CONTACT: Through a friend who

had their video.

NAME: Norman Jay

POSITION: A&R Manager, Phonogram

(Talkin' Loud and Global Village).

PREVIOUS SIGNINGS: "Relatively new to

the game" but signed Omar and had a

hand in pairing Jocelyn Brown with
Incognito for the hit. 'Always There'.

RECENT SIGNINGS: Brian Powell

FIRST CONTACT: Heard him on a rernix,

but didn't find out who he was until a
friend got hold of a tape.

NAME: Jeff Young

POSITION: A&R Director. MCA Records.

PREVIOUS SIGNINGS: Lance Ellington,

Hipsway. Texas.

FIRST CONTACT: Ellington through

publisher (but his co -writer had been

pestering for a couple of years). Hipsway

through a management company. Texas

as a spin-off from Hipsway.

RECENT SIGNINGS: GMT (God Made

Trouble), Beijing Spring, Oui 3. Power of

3.

FIRST CONTACT: GMT through a

publisher. Beijing Spring and Power of 3

via their management. Qui 3 through a

combination of contacts with their
publisher and management.
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in the face. It's gotta make me jump up and down and make me want to

knock walls down to secure a deal." Jay, however, is less forthcoming
when it comes to defining exactly what it is he and his collegues at
Talkin' Loud are looking for. "We know it when we see it." Mick Clarke's

criteria are quite straightforward... "I sign stuff that I think is great and
I don't give a shit what anybody else thinks." Even so, Clarke concedes

that every A&R man would probably give that image of himself.

Songs are the starting point for Jeff Young. "A good song means
something with a good hook and a good melody that you can remember.

Like it or not, 'I Should Be So Lucky' was a fucking great song. Even

seven -year -olds remembered it. And if you like the songs, you may go

see the band, unless it's a club thing or a one-off single. Sometimes
you might sign someone off a vibe - like Thousand Yard Stare. They
were a ball of energy, no tunes but a great vibey little turn." Vibey little
turn? You can tell he used to be a Radio 1 DJ. He continues...
"Occasionally, however, you have to do your job, which is to provide the

company with hits. And that may sometimes involve signing someone

you don't necessarily like. But that's part of A&R - recognising that a
group are going to be huge, biting the bullet and saying, 'Hey -ho... this
is hits!"

In the main, however, Young sees his job as finding "good" acts.
Roughly translated, this means acts which have good attributes for their

area of the market. "Take Marc Almond, for example. He was never
going to be Pavarotti, but there was something about him that made
him great." Young has other criteria too. "Money isn't everything," he
suggests. "Sometimes you might want to sign an act for chart profile or
just credibility."

Annie Roseberry lists her criteria with characteristic conviction. "I

look for artists of exceptional talent, artists who are totally unique,
irrespective of genre - and that's always been my A&R policy. It's also

important that you get on with people - that they're like-minded.
Basically, the things I've been involved in have always been different
and I've been lucky. But I think I have an ear for talent." Roseberry's
musical background might go some way to explaining her 'good ear' as

well as her sympathy for musicians trying to catch the attention of A&R

departments. "I feel very sorry for musicians," she pauses, "depending

on my mood. You have to have tact. It's hard to tell people not to give

up their day jobs - but a lot of the time that's exactly what you mean."

Mick Clarke is not a musician... "I'm the world's worst pub singer,"
he concedes, but he shares Roseberry's compassion. "A&R men get a
lot of stick and quite rightly. It's the entertainment business and they
have a lot of power which they can, and do, abuse."

Clarke's harsh words will no doubt have resonance for many aspiring

musicians to whom A&R is a common term of abuse, synonymous with

unanswered telephone calls, unkept appointments and broken
promises. There surely are some people in A&R who wouldn't recognise

talent if it hit them squarely between the eyes and others inebriated on

their own power. Equally, there are those who conduct their affairs with

imagination and equanimity. As Ashley Newton suggests, "You just can't

generalise about A&R men. There are all sorts of individuals with
different styles and temperaments."

All the same, it remains a business shrouded in misconceptions.
From the musicians point of view, the misconception often derives from

an over -idealised vision. A vision that A&R exists simply to recognise

and reward talent. In reality, few art forms are immune from the twin
'orces of politics and finance, and music certainly is not one of them. In

\lorman Jay's words, "The record business is like any other business,

t's there to sell product and make money..."

Syco Systems,London  Systems Workshop, Oswestry  Thatched Cottage Audio, Wendy 
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THE
DANGEROUS

CD
A bOMPANY

PROBABLY THE LARGEST SAMPLE LIBRARY
EVER MADE ON ONE CD

An encyclopedia of breakbeats essential for every
producer, DJ, artist, programmer & musician

The very latest grooves & irresistible rhythms, fresh
new loops & previously unheard sounds

A CATASTROPHIC EXCLUSIVE FOR
YOUR SAMPLE LIBRARY

V
THE DANGEROUS CD COMPANY PRESENTS.. .

FROM TECHNO, HARDCORE TO HIP HOP...
FROM TRIBAL TO AMBIENT.. .

DANGER 1
 A SUPERB COLLECTION OF OVER 1000 DIGITALLY MASTERED

SAMPLES ON ONE CD.
 OVER 330 BREAKBEATS (ALL BPMs LISTED)
 FILLS, BASS DRUMS, SNARES, HI -HATS, DRUM KITS,

PERCUSSION, STABS, FX, DANCE KITS, STRINGS & BASS TONES
 ALL SAMPLES INDIVIDUALLY INDEXED
po. MATCHED LEVELS FOR FAST SAMPLING

ALSO DATA STREAMED FOR THE AKAI S1000/S1100
 79 MINUTES PLAYING TIME

TO BE USED WITH ANY SAMPLER AND CD PLAYER.
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"GREAT, REALLY USEFUL DISCI . . BEN LIEBRAND
O

"EEEESENTIAL". . BLUE WEAVER op

"STRIKING IS THE ORIGINALITY OF THE DRUM LOOPS, WITH THIS CD YOU DON'T HAVE THE

FEELING YOU HAVE HEARD IT ALL BEFORE"...MIDI MAGAZINE HOLLAND
O

"DANGER I IS PACKED WITH CONTEMPORARY DANCE SAMPLES. . . A VALUABLE ADDITION TO

ANY 90s SAMPLE LIBRARY". . . TIM GOODYER/MUSIC TECHNOLOGY

FANTASTIC GREAT VALUE! FABULOUS UNHEARD LOOPS!". .. DIG/THATCHED COTTAGE AUDICS

AN EXCELLENT SELECTION OF SOUNDS AND LOOPS. FOR THE RECORDING MUSICIAN, ITS

MUST". . . MALCOLM MAYNES, BASS PLAYER, BEATS INTERNATIONAL

The Dangerous CD Company announces the
opening of Studio 1. Now available for booking';.

Why not try a studio with the largest library
of sounds?

Daily rates include
Engineer/Programmer/Producer/Keyboard Player

Call now for viewing
To: CD Company, P.O. Box 2545, London N11 ITS, England

Please send copy/copies of Danger 1 at £49.95 each

Please debit my ACCESS ZI VISA MASTERCARD Ul

Number J J J Expiry date

I enclose Cheque/postal order for £ made payable to the Dangerous CD Company

Name (caps)

Address

Postcode

To  nni gRA 8971 Or 081 6089
Ukase note the samples on Danger I have not appeared on any other sample
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ALESIS ADAT
By the time you read this ad we should

have them in stock, they should cost
under £3500 including VAT and we

will take Tascam TSR 8 and Fostex R8
in part exchange!

CALL!
* COMPUTER SALE *

Atari 1040STE with SM144 monitor & Cubase £799

Atari 1040STE with SM144 monitor & Notator £775

Steinberg Midex + £299

Complete Mac Soundtools £1599

WE SELL KEYBOARDS
And not just keyboards either! Samplers, drum machines,
expanders and all manner of computers and computer software.
All form part of the largest display of pro -audio equipment in
Britain (after all we are the largest Pro -Audio Retailer in
Europe).

* FREE SPEAKERS! *
This month we are giving away a free pair of self powered
monitors with Dui portastudio - just plug them in and
start recording!
Suggestions:
Yamaha MT3X + monitors £469

Tascam 424 + monitors £468

Yamaha MT120 + monitors £369

This amazing offer applies to any portastudio -
just give us a call!

* ROLAND RSS 3D *
Hire available - Call for details

CREDIT FACILITIES
Full credit facilities available including Instant Credit.
Phone for details or a copy of our financial Faxpack.

SECONDHAND & EX DEMO BARGAINS
This list represents only a fraction of our current secondhand and

demo stock - call for a full listing.

Tascam ATR60 ":" demo £2349 Yamaha analogue delay unit 149

Aphex expander gate 1299 BEL BDE3200 delay/sampler 1899

Atari 1040STE with monitor 1399 BEL BDE2400 delay/sampler £799

Aphex Dominator pro compressor £599 Kurzweil K1200 weighted k'bd £1565

Aphex Type HI exciter 1475 Digitech DSPI6 multifix £199

Aphex Compellor pro limiter 1650 Drawmer DL221 compressor £299

Atari Mega 2ST £599 Kurzweil Pro 76 keyboard £1460

Zoom 9010 effects processor 1999 Yamaha PW100 (100 series power supply)...£79

Yamaha P2160 amplifier £349 Harrison X1150 amplifier 1325

Ensoniq SD -1 synthesizer £1599 Technics RS -B765 cassette deck £220

Yamaha MTI20 portastudio 1319 Akai SI000 PB sampler £1199

Aphex Impulse Midi trigger 1530 Aiwa HDS I DAT player.. £299

Fostex Model 80 remote 149 Yamaha DMP7 digital mixer £1050

E -mu Proteus 2 sample player £599 TCD DD200 hard drive (200 meg

Yamaha P2150 amplifier £349 SCSUDMA) £899

Akai XRIO dmm machine £175 Symetrix A220 headphone amp £135

Oberheim Navigator £199 Roland RSS 3-D system £13999

DACS Midi patch bay £59 Denon PMA 737 amplifier £199

Seek 12:8:2 desk £599 Aphex 303 (mono compellor/exciter) £599

Ampex 456 2" tape (used once) 139 Yamaha A100 amplifier 1145

Tascam 22:2 2 -track 1350 Alesis RA100 amplifier 1220

Akai ME3OP Midi patch bay 1175 BSS 4 channel noise gate 1450

Nexus 2 x 8 Midi merger £79 Roland D20 synthesizer £599

Palmer speaker simulator £189 Studiomaster Mixdown 16:4:8 Gold £1199

RSD Sessionmix Gold 8:2 mixer £450 HW58 radio mic system 1450

Ensoniq VFXSD synthesizer 11199 Tascam 103 cassette deck 1225

Fostex SPA303 pair (hi frequency) 1299 Roland R8 £425

Aphex Expressor comp/exciter 1299 Alesis Midiverb M £215

Anatek pocket effects various £59 Roland M-800 synthesizer £1399

Alesis Datadisc Midifile player £245 Yamaha MT3X 4 -track £425

Fostex SP707 each (bass speakers) £299 Mackie 1202 mixer £299

E -mu Procession drum module £449 US Audio 4 way splitter box £150

Roland CM32P sample player £150 Alesis MEQ23O £169

Fostex ISIS tape sync unit £39 E -MU Proteus 1 + orchestral exp'n £650

DDA DMR 12 large frame p'bay £15999 Yamaha MPC-1 MIDI prog cnelr £89

Hill Audio LC800 amplifier 1599 Teac P200 CD player £99

Fostex M22RP stereo mic £599 ARID analogue delay £50

Atari Megafile 30 £199 11 Cooper mac sync link £125

Roland 115 drum machine £325 Yamaha NS1OM speakers £225

Yamaha TG55 synth module £399 Tascam PWSMD sync cable f49

Teac MF502 multi filter (hiss/hum) ...............£75 Roland SC155 sound canvas £450

Matrix 1000 synth module £399 ALX22 crossover unit £265

Roland R8M drum module £349 Akai SI100EX polyphony expdr £799

Ensoniq SQ-2 synthesizer 11199 Akai S1100 £2645

Aphex 10/4 - I0/+4 convertor £75 Roland R-70 1399

Tascam 22-4 4 -track £399 Yamaha Sl2 monitors 1139

Symetrix SX206 multi dynamics £175 Roland 1X -I ................................................£299

SPECIAL OFFERS (ALL NEW) ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
Mackie 1202 & free self powered monitors £315 Aphex Type M exciter £710
Drawmer LX20 stereo compressor/limiter/gates 1199 Aphex 4 way distribution amp £149
E -mu Proteus 3 (ethnic & world) 1489 Behringer Studio Gate 1265
Roland D170 11799 Akai 8 meg expansion board 1299
SCSI boards for Akai SI000 £49 15104 Digital interface for samplers £165
Yamaha TG33 £329 Alesis SR16 drum machine 1235
Yamaha KX5 remote keyboard £279 Korg M3R module 1475
E -mu 9015 (makes Proteus I into Proteus 2) 1299 Aphex Compellor £699
Allen & Heath S2 £1649 Fostex 4020 (controls E16 & B16 from Cubase) £299
Alesis Microverb III 1159 E -mu Proteus I 1489
Alesis Quadraverb Plus 1299 Yamaha P2075 amplifier 1249
Alesis Microseries (stereo) various £76 Korg 03R 1875
Allen & Heath S2 eight channel expanders 1699 Yamaha EMP100 multi effects, 6 effects at once inc pitch shifting.£179
Casio DAR100 walkdat 1339 DAC 80meg internal drive/SCSI interface for S1000 1689
Casio DA7 1339 Roland M800 £1399
Sony DPSM7 harmoniser (stunning) £949 Roland A30 (76 note synth weighted keyboard) £475
Sony DTC750 £419 Yamaha RY10 drum machine £239
Roland CS I 0 stereo micro monitor £89 Yamaha SY35 the new vector synthesizer £599
Aphex type C exciter 1189 TCD Stripper (removes DAT copy code) £135
Behringer Denoiser 1225 Yamaha FX500B (expanded FX500) £219
Aphex Dominator £939 Akai S1100 & 1100EX (pair) £3899

* EIGHT TRACK PACKAGES SALE *
Fostex R8 & Allen & Heath S2 £3099

Fostex R8 & RSD Proline 16:4:8 £2349
Revox C278 & Allen & Heath S2 £3999

Fostex R8 & Allen & Heath GS3 £3399
Tascam TSR8 & Allen & Heath GS3 £4299
Revox C278 & Allen & Heath GS3 £4299
Tascam TSR8 & RSD Proline 16:4:8 £3099
Revox C278 & RSD Proline 16:4:8 £3099

* YAMAHA
EMP100-£179! !*

Six effects at once - pitch
shift, compression,

reverb, delay, etc - the
best value multiprocessor

around for only £179
including VAT!

ALLEN & HEATH S2/GS3
Full eq on two monitors - full MIDI muting,
loads of inputs - every feature you can
imagine has been packed into this stylish
console. The S2 is the basic model - the GS3

allows you to control a sequencer from the
desk (but costs £300 more). We have full
details on both.

STUDIOMASTER PROLINE
16:4:8 FOR ONLY £899!

Imagine a full spec recording desk with 24 full inputs on

remit for only £899 ! EQ on the monitors, expandable if

required - what more can we say ? RSD Proline 16 : 4 : 8 -

£899 !! (Packaged with a Posies R8 it can cost only £1999

+ VAT) Stocks are limited so it's first come, first
served.

TCA FAX PACKS
Need help with any aspect of recording? Try sending for

one of our Faxpacks (PA, MIDI, Portastudios, 8 -track
Financial, 8, 16 & 24 track studio packages, or courses).

This information is FREE - give us a call!

DEMO MICROPHONE SALE
AKG C535 studio vocals £215

Beyer M500 ribbon vocals £165

Beyer M88TG hypercardiod £220

Primo PR UD324 moving coil total £99

Audio Technica ATM91 R electret £75

* HOT PRODUCTS *
ROLAND R70, YAMAHA SY35,

ROLAND DJ70, KURZWEIL K2000,
KORG WAVESTATION AD,

ROLAND SCI55

TCA SERVICE
Our fully equipped service department can offer fast
turnaround (sometimes while -u -wait) and very
competitive prices on Fostex, Tascam & Revox tape
machines, most portastudios and desks, Atari
computers, Akai samplers and many other products.
Gee or a call before it's too late'

Some shops can service equipment. A few even do it while you wait. The
difference at THATCHED COTTAGE is if your multitrack breaks down
on a Sunday morning or your sampler blows up on a Bank Holiday
Monday you CAN ring us, we'll be here and we WILL do something
about it - 365 days a year. Have you ever needed help and advice outside
shop hours? If you are serious about your music you will know that it is
quality of service that makes the difference and at THATCHED
COTTAGE it's only a phone call away. If you are thinking of buying a
package try calling the shop on a Sunday - some day you may need to!

DDA QMR 24 : 24
At last -a fully professional recording console with all of the legendary
DDA quality packed full of features at a price which can't be beaten !

Input metering on every channel - up to 56 sends at any one time - they
even have individual volume controls for two pairs of monitors ! With a
24 : 12 : 24 console (which gives you 96 inputs on remix
graphic eq)priced at under £10,000 it is destined to become as popular
with the smaller studios as its big brother the DMR12 has with larger
ones. Give us a call !

* SOUND CARD SALE *
Roland SNU110 various cards ..£33 Casio RA100 RAM £19

Roland SNR807 mallet £33 Korg P3 POC 02 £19

Roland D - 50 PN D50-00 Various Korg A3 cards £15

ROM £35 Yamaha RAM 1 for DX series ..£39

Roland PCM1 01 piano £75 Yamaha SY99 various cards £25

Roland PCM1 02 guitar & bass.£75 Korg Ml MSC II, brass £69

"EUROPE"
Why has "Best Price in Europe" suddenly appeared in all the ads? Do they really believe
customers are impressed by meaningless claims? Do you think they bothered to check (let
alone buy at prices which would allow them to justify the ad!)? What they should be pushing
is their service and back up - not silly, unprovable price claims! Next time you feel tempted by
an ad suggesting "lowest prices in Europe" or "we will not be beaten on price" try asking for a
Revox 8 -track - then call the trading standards people! (In Germany you can get fined for
making stupid claims in ads - as European experts they should know that!).

* STOP PRESS * For true Europhiles try calling any one of half a dozen shops in France or
Germany, then ask the British dealer to better the price!

* * * MONEY BACK
IN 5 YEARS * * *

WE NOW OFFER A NEW
GUARANTEED BUY-BACK

SERVICE WHICH ENTITLES YOU
TO GET EVERY PENNY YOU SPEND

ON A PACKAGE BACK IN FIVE
YEARS TIME - NO CATCHES!
FOR FULL DETAILS OF THIS

REMARKABLE NEW SERVICE
GIVE US A CALL TODAY!



REVOX C278
Half inch 8 -track

ONCE IN A LIFETIME DEAL !

£1999 + VAT
At Thatched Cottage we have been able to
exclusively purchase a number of superb quality
Revox C278 half inch 8 -track machines (retail £5500

+ VAT) for the unbelievable price of £2350 inc VAT !

HX Pro noise reduction 7, 5 & 15 ips, built in
speaker, fully balanced, the list goes on and on . We
really believe that this product will actually
appreciate in value, legendary Revox quality at this
price is unheard of! For full details of this stunning
machine (we also have supplies of the C274 4 -track

at £1499 + VAT) give us a call today !

* STOP PRESS *
We are willing to accept used Tascam TSR8 and
Fostex R8 machines in part exchange if they are in
excellent condition - Give us a call!

LS 4417

ALLEN & HEATH S2
£1399 + VAT

Full EQ on all sixteen monitors (allowing 40 inputs on remix),
connections for two speakers, full MIDI muting, five full sends,

returns - this desk has everything! And with extension
modules available at only £680 + VAT a full 24:8:16 (56 input)
costs only £1999 + VAT!
Allen & Heath S2 - £1645 including VAT.

Transvision Vamp * Curve * Bros * Iron Maiden * Imagination * Duran Duran * World Party * Shakespears Sister * Status Quo * Nik Kershaw * Beats International * Erasure
* Fields of the Nephilim * Electronic * LA Mix * Stevie V * Jive Bunny * The Farm * Then Jericho * Dannii Minogue * John Parr * The Stranglers * Definition of Sound

* UB40 * Maxi Priest * Youth * The Alarm * Dire Straits * Primal Scream  The Violet Hour  Gary Numan * Adamski * Sinitta * Technotronic * George Harrison
* The Shamen * Blue Pearl * Betty Boo * Elide Br000ks * The Blow Monkeys * Breathe * Boy George * KLF * Kenny Thomas * Ride * Squeeze

TCD
The Cure * K -Klass * Siouxsie and the Banshees * Massive Attack * Marillion * Neneh Cherry * Flood  U2 * Hawkwind * Skin Up * Carter USM * Cathy Dennis * Stress
* Guru Josh * Intastella * The Orb * Fish * Paul King * The The * Freddie Starr * Coldcut * Sinead O'Connor * The Who * Incognito * Chesney Hawkes * Bomb the Bass

 S Express * The Christians * James * Dave Stewart * Pet Shop Boys * Jason Donovan New Order  Simon Climie * Shades of Rhythm * The La's  All About Eve
* The Art of Noise * Soul II Soul * London Beat * Screaming Targets * The Blessing * Simple Minds * Billy Bragg * 808 State  Enya * Jesus Jones * A Man Called Adam

* Level 42 * Magnum * Hot Chocolate * Skin  Electribe 101 * Cleveland Watkiss * Talk Talk * Loose Ends * Altern8 * Opus III

TCA NORTH!!
Opens this
month in

Warrington! Phone
lines are open!

*0925 210600 *
* 0860 705739 *
* 0850 656749 *

EDUCATION
If you represent a school, college, or
other educational establishment you
may well be eligible for our discount
scheme. Call our English office
on(0223) 208110 or our Scottish agent

on (03552) 65869 for further details.

TCD
In order to cater for increased demand for advanced
multitrack systems we have a separate division -
Thatched Cottage Digital. Housed in a brand new
purpose designed building it handles 24 -track
analogue (including the new Tascam & Fostex 24 -
tracks, SABER, EINSTEIN, QMR & DDA desks)
and all digital and leading edge installations. If you
are considering any kind of professional set-up and
feel that legendary TCA service and value are of
interest, contact us on (0223) 208110 or ring the
usual TCA number for full details.

* LOOMS *
4m 16 way XLR - phono £70
3m 8 way phono-phono £25
lm 8 way phono-phono £18
2m 8 way insert loom £55
3m 16 way jack jack£47
5m 32 way XLR-XLR £235

T C A
THATCHED COTTAGE AUDIO

You only

become the

biggest -

by being the

best!

North Road, Wendy,
Nr Royston, Herts SG8 OAB

Telephone (0223) 207979, Fax (0223) 207952

VISA
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Vince Clarke

From Depeche Mode to Erasure by

way of Yazoo and The Assembly - the

bands may have changed, but

apparently not the equipment. Vince

Clarke speaks from the tank...

`Outing' is a controversial subject. Let's face it, having someone come up

to you in the street, point, and say, "He likes Abba - he thought `SOS'
sounded pretty good in 1975" must be a pretty challenging experience. But

there's nothing particularly new about such revelations. In 1982, on Radio

l's My Top Twelve, a certain Philip Oakey was the first to break the silence

by declaring that, yes, Abba had been very important for The Human
League, and did Andy Peebles want to make something of it? A couple of

years later, a cover version of 'The Day Before You Came' hit the charts
and it was official: Blancmange liked Abba, too.

And so, of course, did Vince Clarke. Of that same generation of English

synth -pop pioneers who have often quoted Sweden's Eurovision darlings as

a seminal influence, he has finally paid the tribute of tributes: four Abba

covers on an EP that has sat defiantly at the top of the charts for several
weeks - a perfect union of pop roots, video wit and revivalist camp. But
that same generation soaked up other, less frothy, influences too. And, sure

enough, when I encounter Vince backstage at the Hammersmith Odeon, in

the middle of a solid three -weeks of Erasure's 'Phantasmagorical
Entertainments', he's watching a video of Kraftwerk...

"It's a pirate from a secret gig in Leicester a few weeks ago," he explains,

in response to my surprise at the poor quality. Kraftwerk in Leicester? A few

weeks ago? That's what I call a secret gig. However, Vince is happy to deny

any general identification with Continental electronic music, despite having

relocated across the Channel, and gives the impression instead that what

interests him these days is how Kraftwerk, for example, might tackle the

age-old problem of performing synthesizer music live on stage. His own

solution, on this tour, is certainly unique.

In the makeshift living room somewhere round the back of the Odeon,
Vince has a few home comforts. TV, video, fridge full of cold drinks,

and something which says more about his musical standpoint than anything

else I can think of. Whereas a guitarist might have a trusty old acoustic
propped up against the sofa, Vince has got a small workstation consisting of

Mini -Moog, Akai Linn MPC-60 and Roland MC -4 sequencer, handy for
those moments of inspiration and last-minute adjustments to the live set.

He points enthusiastically to the Akai Linn.

"This is really good. We use this for all the drum sounds live. All the
drum sounds on the last album were generated from synths, so I had to
regenerate them for the tour. Obviously I couldn't take an ARP 2600 on
the road and start messing about with bass drum sounds for every song,

and there's lots and lots of percussion sounds, so they were regenerated and

sampled into that thing. I must admit it was a real life-saver, it's so simple.

You just hit Record, press the pad and it's down. Only 16 -bit recording
inside, but the resolution's quite high. Eight outs, 32 drum sounds. So it's

in my tank!"

Ah, yes, the famous tank which trundles around the stage throughout

the show, complete with Vince and synths. Basically a bigger, vehicular

version of what's backstage, it looks a bit like those things that help the
stricken aeroplane land in the first episode of Thunderbirds. Hydraulically

manoeuvred on caterpillar tracks, it contains everything that creates the

Erasure live sound apart from the vocals. And Vince is only too happy to
show it off- as he would a new car.

"This is the main sequencer" he explains, clambering aboard (it's
another MC -4). "...and this is the spare. Channel 1 is going to the Moog,

which creates the bass, so for every song I'm adjusting the sounds - that's
my job." He seems very pleased with this minimal, utilitarian role.
"Channel 2 is going to the Juno 60," (it's above our heads, seatbelted to
the roof of the tank) "...channel 3 goes to this box here, which we had
built. It's a splitter box, and the signal either goes to the Prophet 5" (also
above our heads) "...or to the Jupiter 8" (over my left shoulder). "That's
determined by the MC -4 program.

"Basically, you've got CV1, which is your pitch; CV2, which can be filter

or amplitude depending on the synth; Gate/Trigger; and MPX which is the

switcher, set to 1 or 0, which tells the box to direct the signal to either the

Pro 5 or the JP8. Channel 4 is the same thing again, but using the
Oberheim Expander" (rear-view mirror) "...as two keyboards, directing the

signal to either the left- or right-hand side. So effectively we've got two
synths there. We can only have four synths playing at once, but we've got

six sound sources. And sync'd to the MC -4 is the MPC-60, creating all the

drum sounds."

Make no mistake, it's a ceiling of classic analogue synths. With obvious

relish, he further outlines the archaism of the system. "Now, there's no disc

or anything for this, it's all tape recorders." He produces a Maxell cassette.
It's the specialized variety marketed by Roland 12 years ago as a data
storage medium. "We get a quarter of the set on each side. So I have to go

into Tape mode on the MC -4, load - normally the information is cued up -

then I have to quickly load the MPC-60 sounds from the DAC hard disk
system over here..." The combination of the MPC-60 and the DAC is the

one concession to recent technological advance. Of course, there are no
MIDI patch changes involved, so Vince has to reach up and physically press

the buttons on each synth between numbers. Naturally, this adds to the
general 'flying by the seat of his pants' effect that you suspect he enjoys.

"My Mum was wondering what all this reaching up was for. I told her it
was my new dance routine."

There is also an ashtray, and a Roland SH-1... "That's a spare. We
haven't had to use it yet, but I thought if one of the keyboards goes down I
can just plug the CV and Gate in there and adjust the sounds as we're
going along."

A 11 the synths are used monophonically, constituting six monophonic
sound sources. "You can form chords of a sort," explains Vince, "and

on the Oberheim you can get 5ths, but it's nicely limited. So that's it,
really. We've got spares of everything, but we've been very lucky so far.

We've got DAT backup, as well, but I've never had to use it - ever, not on

any tour." This last remark is made with some pride. "The system last year

was all MIDI'd, with a master keyboard and everything, and we haven't
had a 100th of the problems we had then. The only thing that goes down is

this thing..." he taps the DAC. "All the analogue side is fine, even though

the MC -4s used to be really unreliable when they first came out. We have

eight of them, anyway, as backups! But we haven't needed them."

Now bear in mind this guy could, if he wanted, use any system you can

dream of. The fact that he should choose to place these restrictions on
himself at all is a testimony to the principles he brings to bear on his music.

"On the last tour I was playing stuff on the master keyboard. But it just
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PROFILE Vince Clarke

0 didn't ring true, really. It's not what I normally do; I'd never dream of
playing keyboards in the studio, I'll always program. So we're just doing
what we do in the studio. But all the versions are different; the
arrangements have changed, and I had to find new drum sounds for all the
old stuff, again from analogue synth sources. The older material had all
these chords and pads which I can't do on this system, either. And although

it's simpler, I think it sounds really full. It's just like the difference between

having a jazz big -band and a quartet. In a way, the quartet can sound
tighter, sharper and harder. Any lack of musical padding is made up for by

the variety of drum sounds, and one-off effects that we sampled as well.

"All the original programs were on a MIDI sequencer. What you have to

do is send that information to an MPU-101, or similar MIDI to CV
convertor, and load that into the MC -4 in real-time. But if it's a chord, all

you get is the top note, you know, the one that changes a bit! But I don't
think you really notice that; in fact I think it really helps, in a live situation."

PTi he point is that Vince Clarke regards ageing analogue technology in

I the same way as a guitarist might cherish, say, a 1952 Les Paul. He has

become, in his own fashion, an antiques collector.

"The main difference between the studio I had in London and the new

one is that, basically, I'm getting rid of all the digital stuff. It's 90%

analogue now. For the last album, Chorus, we decided

to give ourselves some definite ground rules to make

it sound different to the previous albums. So we used

only analogue synthesizers, no drum machines, and

no MIDI, as far as we could. We used MC -4s instead,

and ARP sequencers - analogue sequencing. It's very

difficult, really, when you're trying to keep up with all

the new gear, not to just get into the habit of using
preset sounds. It's not that it's too difficult to
program the new synths, it's just that the
programming on them is so good already. You
change the sound and maybe individualize it, but in
the end you're making it worse than it was. At least
with analogue synthesizers you don't have that
problem, because you're starting from scratch."

"Getting rid of", it emerges, is metaphorical, and
to do with working methods rather than recycling.
"Oh yeah, I keep everything," he admits, "I never
throw anything away. I just collect analogue synths

now. I'm really into collecting, as well. I've got a
couple of contacts in America, and they've been
getting me some really interesting gear. Things like

the ARP 2600; a Serge modular system; you know,
the rarer the better, the bigger the better. It's mostly
that they're interesting to use - the technique. Also
on the last album we were working with Martin
Phillips, who's my technical assistant on this tour, and

he's really up on analogue synthesizers, he knows
how they work. My work with them up until then
had always been guess work, really, but now I finally

know how to patch..."

You almost miss the irony of this last remark, such

is the deadpan delivery. But it corresponds to the self-

effacement that's been consistently in evidence since

the first moment that Basildon realized it had
something more to shout about than notepaper.

"There are no musicians on stage" is, for example, how he describes the live

show. But traditional songwriting values are still in evidence.

"Andy and I write with just a piano. Piano and vocal, working on a
traditional song structure. We usually work out the melodies and stuff, and

we have a rough idea of lyrics, then I'll go in the studio and find the lines.

Bass lines, putting the rhythms together. On the album Martin helped a lot

with the drum programming. It was much more interesting to do, though,

because as I said we didn't use any drum machines; we tried to generate all

the percussion sounds from synths. We got about 99% of them. The only

sound we couldn't get was a crash. We couldn't synthesize a crash. So that

was the one sample we used."

Ameasure of Vince's scale of values - as far as sampling is concerned -

may be gleaned from his response to the suggestion that some aspects

of new technology may, on occasion, sidetrack songwriters from the
business of songwriting... "I think any gadget or gimmick does. Not that

the Akai Linn is a gimmick, but, it's like when the fuzz pedal appeared,

everybody used a fuzz pedal. I'm just not really interested in sampling.
Again, if you had the ability, and even the interest, to start changing a
sample, you could make it worse. I've got Akai samplers and so on, but you

haven't really got that facility to change the sounds much. It's not as
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What would you expect from
a new Yamaha multi -effects
processor?

A fresh, new range of brilliant
effects including compres-
sion, limiting, EQ, reverb,
early reflections, delay and an
enhancer?

Plus distortion, overdrive,
panning, pitch shift, wah,
phasing, and modulation?

A processor with 16 -bit reso-
lution and a bandwidth of
20Hz to 20kHz, sampling at
44.1kHz?

You'd certainly expect no less
from Yamaha.

Well try doubling it.

Because the Yamaha EMP700
does all this in true stereo for
less than £450*.

Hear it today at your rwarest
Yamaha dealer.

Or call the action line to find
out more.

YAMAHA
iNf fPIRl1 Of MUSIC

Yamaha-Kemble Music I U.K.) Limited Professional Music Division

eN, <IN

(I I 5419

4:00
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Vince Clarke

"It's not that it's too
difficult to program

the new synths, it's

just that the
programming on
them is so good

already. You change

the sound and maybe

individualize it,
but in the end you're
making it worse

than it was"

Discography
Albums
With Depeche Mode:

Speak And Spell (1981)

With Alison Moyet (Yazoo):
Upstairs At Eric's (1982)

You And Me Both (1983)

With Andy Bell (Erasure):
Wonderland (1986)

The Circus (1987)

The Two -Ring Circus (remixes and

live -cuts, 1987)

The Innocents (1988)

Wildl (1989)

Chorus (1991)

Singles
With Depeche Mode:

Dreaming Of Me (1981)

New Life (1981)

Just Can't Get Enough (1981)

See You (1982)

With Alison Moyet (Yazoo):

Only You (1982)

Don't Go (1982)

The Other Side Of Love (1982)

Nobody's Diary (1983)

Situation (re-released B-side of Only

You, 1990)

With Eric Radoliffe/Feargal

Sharkey (The Assembly):

Never Never (1983)

With Eric Radcliffe/Paul Quinn

(The Assembly):

One Day (1985)

With Andy Bell (Erasure):

Who Needs Love Like That (1985)

Sometimes (1986)

It Doesn't Have To Be (1987)

Victim Of Love (1987)

The Circus (1987)

Ship Of Fools (1988)

Chains Of Love (1988)

A Little Respect (1988)

Crackers International (EP, 1988)

inc. Stop/The Hardest

Part/Knocking On Your Door/She

Won't Be Home

Drama! (1989)

You Surround Me (1989)

Blue Savannah (1990)

Star (1990)

Chorus (1991)

Love To Hate You (1991)

Am I Right? (1991)

Abba-esque (EP, 1992)

inc. Take A Chance On

Me/SOS/Voulez-Vous?/Lay All Your

Love On Me
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0 creative, for me. Actually generating sounds is
more interesting to do - more satisfying.

"Martyn was really into looping, but we didn't

do it. A couple of times we copied loops, using

synthesizers, which was quite funny. We'd find

out what the elements of the loop were, the
timings, and we'd re-create it. Not copying the
sounds; we'd create our own sounds, but
creating those rhythms from the loop. We also
decided we wouldn't have any chords on the
album, either - nothing like that! This.," he
points to the Mini -Moog... "plays
monophonically, so it was a matter of using
monophonic lines to create chords, using
different sounds for every note, if we wanted a
chord. But we didn't even want the sound of a
chord. It was just melodies; you build things up,

starting from the bass, and work up the scale.

"It was recorded on Sony digital 48 -track, but

that was a bit of a compromise, really. Because
we were using analogue equipment, we felt that

we'd start losing some frequencies if we were to

play stuff over and over again onto analogue
tape. It seemed like a good mix, the analogue
synths and the digital tape recorder: perfect
reproduction. We didn't record anything with
any effects; we tried to set the songs up with
rhythmic things first, all the lines, the whole
caboodle playing the sounds. Obviously, you
can't save the sounds, so we'd get all the
arrangements right and then convert the
information to CV Gate, and then record."

Only Vince Clarke could describe 48 tracks as

a compromise, but there was one other
underlying motivation for this remarkable use of

a digital multitrack as a kind of read-only storage

medium for analogue sequences... "The reason I

wanted to do this was actually the timing
discrepancies you get with MIDI, which are
really bad. I came to the conclusion that there
hasn't been an album recorded in five years that's

been in time. Although you can get it quite close

with MIDI, as you build up tracks everything
becomes a tiny bit out, and you get a mush. We
even started using an oscilloscope to compare
timings, and with the MC -4 the timimg was so

close that, with the bass drum on one track, and

a snare on the same beat, the snare would
disappear behind it; it would not be visible on
the 'scope."

Of course, the sequencing procedures all had

to be recreated when the time came to hit

the road. "I've never got into the habit of using
the same sequences over and over again. Like
with this tour, I always like to use different
sounds, different methods. It took me a long
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time to program for the tour, longer than I've
ever spent; in fact it took longer to do than the
album! I do enjoy working up sounds, though;
more when we're recording than for tours,
because for tours you've done the work already.

"But in the studio, me and Martyn will have
competitions to see who can do the most
complicated patch. What I've found, using this
limited amount of gear, is that it's amazing how

much you can do with the stuff; the effects that

you can get, without necessarily having... well,
put it this way, I've only got six synthesizers to
play it with, so you have to get the most out of
them. For instance, you can do real good tricks
with the Oberheim Expander; you can make one
sound become like four sounds really easily. And

you can modulate anything, so I can start one
line with a hard attack, and it's a bass sound, and

then it goes into a shrill sound with a slow attack

for the next section. All sorts of tricks. And using

velocity really helps as well... helps the groove of

the music we're doing.

"You get to know each synth really well, and

discover not its limitations but its lack of
limitations. Two years ago I read your magazine

and bought everything that was new, but I just
don't buy new stuff now. I'm really getting into

this old stuff. It's real antiques for me, now."

This is not, necessarily, a sign of any waning of

the influence of the hi-tec powers that be, as
Vince readily admits. "The hi -tech bubble will
never burst, not unless Roland or someone
decides they want to make less money, and
they're not going to do that, are they? Take these
special tapes, right?" He picks up one of the
cassettes on which the night's sequences are
stored. "These are about twelve years old - not
very hi -tech, with this groove carved into them

which tells if you're on the A -side or the B-side -

so we call up Roland and say we need 60 of these

tapes. Now, they haven't sold any for 12 years
which meant they had to dig around the
warehouse, and then they said 'we can't supply
these, they're twelve years old'. So we said 'look,

twelve years ago we bought an MC -4 in good
faith; where's the after -sales -service?!' So they had

to find some in the warehouse, and they did!"

Which just goes to show, even if you adopt a

low -tech stance you're still at the mercy of hi -

tech manufacturers. But the laws of supply and

demand seemed to work in Erasure's favour later

that evening, as Vince, his tank, Andy Bell, two

backing singers and a troupe of dancers supplied

the kind of Carry -On Pop entertainment that a
packed Hammersmith Odeon clearly demands of

a Friday night. The last thing Vince says as I
leave, in fact, is a simple "enjoy the show." And I

did. Especially the Abba bits.

IlEVADA
MUSIC

SUMMER
CLEARANCE

SALE
NEW ITEMS - FULLY GUARANTEED

AlesIs datadisk SQ £325
Alesis MlDlverb 3 £285
Alesis Microverb 3 £199
Alesis HR16 B £199
Alesis SR16 drum box 16 bit £299
Alexis C -Lab Creator £249
Alexis Micro limiter £112
Alexis D4 drum module wrtriggers £349
Ensonlq SQ1 workstation £1095
Ensonlq SQR Plus rack version of above £759
Ensonlq SQ2 76 note version £1199
Ensonlq SD1 ultimate workstation £1599
Ensonlq EPS16 Plus £1999
Fostex X26 4 track rec £269
Fostex X18 £225
Fostex X28 £299
Fostex SH280 £550
Korg M1 - still a great keyboard £999
Korg M1 REX expanded module £1200
Korg T3 EX £1699
Korg M3R £499
Korg WS1 wave & expansion £1399
Korg 01/w multi timbre! workstation £1399
Korg 01/WFD disc drive £1599
Korg 01/RNV rack NEW - in stock £1299

NEW FROM CHANDLER INDUSTRIES USA
GR957 RACK MOUNT

DIGITAL ECHO WITH MODULATION
A real sounding echo  "like an echoplex, real natural -

It didn't screw with the tone". Eric Johnson

£280
Rhodes 660 - U20 style synth £599
Rhodes 760 76 -note version of above £825
Rhodes MK60 Rhodes sounds & more £899
Roland MV30 studio seq & sound module £999
Roland JD800 knobs, knobs & more knobs £1299
Roland JX1 performance synth £399
Roland JV30 GS synth £789
Roland JV80 multi timbral keyboard £1245
Roland JW50 GS workstation £1299
Roland W30 workstation inc. library £1199
Roland A880 MIDI separator £180
Roland EP7 piano £599
Roland DJ70 sampling workstation £1799
Roland AX1 MIDI keyboard £449
Sony DTC750 Dat recorder £439
Tascam Porta 03 budget 4 -track £199
Tascam Porta 05 £249
Tascam 488 8 -track on cassette £899
Tascam 424 £435
Tascam 464 4 track w XLR inputs £699
Tascam 644 £795
Yamaha RX8 drum machine £299
Yamaha RX7 drum machine £450
Yamaha MT3X 4 track recorder ex -demo £449
Yamaha 01000 graphic EQ £79
Yamaha GC202013 comp lim £145
Yamaha SY22 synth £545
SOFTWARE
Oberheim Matrix 1000 £425
C -Lab Creator £249
C -Lab Notator £499
C -Lab Export £129
C -Lab Notator Alpha £199
SECONDHAND DEALS
Boss DR22OE £80
Zoom 9002 £175
Roland D20 £495
Korg Poly 61 £180
Roland Juno 1 £225
Korg Poly 800 £199
Yamaha EMT1 £149
Ada MIDI f/switch £139
SOUNDS
Cards for U series, D series, JD, JV, R-8, etc.

We ship anywhere fast!
Use your credit card for same day

despatch

Hotline (0705) 660036
Nevada Music

189 London road, Portsmouth, P02 9AE



Akai S6I2 Sampler+D.Drive
Oberhiem Matrix 1000 Module
Roland SC155 Sound Canvas
Roland D70 Synthesizer
RolandW30 Sampler Workstation
Roland PD21 Drum Pads
Roland MV30 Studio M
Roland IX! Synthesizer
Roland CM64 Expander
Roland CM32P Expander
Roland PK5 Midi Pedal Board
Yamaha KX5 Remote Keyboard
Steinburg Cubeat
Yamaha DTR2 DAT Recorder
Atari 1040 + 144 Monitor
Kawai K1 Synthesizer
Yamaha TG55 Expander
Yamaha SY77 Synthesizer
Yamaha MFC05 Midi Controller
Yamaha FX500 Digital Effects
Sony DTC750ES DAT Recorder
TEAC DAP20 DAT Recorder
Tascam Porta 2 HS Portastudio
Boss DR660 Drum Computer
Fostex X26 Portastudio
Soundtech 31 Band Graphic EQ
Soundtech Stereo 31 Band EQ
Studiomaster Diamond 16-2 Mixer
Korg S3 Drum Computer+SMPTE
Korg M1 Workstation
Casio DA -R100 DAT Recorder

CALL US NOW ON

0202 395135
EXT. 125

EDDIE MOORS MUSIC LTD
THE SOUND INVESTMENT

679 CHRISTCHURCH ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH BH7 6AE

THE LARGEST MUSIC SHOP ON THE SOUTH COAST

ROLAND

W30
£1199

R"c"--1 \/\/-BC3

The Ultimate Sampling Music Workstation!

61 Keys,Velocio Sensitive,
Aftertouch.Dual Sampling Rate

15kHz and 30kHz.16 Voice
Poly.8 Channel Multi Timbral.

17 Track 15,000 Step
Sequencer.Disc Drive.

KAWAI Q80 SEQUENCER

The Best Value Professional Digital Sequencer.
32 Tracks. Independent Track Looping.

Active Quantize. 96ppq.Tape Sync.
3.5 DDrive. 32 Voice Poly.26,000 Note Memory.

Limited Stocks At £399

EMU SYSTEMS
We Are Now Able To Offer The
Entire Range Of Emu Products
At The Lowest Ever Prices!!

If You Have Been Thinking Of
Purchasing An Emu Expander Or

Keyboard
Now Is The Time To Buy!!

Call For Details.

Last Few Units Of This Classic
Keyboard Available At £649

Also U220 Expander at £449

RHODES

MK80
£1199
including stand

NEW AND USED SALT
£249
£369

£399
£1299
£999
£59
£899
£299
£299
£169
£349
£299
£89
£749
£465
£299
£425
£1050
£69
£229
£399
£449
£349
£249
£289
£99
£199
£369
£399
£875
£339

New Products. Yamaha SY 35,SY85,TGI00.,
EMP700.BOSS DR550MMLDR SYNTH.
ROLAND JV30,JV80,JV80 MODULE.

istAM 238 EIG

tilt 0

The 238 Is your Chance To Obtain Sophisticated8 Track
Recording Capability Without The Expense Or Bulk Of

A Full Open Reel System. Now Only £999
Ask About Our 238 / Mixer Packages!

FOSTEX R8 PACKAGES
CALL NOW AND SAVE ilis

HUGE REDUCTIONS ON ALL PORTASTUDIOS
CALL FOR DETAILS

.11.XLI( 51'LLIAL6

STUDIOMASTER SERIES V 16-8-2
5 Auxiliaries.3 Band EQ.Balanced Mic Inputs.

Phantom Powering.Expandable.
We have a limited quantity of this superb console at £1299

Also Proline 16-4-8 £999. Session Mix 8-2 £349.
Roland M160 16-2 £499. Allen & Heath GS3.

YAMAHA TG 33

32 Note Poly.I6 Part
Multitimbral.Vector

Synthesis.128 Preset Voices £345

YAMAHA FX50v

Reverb. Delay. Modulation. EQ.
Distortion. Midi. Six FX at once

NOW ONLY £249

KAWAI PH50 ORIGINAL RRP £299 NOW ONLY £149

is i-IMC:31

Using The Same Sound Source As The KI Synthesizer, The PH50
Features 200 Preset Tone Patches and 50 Combination Patches.

Four Channel Multi Timbral Through Midi.30 PCM Rhythm patterns.

KA8\ A I K4R

Rack mount Version of The K4
Synthesizer. TheEffects Section
is Replaced By Individual Audio

Outputs.NOW ONLY £299

EFFECTS

Alesis Quadraverb + £299
Alesis Quadraverb GT £349
ART Multiverb LT £139
ART Multiverb LTX £159
ART Multiverb Alpha II £299
Yamaha FX500B £189

KORG SYNTHESIZERS

We Stock The Entire 01W Series Plus The MI, Wavestation and
Wavestation AD Rack. CHECK OUR PRICES!!!

AKA I PROFESSIONAL
44 MEG

REMOVABLE
SCUZZI HARD
DRIVES FROM

£495
We Stock The Complete Range Of Samplers, Drum Computers,
KeyboardsAnd Midi Products. Plus,Take Advantage Of our Vast

Library Of Sounds and SAMPLE CDs!

SOFTWARE BLITZ!
LOWEST EVER PRICES ON

STIENBURG,C-LAB,MOTU& OPCODE.

KAWAI K4 DIG I I HESIZER

8 Channel Multitimbra1.16 Note Poly.Digital FX.61 Drum Samples.
Fantastic Analouge and Digital type Sounds. AMAZING! £499

ACCESS. VISA. CREDIT FACILITIES. FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE. OVERNIGHT DELIVERY.



READERSHIP SURVEY

The 1992 Music Technology

and Yamaha Competition
Notice anything about this issue of MT? It

looks a little different, n'est ce pas? It

also feels quite a bit thicker - that's down to

the extra pages we've added and the better

quality paper. Over the coming months you're

likely to find a series of changes being

introduced to the magazine - changes which

affect its editorial content, as well as its

layout.
To make those changes (without altering those aspects of

the magazine best left alone) we need your help. With a few

pointers from you, we can far more accurately guage
reaction to the magazine and from this determine its
direction in the months to come. Of course, Readership
Surveys are traditionally pretty tedious things to have to
complete, so to make life that bit more bearable we decided

to offer a little incentive - the chance to win a superb new
synth from Yamaha - worth £1400.

The SY85, is literally just off the production line and
promising to make a name for itself as one of Yamaha's new

generation of AWM synths with improved punch and power in

performance.

In addition to enhanced sound quality, the SY85 features

'Quick Edit' modes that provide fast, easy access to the
most important voice and performance editing jobs, so you

can customise your sound without having to worry too much

about the details. Of course, you still have full programming

power when you want to do some serious voicing, and for on-

stage expression the SY85 also features a sophisticated

real-time control system that lets you modify up to eight
different parameters as you play.

In addition to six megabytes of onboard ROM to store the

SY85's array of high -quality samples, there's an additional

512 Kbytes of waveform RAM that can be used to load
samples from external sources. And there's space for an

additional 3 Mbytes of RAM for increased sample capacity -

should you need it. There's also a built-in 3.5" disk drive and

a full -featured sequencer that allows the SY85 to function as

a complete music workstation.

All in all, a monster synth - and a highly desirable prize.

Your task, should you decide to accept it, is to complete the

questionaire over the next couple of pages, answer three

dead easy questions, fill in your name and address - and

that's it. For the cost of a stamp and few minutes of your

time you get chance to win this superb machine.

Our thanks must, of course, go to the kind people at
Yamaha UK for their donation of this prize - it must rank as

one of the most desirable prizes we've ever given away at

Music Technology. Claim your chance to win it now!

1) What do the initials AWM stand for?

2) Which Yamaha instrument slots into Novation's MM10
keyboard?

3) How many songs are there on the RY10?
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READERSHIP SURVEY

Li

7) What is your status within the music business?

Professional

Semi-professional

Amateur

8) What equipment do you currently own? (State which)

None

Li
LI
Z1

0 Occupation:

Age:

Sex: M D F

1) Net disposable income at present.

(Absolute confidentiality guaranteed)

£6000 or less Piano

£.6000-10,000

£10,000 - £20,000

£20,000 or over Keyboard synth(s)

2) How many issues of MT do you buy per year?

12 Synth modules(s)
10-11 [21

7-9

4-6 Controller keyboard
1-3

3) How do you obtain MT?
Sampler

Subscription

From newsagent [:11

Read someone else's copy
Drum machine

4) On those occasions when you decide not to buy MT,

what is your reason?
Hardware sequencer

Computer

5) How many other people will read your copy of MT? Software sequencer

None

One

Two Other software
Three

Four or more

Effects processor(s)
6) Which other magazines do you read, and how often?

Home & Studio Recording

Sound On Sound Reel-to-reel multitrack recorder t=1
Making Music

Mix

Guitarist
Cassette multitrack recorder

Music Mart

Rhythm

Melody Maker

Studio Sound DAT machine

Audio Media

Pro Sound News

Keyboard Review

Other(s) (please list)
8) How much are your equipment purchases influenced by

the adverts in MT?

Very much

Partially

Not at all
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READERSHIP SURVEY

9) How much are your equipment purchases influenced by

the reviews in MT?

Very much

Partially

Not at all

10) How much money did you spend on equipment in the

past year?

Less that £500

£500 - £1000

£1000 - £2000
£2000 -13000
£3000 - £4000

More than £4000

11) How much do you anticipate spending in the next
year?

Less that £500

£500 - £1000

£1000 - £3000

£3000 - £5000

£5000 - £10,000

More than £10,000

12) What is the next item of equipment you plan to buy?

13) Where do you normally purchase your audio and
musical equipment?

From a music store (local)

From a music store (non -local)

Via mail order

14) If you are a musician, please state what is your
principal instrument

What are your secondary instruments?

15) Do you regularly attend music and audio shows?
Please state which.

16) How do you rate the following items in MT?

Good Average Poor

Reviews

Interviews

Techniques & Features

Demotakes

Communique

Good Average Poor

Newsdesk

Editorial

17) What do you like best about MT?

18) What would you like to see more of in MT?

19) What would you like to see less of in MT?

20) In no more than thirty words, please give your overall

assessment of the magazine.

If you wish to be entered into the competition draw, please

fill in your name and address below:

Postcode Tel

And that's it. Anyone who has filled in their name and

address and answered the competition questions will

automatically be entered into the draw. All information

included will be treated in the strictest confidence, and

names and addresses will not be passed on to any third

party.

The competition winner will be announced on 1st
September 1992 - the Editor's decision (as usual) is final.
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READERSHIP SURVEY
A

INSTRUCTIONS:

Fold at 1 and 2, tuck A into B so that our address appears on the front and your

address at the back and post. Don't forget to complete the form first.

Fold 1

1992 Readership Survey,

Music Technology Magazine,

Music Maker Publications (Holdings) plc,

Alexander House,

Forehill,

Ely,

Cambs CB7 4AF

Fold 2

AFFIX

STAMP

From

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss

Address

Postcode Age

Phone Number

B



T he 464 is the latest
in the long line of

TASCAM PORTASTUDIOS

famous for their sound
quality and reliability.

Although the increasingly
complex demands of music
recording demanded that the
464 be designed to cater
for the needs of today's
professional musicians, by

providing sophisticated

TASCAM
the right track

operational facilities, it retains
the ease of use which allows its
features to be exploited to the
fullest extent - whatever your
level of skill or experience.

The advanced transport,
wealth of inputs and
comprehensive mixing facilities
combine to produce a
PORTASTUDIO which we
believe, in its class,

is simply the best.

TEAC UK Limited. 5 Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts, WD1 5YA. Tel: 0923 819630. Fax: 0923 232690.



Peavey SP Sample
Playback Synthesiser

Looking for your first sampler

or aiming to expand an

existing sampling setup? Simon

Trask gives you the latest SP

from Peavey...

The sample replay unit isn't a new concept. Back in
1987, Oberheim introduced the DPX1, a rack -mount unit

which could read the samples and program data from
Ensoniq Mirage, Prophet 2000 and Emulator II disks, as well

as samples in via MIDI in Sample Dump Standard format.

More recently, SDS has become the standard means of
transferring samples into the small but growing number of

synths which include onboard sample RAM alongside the

inevitable sample ROM.

Easily the most affordable of these synths at £1499 is

Peavey's DPM3 SE Plus, which comes fitted with 512K of

battery -backed sample RAM upgradeable to 1Mb. Samples

loaded into the DPM3's RAM can be looped, trimmed and

combined into multisamples, which can, in turn, be assigned

to the synth's oscillators. In a commendable move last year,

the company introduced an inexpensive mono 16 -bit
sampling module, the SX (reviewed in MT August '91), to act

as a sampling 'front end' for the DPM3's sample playback

capabilities.

At a little over £300, the SX represents a convenient and

affordable way of getting your own samples into the DPM3,

the DPM V3 rack -mount, or any instrument which can read

samples in SDS format. It's also extremely easy to use - in

fact, you could hardly wish for a friendlier, more
straightforward introduction to sampling.

But of course, no-one would argue that the SX/DPM
combination seriously rivals the power and flexibility of a

dedicated sampler. So, having established the concept of

separating sampling and sample playback into two discrete

units, Peavey have produced another partner for the SX, one

which puts the company into serious contention in the
sampler market - despite the fact that they've chosen to call

it a Sample Playback Synthesiser.

The 'synthesiser' tag is intended to highlight the SP's
ability to offer more than simple replay of samples - it can,

in fact, process them through its own integral, full -function

synthesis section. However, the SP's approach to combining

samples and synthesis in this way is very different to that of

the DPM3 - as we shall see...

The combination of SX and SP makes for a powerful,
flexible and very competitively priced self-contained

sampling setup at £1228. At the same time, as a playback -

only unit the SP is potentially a useful addition to an existing

sampler - again very attractively priced at £899.

The SP's onboard sample RAM (2Mb as standard,
upgradeable to 32Mb) can hold up to 200 Waves, 200
Tones, 128 Maps, 128 Presets and 16 Multis - collectively

known as a Bank. You can store one Bank per floppy disk,

and multiple Banks on a mass storage device such as a
hard disk; loading in a new Bank can completely change the

configuration of the SP.

So what do all the above terms mean? Well, Waves
comprise the raw sample data, Tones are Waves routed

through the SP's various synthesis functions, Maps are
Tones mapped across the MIDI note range in multiple Zones,
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Peavey SP APPRAISAL

Presets allow you to layer and crossfade between two Maps

and are assignable to individual MIDI channels, and Multis

are MIDI multitimbral assignments of Presets to up to 16
MIDI channels.

The SP is 16 -voice polyphonic and dynamically allocates

its voices across the active Parts when in Multi mode. In

addition, it can make use of up to eight Groups to define

voice allocation priorities for different musical parts. Each

Zone within a Map can be assigned to one of these Groups,

while within a Preset you can assign each Group to one of

four priority levels: low, medium, high or absolute. If you
wanted to guarantee that certain parts would always sound,

you could assign their Zones to a particular Group and set

that Group to 'absolute' priority.

At the Zone level you can set either 'normal' or 'exclusive'

for each Group. 'Exclusive' is an extension of the feature

commonly found on drum machines which allows one sound

to cut short another. On the SP, two different sounds
assigned to the same Group will cut one another short, but

repeated notes will use different voices providing the
Group's polyphony is set to more than one voice. So, for

instance, you could have repeated open hi -hat notes
overlapping one another, but cut the open hi -hat short with a

closed hi -hat. It's a subtle feature which typifies the kind of

thought that has gone into the SP.

A (though the SP has been fitted with a high density
(1.44Mb) 3.5" floppy disk drive, you'll soon find yourself

having to save samples across two disks with just the
standard memory. You'll probably find that after upgrading

the memory it'll be time to think about adding a fixed or a

removable hard disk or even a magneto -optical drive for

mass storage. This can
be hooked up to the SP

via one of the SCSI ports

on its rear panel;
alternatively, DAC sell an

80Mb hard drive which
can actually fit inside the

SP's 1U 19" casing.

One potential dis-

advantage of splitting
sampling and sample
playback across different

units is the time needed

to transfer samples
between them. Sample
transfer via MIDI is a
notoriously slow busi-
ness, and simply im-
practical once you start
talking megabytes. Peavey

transfer between SX and SP, and they found it in the SCSI

buss. SCSI is a parallel buss which is specifically intended

for transferring large amounts of data as quickly as
possible. Typically, it is used to link up computers, hard

disks, CD ROM drives and the like.

"Having established the concept

of separating sampling and

sample playback into two

discrete units, Peavey have

produced another partner for

the SX, one which puts the

company into serious contention

in the sampler market"

needed a fast medium for data

The SP comes with two SCSI ports fitted as standard on

its rear panel, while the SX can be upgraded with an SCSI

port for £40; an SCSI lead (25 -pin male to male) to link up

the two units will set you back in the region of £20.
However, it's well worth the extra; for example, a MIDI SDS

dump of the full default SX memory (128kword) takes two

minutes 25 seconds with handshaking (MIDI cables
connected in both directions), but a mere four seconds via

SCSI! And you wouldn't even want to think about SDS
transfer without handshaking (...would you believe five and a

half minutes?).

Clearly, MIDI transfer just isn't viable when you're
routinely passing samples between the SX and the SP. As it

is, MIDI SDS sample transfer into the SP has been
implemented, but you can't transmit samples from the SP

via MIDI, only via SMDI. SCSI transfer of samples isn't
unique to Peavey, but the protocol they've used is. Basically,

the company have developed their own protocol called SMDI,

or SCSI Musical Data Interchange, which allows sample data

to be transferred via SCSI in MIDI SDS format.

So far, apart from Peavey themselves only Kurzweil have

adopted SMDI, on the K2000, though it's rumoured that

Ensoniq are considering implementing it. However, as a

'standard' it has (so far) got precisely nowhere - with no
proposal having been put before the MMA for consideration

as of writing. But one thing's for sure: rapid sample transfer

between instruments and between software and instruments

is highly desirable, and MIDI's modest baud rate is never

going to deliver it.

The SP's Util mode allows you to set up SMDI
communication between SP and SX by setting an appropriate

SMDI Slave Device SCSI

ID. You can then call up

screens which tell you
the current SX firmware

version and the amount

of memory installed in
the sampling module,
and set the sample rate

(continuously variable
from 12-48kHz) and

sample length to be used

by the SX. Other screens

let you see a bargraph
representation of the
signal level appearing at

the SX's audio input,
read a sample clip count

once you've taken a
sample, select a destin-

ation Wave number and remotely initiate sample transfer

from SX to SP. You can also send a Wave out via SCSI to the

SX (or whichever SCSI device you've defined as the slave).

The process of sampling on the SX and getting the
samples into the SP's Wave locations is incredibly easy, so

long as you've got your SCSI connections right. In fact, you

Memory
Options
As far as memory is

concerned, there's good and

there's bad news. The good

news is that SF', like the SX.

uses inexpensive SIMM

chips for its onboard sample

RAM. The bad news is that

you lose the contents of

memory each time you

switch the machine off. The

SP has eight memory slots,

so if you want to take

advantage of the full 32Mb

memory you'll have to fit

eight 4Mb SIMMS. Unlike

the SX, which lets you mix

1Mb and 4Mb chips, the SP

must be fitted with one or

the other. Consequently, if

you want more than 8Mb

you'll have to upgrade in

4Mb steps, and start by

removing the standard 2Mb

- which you can move
across to an SX if you're

using one, so it needn't go

to waste.

The SP and SX both use

readily available Mac SIMMS

(the type used in the older

Macs, apparently). Peavey

UK deal with Mr SIMMs and

Memory Direct, apparently.

SIMM chips have been

getting steadily cheaper and

cheaper, and with 1MB

SIMMs costing around £30

and 4Mb SIMMs around

£120 including VAT. In fact

this is actually a good time

to be upgrading memory -

even if upgrading the SP to

32Mb will actually cost you

more than the instrument

itself.
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NEW FROM 4[103-W @2 - THE FIRST OF THE NEW

URN MASTERCLASS SERIES OF SPECIALISED SAMPLE CDS

ZERO -G MC ONE:

THE CLASSIC FUNK HIP-HOP/RAP SAMPLE -CD
Produced by rare-groove/hip hop programming maestro MJ
DUNNE of Ronjon Productions, this unique CD will set the

standard in its particular field of production.
No vocals, just blistering ORIGINAL funk using all the GENUINE -

ARTICLE funk percussion sounds, sax, horns, and guitars.
SPIT, GRIT & GUTS WITH FEEL!

ALL ORIGINAL MATERIAL SPECIALLY RECORDED
FULLY INDEXED  MANY STEREO LOOPS THE EFFECTIVENESS &

USABILITY YOU'VE COME TO EXPECT FROM ZERO -G CDs

OVER 1000 SAMPLES
 160 totally new breakbeats (you won't believe these aren't off old rare funk
tracks!)  The hardest snares, the crunchiest kicks & hats - FRESH percussion
loops and samples with that old funk sound  150 crucial horn stabs & hits 
Over 100 sax grunts, squeals & wails including loads of "JB's" style sax riffs - all
specially put together for this CD * Superb Hammond B3 tones, chords  Over
100 incredibly authentic funk guitar riffs and rhythms - both clean & wah-wahed!

Loads more classic def sounds for seriously fresh rap & funk
production guaranteed to funk your head up! "I never heard so much authentic
funkiness in one place" (Ed Stratton/Man Machine).

The perfect tool for throwing down a funky jam. £49.95
(CD-ROM C, 1 28Mb optical versions coming soon: £199)
Other titles coming soon in the ZERO -G MASTERCLASS SERIES

 Zero -G MC2 "AMBIENT" Zero -G MC3 "FUNK GUITAR -
Zero -G MC4 "ETHNIC" * Zero -G MC5 "RAVE"

TO RECEIVE THE FUNKY ELEMENT TOMORROW,
call our 24 -hour order line on: 0442 870681 (Access/Visa/Amex )

or Fax us on 0442-877266, or :

To: PO Box 30 6,Berkhamsted. Herts, 1-1P4 3EP. England
Please send me Zero -G MC1 "THE FUNKY ELEMENT".
I enclose a Cheque or Postal Order to the value of £49.95 made payable
to "TIME + SPACE" or:

Debit my Access/Visa/Mastercard/American Express credit card :

NUMBER: EXP. DATE: /

NAME:

ADDRESS:

POSTCODE: TELEPHONE:
Please note: Delivery normally next working day
but allow 7 days if paying by cheque.
UK: post free, International Orders: please add:
£5.00 Air -mail £10.00 Express Air -mail.

V9. fgire_. A C
THE LEADING EDGE IN SAMPLING TECHNOLOGY

YAMAHA NEW PRODUCT'S
NOW IN STOCK

- NEW SY35 £599
0% finance deposit £59
12 months at E45 = total E599

0% available on most products Tr for info.
DD12 - NEW MIDI drum bank - excellent £149

RY10 - NEW complete rhythm programmer £249

MDF2 - MIDI Data filers £299

TG100 - General MIDI tone module £349

SY85  New AWM synth with easy editing, 6 meg ROM, sample

dump, sequencer and disk drive. Due August.

PF-100 - At last a portable piano using clavinova technology,
88 note -weighted, stereo-AWM sounds £1599

PLUS! from our portable keyboard dept

NEW PSS51 - The ultimate
sounds vector synth. 8 track sequencer
pads, multi timbral

NEW P51? -54216
General MIDI

mini keyboard, 100 AWM

drum + sound effects

£199

 200 AWM voices
 269 style accom.
 16 track sequencer

with 15000 note
memory and disk

 56 note polyphonic
 61 full size keys.
workstation £1199A stunning all in one music

Due August

4a. 0784 -
Great deals  new & used

YAMAHA - AKAI - ALESIS -

ii) tv + V 4
OP O ,e# 4#

+44.04:40$r,40,"
MASTER KEYBOARD
DMI(7 61 key semi -weighted
3 MIDI outs, 4 keyboard zones,
modulation wheels.
Tremendous value!

RUNNYMEDE
MUSIC

4 3 8 5 1 0
bargains

EMU - ROLAND etc.

0 ti ev

if.° 4 44t/ Of'
:449rtG,

SPECIAL
initial + after touch,

pitchbend and

Just £299!.

4 3 8 5 1 072 0784 -



Peavey SP

0 could almost believe that the SX and SP are one instrument.

The name SCSI Musical Data Interchange hints at a wider

application than just sample transfer, but it's unlikely that it

will become a kind of 'fast MIDI' beyond specific
applications like this. It's too expensive, too confusing, too

inflexible and just not rugged enough for general musical

use.

One way of avoiding MIDI and SCSI altogether is to read

samples directly off floppy disk. Peavey have been a bit slow

off the mark here - they're still in the process of
implementing S1000 and EPS16 Plus disk reading.
Ironically, DPM3 owners are doubly disadvantaged - not only

are they unable to enjoy the benefits of SMDI (because the

SX OKL,T AL SAMPLE L %PANDER

RSVAC - 165VAC
TOOD

AVIS pv

SCSI WERT AGE

adjust LCD contrast, and main and sub pairs of audio outs.

Once you have a sample in a Wave location, you can dial

up 16 different kinds of information about it, including type

(mono or stereo), loop (forward or off), size and length, start

and end locations, loop start and end locations, and sample

rate. As well as providing functions for deleting, copying and

naming Waves, the SP allows you to alter the sample start

and end points, define loop start and end points and a loop

length fraction (basically a 'fine-tuning' control for loop
length), trim excess samples, set an original key for the
Wave, and fine-tune it.

You can also audition any pair of Waves as a stereo
sample, and get the SP to perform a stereo merge operation

A PRODUCT Of PEAVEY ELECTRONICS CORP
MERIDMN WOE moSA

SP"' SAMPLE PLAYBACK SYNTHESIZER

WU A

MADE Ni U.S.A. 40

111.5 Cr340, r, -A, A18111COMFLN0 !W.'S VAPAIRTJOF PMI 180f POC....t

DPM has no SCSI option), but also, the SP can't read DPM

disks, owing to the fact that it uses high density floppies
while the DPM only uses double density.

The SP's clear front -panel layout and the logical and
consistent organisation of its LCD software pages make

comprehension and operation very easy. Wave, Tone, Map

and Preset buttons reflect the SP's architecture, the Disk
button provides ready access to all disk operations, while

Global allows you to program at the Multi level, and Util
governs SMDI communication.

Operationally, you use the left/right arrow buttons to move

the cursor around the LCD window, and the Inc/Dec buttons

and infinite rotary Data knob to select LCD pages and
parameters and to edit parameter values - depending on the

location of the cursor. Additionally, the 2 x 20 -character

backlit LCD sometimes prompts you to press the Exec
button in order to drop down to another level of LCD pages

or to initiate a command such as Create Tone.

In addition to the pair of SCSI sockets mentioned earlier,

the SP's rear panel provides MIDI In, Out and Thru ports, a

small screw (which you can turn with your thumbnail) to

on them if you like what you hear. If a stereo sample has

been imported into the SP as two mono samples rather than

an interleaved stereo sample (as generated by generic
sample editing software like Sound Designer and Alchemy),

the stereo merge function provides the means of reuniting

the two halves.

The SP can be set to select only zero crossing points as

you scroll through a sample looking for loop points, but
there are no other aids such as crossfade looping. Also,
samples can only be looped in the forward direction -
though apparently forward/reverse looping will be provided

in the next software upgrade. One helpful feature is
Wavepoint Audition, which sustains a note at original pitch

while you're searching for that perfect loop.

nce you've got your sample as you want it, you can

assign it to a Tone as a DCO sound source and route it

through a DCF (cutoff point but no resonance) and DCA. In

addition to the DCA envelope there are two freely -assignable

ADSR envelopes which can be routed to the DCO, DCA and

the panning module, as well as LFO modulation of DCO,

DCF, DCA and panning. You can choose from eight LEDO
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"The combination of SX and SP is almost a

marriage made in heaven -given the SP's ability
to play stereo samples, it would be nice to have a

stereo sampling front end as well"

Ar
elf

sET

1.,TT WC.
()
ettc 41

DOTAL SAMPLE EMPATIMIT

, nae5,03LIT

SIATIT510, MOWN, WWII PATE

At
ALT

YAK u SA

STAIPLE PLATBACK S111116.5CEP

Prices:

Peavey SP £899

Peavey SX £325

SCSI upgrade for SX £40

DAC SP-80Mb hard disk

drive £580, Peavey sample

library £19.95 for each

two -disk set

(All prices include VAT)

More from:

Peavey Electronics (UK) Ltd,

Hatton House, Hunters

Road, Corby, Northants

NN17 1JE.

Tel: (0536) 205520
Fax: (0536) 69029

DAC Tel: (0784) 469693

waveshapes, including Grunge (!) - a noise -like waveform

which can be effective at adding a touch of roughness to a

sound when assigned to the DCO.

Each synthesis component can also be modulated by
velocity and by an auxiliary modulation source selected from

mod wheel, channel and polyphonic aftertouch, and three

user -selectable MIDI continuous controllers. Always a
welcome inclusion is a Wave startpoint modulation
parameter, which allows the amount of attack transient on a

sound to be varied in response to a modulation source -

velocity is the most commonly used (eg, you could vary the

amount of attack on a snare drum by how hard you hit a
key), but keyboard position can also be useful.

A more unusual parameter is Wave Start Modulation
Quantisation, which allows you to play different sections of a

sample depending on the value of a selected control source.

For instance, you could switch between different drum
sounds in response to velocity strength, or play different

sections of a performance loop in response to velocity or to

mod wheel position.

When you have a group of Tones that you're happy with,

you can progress to the Map level and assign them across

the keyboard in multiple, non -overlapping Zones. This is

where you set up a multi -sampled instrument or create a

drumkit. Each Zone can be given its own transposition
amount, volume level, pan position and output routing, and,

as discussed earlier, assigned to one of eight Groups and

set to either normal or exclusive mode.

The next level up, the Preset level, allows you to progress

one stage further in that you can layer two Maps if you wish,

and optionally switch or crossfade between them in
response to one of nine control sources (keyboard position,

velocity, random, modwheel, channel or polyphonic
aftertouch, or one of three MIDI continuous controllers).

Additionally, you can set a

switch/crossfade pivot point and a
crossfade region width. Beyond this

you can assign up to four Maps to
each of the two Layers, and switch

between them using, for instance,
velocity or keyboard position - so in

effect you can switch between up to

eight different samples.

Other Layer -specific parameters

include Transposition, Detune

Amount, Pitchbend Range, Output
Assignment, Pan Position, Volume

Offset, Filter Cutoff Offset, DCF and

DCA Velocity Sensitivity, DCF

Envelope Amount Offset and DCO
Mod Range. And you don't need me

to tell you that's a lot of parameters

and a lot of flexibility.

Finally, you can assign Presets to

MIDI channels at the Multi level. The

SP can be set to Omni, Poly or Multi

response. When in Multi mode,
Presets can be assigned to all 16

MIDI channels; also, if there are certain channels you don't

want to use because other instruments are assigned to
them, you can disable the SP's response on those channels.

As mentioned earlier, you can assign a priority voice
allocation level to each one of eight Groups as a means of

ensuring that some musical parts have voices stolen from

them before others - while others never have voices stolen

from them at all.

Don't be fooled by its sample playback role, it's modest

dimensions or its modest asking price - the SP is an
impressively powerful and versatile instrument with plenty of

depth and detail. You're unlikely to exhaust its potential in a

hurry. This is an instrument to be explored and absorbed

gradually. At the same time, I found I was able to get into

the basic structuring, from Waves through to Multis, with
great ease.

I would like to see more help provided for sample looping,

and the addition of timestretching (...apparently this feature

is already planned), though if programs like Sound Designer

and Alchemy adopt SMDI there's always the option of
graphically -based sampled editing away from the SP.

The combination of SX and SP with SMDI communication

via SCSI is almost a marriage made in heaven - given the

SP's ability to play stereo samples, it would be nice to have

a stereo sampling 'front end' as well. As for the viability of

the SP as a stand-alone sample playback instrument
complementing an existing sampler such as an Akai S1000

and drawing on an existing sample library, a lot depends on

SMDI's broader acceptance - plus, of course, the SP's
ability or otherwise to read samples directly off disk.

Peavey have placed themselves firmly on the hi -tech map

once again.
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A 28 -note polyphonic, 30 -voice

workstation with 8 -track
sequencer, 26 drum sounds and

a full-size key, 2 -octave dynamic

keyboard for around £400.

OK, so we had a little help.

The new Novation MM10 master keyboard makes playing and programming Yamaha's
brilliant C1Y10 a breeze. It's also perfect for other home and studio recording setups.

You'll feel instantly comfortable with the MM10's 2 -octave keyboard (easily transposable
over 8 octaves) plus pitch and modulation wheels. It's battery powered to keep you mobile,
and a dual stereo amplifier drives headphones and speakers.

The Novation MM10 costs just £149.99* and we're pretty sure we've thought of everything.

There's even a convenient slot in the top to take your favourite portable workstation!

" Manufacturer's Suggested Selling Price.novation
NOVATION ELECTRONIC MUSIC SYSTEMS LTD. PEERLAND HOUSE, 40-42 CHAPEL STREET, MARLOW, BUCKS, SL7 1DD EU 0628 481992



Voice Crystal
Merger Plus MIDI
Merge Box

Review by
Vic Lennard

FACT: MIDI data comprises various commands, most of
which require more than a single byte.

PROBLEM: Mixing together two streams of MIDI data
cannot be achieved by simply interlacing the bytes
involved.

RESULT: All bytes for a particular message must be kept
together.

SOLUTION: A MIDI merger must be an intelligent device
with an internal processor capable of preserving the
independance of data streams - hence the price tag.

There are various scenarios which call for the use of a

MIDI merger. In the case of live performance, for
example, you may wish to use two keyboards or a keyboard

and a sequencer which are sharing common sound
modules. In the studio, you might find it necessary to edit

tones on a sound module while also playing it from a

keyboard. Alternatively, you may wish to merge sync data

with other MIDI data when using SMPTE to MIDI Time Code

or FSK to MIDI Clock converters which do not have a merge

option built in. In fact, the more you think about it the more

indispensible a MIDI merge box seems to become.

A few years ago, a Canadian company called Anatek
bought out a range of MIDI gadgets called 'Pocket'
products. Amongst them was a small two -into -one merger

which, like the other devices in the range, derived its power

from the voltage carried in the MIDI line. Taking their lead

from this earlier product, Eye & I Productions of the USA

have just brought out a similar device, called the Voice
Crystal Merger Plus which feeds two inputs (IN1 & IN2) into

a single output. It's a compact little unit measuring
approximately, 8 x 6 x 3cm, and has a Reset button and an

LED which is usually on but turns off when MIDI data is
being processed.

Reflecting its simple design, the Merger Plus is quite
straightforward in use and will happily merge two

streams of MIDI note information without any audible
delays. Indeed, on testing, the delay between a MIDI note

at the input and its arrival at the output was found to be
in the 15-30 micro -second range - which is quite
inaudible. The Merger Plus transmits all data under
Running Status which, for the uninitiated, is an effective
data compression system included in the MIDI
Specification.

Tests with System Exclusive (SysEx) data also went well -

at least to begin with. 200kbyte samples from an Akai
S900 were passed through the Merger without problem as

were Bulk Dumps to a Roland D-550 and U-220. However,

the data from some devices was corrupted during
transmission and it appears that this may be down to the

speed of transfer. The MIDI Specification allows for a +1-

1% error on transmission speed and it seems that Merger

Plus may have problems dealing with the upper limit of this.

SysEx does not allow for the merging of any MIDI
information with the exception of System Real Time data

such as MIDI Clock, Start, Stop Active Sensing - and so
on. Consequently, it is imperative that a MIDI merger
should prevent such data mixing from occurring.
Interestingly, when faced with this test, the Merger Plus
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presented no problems providing the SysEx was sent to

IN1 and any other data to IN2. Under these conditions the

SysEx passed through while the other data was effectively

locked out. However, when the SysEx data was sent to IN2

and other data to IN1, the data at IN1 interfered with the

SysEx causing the message to be aborted. This occurred

with a variety of different MIDI devices.

Being a sealed unit, it was impossible to look inside
the Merger Plus, but by using a meter I was able to
discover that IN1 and IN2 are electrically different. It

would appear that IN1 uses a hardware Universal
Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART), standard to

most MIDI interfaces, while IN2 is software -based. As
such, IN2 appears inherently 'weaker' than IN1 and this

may be responsible for the corruption of SysEx data when

presented to IN2.

0n a more positive note, the Reset button is a most
welcome addition. The Anatek unit definitely suffered

in this respect; to reset it you had to disconnect the MIDI

lead to input 1. On the Merger Plus, pressing Reset causes

the transmission of All Notes Off and Sustain Pedal Off
messages followed by Individual Notes Off on all 16 MIDI

channels -a total of 4,192 bytes.

Not nearly so welcome is the fact that the Merger Plus

merges everything which arrives at the two MIDI inputs -

including Active Sensing and MIDI Clock. Merging two
streams of Active Sensing is nonsensical - it simply clogs

the MIDI output stream (filtering at input would have been

better), while merging MIDI Clocks would lead to an
approximate addition of the tempos of the two transmitting

devices. Many drum machines continuously output MIDI

Clock and depending on the positioning of such a drum
machine and a sequencer relative to the merger, problems

could occur. I feel that the system used by Philip Rees on

the 2M merger is far better. Here, whichever MIDI input
receives MIDI Clock first locks out such data from the other

input.

In other aspects too, the 2M comes out as the better
unit - in fact it's virtually transparent in use. That said, at
£79.95 it is even more expensive than the Merger Plus,

and it does rely on an internal psu - and hence, a mains

cable and the inconvenience of yet another plug to find a

socket for. In this respect, Merger Plus is far easier to live

with, particularly for live musicians who simply want a small

box to connect into their system. For the studio, I have

some reservations but these are unlikely to pose a
problem in normal use. It's really up to you to decide what

you need from a MIDI merger.

Price: I_ 111, ,H

More from:
Eye & I Pr

PO Box 1099.
Swindon. HN5 7HR-
Tel:;07939 873888

Why shut the door on sampling

When you can SLAM IT
Slam turns your Atari ST into a

sampling librarian and allows YOU to
get more out of sampling.

It can be used with Sampling CDs,
Akai Samplers, Atari ST disks &
Multitrack tapes.

What the professionals say:
"I used to use 25% of my time writing & the
ther 75% just finding the right sound.

That's why I bought SLAM"
Mike Woolmans. Producer & Composer.
"SLAM is a remarkably intelligent & zuell
lesigned program, and there's nothing else
'agilely comparable on the market. If its
:firtues aren't self evident you might as well,

I.T. put it, sell your sampler & buy a
`fish -washer."
:hris Jenkins. International Musician.
'No-one needed SLAM more than I did".
r -2-,d Stratton. Time & Space.
'It's good and it zvorks."
pascal Gabriel.

For The Full story (or to
yurchase at the limited offer

price
of £59) contact us now!

Splendid Stuff !
CD Flippers. Holds 20 normal CDs, for easy
and smart access. Only £4.

Leads.
Insert Leads. 2M stereo jack to two mono
jacks (1 tip 1 ring) Standard £4. Pro £10.
Jack-phono leads 2M. Standard £4. Pro £7.
Jack -jack. 2M. Standard £4. Pro £7.

MIDI leads. 0.5M £5. 2M £7.

MIDI Indicator plug. £2.

Gaffa Tape. 50mm Black. £4.

MixIT Plus. 4 Stereo inputs to 1 stereo
output. Sliding faders, metal case, high spec
circuitry. £89 inc. PS U.

DSDD disks. High quality Centech branded.
Colour coded shells - blue, red, pink, yellow.
Only £7 per box of 10. For STs, S900, etc.

DSHD disks. 3M brand. £11 per box of 10.
For Akai S950 & above. etc.

Chrome cassettes. C30 BASF tape in clear
shells with library case, labels & plain inlay
card. Pack of ten £10.

Recordable CD units & cheap blanksiDOA

PatchVision from Audio Integer. ST desk
accessory family patch changer by names.

Aaagh - IT's COMIN G
The only way that you'll get

details when it arrives is to register on
our mailing list NOW !

* The Sampling & Hard Disk Manual.
Complete with ST/Akai Sample disk.
By Peter Buick.

* Optical/Electrical Digital interface.
The EEC have ruled against electrical

digital outputs. If like us you want to ensure being
able to use your existing equipment, buy our box ?!

* MIDI comes of age ?
A new series of MIDI instrument
controllers and processors, including
some related to dance & movement.

* MIDI controlled lighting.
Four channel unit running on an ST.

* Eight track hard disk recording system
for under £1000. When is it possible '?

* SMPTEKAL. ST utility aid for sound-
track and SMPTE work, inc. BPM calc..

Intrinsic
Technology

01111%

Dept. Direct by mail.
Intrinsic Technology Ltd.

4 Auckland Court,
London SE27 9PE.

Tel. 081-761-0178.
Fax. 081-761-0178.



MasterBits Sampling Collection
Sampling Collection 500 - M1 - D50 - K1 - K5 - K1000 -
MiniMoog - TR808 - HR16 - Linn 9000 - Pius!
Sampling Collection 600 - MicroWave - T1 Proteus - K4 -
VF Xsd - VS - X pander - Plus!
Sampling Collection 700  WaveStation - SY77 - SY22 -
TR909 - TR606 - Prophet V - Elka Synthax - Plus!

Sampling Colle tion 800 - VFX - PX1000 - HX1000 148 - Matrix 1000
MKS70 - Plus!
Sampling Collection 900 - Just Released! - Emu Procussion JD800 - SY99 -
01/W - Plus loads more!
Sampling Collection 1000  Coming Soon - Kurzweil K2000 - Extended JD800
- Plus!
Each volume cost £29. Buy the set of five for just £125.

MasterBits Climax Collection
Climax Collection Volume One  Just Vocals - 664
Samples A range of vocalists and styles featured - from
Motown to Opera! Sustained, Percussive & Freestyle
Vocals.
Climax Collection Volume Two - Classic - 551 Samples -
Orchestral samples recorded with the Gothenburg

Symphony Orche tra. Typically 3 performance styles from every instrument In
the Orchestra, full range of pitches at intervals of a minor third.
Climax Collectio Volume Three - Guitar - A wide range of guitar samples
including HM and Soul. Single notes plus highly processed licks.
Climax Collectio Volume Four - Grooves  Howl  280 New House, Dance.
Rap, Funk and Te hno Grooves.
Each volume cost £45. Buy all three for just £120.

OBERSCHALL

Uberschall Collection
Volume One - Guitar samples from hard rock to funk -
Synths - Samplers - Mellotron Holophonic effects and
much more! - 787 samples.
Volume Two - Drums - Holophonic samples - percussion -
FX - Synths - 921 samples.
Each volume costs £45 or buy both for just £80.

MasterBits Special Editions
Klaus Schultze Sampling CD
Numbered Limited Edition featuring countless rare synths
plus RSS samples Over 25 years of synthesis! £75.

DANCE SERIES 1 by Megamldl
 17 'Song Kits' featuring 200 riffs  75 Loops from acid
house to live funk!  170 drum and 120 percussion
samples!  Guitar licks & Orch Hits!  Scratching, Sci-F!
FX!  Over 110 vocoder, robot and computer noises! 
Loads of hooks and vocal samples!  All on one brand new
CD from France - £55 fully inclusive. Volume Two - Soon.

AudloQuest SAMPLE IT!
 Breaks, Grooves & Rhythms 1 & 2 - Superb selection of
newly created loops that sound as if they're off vinyl!,
Volume 2 features TR-Loops and Kraftwerk-style electro
loops!  Sample Wave Sounds & Textures 1 & 2 -

Prophet VS, Vocoder samples and more.  Classic Synths
& Beatboxes 1,2, 3 & 4 - Featuring such classics as the
Jupiter 8, MiniMoog, Prophet V, TR808, TR909, and many
many more. Call for details on each volume.  FX's &

Bizarre Samples! & 2 - A collection of natural and synthesized effects - sonic
icing for your music. IN £39 per CD

HitSound CDs - £35 each or £70 for the set of three
Volume One - Pure Gold Synth I " :IssorlrO pac and auiwspnele sounds

!hese are complemented by a superb
me quite surp,,mg. quirky sounds dotted

around...AP in ea, a good mix of high-class bre., butter sounds with a hefty
dose of sonic icing on top" - SOS. Sept 1991  490 of the best samples In
Valhala's international Gold Series from WaveStation, 7 -Series, D70, M1, VFX,
SY77, SY55, D50 and More!
Volume Two  Old Gold Synth  'This volume is a (Gold)mine of
sounds that, whilst certainly biased towards dance music, should 1.
anyone with a sampler and a little imagination." - SOS. Sept 199'  A huge
collection of classic synths - ARP2600, Moogs, MC202, Octave Cat, MKS70,
Xpender and many more! Superb synths. superb sounds all on one £35 CD
ready to sample! 721 Samples, 63:44 minutes
Volume Three - Guitar  " 1,10...perrect for creating a basic

is get even better. It's really ills!
-rich to samplef1g on top." -

"...devastating results...Handle with care: highly recommended.' - Music
Technology, Oct 1991.  Chords, Bends, Solos, Licks and Effects from Electric,
Wah Wall, Acoustic and 12 String Guitars - Clean and dirty versions! 605+
Samples, 63:18 minutes - Just £35.
 "Altogether or individually, the HitSound CDs offer good value for money...an
excellent start in bnngong a great selection of expensive -sounding and highly
usable instrument sounds to anyone with access to a sample," - SOS, Sept
1991

MasterBits DAT-RAM
These DATs contain well over 300 Megabytes of ready to use samples for your
Akai S1000/S1100 fined with the 18104 Digital 10 board and any DAT player
featuring digital output. Samples are quick to audition and use. Three volumes
are now available - Each for the new low price of just £199, please call for more
details on each of them.

A
The Advanced Media Group

Hurst Lane Privett Nr. Alton Hants GU34 3PL

073088 383 Fax 073088 390

Please send cheques or postal orders and although
orders are usually completed within 7 days, allow 28
days for delivery. Or order by phone using:=

JOST R: I

SUPERB cl I ;1ING SAM ;)I,;
MasterBits Special Edition Orchestra
CD
MasterBits have just released the second of
their Special Edition CDs which is packed
with hard -to -get quality full Orchestra
samples. In addition to a full range of multi -
samples with varying velocities, this CD also
includes a selection of impossible -to- imitate
hits, runs, swells, etc. This CD was originally
developed for the Synclavier but now is
available on CD for any sampler for just £65
- So you needn't sell Grandma after all!

Denny Jaeger's Master Violin Library
Denny Jaeger's World famous Violin library
has now been released on a much more
digestable single CD-ROM format for the
S1000/1100. The price is now also more
accessible at just £399 inc. VAT. Only 80
Megs have been lost from the original library
and all the samples have been re -looped
and their programs re -organised. The whole
thing has been repackaged and improved to
make it more accessible than before. Please
call for more information.

COMING SOON
Musitronics SY/TG77 and SY/TG55
PCM.EX Expansions
New expansions for the SY/TG77 that add 4
Megs of new PCM samples doubling the
total PCM memory to a staggering 8 Meg!
The SY/TG55 version now also will add 4
Meg taking total memory to 6 Meg! Each
also adds a new bank of programs that
utilise these new PCM waveforms. A wide
selection of new PCMs will be featured -
Keys, Strings, Brass, Synths, Drums, TR
Drums, Percussion, Basses, FX, and more.
Exact spec and prices TBC, please call for
the latest information.

New Synthesizer Sounds from the
Sound Foundation
We are shortly going to be carrying a superb
range of sound cards from some of the UK's
finest programmers including the
programmers of Valhala's International Gold
Series. Watch over the coming months for
D70, JD800, 01/VV cards and many more. In
the meantime there are two
Sound Foundation disks available for the
Korg T -Series at £45 each and a self -
loading Atari ST disk of MKS70 sounds for

£39. They set a very high
standard that this series is
certain to maintain over the
years. A special WaveStation
Plus/AD card and JD800 card
will be amongst the first
released.

UK

The Valhala International Gold Series - The UK's
favourite sounds
KORG - M1/M1R: 4 International Gold Cards plus Top 40, Rock, New Age,
Orchestral - £50 each
M318: 4 International Gold Cards plus Top 40, Rock, New Age, Orchestral - £50
each.
T.Series: One International Gold Disk plus Top 40,
Rock, New Age, Orchestral- £45 each.
WeveStatIon: 1 International Gold Card - £50.
KAWAI Kl/K4: 2 International Gold Cards plus
Top 40, Orchestral. K1 - £45 each. K4/K4r - £55

eachYAMAHA - SY22: 1 International Gold Card plus
Top 40. Rock, New Age, Orchestral - £60 each.
SY55: 2 International Gold Cards plus Top 40, Rock,
New Age, Orchestral - £60 each. SY77: 1

International Gold Card plus Top 40, Rock, New Age, Orchestral- £65/45 disk
each.
ENSONIO - VFX: 2 sd disks £40 each, 2 cartridges - £50 each.
ROLAND - D50, D10/5/20/110 2 International Gold Cards plus Top 40, Orch,
New Age. PCM. Analog, Digital, and Effects - £45 each. 070 - Top 40, New Age
- £50 each. JD800 - Top 40, New Age  £50 each.

!aspired to greater heights of musical ecstasy, look no further!...Tlic
. these Valhala cards is that they sound completely different...all the

voices here really do sound new...I am now assured that trying to do my own
programming is a complete waste of time. To create anything like what en have here
would take days and days of work...Well of course if you are at all serious then you'll
buy all three!...don't take my word for it - try them out yourself! - M1 Card Review,
SOS, Dee '91.
"The last time you heard sounds of this quality emanating from a single keyboard you
were probably listening to an Emulator or a Fairlight...these sounds will tempt you to
make an MI the major keyboard in your rig. If they don't I honestly don't know what
wilt - Ml Card Review, MT Aug 1990.
"...there's no company currently making a better name for itself than Valhala...I admit
it, I'm impressed...a number of absolute gems - the overall impression is one that firmly
lives up to Valhala's excellent reputation for quality...quality plus value - what more do
you want?"- D50 Card Review, MT Nov 1990.

VALHALA ORGANizer Series
A new range of cards packed full of superb Organ sounds. All
cards are £45 each.
Screamln' 83 - Superb imitation Hammond sounds -
D50/5/10/20
Wurlitzer/Theatre Organ The Mighty Wurlitzer -

D50/5/10/20.
Classical 1 & 2 - Two volumes of classical organ sounds, only
available for the D50/550.

B3 & More - Now available for the Korg Ml! - £50 each

RAM CARD PRICES
M256 for Roland - £55
K1 for Kawai - £35
MCD32 for Yamaha - £59
Please call for further details

MCRO3 for Korg - £65
K4 for Kawai - £45
MCD64 for Yamaha - £79

Pro-Rec Synth Sounds - New from the US
 Korg 01/81 - Super Dance, ColorBrush, 01 Dance, Heaven Synth, Urban
Sound - £59 each ROM, £40 each on fd disk.  Korg WaveStatIon - Super
WaveDance, UltraTexture, SoundBrush, SuperWaveKeys, Power WaveSynth -
£59 each ROM.  Roland JD800 - UltraDance, WonderSynth, SuperSound,
Wonder Mix - £59 each ROM.  Roland 070 - Power Dance, Natural,
SuperSynth. SoundScape - £55 each ROM.  Yamaha SY/7077 - Wonder
Dance, Ultrasound, Power Synth, 77 Heaven - £65 on ROM, £40 on SY disk. 
Roland Sound Canvas - Super Dance, Pop Collection, Ultrabrush,
WonderCanvas - £30 disk.  Korg 7 -Series, Kurzweil K2000, Roland JV80.
Korg Ml, Yamaha SY99 - Coming Soon,

Editing Software for the
Atari ST from EMC -

Einstein Music Software
EMC's famous line of highly
affordable easy -to -use editors

has just been bolstered by the introduction
of SY22/TG33, JX1 and Sound Canvas
Editors. All are very easy to get into and
make your synths so much easier to use. At
just £55 they cost less than you'd expect to
pay for a RAM card, so they're a cheap
means of storage, an aid to editing, and the
SY22 and JX1 editors also come with
sounds.
Other Synths supported include - SY55, U20/220, 1310 Series, K4,
M1, M3R, Proteus 1/2, D70, JX1, D50, K1, VFX, OB8, LXP5,
PCM70, etc. with programs being added all the time!
 "Impressive... it's a competent, comprehensive program which
can be highly recommended to anyone...it could well be selling for
two to three times the amount - it really represents excellent value
for money. Buy it before they read this and put the price up." -
Music Technology SY/TG55 Review. May 91.
 SY/TG55 Editor/Manager - £55 III K4 Editor/Manager - £55 
SY22/TG33 Editor/Manager - AVAILABLE NOW - £55 III U20/220
Editor/Manager - £55 III LXP1/5 Editor/Manager - £55 
D10/20/5/110 Series Editor/Manager - £55  D70 Editor/Manager
- £89  M1/M3R Manager/Combi Editor - £55  Proteus 1/2
Editor/Manager - £75  Please call for full details and prices! IN All
programs run under M.ROS and SoftLink and require a hi-res
mono monitors and at least 1 Meg (except the K1 Manager) of
RAM.

The BEST Sound,.
All tradenames are the property of their respective holders. Secuase of the sociable nature of most of our products all
refunds/exchanges are at the discretion of AMG. Any person found using pirated versions of any of our products will he pursued to the
fullest extent of the law. 'Norman' and 'The Sound Foundation' are tradenames of AMG. All prices and specifications are subject to

Don't forget our FREE Sample CD Offer!



We say: The Future Sound of London are making some of the most

creative dance music currently around.

They say: Just don't call it dance...

Somewhere along the line it all went horribly wrong. Dance music went

commercial and a lot of people discovered that, just like any other type

of music, they could make big bucks out of it by playing safe and sticking

to a formula. Listening to the national charts, you could be forgiven for
thinking there was nothing of interest going on in dance music (or any
other kind of music for that matter - Ed); that the experimental cutting

edge had been terminally blunted by the allure of commercial success.

But of course, the coalface work can only ever be done in its natural
habitat: underground. Only after it's been filtered and sieved and generally

watered down for commercial consumption does it see the light of day in

Text by
Simon Trask

the mainstream charts - usually on records made by imitators rather than

originators.

Occasionally, however, a message from the underground surfaces and

finds its way into the national charts, becoming one of those periodic
`unlikely' hits. Such a record was the recent Future Sound of London's
single 'Papua New Guinea', a spacey and strangely organic wash of ambient

atmospherics, haunting wordless vocals, shuffling dance beats and almost

subliminal dubwise bass which reached the number 22 chart slot.

Following its success, came The Future Sound of London's debut album

Accelerator, a diverse and equally experimental melange of instrumental 0
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"We argue all the time,"
Cobain reveals. "Brian's punched
me out a couple of times. He had

head down on the floor,

actually - he just managed to

refrain from kicking me"

* tracks that went straight into the album charts at number 75 on its first
week of release. So who the hell are The Future Sound of London? You'd

be none the wiser for having seen their Top Of The Pops appearance -
unless you really thought that the two vocalists had come up with the
music.

The real Future Sound are in fact Gary Cobain and Brian Dougans, a
production duo who work out of their own small studio, Earthbeat,
situated incongruously in a quiet, leafy north London suburb as part of an

`artistic enclave' which includes a second, even smaller recording studio, a

rehearsal studio and - significantly, it turns out -a pool room.

Settling down to chat in their studio, Cobain and Dougans explain that

using vocalists for the Top Of The Pops appearance wasn't their idea.

"We couldn't use the vocal samples in the track, because all vocals on the

show have to be live," recalls Cobain. "So, we had to get in a male singer

and a female singer to sing the sample parts, but then the engineer saw two

front people, took it as a band and mixed the vocals far too loud - even
though we asked him not to. Also, the cameras were on the front people all
the time - we didn't even get our faces on TV!"

Using singers to provide a visual focus is one thing, but making them the

aural focus as well represents a misconception of what Cobain and Dougans

set out to achieve in their music.

"The way we work, our vocal parts are in the backing rather than soaring
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above it. We go for vocals that are part of the texture, as an effect in the
mix, not as someone being a spokesperson for a generation. I'm a bit tired

of that front -person type of thing, really. I find that messages written in a

conventional song structure tend to be quite trite after a while, whereas a

voice which isn't actually saying anything but just conveys emotion has

more of a longstanding effect for me."

What's more, the MU -instigated ruling on vocals for Top Of The Pops

becomes harder to justify in Future Sounds' case, because they often pay

session vocalists to improvise over backing tracks, then sample the bits they

like and often use them in completely different tracks.

"I think the beauty about the sampling world is that you're basically

INTERVIEW

becoming attuned to listening to small bits

of music that you like," opines Cobain. "I
learnt to work in that way when I was using

my first sampler, an Akai S612, because it
didn't have much memory and you could
only play one sample at a time. The problem

with conventional songwriting is that a lot
of lyricists, because they're so hooked on
the verse -chorus format of writing a song,

actually miss the finer points of what they're

writing, there are perhaps some beautiful
bits which if they're accentuated could be
used far more effectively. Just by taking bits

of vocals into the sampler, they take on a
new meaning, a new life. The whole sound

of the sample world is different. I love it."

Cobain and Dougans have been working

together since the mid -eighties, having

met through working in the same nightclub

in Manchester. Their first commercial work

together was composing some jingles and
idents for MTV -a commission which came

about through their involvement with the
Manchester -based Stakker video production

team. This work led to a commission to
provide the soundtrack to Stakker's visuals

for a 30 -minute audio-visual program.

Their mix of music and visuals took a
different turn at the tail end of 1988, in the

form of a pioneering hardcore dance single

and accompanying video, 'Humanoid',
released under the name Stakker, which
reached number 18 in the national charts.
At this point Dougans was working alone
on the music, but he and Cobain teamed up
again during the recording of the follow-up

Stakker album in London, and they've
remained together ever since.

"Brian tends to be quite quiet if people
are forcing ideas on him, he withdraws into

himself," says Cobain of his partner, "and
when he was recording the Stakker album
there were a lot of forceful people around
him who were basically talentless. Because
we'd worked together well before, he

dragged me onboard to sign a partnership deal. I tied up the last three
tracks or so with him, and then we got the hell out of that deal, because it

wasn't right."
Today the duo record for the small independent label, Jumpin' and

Pumpin' Records, releasing tracks under a variety of guises. In addition to

their Future Sound of London work, they are also responsible for singles by

Smart Systems, Mental Cube and Intelligent Communication - obscure,

but essential to their experimental way of working.

Cobain: "It's kind of like we're two guys here, it's really not that
interesting, but with these different names we can pretend there's a bit of a

scene down here! But also, the fact that we work under different names 11
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INTERVIEW Future Sounds

allows us to assimilate styles from other people. We're not closed to
learning from people, we don't think that we're better or worse than
anybody. We learn from everybody, within the

dance field - anywhere. Basically, those other

names enable us to research the way that
other people are putting tracks together. Then

eventually we come up with this glorious mix

of all our research."

Of course, in order to release tracks under
so many names they had to make sure that
they had the contractual freedom to do so in

the first place.

"We never sign anything long-term, or
anything that doesn't allow us total freedom
over what we put out," says Cobain, "because

in order to get these innovative tracks we have

to have the freedom to put out experimental
stuff which will probably only sell 3000 copies. Actually, in today's musical

context it's almost bizarrely commercial to do something completely way

out, because then it stands a chance above all the muck coming out that's

formularising dance music and preventing it from going forward. There is

amazing stuff within dance that's advancing the music, but it's released on

500 copies or whatever."

Cobain and Dougans set up Earthbeat two years ago in order to have a

`proper' place to work. Before that, they were working at Dougans' house -

a not altogether ideal arrangement, as it turned out.

"During the day we'd start on a track, then I'd go home and Brian
would carry on working on it," recalls Cobain."So I'd come back the next

morning wanting to work on the track where we'd left off, and find that
he'd finished it and moved on to another!"

"The other reason was that you get out of your bed in the morning and

there's no desire to do anything, 'cos the studio's in your house," adds
Dougans. "This is a good place to travel to. It feels more realistic, more
responsible or something. I prefer it."

"But still we only work when we feel invigorated to work, and when we

don't we go and shoot pool or do something else," adds Cobain. "When
we first set this place up and we combined our gear, it was almost like
stripping in front of a lover for the first time. We'd each invite the other
person to perform on the keyboard, and we got to this awful stage where
we were both just sitting back and doing nothing, like we were frightened

of the keyboard. That's completely gone, we've broken down so many
barriers. It is a bit like a relationship, working this close."

dance field, outside the

`Just by taking bits of

vocals into the sampler, they

take on a new meaning, a

new life. The whole sound

of the sample world is

different. I love it"

I

"Sometimes it gets a bit tense," says Dougans. "Yesterday was a bit tense.

did a bit of work on an Inner City remix, and Gaz was sitting there saying

`I don't like this direction.' Then he went off to play some pool, so I just
switched everything off. It was like 'fuck
you!'"

"We argue all the time," Cobain reveals.
"Brian's punched me out a couple of times.
He had my head down on the floor, actually -
he just managed to refrain from kicking me!"

"That's what happens," admits Dougans.
"Sometimes it goes well, other times it's quite

heated!"

Cobain elaborates on the less violent
aspects of the duo's working methods:

"One of us has got some key source sounds

that we're interested in, and the other person
backs off and works around them to the best

of their ability - but generally takes the piss and tries to undermine the
other person's confidence in what they're doing, make them question it.
Obviously at a certain point each of us comes to the edge of our ability and

it's become a Brian track or a Gary track. At that point the other person
comes in and adds their bit."

"Or goes up to the pool room instead in order to make a statement!"
adds Dougans.

Cobain: "Yeah, going upstairs to play pool by yourself is our subtle way

of saying 'this really isn't happening.'"

More subtle than punching someone out, anyway...

"The good thing is we always question what we do," says Cobain. "We

don't think that because we've had some success whatever we do is
automatically great. We question everything. And although we pretend
every other day that the other person's opinion is becoming increasingly
less important, in reality it's the reverse. We're very tuned in, it's like
Siamese heads where music's concerned."

Although they've moved out of the home studio environment, Cobain
and Dougans don't necessarily agree with the oft -made criticism that

home studios encourage musicians to work in isolation.

"It depends what level someone's at," Dougans says. "We each had to go

through a certain amount of apprenticeship with sound and so on."
"Yeah, you need to do that by yourself, there's nobody else you can do

that with," agrees Cobain. "You have to get your own equipment into your

own house and just do your apprenticeship completely isolated.

We've both done that, and now we've transcended that stage,EQUIPMENT
Instruments
Akai S612 Sampler + MD280

Disk Drive

Akai S900 Sampler

Akai S1000 Sampler w/8Mb

memory

Lino Proteus/1 w/Protologic
board

Jen SX1000 Synth

Roland 0110 Synth Module

Roland JX3P Synth

Roland MC202 Monosynth

Roland MKS50 Synth Module +

PG300 Programmer

Roland T6303 Bass Synth

Ifuland TR606 Drum Machine

Yamaha DS55 Synth

Yamaha TX81Z

Effects
Alesis Quadraverb (x2)

Alesis MIDIverb II

BBE 422A Sonic Maximiser

Bel Electronics BD80 Digital

Delay

Drawmer DS201 Dual Gate

Fostex 3070

Compressor/Limiter

Ibanez DM1100 Digital Delay

Korg DRV1000 Digital Reverb

LIST
Yamaha SPX90 Multi et feels

Processor

Recording
Aiwa HDX1 DAT Recorder

Atari 1040ST Computer w/C-L.il

Creator software

Fostex B16 Multitrack

Groove MC2V MIDI/CV Conver t,

Korg KMS30 Sync Unit

Nakamichi 480Z Cassette Deco4

Sony DTC1000ES DAT Record,

Soundtracs CM4400 Mixing D,

Technics SL1200 Mkt Turntabl

Yamaha NS1OM Monitors

but still we each need to work alone sometimes - our individual

discovery sessions are really important to us. The best tracks
have elements of both of us, though. I'm fairly melodic in the

way that I work, and Brian is prepared to spend that extra time

on the desk getting the sound right."

"I'll tell you what it boils down to," adds Dougans. "Gaz is

good at writing tunes but he doesn't choose his sounds
properly, and I think that's what I'm good at, choosing sounds

that work together."

"Every time we write a track we try and approach it from a

new angle, like we use different drum sounds," says Cobain.

"There's a beauty in using the same drum kit and researching it

thoroughly, but for me I prefer to use different sounds every
time I write a track, try to push the boundaries of what we do."
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The world's best analogue

synthesizer is just waiting to

wow you with its 1000 superb

analogue sounds. No digital

machine can match the classic

analogue quality of the 195

keyboard sounds, 118 string

sounds, 130 woodwind and

brass sounds, 239 synthesizer

sounds, 119 bass sounds, 74

lead sounds and the 125 effects

and percussion sounds.

Playing guitar sounds on a

keyboard has never really been

convincing, - until now. With

Oberheim's clever little

Strummer, you concentrate on

playing the chords - it takes

care of the rest.

Choose from one of the 96 on-

board playing 'style' presets or

tailor make your own, with full

control over strum rate and

strum direction.

drummer
Nobody likes to program drum

machines, but everybody likes

the way they sound. Now you

can take away the tedium of

programming with Oberheim's

Drummer. With over 10,000

possible rhythms available the

Drummer will respond to your

playing style. You play quietly -

it does too. And when you're

ready to rock
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In accordance with their willingness to constantly experiment with
different sounds, Cobain and Dougans have built up a large library of
samples on DAT - more than 30 tapes' worth, in fact. They have an
informal agreement with five DJs which, in exchange for studio time,
ensures that they have a continuous supply of latest record releases to

sample from. They've also built up a large library of sounds and effects

sampled off TV and video.

"Some of the best moments in music at the moment are coming from
soundtracks for documentaries, wildlife programs, that sort of thing,"
opines Cobain. "'Papua New Guinea' is moving in a soundtrack direction -

samples, but flowing."
Part of the boundary -pushing which the duo are so interested in is about

changing the way in which they work with the technology. Cobain explains

that rather than simply work in short, rigid
sequences on Creator they prefer to mix that
approach with a much looser feel which he
describes intriguingly as "freestyle 768 without a

loop" - in other words, playing live continuously

through a track, using no quantisation.
"Playing" in this context doesn't necessarily
mean playing traditional musical parts (although

the frenetic staccato electric piano chording on

the album track 'Stolen Documents' exemplifies
this approach). Dropping in samples live is also

an important way of loosening up a track's feel
and getting away from the repeating, looped
approach.

"Our sound has become more than machines,

now," opines Cobain. "It's groundbreaking in
the way that we're working with machines but retaining that human feel.

We've moved away from just having that raw, clinical programming
technique that ostracises thousands of people because they don't want to

hear machines. We have a definite feel to what we do, and that comes down

to having loosened up our whole computer technique. I developed a stage
where I intentionally became really messy in the way that I recorded into

the computer, and some really good stuff came out of it - though
occasionally it just became so messy I couldn't work with it.

"We've also been going into a live mute situation on Creator, and
recording all the mutes, 'cos that can give you a really weird structure. It
can get quite messy, but it has something to offer. You might have written a

hi -hat pattern which is quite continuous, and you can just drop -mute it at

"We've moved away from

just having that raw,

clinical programming

technique that ostracises

thousands of people

because they don't want

to hear machines"

weird points, which gives it quite a scatty feel, so things are always different

through the track."

Being different is a key belief for Cobain and Dougans - and they feel

the dance music would be better off if more people had their attitude.

Cobain: "What's killing dance at the moment is people sampling their
own market, like nicking last month's great drum break and putting a new

topping over it. I don't really criticise it that much, it's just not adventurous

enough for us.
"Actually, I think dance music has peaked in the way that record

companies can deal with it on the existing level. It was an alternative scene

that built up and now there's a tried and tested formula for breaking dance
records through the clubs, and it's become
tired. In a way, the whole confines of dance
need to be broken down. With what we're
doing, the word dance needs to go, because
we're beyond dance, really. I don't mean that in

a pompous way, I just don't think that what we

do needs to be confined to being dance. There's

possibly millions of people that would like the
listening entity that we're putting together for
the next album, but just by calling it 'dance' you

can alienate a lot of people."

And what does the future hold for The
Future Sound of London?

Cobain: "Yesterday we were talking to this
very big publisher who was saying we could
become this novelty production company that

gives big name artists the odd weird track over which they can vocalise. I

never really saw us in that kind of dimension, but in a way I could imagine

giving one of our tracks to somebody and having them do vocals over it."

Allied with their interest in soundtrack music, Cobain and Dougans are

also keen to get back into working in the audio-visual area.

"With Stakker we were active in both audio and video concurrently, but

now we've let the video side go too much, really," says Cobain. "We'd
like to be developing that side at the same rate that we're developing
our sound. So I think what we're going to be doing here is
knocking through the wall when the guy next door goes and setting up a
U-matic edit suite. Our images should be as sophisticated as our
music.

Cubase Users! Need help? Need info?
Phone Harman

Steinberg Helpline: 0753 554550
(Phones manned 2-5pm Mon -Fri, fax your problem at all other times)

Steinberg Infoline: 0753 552340
(Recorded details of latest versions, release dates etc)

Or write to Robin Pearce, Steinberg Product Support, Harman Audio, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 5DD

Steinberg is a Registered Trademark
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APPRAISAL

1

Steinberg
Masterscore

Though forming a virtual duopoly when it

comes to sequencing on the ST, even the

most ardent supporters of Cubase and

Notator wouldn't make any great claims

about the scorewriting capabilities of either

of these programs. As musical desktop

publishing packages they simply don't have

the necessary facilities to allow you to be

able to score a piece of music of any real

complexity. Such a program would allow you

to place anything you wish onto a score -

even in 'illegal' situations such as using five

crotchets in a 4/4 bar - and dictate exactly

what will be shown on the printout.

The Apple Macintosh and PC under the Windows
environment both have such programs in the form of
Encore and Finale from Coda - and Mark Of The Unicorn

have just released Mosaic for the Mac. But on the ST
front there has only really been Music DTP (which has
undergone many changes over the last few years).
Steinberg have previously released Masterscore, but for

various reasons, it was never fully realised and they have
now replaced it with a new program - Masterscore II -
designed to allow you to produce a finished,
professionally laid -out score.

Input for Masterscore II may be derived from
Cubase/Cubeat files, MIDI Files, MIDI input or Quickstep

and ASCII inputs from the ST's keyboard. A graphic
toolbox, similar to that used in Cubase, gives you access

to various implements and musical symbols which can
then be directly placed on the score. Edit mode is used
for altering musical details while Layout mode is used for

the general graphic enhancement of the score. Printing to

9- and 24 -pin - as well as HP Laser -compatible - printers

is supported.
The program comes complete with the mandatory

Steinberg dongle and three disks which include various
printer drivers and fonts. Incidentally, it should be pointed

out now that you'll be hard pushed to run Masterscore II

on a standard 1 Meg ST. It will load, but you'll get that
all -too -familiar 'Out of Memory' message the first time
you try to load a file of any real size. This might be a
good time to opt for that memory upgrade you've been
promising yourself...

Review by
Vic Lennard

and Chris
Sansom

0ne immediate black mark against the program is the
lack of any examples of scores on the disks. This

certainly isn't due to lack of space - disk 3 only has a
folder of fonts ( ...and this must have been an
afterthought as only two disks are mentioned in the
manual). The inclusion of a finished score would have
made it possible for the newcomer to see exactly what
could be achieved with the program.

On screen, Masterscore II looks much like any other
GEM -based program - menu options along the top, the
area beneath available as workspace. The right-hand
mouse button is used to access the toolbox, in which is
contained most of the incidentals for positioning on
page. Also, there are graphic tools for inverting the tails
of notes, changing key signatures and clef symbols - and
the instantly recognisable (for Cubase/beat users) glue
and eraser symbols.

As mentioned earlier, Masterscore II will accept input
from the various Steinberg sequencing programs as well

as MIDI Files. The setting -up procedure is the same:
select the leads to the Configuration page where the
tracks from the file are shown. Steinberg refer to these
as 'voices' which seems rather misleading, but anyway...
If a track has been derived from a Steinberg sequencer,
the data can be viewed 'per part' and a split point and
note on and off quantise set.

You have to remember that this is not a sequencer; all

parts for a track have to be used and tracks cannot be
merged - such things have to be done on the sequencer

and saved as an arrangement. Before exiting the
configuration, Edit Grand Staff is used. From here you
can hide tracks which you do not wish to score - though

you have the option of recalling them later.

Two files were used for testing MIDI File input; a set of

five Guitar Quartet pieces, and a movement from a major

( ...and extremely complex) work -in -progress referred to

as Mirrors 3. In both cases the results were on a par
with any other notation program and in some aspects
better. Even Finale (for the Mac) got the time signatures 0
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Entering
Notes

One of the best things about

Masterscore II is its use of

the ST's keyboard - you
might almost call it counter-

revolutionary. You quite

literally type your music in:

hitting g4 8, for example,

gives you G above middle C

(G4) in the form of a quaver.

If you want to add a note to

a chord, just leave out the

time value and the note will

be placed with the preceding

one (you always press

Return after each note or

rest). Add it or b after the

note letter to raise or lower
it a semitone; or, for a

dotted note, simply place a

dot after the time value.
(16., for example, would

form a dotted semiquaver) -

with two dots used for a

double dotted note. For a

triplet note you'd need to

add a t.

More complex time values

can be produced, such as

4+16 which will give you a

crotchet tied to a

semiquaver. However, some

combinations don't work,

such as 4+8t, 16+4., 4..+8,
and this should be made

clear in the manual, but

isn't. As you type in each

note, or scroll up and down

over what you've already

written, the program,

helpfully, plays the music via

MIDI, through the monitor's

loudspeaker - or both. After

your input, click on Exit and

the music duly appears in

the correct place.

wrong in the guitar quartet. One particularly impressive
feature is the absence of any stipulations about setting a

number of bars per line beforehand - Masterscore works

that out for itself. It also allots different amounts of
space to each
bar depending on the time signature and how 'busy' the

music is.

There are a couple of omissions. If the music is fairly
simple, 'Guess Durations' (much like Encore for the Mac)

can be used to good effect and save some time. If,
however, the piece is very complex with plenty of short
duration notes, having a 'No Quantize' option would have

been useful. With Finale, if the notes are too short to be
given a time value, they are automatically turned into
grace -notes rather than piling them together into chords.

Masterscore does have a Micromove tool which lets you

move notes sideways to separate them out, but if they've

been placed simultaneously you need to know which way

to move them, and you don't get a stem on the note
you've moved.

T he beauty of using the ASCII keyboard for inputting
characters (see side -bar) is that you can type in really

complex music that would be very hard to produce in any

other way - such as nested tuplets. No-one really
expects a notation program to interpret things like
quintuplets correctly - most sequencers create tuplets
(beyond triplets) by approximation. Inevitably, the scoring

software reads some combination of quavers and
semiquavers, with or without rests.

This is fair enough, and ASCII input is a beautiful way
to replace these with the correct notation: you press

2 Flutes

Harp

J 5

There are two ways you can type in the notes: the
European, way, by using upper and lower case and tick
marks or numbers; or the US way, using octave numbers

with C4 as middle C. This is my only real quibble about
this system: many people using it will be MIDI users who
are used to middle C being C3 (with the notable
exception of Roland users). Perhaps this should have
been included as an option.

The other direct input mode on offer is known as
Quickstep and is used in conjunction with either the

MIDI keyboard or using the Atari itself as a quasi -music

keyboard. In reality, 'Slowstep' would be a better name
for it as it seemed to take about three times as long as
ASCII. That said, it might suit some users, especially
those whose lives revolve around a MIDI keyboard. It
should be pointed out that use of Quickstep did result in
a crash when something illogical was performed with the

arrow keys. However, this prompts one of Steinberg's
'Internal Error' alerts to appear and this seems to
prevent a full program crash - the files can be saved to
disk and reloaded without problem.

Having entered the raw data in one form or another,
on -screen manipulation can then begin. Many of the
articulations and ornaments have 'hot -points' at their
start and an end which you can grab and move by using
the micromove tool; some also have a hot -point in the
middle - such as the slur - with which you can change
the height and slant.

The toolbox is pretty comprehensive, though it does
lack a glissando tool (a straight line). You can more or
less get away with using a slur and carefully straightening

J

Puysr
3

42

0 0

3

7

r

j/ 7 J1.-

7 P 7

easy, sit pushing 11.

3

Control -K to get into the ASCII window, select Replace
mode, position the cursor and retype your quintuplet by
putting R5:S before the five quavers (or whatever), and
an R -S after. And if you want two of those five notes to
be replaced by a triplet (or septuplet, for example) inside

the quintuplet - you can. There is an example of this
printed in the manual, and I managed to reproduce it
almost perfectly.

7:8

it out with the micromove tool, but it's not exactly ideal.
The 'Hairpin' tool (for crescendi and diminuendi) is nice,

and you can vary the angle of 'openness' to give some
impression of molto or poco. Unfortunately, hairpins can

only be put in horizontally: in some circumstances it can

save a lot of space if you can squeeze these in at an
angle between staves. Another set of tools that might
have been usefully included are independent note values 11
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B E AT TH S
30 DRUM MACHINES FOR UNDER £40!

USING MEGA BEATS IS SO EASY!
Every sound has been professionally recorded twice
so it is easy for you to use the first sounding to set
your sampling level and then to record on the second
sounding. What's more there are over 700 sounds to
choose from, loads of kicks, snares, hi -hats,
percussion, claps, cymbals etc, both sampled and
synthesized sounds. Mix 'n' match any way you wish
to create your own drum sets - THE POSSIBILITIES ARE
ENDLESS.

Many of todays hit records have been created using
the sounds of one or some of the above drum
machines. Mega Beats brings you the sounds of
success together on one C.D. for under
£40.00! Don't just take our word
for it here's what the

cnachme
theta couldn't

be an
easier or mcost

etectIve
watoy

noelexperts say:

Prosonms

ed

have
made a lull-lrontal

assault Doree
druM

gamtng
access

to more
drum machmes

than youre
ever 1lcely

Tirri Goodyer,
MT

Conside
there are over 700sounds on this

disc drawn from arin hisg torythat of ten years in drummachines, the asking price of this compilation is suprisinglyreasonable.
Paul White, HSR

...there are no easier samples to make than drum machine

samples off CD - no looping, no hassle, no reason

not to buy this disk
Tim Goodyer, MT

MEGA BEATS IS A

SAMPLE C.D. OF

QUALITY FEATURING ALL

THE ORIGINAL SOUNDS

DIGITALLY MASTERED

FROM THE FOLLOWING

30 BEST SELLING DRUM

MACHINES.

ROLAND: CR78 - TR505 - TR606 - TR626
TR707-TR727 - TR808 - TR909 - R8
RX5 - RX11 - RX21L
DDD1 - KPR77 - DDM110 - DDM220
DR550 - DR55 (Dr. Beat)

YAMAHA:

KORG:

BOSS:

SIMMONS: Kit EMU: Drumulator
LINN: 9000-2 AKAI: XR10 - XE8
SEQUENTIAL: Tom

ALESIS: HR16 - HR16B OBERHEIM: DBX

CASIO: RZ1 DR BOHM: Digital drums

Mega Beats is available now for only £39.95 (inc VAT).

To place your order simply complete the coupon below or

telephone 0424 436674 for immediate despatch.

tc h\NED r S
Frederick House, 211 Frederick Road,Hastings, E. Sussex TN35 5AU

Phone 0424 436674

Please complete in block capitals making cheques / postal orders payable
to "Patchworks" at the above address.

Overseas:- Please add £5.00 for express despatch and carriage.

Please send me copy (ies) of MEGA BEATS

NAME

ADDRESS

POST CODE

TEL, NO.
Music Technology Aug '92

All trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective owners

PHONE HOTLINE 0424 436674



"You have to remember

that this is not a

sequencer; all parts for a

track have to be used and

tracks cannot be merged -

such things have to be done

on the sequencer and

saved as an arrangement"

Icon
Module

Also included with the

Masterscore package is a

user Icon module, which can

be run separately as a

'.PRG' or installed as a Desk

Accessory. It is used for

designing your own symbols

and marks - though only of

the point -and -click variety

(ie, not glissandi). Crotchet

symbols for metronome

marks, for instance, were

easily constructed. While the

manual states that you can

copy an existing icon for

modification, that option

does not appear to exist in

reality which means that a

complete note for the

crotchet had to be designed

(and all the pixels for the

various resolutions

smoothed out), rather than

just taking the black

notehead and adding a

stem.

Text Macros are very useful.

Often -used phrases can be

saved to function keys; and

in conjunction with the

Control, Alternate and left &

right Shift keys, that gives

you up to 50 of to work with.

(crotchets, quavers, etc) for metronome marks. Still,
perhaps on the next upgrade...

In Layout mode, three kinds of frames (or boxes), can

be placed on -screen via the Page Edit tool. Score frames

contain the various Grand Staffs, Blank frames hide
parts of the screen and Text boxes allow for free -flowing

text. Clicking on a box makes it active, and box sizes can

be easily altered. If lyrics
need to be included with the

score, these can be entered

in either mode and various
facilities are on offer,
including, for instance, the
ability to split beams to
allow each syllable of a
word to have its own note -
and the syllables
themselves to be split up
and spread across several
notes.

Several tool functions,
including beaming and
unbeaming of groups and
changing stem direction,
can be used either by the
point -and -click method for a

single change, or by dragging a box round contiguous
events (like a rubber band) - even across several parts.
Enharmonic changes could have been included in this so
that, for example, every sharp found in the box is
changed and all other notes left alone. As it is, a lot of
fiddly shift -clicking is required. This is also true of the
beaming tool where you have to select 'Force' or 'Split'
every time - why not have a toggle facility?

Also lacking is an Undo function and this is rather
more difficult to live without in a program of this nature.
The alternative is to save to disk after every change,
which is clearly unacceptable. It may be that such a
facility would depend on the ST's RAM - but even so it
really has to be considered essential.

Editing can take place in one of three ways; globally,
block or individual notes; the only global parameters

available are for the input of rehearsal marks and bar
numbers which are both part of the Edit Grand Staff
configuration.

When the Grand Staff is set up, you can choose how
many staves are used for a particular part; in the case
of the piano this would usually be two, but other
possibilities also exist. Steinberg refer to this as a
polyphonic system and any area can be marked as a
block and edited in various ways: copied, moved,
deleted, saved and imported. Parts can also be
extracted; a block (ie, the part you wish to extract) is
marked in the score and then saved re -opened as a
separate item. The trouble is that if you have done a
thorough job on the score, putting in all the dynamics,

staccato dots, accents etc, many of these do not get
transferred, thus necessitating a lot of extra work. The
alternative is to keep the whole file and 'hide' all but the
part you want which is highly impractical in a large
score.

The Masterpage option lets you set up elements of the

score which are the same throughout - but it is rather

quirky. There is an option to define a left Masterpage and

copy it (optionally mirrored) to the right Masterpage.
Similarly, you can select whether the music starts on the

left or right page, (with left as the default).
There are two ways to view the score within Edit and

Layout modes - the latter having various resolutions
which effectively allow you to zoom in and out. However,

there is no full -page view and so no way to get a general

overview of the appearance of the page. The so-called
Mini -Resolution (rather quaint terminology this) is not
really particularly 'mini' at all; it shows the same amount
horizontally and a little more vertically, but it is faster to
redraw.

Generally, you have to restrict the use of Edit mode to

only the rawest musical data (such as that initially
imported from a sequencer file) and do everything else in

Layout mode. The reason for this is that marks and
symbols added in Edit mode tend to be either out of
position or missing altogether when you transfer to
Layout, so they all have to be moved or re-inserted. The

use of the arrow keys has been well thought out. Each of

the four scrolls half a screen's worth in the direction of
the arrow. To get to the next or previous page in Layout
mode, you click on the left or right arrow in the horizontal

scroll bar; to get to a more remote page there's the
usual Find page command.

T he manual offers some very sensible advice about
sequencer files for use in a notation program. It

points out that you should make two different files: one
to be played by the sequencer (for the ears) and one for
the scoring program (for the eyes). It's a matter of re-
quantising to the values you want notated. For example,

staccato quavers are much easier to read than
semiquavers with semiquaver rests between. It's also
worth deleting any extraneous (non -note) data which the

notation program will ignore anyway. This makes for a
more compact file and so speeds things up considerably

- particularly with a good sequencer.

When it comes to printing, two qualities of printout are

available; Test and Maximum - the former being quicker

than the latter, but of a lower resolution. There is a
choice of three different drivers for each printer
supported, giving different sizes of staves suitable for
various kinds of scores or parts. However, the driver and

page layout must be selected before going into Layout
mode, otherwise all score boxes, masterpages, etc, have

to be redone. Page size, margins and direction (portrait

or landscape) can be selected, and you also have the
option of mirror image pages (for left and right).
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Steinberg have not provided a driver for the HP
DeskJet 500, but there is one for the HP LaserJet series,

with which the DeskJet is on the whole compatible. A
page containing three systems of the guitar quartet
piece, with wide spaces between systems, came out
looking reasonably acceptable, but took about ten
minutes to print. That said,
anyone using a desktop
publishing program on the ST
will be used to such slowness.
Printouts on an HP LaserJet III
were very good and faster than a

standard page of graphics with
very smooth sloping beams but
slightly jagged larger letters.
Masterscore does not currently
support PostScript or

professional printers such as a
Linotronics - which must be considered
optimum quality is to be achieved.

One nice feature is Batch Print which lets you break
large scores (which cannot be loaded into the ST's
memory) into segments, and then print the entire score

by selecting the files that it is spread across.

"Masterscore II will

accept input from the

various Steinberg

sequencing programs as

well as MIDI Files"

essential if

Ihe tone of this review has been intentionally practical;

to gain full knowledge of all facilities offered in the
program would take months of work. While Steinberg

FPf f

products have generally been very intuitive in nature, this

cannot really be said of Masterscore II. However, despite

its quirks, it is undoubtedly very powerful.

The main competitor to Masterscore II on the ST is
Take Control's Music DTP which though not as
comprehensive is rather easier to use and covers some

of the shortcomings such as
graphics tools etc. If it has one
particular advantage over
Steinberg's product it's that the
data on the screen is not so
inextricably locked into the logic
of music theory, thus giving the
user a greater degree of freedom
in the way unorthodox scores are

presented. However, for 95% of
people working on scores,
Masterscore II will provide

excellent results in the minimum of time.

It is impossible to examine Masterscore II without
considering Encore and Finale for the Mac, but really
such comparisons are unfair. The restrictions of
programming on the ST play a great part in the relative

lack of user -friendliness. The functionality of the program

shows up in the way it handles a basic layout direct from

a MIDI File or Steinberg Arrangement which, on the
whole, is very good. Masterscore is not cheap but it
should certainly be given your careful consideration in
what is a very limited market.

Price: f

More from:

DD
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Yamaha RY10
Drum Machine

Review by
Simon
Trask

The Sounds
The RY10'S 211. drum and

percussion sounds consist

of 47 bass drums, 47

snares, nine closed hi -hats,

seven open hi -hats, nine

crash cymbals, six rides,

one gong, 31 acoustic toms,

16 synth toms, surdo drum,

fajero, two high and two low

agogo bells, analog clap,

high and low bongos, congas

(high, low, muted and

slapped versions, with two

of each type), two talking

drums, claves, cowbells

(three acoustic and four

808, with the latter providing

two differently -pitched

versions and two chorded

versions), two tambourines,

open and muted triangles,

whistle, cabasa, shaker,

finger snap and two

timbales.

The 30 sound effects

give a more off-the-wall

dimension to the RY10's

sonic world by providing

various industrial and

ambient noises, Kraftwerk-

style frequency 'blips',

record scratches and human

beatbox sounds. Finally, the

RY10's bass section

provides slapped and

fingered basses and a

variety of synth -bass sounds

which, though not all that

great in isolation, work well

in conjunction with

the other sounds.

0 nce the sole preserve of so-called

'electronic' musicians - and detested

by just about every one else - the humble

beatbox has suddenly become the friendly

face of technology for technophobic
musicians everywhere. Leaving the more

technologically -inclined to turn to MIDI

sequencers and samplers or drum modules

for their rhythm programming, Yamaha appear

to be aiming their new budget drum machine

at that most notorious of technophobes - the

guitarist.

With the emphasis on ease of use, transportability and
affordability, the RY10 should certainly appeal to the novice.

The fully-fledged techno-freak, on the other hand, will
doubtless be interested in the machine's 211 drum and
percussion Voices, 30 sound effects Voices and nine bass

Voices (...yes, you can program basslines to go with the
beats), 28 -voice polyphony, 16 preset and 16 user -
programmable Pad Banks, 50 preset and 50 user -
programmable patterns (each of which has an associated fill

pattern), and 36 user -programmable songs with real-time

song programming a la Alesis' SR16 - all for £249.

What makes Yamaha's budget machine especially
enticing, however, is its ability to run off six AA batteries -

the Duracells I used for this review gave around 14 hours

running time - so that, as with the company's QY1O
'walkstation', it really can be used any place, any time. And,

seeing as it weighs a mere 1Ib 12oz (with batteries fitted)

and measures just 7.5" square and 1.5" deep, you
shouldn't have much difficulty carrying it around.

The RY10 is one of the easiest pieces of gear to use that

I've come across. All its functions are listed on the front

panel in a 3 x 16 matrix layout, and selected by pressing

and holding one of three buttons - Pattern, Song or Util - to

the left of the list and then pressing one of 16 buttons in the

row below it. You then scroll through any LCD pages and

change parameter values using the 1-16 buttons and/or the

+/- buttons. Operation can be a bit fiddly owing to the small

size and close proximity of the buttons, but you can't really

expect anything else on an instrument as compact as the

RY10.

Unfortunately, LCD backlighting has been omitted;
presumably this was a cost -saving measure, but its omission

does at least mean there's less power drain on the
batteries. Programming in low lighting conditions is made

more difficult but not impossible, because the RY10 doesn't

place all the burden of operation on the LCD. On a practical

note, there are always some pinpoint LEDs lit while the
machine is working, making it easier for you to spot when

you've left it turned on - a useful feature given that the
RY10 has no 'auto power off' function to prevent accidental

battery rundown. Of course, if you're within a cable's length

of a mains supply, the RY10 can be powered via an external

adaptor (not supplied with the machine), so you don't always

need to be at the mercy of battery power.

The 12 fingertip -size rubber playing pads are laid out like

a C -C octave on a keyboard (hence the gap above the E and

F pads where there could have been another pad) in order to

facilitate the playing of basslines. The RY1O's size and the

positioning of its pads allow you to hold the drum machine in

both hands and play the pads with your thumbs, Gameboy-

style. The Accent/Octave buttons to each side of the pads
allow you to switch the 'keyboard' between three octaves for

bass playing, and to add accents to individual Patterns steps

for the drum and percussion Voices. The RY1O's pads aren't

velocity -sensitive, nor will the drum machine record the
velocity data of incoming MIDI notes, so the Accent function

is the only way of getting some dynamics into your Patterns.

The RY1O's stereo headphones output is louder and
punchier than that of the QY1O, and consequently it's more

effective at masking out surrounding noise. Output is via a

mini -jack socket on the right-hand side of the machine's

casing, where there's also a volume slider which controls

the output level to an internal speaker, the standard
Left/Mono and Right quarter -inch jack sockets and also the

headphones.

The speaker can be useful in certain circumstances, but

it's no substitute for an external amp - we're not talking

ghettoblasters here. There's also a rear -panel on/off switch

for the speaker, but you can't embarrass yourself in public

by accidentally knocking the switch to the 'on' position while

you're working on headphones, because the speaker output

is disabled while you have headphones plugged in.

If you're going to get funky while travelling second-class to

suburbia, be prepared for some curious stares from your
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Yamaha RY10

fellow passengers as they try to figure out what you're doing

and whether it should be allowed in public. Still, the playing

pads are virtually silent in operation, and don't have to be

bashed, so it's possible to play them without irritating those

around you - but you'll probably find yourself bashing them

anyway!

Rear -panel connections include footswitch and audio

inputs on quarter -inch jacks, a tape in/out mini -jack

socket (for cassette storage of user Pattern, Song and Pad

Bank data) and a MIDI In socket. The audio input has two

uses: it allows you to plug in a guitar and take advantage of

the RY10's in-built guitar tuner function, and it allows any

external signal to be fed into the RY10 and mixed into the

machine's output signal along with the drums and bass. A

footswitch connected to the RY10 can be used to start and

stop the selected Pattern or Song, trigger the Fill Pattern for

the currently -selected Main Pattern, or select the next
Pattern or Song.

All the RY10's sounds have character and plenty of grit to

them - especially the kicks and snares, which very ably
reflect the nature and diversity of these instruments in
today's music - I can certainly see the RY10 appealing to

the dance fraternity. In fact, all things considered, the RY10

would be at home in most contemporary music
environments.

With today's drum machines including ever more onboard

sounds, some means of making them all readily accessible

across a limited number of playing pads is, clearly,
essential. In answer to this, manufacturers have adopted the

concept of the 'virtual drumkit' - or Pad Bank to use the
term commonly employed. Pad Banks are multiple sets of

sound -to -pad assignments which are stored in memory, from

where they can be assigned to the physical pads one set at

a time.

The RY10's 16 preset Pad Banks group sounds according

to various musical categories: ambient, dry, analog, sound

effects, dance, heavy rock, light rock, reggae, jazz, rap, funk,

ballad, latin, eurobeat, techno and r'n'b. In practice, these

are best looked on as convenient generalisations. Each Pad

Bank in fact consists of three sets of sound assignments -

Pt Alr re= CLEAR COP,
REPEAT CHAIN

PAO PAO BASS FOOT

 TEMPOA SELECTA 1r LEVEL A MUTE SW

4 5 6 7

PATTERN/SONG NUMBER

START/GO STOP/CONT FILL

ACC

4 OCT BD 2 SD 2

11.11.01

PAO EDIT4 PAGE P.

8 9 10 11 12

MEMORY PAD

HH CLOSE 1 HH CLOSE 2
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The
Patterns

Mindful that not everyone

who wants to use a drum

machine also wants to get

into rhythm programming,

Yamaha have provided 50

factory -programmed

patterns, complete with

associated fill patterns,

permanently stored in ROM.

Here you'll find patterns

covering funk, fusion,
techno,

rap,house,eurobeat,r'n'b

zydeco, rock 'n' roll, pop

rock, metal, reggae, bossa

nova, samba, latin funk, jazz

swing and waltz, and 3/4
and 4/4 ballad styles.
All in all, a very usable

collection, and it might be

enough to satisfy some

people, though you should

be aware that each pattern

is only one bar long, so

there's not much scope for

variety. That said, being able

to drop in a fill pattern does

help. Each preset pattern

includes a bassline which

plays in the key of C, though

if you only want the rhythm

you can activate the global

Bass Mute function to

silence the bass part.

Preset Patterns can be

copied across to the user

pattern memory, so you can

create your own variations

on Yamaha's rhythms if you

want to.

namely Drum, Percussion and Bass - giving you 25 sounds

per Pad Bank. Successive presses of the Pad button cycle

around the three sets within each Pad Bank, so one
moment you can be programming a kick and snare pattern,

the next moment a conga pattern, and the next a bassline.

Each Pattern can be assigned one of the 32 Pad Banks,

and triggers only the sounds assigned to it. In some ways

this can be seen as more restricting than the approach
used by Cheetah's MD16, Roland's R70 and Yamaha's
own RY30, which allows any sound from any Pad Bank to

be used within each Pattern, but it does have a couple of

advantages. For one, you can instantly try out a rhythm
with a completely different set of sounds simply by
changing the Pad Bank assigned to the Pattern, and for
another it makes deleting an instrument part from a
Pattern much easier.

Yamaha have standardised the drum set's Voice
assignments across all the preset Pad Banks, with, for
example, pad A always triggering a bass drum, pad C a
snare drum, and pad I an open hi -hat. This has allowed

them to label each pad with the type of instrument it
triggers, so you don't have to remember what pad triggers

what; also, if you change a Pattern's Pad Bank assignment

you get each instrument part triggering the same type of

instrument. Of course, when you create your own user Pad

Banks you can assign sounds in whatever way you want to

the Drum and Percussion sets - but there are advantages

to consistency.

As well as a Voice assignment, each pad within a Pad
Bank can be given its own level, pan position, tuning and

accent amount settings. Like Alesis' SR16, the RY10
provides only a narrow tuning range, the reason,
presumably, being that some Voices share the same
sample but replay it at different pitches, so the
programmable tuning is restricted to operating between
these different pitches. Other Voices are created by
layering different samples, using different envelope
settings and adding reverb to samples; effectively there are

250 different sounds or instruments on the RY10, created

from a smaller collection of samples (but still a great deal
more than drum machines used to provide).

D oth real-time and step -time pattern recording are
gE1 implemented on the RY10. As with the preset

patterns, each user pattern (Main or Fill) can be at most
one 4/4 bar long, and you're limited to no more than 16
steps per Pattern, with a maximum record resolution of a

1/32nd note. You can select from 34 time signature and
resolution combinations, with plenty of scope for using odd

time signatures within the limits I've just described. The
limit of 16 steps per pattern means that 4/4 time can't go

above 16th -note resolution, though there is a rather
inflexible playback -only Swing function which can be used

to advance all odd -numbered 8th or 16th notes in a Pattern

by, respectively, 1-8 and 1-5 1/96th notes.

So, there are a fair number of restrictions, but also one

neat new feature which it has in common with Roland's

more expensive R70 drum machine - namely pattern -
specific tempo settings. And there's also an advantage to

having only 16 steps per Pattern, namely that the RY10
can give you a visual representation of the pad hits
recorded for each pad within the selected Pattern. When

you select Pattern Record mode, each one of the numbered

buttons (1-16) represents one step in the Pattern, and its

associated LED lights if there's a pad hit recorded at that

step for the selected pad/Voice. To look at the rhythm for a

different pad, all you have to do is hit that pad. To either
add or delete a pad hit, you just press the relevant
numbered button.

To record in real-time, simply press the Start/Go button

and the RY10 loops round the Pattern, allowing you to build

up parts on successive passes in familiar fashion. You can

also delete individual pad hits in real-time by selecting the

Delete function and holding down the relevant pad as the

notes play. Accents can be programmed into a Pattern in

both real- and step -time. Unfortunately, they apply to all the

pad hits on a step, so you have to use the pad -specific
Accent Amount parameter to determine how each Voice is

affected. For this you can set no change, or a positive or

negative value (+ 7 to - 7) which is added to or subtracted

from the programmed level.

Fill Pattern memories can be selected for recording by

pressing the Fill button while in Pattern Record mode. You

can also copy Patterns between the Main and Fill
memories, and then add or remove parts. The RY10 lets

you treat Fill Patterns as Patterns in their own right, rather

than just extensions of the Main Pattern. This is because if

you press the Fill button immediately before the end of the

main pattern the RY10 will play the fill pattern in its
entirety; similarly, if you press the Fill button immediately

before the end of the fill pattern, the drum machine will
play the fill again.

You can create up to 36 Songs on the RY10 - which
should be enough for any set. Each Song can consist

of up to 199 parts, with each part comprising an individual

preset or user pattern. Bearing in mind that each pattern is

only one bar long, 199 is not as excessive a number of
parts as it might at first seem. If you need more parts, you

can chain consecutive songs together, using a blank song

to signal the end of your actual song.

If you simply want the RY10 to loop round a series of
patterns rather than the single pattern of Pattern mode, all

you have to do is program that series of patterns into a
song, engage the Song Repeat function for that song, and

hit Start/Go. In this way you could create, say, an eight -bar

pattern by programming eight one -bar patterns separately

in Pattern mode and then chaining them together in Song

mode; in fact, given the one -bar limitation on patterns, it's

a shame that you can't program across a series of
consecutive patterns.

Dividing different sections of a song across several
RY10 songs can be a more flexible way of working than

programming them all as one song. For instance, because
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you can give each song its own tempo, you can program

different tempi for each of its different sections. Also, if
you have one section of a song where you want to stretch

out with a solo, you can effectively make it open-ended in

length by setting it to repeat and using the RY10's
footswitch Next function to move onto the next song in the

chain, when you feel the time is right. If you programmed,

say, an eight -bar song for this section, your solo could last

for multiples of eight bars.

In addition to the traditional step -time method of song

creation, where you scroll through the part numbers in the

LCD window and select a pattern number for each part, the

RY10 allows you to make your pattern selections in real-

time while listening to the patterns playing. In this mode,

as soon as you tap in a pattern number, the RY10 starts

playing the pattern, and continues until you select a
different pattern - and so on.

So, for instance, if you let user -pattern 32 play eight
times, the RY10 records this pattern as your choice for
eight consecutive song parts. While the pattern is playing

for the eighth time, you tap in the number of the next
pattern you want, and at the end of the pass the RY10
moves on to this pattern and records it as your choice for

the next part in the song.

Fills can be programmed into a song in step -time by
specifying which 16th -note step you want the main
pattern's fill to come in on. In real-time this is

accomplished by pressing the Fill button at the appropriate

points as the song plays in record mode. Remember that a

fill pattern can play in its entirety if you press the Fill
button immediately before its Main Pattern finishes
playing.

Each Song part can be given a transpose value (+12 to -

12 semitones) for the selected Pattern's bassline, so you

can get the RY10 to follow chord changes even though it's

playing the same Pattern. However, as the drum machine

has no way of knowing what key you're playing in, it can't

adjust the bassline's notes accordingly when it transposes

them, so this function is of limited usefulness in practice.

Another way of getting more flexibility from the
combination of rhythm and bassline without taking up any

more memory is through the use of the Replace function,
which allows you to replace the bassline of any part with

that from any user or preset pattern.

The RY10's MIDI input allows you to slave the drum
machine to an external sequencer, select its songs

remotely, and trigger the drum, percussion and bass
sounds of the currently -selected Pad Bank from a MIDI
controller. You can globally program a MIDI receive channel

and note assignments for the drum and percussion sounds

and also for the bass sound. RY10 patterns can be
recorded from a MIDI source, but minus velocity data -
although the sounds respond dynamically via MIDI, so the

RY10 is also worth considering purely as a sound source

for live work or for use with a sequencer. Pad Banks can be

called up independently of the patterns by sending patch

changes 1-32 on a third programmable MIDI receive
channel, so you can call up a different set of 24 drum and

percussion sounds and a different bass sound at any time.

The omission of a MIDI Out on the RY10 is a bit of a
blow, and surely a missed marketing

opportunity for Yamaha. With no MIDI

Out, you can't play your RY10
patterns into a sequencer, nor can
you save them as a SysEx dump into

a remote storage device such as
Yamaha's own MDF2 MIDI Data Filer.

Maybe the company reasoned that a

cassette was more guitarist -friendly

than a floppy disk, but MIDI storage

- especially with a dedicated unit like

the MDF2 rather than a computer
and software - is a whole lot
friendlier than tape storage, and a
damn sight more convenient.

n the RY10, Yamaha have come
I up with a drum machine which is
user-friendly, inexpensive and
provides a sizeable and versatile
collection of sounds well suited to contemporary usage. It

also has the considerable advantage of battery -powered

portable use. With its single -bar, 16 -step Pattern limit and

inability to record dynamics, the RY10 isn't perhaps the

most flexible or responsive of machines for pattern
programming and it won't satisfy anyone who likes to get

their rhythms sounding as if they're being played by a real

drummer.

On the other hand, its 250 sounds and velocity
responsiveness via MIDI make it a very good value drum

module for live and sequenced use, while its use -anywhere

portability also makes it a great rhythm 'notepad' for
programming ideas whenever inspiration strikes - though

its lack of a MIDI Out socket means you won't be able to
transfer your rhythms across to a MIDI sequencer at a later

time.

The RY10 compares well with Roland's DR550 and new

DR550 Mk11 drum machines, though both of these are
cheaper. Alesis' SR16 (reviewed MT February '91) is
somewhat more flexible yet it has the same sort of
operational and conceptual straightforwardness as the
RY10 and is just as portable, though it can't be used away

from a mains supply and it costs £100 more. Cheetah's

MD16 (reviewed MT March '91) costs around £50 more
than the RY10 and is a great deal more sophisticated and

versatile, but not as straightforward and immediate in use,

and it's not battery -powered.

The lower end of the drum machine market is a crowded

place at the moment, but Yamaha have done a good job of

providing the RY10 with its own identity, and more than a

degree of desirability. Not least, it represents a worthwhile

furthering of Yamaha's mission to equip the musician on

the move.

"The RY10 is one of

the easiest pieces of

gear to use that I've
come across. All its

functions are listed

on the front panel

and selected by

pressing and holding

one of three buttons"

Price:

RY16 1249

YKBA2 cat, . r2 case

£10.99.

Both prices include VA)

More from: Yamaha Kemblo

Music (UK: Ltd.

Shot -bourne Dove. Tilbrook,

Milton Keynes MK7 SAL.

Tel: :0908) 366700

Fax: 10908) 368872.
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PRO 071 252 8573

Licensed By M.C.P.S

Midi song files on disk for Cubase, Creator, Pro 24, Cubeat and standard midi song file format for Atari ST, IBM-PC and MC500 Songs are
only £4.95 each (min. 4 per disk). Great for vocalists I live performance or simply for rehearsing instrumental parts.

Soloist song files are the closest you can get to the actual record.

Take A Chance On Me

S.O.S.

Save The Best For Last

I Wonder Why

Stars

When You Tell Me You Love Me

Black Or White

You To Me Are Everything

When A Man Loves A Woman

Wonderful Tonight

American Pie

Wind of Change

Salt Water

Everything I do

Promise Me

Holiday

Real Gone Kid

Smooth Operator

Addicted To Love

Walk Of Life

The Heat Is On

What About Love

Take My Breath Away

Hold The Line

Always On My Mind

Cuddly Toy

Higher Love

Let's Dance

Light My Fire

The Way It Is

Erasure

Erasure

Vanessa Williams

Curtis Stigers

Simply Red

Diana Ross

Michael Jackson

Sonia

Michael Bolton

Eric Clapton

Don Mclean

The Scorpions

Julian Lennon

Bryan Adams

Beverley Craven

Madonna

Deacon Blue

Sade

Robert Palmer

Dire Straits

Glen Frey

Heart

Berlin

Toto

Pet Shop Boys

Roachford

Steve Winwood

Chris Rea

The Doors

Bruce Hornsby

Boys Of Summer Don Henley

Respect Erasure

Big Area Then Jericho

Faith (In The Power Of Love) Rozalla

Looking For Linda Hue and Cry

Mary's Prayer Danny Wilson

Waiting For A Star To Fall Boy Meets Girl

Tears Of A Clown Smokey Robinson

Eye Of The Tiger Survivor

Love Changes Everything Michael Ball

Missing You John Waite

Love To Hate You Erasure

Stop Erasure

Your Song Elton John

West End Girls Pet Shop Boys

Can't Stay Away From You Gloria Estefan

Walking In Memphis Marc Cohn

I'm So Excited Pointer Sisters

Manic Monday The Bangles

Silent Running Mike

Domino Dancing Pet Shop Boys

Bad Love Eric Clapton

Crazy Little Thing Called Love

Final Countdown

What Have I Done To Deserve This

Road To Hell

Kingston Town

Simply Irresistable

King Of Wishful Thinking

Rosanna

Queen

Europe

..Pet Shop Boys

Chris Rea

UB40

Robert Palmer

Go West

Toto

_NE 147GUITAR CLASSICS
Guitar based MIDI song files with guitar parts and solos played in by MIDI guitar

Stairway to Heaven Led Zeppelin Jump Van Halen

Born to Run Bruce Springsteen Still got the Blues Gary Moore

More than a Feeling Boston Tom Sawyer Rush

La Grange ZZ Top Layla Eric Clapton

Cocaine Eric Clapton Highway to Hell AC/DC

Parisienne Walkways Gary Moore Rock & Roll Led Zeppelin

Back in Black AC/DC Tush ZZ Top

Don't Fear the Reaper Blue Oyster Cult Won't Back Down Tom Petty

Shine On You Crazy Diamonds Pink Floyd Sweet Home Alabama Lynyrd Skynyrd

Full song list available

 BEST SERVICE I BEST PRODUCT  BEST PRICES I

Songwriter
Superb Synth Sounds on Atari St self loading disk.

Roland JV30, Sound Canvas, 128 voices...new ,....,.,.£15

Roland JV30, Sound Canvas, full editor...new £39

Proteus 1/1XR 64 voices - choice of 2 £20
Roland JD800 (64 voices) - NEW choice of 3 £25
Roland D50 (192 voices) - choice of 9 £15
Roland 0110/20/10 (128 voices) - choice of 4 £15
Roland MT32 (256 voices) - choice of 2 £15
Roland Juno106 (128 voice Cassette) £15
Korg M1 (100 voices) - choice of 3 £15
Korg DW8000 (64 voices) - choice of 2 £10
Korg Poly 800 (64 voices) - choice of 2 £10
Yamaha DX7 (240 voices) - choice of 5 £10
Yamaha DX7 II (224 voices) - choice of 2 £10
Yamaha DX100/27/21 (456 voices) - choice of 2 £15
Yamaha TX81Z (468 voices) - choice of 2 £15
Yamaha CX5 (288 voice Cassette) £10
Yamaha FB01 (96 voices) - choice of 2 £10
Ensoniq ESO1 (240 voices) - choice of 2 £15
Kawai K1 (192 voices) - choice of 4 £15
Kawai K4 (64 voices) - NEW choice of 3 £20
Casio CZ (320 voices) £10
Oberheim Matrix 6/1000 (1 Vol) £10

LIZARD Universal Synth Editor RRP £169

iCeTMai RAM cardscLOaWrEdRs

PRICES!

Top quality Ram Cards loaded with great sounds from the USA
used by Jan Hammer, Madonna, Elton John, Huey Lewis,
Whitney Houston, Rick Wakeman, Donna Summer, Keith

Emerson, Foreigner etc.

Roland JV80 (2 cards)...SOON each £59
Roland JD800 (2 cards) each £59
Roland D70 (3 cards) each £59
Roland R8 (1 card) each £59
Roland U20 (1 card) each £59
Roland D50 (6 cards) each £52
Roland D10/20/110 (3 cards) each £52
Roland Blank Ram each £48
Yamaha SY77 (2 disks) each £29
Yamaha SY55/TG55 (2 disks) each £18
Yamaha SY22/TG33 (2 disks) each £18
Yamaha Blank 64K Ram each £69
Korg Wavestation (4 cards) each £59
Korg 01/W (2 disks) NEW each £29
Korg 03R/W (3 roms) ...NEW each £60
Korg M1 (5 cards) each £59
Korg Blank Ram each £59
Ensoniq SQI (2 cards) each £59
Ensoniq SQ2 (1 card) NEW each £69
Ensoniq VFX SDI (3 roms) each £44
Ensoniq VFX, SD1 Blank Ram each £65
Kawai K1 (5 cards) each £44
Kawai K4 (3 cards) each £55

PRO MUSIC
80 MEETING HOUSE LANE
LONDON SE15 2TX

Call 071 252 8573 for
full song list or synth

Ei sound brochure

VISA
Please add £1 to your order to cover postage & packing Same

day service for Access and Visa, Postal Orders and Cash.
Allow five days for cheques to clear.

Visitors by appointment only!
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East-West
Dance/Industrial
Sample CD

f you think about (...and I don't suppose

I you ever do), it's very difficult knowing

where to pitch a review of a CD sample

collection. On the one hand, you're dealing

with a tool - a creative tool perhaps, but a

tool nonetheless - and are therefore obliged

to maintain a high degree of objectivity. On

the other hand, you have to keep in mind that

you're listening to what is, essentially, a

collection of musical ideas - and music can

only ever be judged subjectively. You see the

problem?

Take the fifth and latest in the range of ProSamples CDs -

Dance/Industrial, for example. One is tempted to view it as

simply another collection of dance orientated breaks based

around some pretty straightforward programming ideas.
Being conceived specifically for this collection (as opposed

to having been 'lifted' from other sources), the recording
quality is uniformly good - though no better than most -
while the documentation, though a little dry, is quite
thorough and includes track indexing, bpm figures and a
detailed description of every sample - including the
individual drum, percussion and effects sounds. Dead
objective eh?

By contrast, my subjective, opinion is a little shorter and

to the point: this is one mother of a sample CD, go out and

buy it now!

This rather spirited endorsement is based on my belief

that the average person with an average drum machine

(or perhaps an infinite number of monkeys with an infinite

number of drum machines) could come up with the kind of

breaks which have become the staple ingredient of most

sample CDs. What's special about this collection is that the

combination of interesting rhythmic ideas and a fascinating

choice of instruments and sounds combine to produce
rhythm tracks which you would be hard pressed to equal

even with many hours programming time and an armoury of

sampled and synthesised sound sources.

Though sacrificing the convenience of single pass breaks

which may be quickly looped in your machine, ProSamples

have, I believe, correctly opted for including two or more

repeats of each. This gives you a far better feel for the
patterns - which of course have to be repeated if we are to

recognise their rhythmic potential.

The breaks are divided, rather arbitrarily, methinks,
between 'rhythm' and 'industrial' loops and unlike those in

most sample collections occupy a very broad range of
tempi. There's no standard 120 bpm programming here. In

fact, this collection is proof, if proof were needed that you

can quite happily put together dance tracks anywhere
betweem 80 and 140 bpm - providing you get the feel right.

Helping to create that feel on this CD is an array of
incredibly heavy/ambient drum and percussion voices and a

stunning selection of sounds whose source one can but 0

Review by
Nigel Lord

4:!POSAmPLE
motgaility"Alippa:cato

DAVI D F RANI'
I M NDELS
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0 speculate on. Suffice it to say this is aurally one of the
most exciting sample CDs I've yet to hear - and that has

nothing to do with the rather liberal sprinkling of "sex
moans" (their words) featured on a number of the breaks.

In fact, I could well have lived without these; apart from
anything else, they could end up quite out of context in
certain songs.

Price: £49.95

More From:

Time & Space

PO Box 306

Berkhampstead

Herts. HP4 3EP

Tel: (0442)

870681/877266

To accompany the CD, a floppy disk is available which
I contains MIDI files of the programs used in some 34 of

the breaks - the idea being that instead of sampling the
whole rhythm, you sample the individual sounds of which

they are comprised and trigger these as you would a normal

rhythm track. This means that you can, if you wish, alter the

programs and customise them to your specific
requirements. And of course, you can also change the
tempo of the breaks without altering their overall pitch.

It's an excellent idea, and one I can see catching on - if

only to entice those who still have a problem with the idea

of sampling 'other people's' loops. I only wish files could

have been included for all the breaks in this collection.
Incidentally, two versions are produced - one for Atari
ST -based sequencers, the other for those associated with

the Mac.

Also available is a CD-ROM version of the whole

collection for direct loading into Akai S1000/S1100,
Emulator III and Digidesign Samplecell machines. At £199

it's by no means cheap, but those who value quality above

all else might just be tempted.

Beside the difficulty of maintaining one's objectivity
whilst relating to these samples on a subjective level, I

have another problem. I don't think I've heard a sample CD

that I haven't liked - in part, at least.

Okay, I know that's a pretty questionable attitude to have

as a reviewer. But really, the damned things are such good

value for money. Work it out: even if you only use them as a

source of inspiration (rather than a source of sampling) and

even if you only use something like ten or fifteen breaks
from each CD, that still works out at less than about three

quid each. Now I don't know how long it takes you to
conceive and program a good rhythm track, but I could

easily spend two or three hours doing it - not to mention
the investment in equipment, which to produce the range of

sounds available here would be vast.

Convinced? If you're not, I can only recommend that you

get hold of this CD. If rhythm for you is more than simply an

exercise in time -keeping and your music will stand up to the

kind of weight these breaks will bring to it, you really do owe

it to yourself.

ANNOUNCING THE FIRST OFFICIAL PRO AUDIO
MAC DEALERSHIP OUTSIDE LONDON!

Systems Workshop, the leading pro audio distributor and dealer is proud to announce the launch of a new division -
Systems Workshop Digital

As one of only three official Mac dealers in the music industry we are now proud to offer the following Apple Mac
computers:

Classic II, LC, SI, Quadra 900, PowerBook,
+ monitors, printers and all accessories

We also have in stock and on demo the leading
music software including:

Digidesign Pro Tools, Digidesign Sound Tools
Studio Vision, EZ Vision Starter Pack,
Galaxy editors, Studio 5 interfaces,

Galaxy, Alchemy, MIDI Translator, Steinberg
Coda Finale (inc. education special package).

The first class service that you have come to expect from Systems Workshop is now available for the
leading Mac products, and the leading software.

Call now for more information.

(f &me

WORKSHOP
Tel: 0691 658550 Fax: 0691 658549

24 Church Street, Oswestry, Shropshire SY11 2SP
New demo facility now open in Cumbria Tel: 0229-825435 Fax: 0229-430647

An Authorised Apple Dealer
78
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WEST LONDON

Keyboards
Roland JV30
Roland JV80
Roland JX1
Peavey DPM3SE-F
Korg 01W
Korg 01W/FD
Korg 01W Pro
Korg M1
Korg Wavestation EX
Proteus MPS

Modules
Emu Proformance
Emu Proteus Range
Korg 01 R
Korg 03R
Korg Wavestation A/D
Ensoniq SQl R
Yamaha TG55
Yamaha TG33
Yamaha TG100
Roland Sound Canvas
Roland SC155 (new)
Qberhrim Matrix 1000
Peavey V3

Percussion/Samplers
Roland R5
Roland R70
Boss DR550
Yamaha RY10
Yamaha RY30
Alesis SR1 6
Alesis D4
Roland SPD8
Akai MPC 6011
Akai 5950
Akai 51000
Akai 51100
Akai S1100EX
Peavey SP

Software Bargains
C -Lab Creator
C -Lab Notator
C -Lab Unitor
C -Lab Export
ST Cubase V.3
Band In A Box
Performer (Mac)
Composer (Mac)

Recording
Tascam 424
Tascam 488
Tascam 464
Yamaha M120
Akai ME8OP
Yamaha MDF2
Yamaha QYl 0
Roland SBS5
Alesis RA100
Peavey, JBL and Yamaha
monitors

Effects
Yamaha R100
Yamaha EMP100
Yamaha EMP700
Alesis 3630
Alesis Microverb Ill
Alesis Midiverb III
Alesis Quadraverb
Zoom 9030
Peavey Profex

Used Gear
Yamaha V50 Synth
Korg Poly 6 Synth
Roland SH2000 Synth
Toland SBX80 SMPTE
Roland SBX10
Roland RE501 Chorus
Kurzweil! HX1000
Roland 727 Perc.
Roland Juno 6/JSQ60
Akai MX76 Mother
EVS1 Module
Kawai KlM
Roland MT32
Yamaha RX17 Prec.
Yamaha QX21

Ex -Demo Gear
Roland 05 Synth
Yamaha SPX90011
Roland R8 Perc.
Korg M3R Sound,.
Yamaha TG77
Akai MPC6OII
Roland MC300
Fostex X18
Fosxtex X28

MAIL ORDER
VISA  ACCESS  AMEX  FINANCE  VAT FREE EXPORTS

71 SALISBURY ROAD
HOUNSLOW, MIDDLESEX. TW4 7NW

FREE CAR PARKING RIGHT OUTSIDE, NEAREST TUBE
HOUNSLOW WEST (PICADILLY), PHONE FROM STATION

& WE'LL PICK YOU UP

Tel: 081- 570 4444

Fax: 081- 577 5818

There's a package
for YOU!

Cubase Audio (Mac)

Cubase Windows (PC)

Time Bandit (Mac)

Tango (ST)

Cubase Lite (ST)

Harman have the
entire Steinberg

range available NOW!
Call Robin Pearce on 0753 576911 for product details and
your nearest dealer or write to him c/o Steinberg Product
Support, Harman Audio, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 5DD

Steinberg is a Registered Trademark

Part of
THE SOUTH
MANCHESTER
COLLEGE
Principal: D. Gibson

The Cutting Rooms
The cutting Rooms studio complex is now available for
bookings. With our top class 24 and 8 -track studios
boasting the very latest professional equipment, (Munro
acoustics/monitors, 2" tape with Dolby SR, latest
Lexicon fx, MIDI, digital editing, etc). The Cutting
Rooms is the place to record. We have a team of over 20
engineers, with thousands of hours experience behind
them, so what ever your project, we have the skills and
facilities to finish it professionally. Special rates for
unsigned artists, with extra discounts if you bring your
own engineer.

Summer School
Boring Summer Holidays? Not at The Cutting Rooms.
As part of The South Manchester College, we are
offering 1 week summer schools in recording and hi -tech,
with top tutors, taught in our studios. Small groups and
lots of hands on experience, with plenty of opportunities
to record your music.

Jon Blamire - Studio Manager
The Cuttings Rooms, Abraham Moss Centre,

Crescent Road, Manchester, M8 6UF

061 740 9438



HC SATARI MEMORY
UPGRADE SPECIALISTS

MEMORY UPGRADES
HCS STE and MEGA STE UPGRADES

HCS STE memory upgrade kits come complete with full
instructions designed for the novice. The complete job
should take no longer than 15 minutes. 2 and 4 megabyte
kits come with free utilities disk and multitasking
software.

Upgrade from 520 to 1040 £13.99
To 2 Megabytes £49.99
To 4 Megabytes £94.99

STF (M) and Mega ST upgrade kits
Xtratam Deluxe plug in upgrading system fits inside the
computer. It can upgrade your computer in stages to 1Mb,
2.5Mb and 4Mb. The kit comes with comprehensive
instructions designed for novices. The kit uses SIMMS, so is
easily upgradeable.

Marpet Xtraram Deluxe
Quality SIMM Upgrading System

Formerley Frontier

Upgrade from 520 to 1040 £44.99
To 2.5 Megabytes £79.99
To 4 Megabytes f119.99

Solder in Kit
The solder in kit will upgrade the 520ST to 1Mb. Electronics
experience is required as much soldering is needed. Check your
RAM chip configuration before ordering: 4 or 16 chips, SMD or DIL.

Solder in kit (all versions) £25.00

REPLACEMENTS
The HCS power supply and disk drive upgrades come
complete with fitting instructions and plug straight into the ST
without soldering. The Power supply produces less heat than
the original so is more reliable.

Replacement power supply £39.95
Double sided disk drive kit £47.00

ACCELERATORS
The AD Speed made by the famous ICD corporation fits in as
the PC emulators. It is hardware and softwarre switchable
between 16 Megahertz and 8 Megahertz. The new SST
68030 accelerator is only available presently for the Mega
ST. It gives a phenomenal speed increase by using the super
fast 68030 processor running at 50 Megahertz and comes
with TOS 2.5. The SST accelerator allows 8Mb of ram on
board and has a position for a co -processor.

AD Speed ST £145.00
AD Speed STE £165.00
68030 SST - 50 550.00
Fitting for above £35.00

INTERFACES
The "AdSCSI" ICD host adaptor gives SCSI output from the STs
DMA port complete with software and full documentation, DMA
cable and hard drive formatting software. Keyboard interface
allows the use of external PC compatible keyboards on the ST.
Multirez allows the ST to display all 3 ST resolutions on the
multisync monitor. The forget me clock sets your STs time and
date, with cartridge -through port.

AD SCSI £69.99
AD SCSI Plus (with clock) £79.99
Keyboard Interface £55.00
Multirez £44.99
Forget Me Clock £16.99

MONITORS
14" super high resolution 0.28 dot pitch multisync monitor is compatible
with the TT, PC VGA/SVGA, multirez and proposed Falcon output.
SM144 is compatible with all monochrome ST software, all normal
controls at the front. Both have picture size and position adjustment

Multisync colour monitor £280.00
SM144 14" FST Monochrome E115.00

HCS Smart Modem 9600 has full Fax capability for send and receive. Auto -answer,
pulse, or tone dial, automatically determines incoming calls as Fax or modem, industry
standard command set with support for V22bis, V22, V21. Fully Hayes compatible. All
types c/w PC software. ST Fax software option supports most ST graphics formats
including Pagestream and Calamus for immediate composition and send. Modem
2400 has all the above features but without Fax. All types come complete with cables

Smart OneTM Fax with ST FAX software £139.99
Smart One Fax with only PC software f 119.99
Straight Fax software £45.00
Smart One° 2400 £59.99

PROTAR HARD DRIVES
Progate II 20 £220.00
Progate 30 £249.00
Progate II 50DC £349.00
Progate II 100DC £449.00

The Vortex 386 emulator runs at 16Mhz and allows true multitasking
in PC mode on the ST. Space on board is provided for a 387 CO
Processor and 512K of FASTRAM. Norton factor 151

VORTEX 386 SX-16 £330.00
387 CO -PROCESSOR £117.00
FASTRAM CACHE £30.00

Spectre GCR cartridge gives 20% more speed and
30% bigger screen area on the standard ST.

Compatible with the TT.

SPECTRE GCR (Inc. 128K Roms) £300.00

ATARI 172 £1050.00

HOW TO ORDER
Enquiries and credit card orders please

Fax/Call on (081) 777 0751
Please phone with enquiries between
10.30am and 6.00pm Mon to Sat.
Enquiries cannot be taken by post.

For mail order please send description of goods and
cheque/PO to:

lb HCS EI!
35 Hartland Way, Shirley,= Croydon CR0 8RJ E

Prices include VAT and P & P
Goods normally dispatched within 2 working days

5
YEAR

GUARANTEE
ON

MEMORY

4
DAY

NO QUIBBLE
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE



THE B -52'S: GOOD
STUFF

(Reprise)

Once again the B -52's divide the
production credits between Don Was and
Nile Rodgers. It worked for Cosmic Thing
three years ago, and it works again here.
Recruiting this complimentary pair of
dancefloor doyens in 1989 certainly
rescued The B -52's from cult obscurity
where, apart from 'Rock Lobster's,
surprise entry into Top-Twentydom in
1986, the band seemed destined to
remain. Founder member Ricky Wilson's
death was a great loss, but by the Spring
of 1990 'Love Shack', produced by Was,
hit No2 in the UK, and the bouffant beat
was back again a decade down the line.

Ricky's sister Cindy hung up her beehive

after the Cosmic Thing tour, leaving the trio

of Kate Pierson, Fred Schneider and Keith

Strickland to fly the flag. And fly it they do,

with unfading panache, on Good Stuff. As
one of those acts whose choice of
producer has always been more important

than the innate sound of the band,
alterations in line-up seem not to affect
their identity at all. The grooves groove,
the whacky words bounce along and the
little guitar and keyboard phrases bring life

and soul to the party.

Nile Rodgers may favour a more
'programmed' approach, notably on the
sample -warbling eco-funk of 'The World's
Green Laughter', while Mr Was goes for the

live -band -in -real -instrument -shock tactic -

but the homogeneity achieved is

remarkable. And any band with Kate
Pierson in it cannot lose. This woman has
one of the most exquisite, sexy, pop voices

in the whole Universe. There are angels
throwing themselves off clouds because
they can't sing like Kate Pierson. Nothing
else, in all this talk of production and
personalities, seems to matter.

KHALED: KHALED
(Barclay/London)

My word, Don Was gets around. Here he is

again producing five of the 11 songs on
this latest album by the unchallenged King

of Algerian Rai music, Khaled. This time
it's Was who opts for the more
programmed approach, while the producer

of the other six tracks, 4AD's very own
guitar hero Michael Brook, concentrates
more on capturing the ethnic timbres of
Khaled's assorted North African
musicians. Engineer Steve Deutsch is, in

fact, credited with 'Macintosh Programm-
ing' on the Was tracks, and the meta-
phorical sound you can clearly hear is that
of musical barriers coming crashing down.

Rai already owes much of its reputation

in the West to the hi -tech sensibilities of
Rachid Baba Ahmed, who produced the
young Cheb Khaled's UK release Hada
Raykoum in the mid -80s. And the new
offering will do that reputation no harm at
all. The percussive loops, synth lines and
distinctly hip -hopping grooves form a
perfect backdrop for the swooping,
passionate vocals, as the Paris -based
rebel continues to define his music's all-
out assault on the repressive
fundamentalism of the homeland.

You don't understand what he's on
about, but you sure get the impression he
means it. And when it's explained to you
that he's on about sex, drinking and
generally staying up late, you know he

means it. Like Ofra Haza's Im-Nin Alu hit of

1988, Khaled is living proof of the strange
compatibility of hi -tech grooves and Middle

Eastern melody.

NB: The second track, 'El Arbi', sounds

uncannily like an early Orchestral

Manoeuvres number. Any reader who can

identify which OMD song I mean gets the
next three issues of Music Technology
free.

SWALLOW: BLOW
(4AD)

There's a stratum in the aesthetic topsoil
that dates back to the first album by The
Cure, characterized by the simple 4/4
guitar strumming, layered howling and
beatbox thud of 4AD stalwarts like The
Cocteau Twins. They share a fascination
with the naive and the primitive, extending
from the nervous we -can't -really -play
shoegazing of live performances to the
doodling, toddler -with -a -four -track abandon

of much of the studio work. Add to this a
post -Eno concern with monotony.

Many of these bands, pursuing this
aesthetic, would be quite happy to play
one chord for two minutes, then another
for three, simply as a means of
emphasizing the chord change in the
middle. The best of them achieve the 4AD

house goal of 'naive charm', taking us
back into childhood like
therapy with feedback.
Enter Swallow, a girl -boy
duo from south London
with all of these
predilections readily to
hand.

This debut album is
pattern -book 4AD material.

Flimsy, dreamy female
vocals carry barely audible
but often quite lovely
tunes over a plodding
guitar/beatbox framework,
the whole underpinned by
obnoxious, soaring guitar
drones like a furry carpet
underlay with bits of twig
and coarse wool. With the
choruses and flangers on
overdrive, the aim is to
crank the guitars into

squeal mode and let the noise speak for
itself - providing curtains of messy colour
with which to drape the sound.

If you played the songs on an acoustic
guitar it would sound like Play Away, but
somehow the distortion draws a
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OUTAKES

11 threatening, druggy veil across it all and

tweeness is miraculously avoided. Robin
Guthrie 1, Brian Cant 0.

YOUSSOU N'DOUR
Live at the Town &

Country Club,
London

The spirit of Senegal descends on Kentish
Town, bringing with it sweltering
temperatures, unabashed jiving and a
bush -whacked audience featuring babes -in -

arms, fifty -somethings and VSO workers
reliving past experiences. No shortage of
sweat, and the illusion of a local African
gig transplanted to London owes much to
the rawness of the sound.

Despite N'Dour's fruitful forays into hi -
tech recording with Peter Gabriel, yielding

the summer hit, 'Shaking The Tree' in
1989, the gigs clearly retain the no-
nonsense, back -to -basics live values that
remind you where it all came from in the

first place. Like Hugh Masakela, whose
techno-bush ambitions largely began this
redefinition of African music in the studio,
N'Dour can't be bothered with it on stage.
It's a party, and the sequencer is not
invited.

That's not to say there isn't a bank of
twinkling keyboards in amongst the
percussion, horns and talking drums.
There is. There's a Roland A-80, a DX7
and an analogue synth mining deep
excavations of dark, funking bass, gleefully

played by a bass guitarist all too happy to
abandon his Fender Precision and leave it

propped up against a redundant amp. And

the piano/marimba hybrids emanating
from the A-80 certainly do thrust the ethnic

melee into the '90s.

But it's an eleven -piece band, beavering

away to provide a network of supportive
rhythms and chops for the young singer,
and above all else it's a performance. But
for the bouncers they'd be dancing in the
street.

and after you've seen the movie
check out another picture on your Atari computer screen

NOT ENOUGH MEMORY !
Running on many 520 and 1040 ST computers

around the country this summer !

Why not bring a better picture to your screen and take full advantage of the
features in the latest version of Cubase and Notator. Expand your Atari's

computer memory with our easy to install solderless upgrade.
Pick up your Bat Phone today !

UPGRADE SIZE STE MODELS ST, F, FM & MEGA

1/2 MEGABYTE £25 £60

2 MEGABYTE £65 £95

4 MEGABYTE £125 £155

As an officially appointed
carry

Frontier memory product dealer for the music industry, all our products
a 10 day money back guarantee & 2 year warranty

All prices include VAT and postage

0423 528727 VISA n

WE ALSO SELL
PROTAR EXTERNAL HARD DISK DRIVES

PROGATE 20 MEGABYTE £220

PROGATE 40 MEGABYTE £285

PROGATE 80 MEGABYTE £395

LARGE SCREENS FOR THE MEGA ST & STE

REFLEX GRAPHICS CARD FROM £290

21" Eizo MONO SCREEN £900

21" HITACHI MONO SCREEN £1095

INKJET PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKARD DESKJET £445

Multi Point Media, 9 Claro Business Centre, Claro Road, Harrogate, North Yorkshire, HG1 4BA
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MUSIC CORPORATION...THE MUSIC CORPORATION...THE MUSIC CORPORATION...
Overnight Delivery
Professional Service

90 Minutes From London
All Prices Are INCLUSIVE of VAT

VIA

link mall, dolphin centre, poole, dorset, bs15 lsq
MAILORDER / CD -R : 88 Ringwood Road' St. Ives, Ringwood Hants. BH24 2NX (0425) 470007 (0425) 480569 (0202) 684560
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AKAI SlOOOKB £1999
The keyboard version of the industry standard,
stereo sampler is now available exclusively from
The Music Corporation at an incredibly low
price.The S1000KB provides all the features of
the S1000 as well as a 61 note. touch sensitive,
mother keyboard (with local off facility) and an
optional 44MB internal removable drive.
We are also able to supply S1000s upgraded to
take 8MB boards for as little as an additional £35.

We always stock the entire range of Akai products
including the DD1000 and A -DAM which are now
at new low prices.

EMU PROTEUS

New low prices:
Proteus I £479

Proteus II £599
Proteus I-xr £599
Proteus £719
World sounds 111 £479
Procussion £479
Pmformance (ex -demo). £299

Roland W30

1111111111111111111111111A

Roland's sampling workstation - High quality
sampling, 16 track sequencer, 16 voice
polyphonic, 8 stage TVA & TVF, & on screen
editing at the lowest price ever.
Limited supply only. £1349
Recording Packages

Tascam 238
Tascam's exceptionally high quality 8 -track
challenges open reel decks without the bulk
or the cost.
 dbx noise reduction  Auto punch in
 I/0 for external sync  Tape shuttle
 3 point locator  4 digit counter
 19" rackmount £999

Fostex Ft8 & 812
We also have some fabulous package deals available
for the R8 & 812. Call for details.

Cables & Multicore
We are able to supply a wide range of readymade and
made to order multi -core cables. Please ring for
details.

Call
us for
some
great
package deals
on desks and
mixers like the
new automated
Tascam M3700 and the

RSD Proline 16-4-8 £899
RSD series V 16-8-2 £1299
Tascam M3700 in stock
M.O.T.U. 7S 16 - 2 midi automated in stock
Allen & Heath GS3 & GS3V Low price
Unfortunately the GS3 has just suffered a price
increase, fortunately, we carry large enough stocks to
keep the price down to its old level for at least
another 6 weeks. Hurry if you don't want to miss out,

NEW & USED EQUIPMENT
Akai 612 sampler & disc drive £249
Atari Mega 4 Soundtools System £1799
Boss DR550 drum machine £149
Casio VZ8m expander £189
Ensoniq SQ1+ synth £799
Ensoniq VFX SD £899
Ensoniq EPS 16+R £1299
Fostex X26 £269
Fostex X28 £299
Kawai K1 M £249
Kawai 080 £449
Korg W51 Wavestation £899
Korg S3 £425
Korg MI £899
Korg 011W (3 months old) £1249
Rhodes MK80 piano £1199
Roland D70 £1299
Roland JV80 module M stock
Roland DIO £450
Roland U220 £449
Roland MV30 studio M £899
Roland PGI000 programmer £89
Roland PC200 midi keyboard £299
Roland W30 £999
TMC 44MB removable drive £495
Yamaha SY77
Yamaha SY22 synth £425
Yamaha KX5 £299
Yamaha QX5 £149
Yamaha YS 200 £299

£229
£399
£69

Yamaha FX500
Yamaha DX71113
Yamaha MFC05 midi foot pedal
Yamaha FX500B digital effects £199

New products in stock
Yamaha RX10, Yamaha TG100, Roland A30,
SC155, Roland )V30, IV80, Art Multiverb Alpha
II, Cubase Audio & Audio Upgrade.

Digital Effects

A selection from our range:-
Alesis QuadraVerb Plus £299
Alesis QuadraVerb GT £345
Alesis Microverb III £149
ART Multiverb LTX NEW .£159
ART Multiverb LT £149
ART Multiverb Alpha £279
ART Multiverb Alpha II £299
Sony DPS D7 delay in stock
Sony DPS R7 reverb in stock
Sony DPS M7 modulator in stock
Lexicon LXPI5 call
RSP Intellifex & Intelliverb in stock
Also available: Korg. Roland. Yamaha

Digital Audio Tape

SONY DTC750ES £399
Also Available: -
Casio DAR100 £339

Sony DTC750es £399

Sony DTC1000es and DTC-Pro and D3 'Datman'
Teac DA -P20 £469
Tascam DA -30 SLOW
Yamaha DTR-2 £799
Panasonic SV3700 & SV3900

OUR PRICE PROMISE
You may have noticed that several other
adverts guarantee the lowest prices on all
equipment available. We do not believe that
this is possible as there are always going to be
'exclusive deals (try getting anybody to match
our price on Yamaha CD -R or S1000KB for
example). However, on most equipment we
will beat any serious quotation from another
dealer (provided they have it in stock) and
provide you with the highest level of service.

We aim to offer complete solutions, so if any of
the items you are interested in do not appear in
this ad, please call us for details. We also supply:
Apple Audio Technica Aphex
Akai Alesis Allen & Heath Art
Atari AKG Beyer BBE
Boss Behringer Casio C -Lab
Denon Digidesign Drawmer DAC
Ensoniq Emu Fostex Hom
JBL JL Cooper Kawai Kurzweil
Lexicon MidiMoog Oberheim Opcode
Peavey Passport Panasonic Rhodes
Roland Sennheiser Studiomaster Sony
Symmetrix Soundtracks Soundcraft
Steinberg Tascam Tannoy Technics
Teac TAC Urei Waldorf

Korg 01/W Series
01/WFu111.411111111111,11112111111

0 t W
The Entire 011W series is now available from
the affordable 03R/W module to the 01/W
ProX with 88 -note weighted keyboard.

Atari & Software Deal

11111111111111L
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Atari 1040 STe & High Res. Mono & Cubase £799.
Atari 1040 STe & High Res. Mono & Cubeat £599
Cubase Audio has finally arrived in stock
Cubase Audio upgrade (for cubase owners) in stock
Cubase for PC's in stock
C -Lab Notator £299
C -Lab Unotor II £199

The best value digital synthesizer on the market. Also available
K4 analogue card with 32 multi's and 64 programmes for only
£49. RAVE ON!!

KAWAI K4r
Rackmounted K4 with 8 outs instead of internal FX. £299

KAWAI K4
£499

 8 Channel Multi
 Sampled Waveforms
 Digital FX
 61 Drum Progs
 32 Multi -Patches

 64 Programmes
 128 16 Bit Voices.

Kurzweil
Now In Stock!!
The amazing new K2000 is the first Itus.
synthesiser to sample! This fully featured
keyboard can be expanded with up to
64Mb of sample ram using low cost
SIMMS. The disk drive will also read Akai
51000 disks direct!, Please call us for
more information, prices or a compete
demonstration.

ighsaisip 1

We have the cheapest SIMMS memory & thelargest rryf ready to go).
If you don't believe us then why not call to find out.

Iso available from The Music Corporation - The K 200 and other Kurtzweil products.

CD -R £39
Recordable CD Service
1. Hike other CD -R services we offer up to 63
nullutes fur only £39 with a 11111XiMUM tum around
line of 48 hours. Using the most sophisticated CD-
R system currently available we are able to make
digital copies, using the start Ill's from your DAT
to ensure perfect cueing.An absolute must for
demos, jingles etc.

Recordable CD Sales
Also available. Yamaha & Marantz systems

I Is ) our next purchase in thq privacy of r fully
NUippe al r ord. f3c on the
Age of an e of
equipm t p a , see the very latest
mud m popu equipment in use, and try it for
, ourself. -Please telephone for details (0425) -
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Percy's! 0494 443418
UK MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS

Dealer No.1
Ensoniq EPS 16+
16 bit sampling keyboard or rack, with built in sequencer
and digital dynamic effects. The easiest sampler to use,
with the most effective results.

Ensoniq SQ1+
Programmable digital touch sensitive synth, 180 sounds, 32
voice, 16 track sequencer. Also available in rack or with 6
octaves as the SQR+ and SQ2 respectively.

Ensoniq SD1
The mother of all synths. Biggest sound ever with American
ease of programmability.

We are the Ensoniq experts, yo!

New
products

first!
Boss DR660

Boss DR550 Mkll
Roland JW50
Yamaha SY85
Boss DS330

Yamaha TG500
Yamaha RM50

+ more

TASCAM

PORTA 03 £199

it494 443418
494 528733

YAMAHA

TG33 £345

YAMAHA

SY22 £529

0- vt?
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THE LEADING LIGHTS
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BEST DEALS
Professional service, Nationwide mail order,
free fast delivery, vast stocks, low prices

30 mins from London
R.R.P.

YAMAHA

TG100 £349

YAMAHA

RY10 £249

IkL2Roland

W30 £1349

New And Used (Know what I mean)
Roland W30 sampler £1349
Roland JD800 synth £1375
Roland U220 module £399
Yamaha TG55 module £399
Roland CM32P module £165
Korg Z3 guitar synth £399
KorgT3EX synth £1299
Korg WS1 synth £899
Yamaha RY30 drum box £369
Yamaha SY22 synth £529
Yamaha SY77 synth £1199
Yamaha TG33 module £345
Yamaha MT3X recorder £499
Yamaha MT120 recorder £349
Yamaha EMP700 FX £429
Roland JV30 synth £699
Roland FP8G piano £1629
Alesis - Ring -de -ding -ding

MODULE BLAST OFF
ROLAND U220 £399 YAMAHA TG55

Percy 's Music,
31 Octagon Arcade,

High Wycombe, Bucks HPII 2HT
1E3 VISA

Express delivery Free of charge
No quibble guarantees



Text By Phil Ward and
Simon Trask

'1111.1

Artist: Century's End

Venue: Home

Equipment: Unspecified analogue synths;

Roland GS6; "Absolutely no computers or

sequencing"; plus some way of recording/

triggering Dr Who's TARDIS noise.

Century's End is a guy called Greg, with an

'album' of instrumental material and a
generous list of damn silly titles. However, he

does like standing in ruined cathedrals, and

twiddling with analogue synths when he gets

back home. Although presenting himself here

on an album, I feel Greg's forte would be
audio-visual soundtrack 'stings', presented in

shorter bursts. Much shorter bursts.

It's all very well deciding to release your

own 'album' on cassette to avoid it being
lumped together with other demo tapes, but

I'm afraid you have to do more than fill it with

a series of sketchy ideas. Start your own AV

library, for example - preferably on CDs.

In his defence, Greg has a good ear for
dramatic analogue effects; the stabs, throbs,

swells and modulations of yesteryear. And

the TARDIS spin is particularly well used -
swelling with the music and prompting a
smile. I wonder why Greg insists on there
being no sequences? The fact is, his playing

is not adept enough to highlight their
absence. Indeed, musically the tape is very

unimaginative, monotonous even, which is

why, bearing in mind the adroitness and the

impact of the sounds, the AV market
suggests itself so readily. It's also rather too

simple for the grander, compositional
implications that come with the concept of an

album.

If extended analogue soundscapes are
your chosen muse, then at least remember

this: Jean -Michel Jarre uses sequencers, like

it or not.

Copies of the cassette - Gemini Dawn - are

available for £5.00 including P&P, as are
Millenium (#2.00), Dreamland and

Soundscape (£1.50); from Greg, 92
Alexander Road, Limavady, Co.Londonderry,

BT49 OBP, Northern Ireland.

Artist: Digital Entity

Venue: Home

Equipment: Amiga 1000 with Dr.T; Korgil
Ml, Roland D-50; Roland S-330 sampler: -

Roland 110; Yamaha FX500; Desc-Tech 8 -

channel mixer; Tascam 244 Portastudio:

Sony DTC-750 DAT; Denon DRM-800

_AM _

cassette deck.

Four dance instrumentals, sequenced
straight to DAT, and two Portastudio songs

from Digital Entity - a.k.a David J Hoskins
from Cheltenham. What David does right is to

provide clean, bright recordings, informative

but brief details of his inspirations and
methods for each track, and generally give

the impression that he enjoys what he does.

And the dance excursions are very promising

L -J L.

indeed. An energetic blend of drum loops, fat

analogue bass riffs, spins, stabs and well -

placed sampled FX and voice bites, the music

owes much to recent house developments -

without sounding too derivative.

The arrangements are strong, too,
characterized by some unexpected pauses

and sudden, arresting endings. That said,
one track, 'Control', suffers from a naff
hyper -flange on the vocal hook, and
throughout, the vocals are rather weak. Team

up with a female soul singer and make chart

singles - why not. The ideas are certainly
there. The heartbeat on the next track,
'Shaman Song', sounds a touch out of time,

but otherwise the percussion tracks are
excellent, with subtle cowbell/tom sounds
panned hard left and right and sitting well
back in the mix. David's comment that,
"although it is not a dance track it makes a

bit of a change" sounds almost apologetic,

as though only dance music is worthy of
attention. This is clearly untrue, and no
apologies are necessary for deviating from
this course.

The mixes are good and dry, and show
awareness of the dangers of overdoing reverb

and the like. It really helps the grooves to
keep things uncluttered in this way. If a
sound needs too much added effect, try
changing the sound. Never swamp in order to

disguise.

'Strobe' continues David's demo and could

be a potential rave classic. The formula may

be a bit tried and tested, but this is as good

an example as you'll hear anywhere. Urgent,

positive and happening. By contrast,
'Twisting' sounds rather like an example of

earlier material thrown on the end of the
tape. A bit risky, this, because it doesn't
stand up to the other tracks. It's an odd mix

of naive vocals and programmed sounds -
rather like a meeting of Viv Stanshall and Neil

Tennant at the bottom of Stephen `Tin -Tin'

Duffy's back garden.

On the cover, there's a graphic image of
flowers seemingly emanating from a disk
drive which matches the style of this last
song. But on the whole David shows more

promise as a dance merchant than a
songwriter, and on two or three of these
songs that promise is not inconsiderable.

Contact: David Hoskins, 5 Moorend Road,

Leckhampton, Cheltenham. GL53 OEP.

Artist: Pete Jones

Venue: Red Tape Studios and at home.

Equipment: Roland R8; Jupiter 8; Roland

S10 sampling keyboard; Yamaha MT100;

Yamaha DX100: Realistic 12 -channel EQ;

Hondo II bass guitar; Carlsbro amp.

Pete doesn't do himself any favours by
neglecting packaging and saddling himself

with a very poor recording that desperately

needs brightening up. I have the distinct
impression this is a copy of a copy, which is
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TECHNO!
TIM E+SPACE PRESENT 5 NEW SUPERB QUALITY

SAMPLE -CDs FROM GERMANY.
Dance producers! - don't miss these - there's tons of techno, spacey and BIZARRE but highly
usable stuff and you really get one heck of a lot for your money. 1000's of brilliant new stereo

samples. Also perfect for film /TV/multimedia work. Prepare to be amazed by the
professionalism of these discs from top German sound developer Best Service.

Bizarre Planet
Far away from terrestrial audio experiences -
space sounds from distant galaxies, strange,

bizarre, dark, extraterrestrial. Long stereo
atmospheres, short creaky/crispy percussion
sounds, speech synthesis, computer voices,
laserguns." All programmed and arranged by

acclaimed German electronic musician
Andreas Merz.

only £35

OV6EKQE FigniZN
"Explosive effects, phaserguns,

computer/vocoder voices, machines, alien
motions, spheric sounds, futuristic alarms,

interplanetary fireworks, percussive space FX
and 100's of special effects between magic and

metal. Galactic vibrations, long stereo
atmospheres, etc etc. You can use these sounds

in any style of production and audio quality is
stunning.

only £35

SOUND FX COLLECTION
'i:S IS A DOUBLE CD for £39.95! And all

brand new materiel! MORE THAN 2 HOURS of
new high -definition stereo sound effects digitally
recorded and mastered by top German sound
engineers. Very easy and time -saving to work
with. User manual arranged into 7 categories:
Industry, Sports, Household, Human, Leisure,

Transport, Special FX. Long atmospheres, short
FX, machines, crashes, animals, applause,

action, fiction, cars, trains, water, thunder, you
name it. 2 CDs for

£39.95

"LOOPNG"
"Loopy" would have been a better description of

this crazy new German "Magnetic Dance Techno
Hip CD". Actually it's brilliant - plenty of cred

sounds, excellent audio quality. Features: 250
superb quality stereo dance rhythm loops,

Background loops, construction sets, Hihat &
effect loops, vocals, scratches, fun effects,

natural/electronic/industrial percussion sounds,
subsonic waves, fills, ambient FX, techno beats,

garage sounds, "sick" drums, flanging
sequences, etc etc - Megatastic value at

only £29.95 !!!

Also new from Germany:
LOOP CLASSICS

This CD contains 75 classic stereo rhythm breaks
- around 30 seconds of each. These are all great

breaks, and while some may be familiar, many are
not and once again the recording standard is very

high. Great value at

only £25

SPECIAL OFFER FOR LIMITED

INTRODUCTORY PERIOD:

BUY ALL FIVE CDS FOR only £139
Ordering: for fastest delivery (usually next day)

use Visa/Access/Mastercard/Amex or send
postal orders/building soc. cheque (payable to

"Time+Space") to:
TIME+SPACE, P.O. BOX 306,

BERKHAMSTED, HERTS, HP4 3EP,
ENGLAND.

Allow 7 days for clearance for personal
cheques. International orders - please add £5

airmail or £10 Express airmail.

TIME+SPACE
lEADLIM LED)CL.8
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a shame, because most of the material is very nicely judged. 'Pygmy In

The House' is exactly that: a pygmy sample over R8 drums, JP8 strings

and real bass, culminating in an amusing, slightly disturbing jaunt into

rather strange territory. But surely it's unnecessary in this day and age

to be using the spring line reverb from a guitar amp? Get your hands on

an old Yamaha R1000, at least.

'Dead Men's Suits' is the best offering - a dreamy, drifting number

with the feel of The Beloved's 'Sun Rising', without the vocal. A bit more

attention to the timbres might have avoided the slight tuning clashes

between the DX steel drum sound and the soft bell tone; those FM

overtones can be a bit iffy at times. But the tune is very strong, and a

definite mood is established.

Alas, 'On The Beat' is a clumsy attempt at weirdness for weirdness'

sake. Combining samples of In Deep's 'Last Night A DJ Saved My Life'

with George Formby's 'Ask A Policeman' would be a difficult trick for

anyone to pull off. In the end, the repetition of the same few samples

simply becomes irritating. Beneath, the musical meanderings lack skill in

execution, and the timbres are somehow lazily thrown together - the

whole lot from the S10, with, seemingly, little input from Pete,
Disappointing, after the quality of ideas shown in the first two tracks. I

guess the moral is, try to learn to judge whether your doodling is just

doodling, or whether it forms the basis of more constructive departures.

Contact: Pete Jones, 8 Park Walk, Sheffield.

Artist: RIK' riman

Equipment: Roland Alpha Juno 2 synth, Roland D110 synth module,

Korg Mono/Poly synth, Fender Strat guitar, Kawai Q80 sequencer,

,Boss DD1 and HM2 effects pedals, Yamaha R100 and EMP100 rack -

Rob has received a couple of good Demotakes reviews in the past, and the

experience seems to have made him track -happy. Sixteen bloody tracks

happy, to be precise. Four or five tracks should be enough any talent

showcase - and that, after all, is what a demo tape is supposed to be.

Rob describes his tape as, "a mixture of pieces done for
theatre/dance and others with no particular function." - suggesting that

at least some of the music has been written to accompany visuals. Not
surprisingly, then, it is the evocative atmospheric tracks like 'Coda' and

'Coral Fauna' which are among the most successful - someone should

sign this man up to write the music for a wildlife documentary.

Much of Rob's music, however, is an engagingly offbeat and frantically

rhythmic mixture of jazz, ethnic, ambient and dance elements which, while

clearly the product of a fertile and original musical mind, often lacks focus

and discipline. The rhythms are too fractured, the overall musical texture

too fussy. To an extent this is down to cleverness for cleverness' sake, but

many of the tracks would also benefit from better mixes. More attention

needs to be paid to how sounds sit together, and thought given to getting

the balance of the mix right - often, parts which should be prominent end

up fighting for space with those which should be secondary. Specifically,

too many incidental percussion parts are given unwarranted prominence. A

more measured use of reverb wouldn't go amiss, either.

On a more positive note, Rob deserves to be complemented on the

full, warm sound and the diverse palette of timbres he's achieved with a

fairly limited equipment setup. In fact, don't be discouraged, Rob.
I

actually like your music a lot, but I do think you're falling short of your
potential at the moment. Be more critical of your music, be a lot harder

on yourself - I think the results will be worth the effort.

TEL. 0442-870681 FAX. 0442-877266 Music Technology August 1992
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MAIN DISTRIBUTORS FOR

311111

PROFESSIONAL
DATA PRODUCTS

3m REWRITABLE OPTICAL DISKS
LIFETIME WARRANTY

PROTECTIVE SURFACE COATING

FULLY FORMATTED

3M'S QUALITY CONTROL IS WITHOUT EQUAL.
ALLOWING A MAXIMUM OF 20 ERRORS PER DISK
WHERE SOME MANUFACTURERS ALLOW UP TO 200

3m 3.5" FLOPPY DISKS

1+ £149ex

5+ £139ex

10+ £129ex

THE WORLDS NUMBER ONE DISK 10PACK DSDD £6.95 INC

TOTAL RELIABILITY 10 PACK DSHD £13.95 INC

3m PROFESSIONAL DAT
2ND GENERATION DAT TECHNOLOGY

PROFESSIONAL SHELL MECHANISM

LOW FRICTION BACK COAT

APRS/PROFESSIONAL LABEL SET

CALL

DAT 46

DAT 60

DAT 90

DAT 120

PRICES

1+ 10+

ARE

4.92 4.70

5.20 4.97

6.40 6.10

7.55 7.20

INC VAT

FOR MAIL ORDERS OR CURRENT PRICE LIST



On The Beat.
0 kay, okay... I'll keep it going for a few

more months - if only to stop the howls

of protest. God, you people will do anything

for a few free drum patterns. You have to
realise, however, that as Editor my work load

has just increased by a factor of at least ten,

and the opportunity for me to get creative
behind a beat box these days is decidedly

limited. alt I shall endeavour to slip in the

odd pattern or two each month... anything for

a quiet life.
This one's a dance pattern with illusions of

grandeur. It's designed to work in a time-
keeping role, but also provide a little more

interest than is commonly associated with

rhythms of its type. It's actually a 'standard

kit' version of a pattern I wrote using much

more exotic voices but, of course, without
access to the same voices, you would be
unlikely to achieve the right effect. As it
stands it still is a pattern with plenty going

for it - though if you do feel like

experimenting, I think you could almost
certainly improve it, sonically at least.
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Finally, for all those readers who missed

the early articles on the On The Beat series

who keep calling to ask what the different
shading of the diamonds represents - the

answer is dynamic level.

Here's the Key:

is Text and Example

by Nigel Lord

<>   
Low -Medium -High

DYNAMIC LEVEL

TAPELINE
AUDIO CASSETTES

DUPLICATION &PRINTING

Professional Casette Supplies - C-1 to C-130
Ferric or chrome

coloured, clear, welded or screwed

On body printing - Loop bin duplication
Real-time duplication - Labels - Inlays - Printing

Packaging - Cases - Accesories - Nationwide delivery

We can supply absolutely any quantity of cassettes of any type. Only the
finest quality materials are used for our cassettes, precision wound on

the latest TAPEMATIC 2002 series auto tape loaders. Accurate smooth
running, reliable cassettes ideal for real-time or high-speed duplication,

music, speech, demos, albums, studio use, etc, etc...

HIGH QUALITY, PERFORMANCE CASSETTES
UNBEATABLE PRICES AND SERVICE!

Tapeline
Unit 2, York Works,
York Street,
Audenshaw,
Manchester M34 5HD

TEL: 061 344 5438

Fax: 061 343 6660

Out of hours: 0831 875333

*Always in touch*

Gateway
The School of Recording, Music Technology

and Music Business Studies.

In Partnership with
Kingston Polytechnic

Full Time and Part Time Diploma
Courses. There are also many short

intensive courses throughout the
year.

One 24 Track, Two 16 Track
Teaching Studios and Four Pre
Production rooms for practical

work.

There are Industry Training Courses
and In Service Training Courses For

Teachers.

BA.Hons. BEd and PGCE Courses at
the School of Music

Gateway International
The School of Music,
Kingston Hill Centre

Surrey, KT2 71B
081-549-0014
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Vocalist named
Product of theYear!

The Vocalist'
has two new fea-
tures for 1992. Most
Innovative Product
of the Year and Most
Innovative Effects
Device from The
Music & Sound
Retailer Magazine.
It's the only voice
processor that real -

1/G3 /3 I S T

YON tordveliwo Product of rho Thor

7/114-5 VOCALIST
Jam..

Yost Innovative Meets Device

DIGITECH VOCALIST
PON

The Vocalist from Digitech

The Music & Sound Retailer Magizine, 1992 Most Innovative Product of the Year.

1992 Most Innovative Effects Device in the category of signal processor.

ly sounds like human voices,
not like chipmunks.

The Vocalist from Digitech'
delivers real voice harmony
and pitch correction. It even
remembers every song and

never gripes about rehearsal
time.

The Vocalist is perfect
when you need one or two har-
monies for back-up, or when
you need up to five harmonies

to save time in
the studio.

No other har-
mony processor
can give you
natural sounding,
human voice har-
mony and can
compensate for
off-key voices.

If you want
award -winning harmony, check
out the Vocalist from Digitech.

  .
ugirech.

H A Harman International Company

EXCLUSIVE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR FOR U.K. & EIRE
JOHN HORNBY SKEWES & CO. LTD., SALEM HOUSE, GARFORTH, LEEDS LS25 1PX, ENGLAND.



Have you got
MIDI problems?
Solve your MIDI problems with our

Special readers offer, the MA36 36

function MIDI analyser.

The MA36 is a neat battery powered

MIDI analyser which uses 36 red LEDs to

tell you everything from the number of

MIDI channels in use to what kind of

information is going down it.

r

You can check for:
Active Sensing

System Reset

Errors and Interrupts
Note On/Off
All Notes Off
Poly Pressure

Control Change
Program Change

Channel Pressure
Pitch Wheel

System Exclusive

Song Position Pointer
Song Select

Tune Request
End Exclusive

Midi Clock

Start/Continue/Stop

MIDI TliriU 41, MIDI IN

/r'' SYSTEM EXCLUSIVE

SONG POSITION

 SONG SELECT

' TUNE REQUEST

 END EXCLUSIVE

' TIMING CLOCK

7.." START

CONTINUE

STOP

ACTIVE SYSTEM ERROR
SENSING RESET

The MA 36, previously sold elsewhere for £49.95, is available exclusively to our readers at a special
price of only £29.99* inc VAT and P&P.

To order your MA 36, clip the coupon below or telephone 0353 665577

(9am - 5pm Mon - Fri) to order on credit card

Name

Address

Postcode Tel:
L
' UK only. Please phone for overseas postage rates

Please send me MA 36 (s).

I enclose a cheque/PO for £ made

out to: Home & Studio Recording Publications Ltd,

MA 36 Offer, Alexander House, Forehill,

Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.

Please include your full postcode and allow 28 days for delivery.

1



READERS ADS

KEYBOARDS

AKAI AX73 6 -octave mother
keyboard/analogue synth. Sampler
editing input. Mint condition £349.
Simon (0332) 365119.
AKAI X7000 sampling keyboard +
30 disks. Never gigged, mint
condition £400. Phone Roger
Redditch (0527) 584074. 99
Redstone Close, Church Hill North.
Redd itch.
CASIO AZ1 remote keyboard, as
new, boxed, £195 ono. Roland
TB303 Bassline with CV & Gate
input retrofit £95 ono. Tel: (0442)
870681.
CASIO VZ 10M multitimbral synth
module with ROM card, boxed and
manuals £250. Tel: 061 432 9924
Chris.
CASIO TZ1, '260. Yamaha TX7,
'160. Both immaculate condition.
Tel: (0792) 818244, Swansea
area.
CASIO AZ1 remote keyboard, '250.
Tel: John (932) 868468.
CASIO TZ101, PSU and manauls,
printed voices, soft case, '100.
Tel: (0962) 8826434.
CHEETAH MS6, analoge synth, rack
mounting. Tel: Paul (0609)
770090.
ELKA X50 drawbar and preset
single manual organ, with variable
Leslie rotory effect, overdrive and
percussion sounds, complete with
flight case, next best thing to a
Hammond CC. '270 ono. Tel:
(0698) 428613, evenings.
ENSONIQ V effects SD1 voice,
huge library available, in Atari or
Ensoniq formats, 3 disks with
3000 voices each. '10 each. Or
'25 the lot. Tel: Richard (0736)
67531.
ENSONIQ V effects SD2
workstation, excellent condition,
latest software, boxed with manual,
footswitch, disks, 1000 -plus
brilliant disks included. '1250 ono.
Tel: Steve (0403) 68292, South
Sussex area.
ENSONIQ SQ1 music workstation,
16 -track sequencer, 24 -bit effects,
'700. Tel: Russel (081) 500 5287,
evenings and W/end only.
KORG M1 as new with four PCM
card sets; orchestral, drums,
synths and misc. Plus all the best
ROMs from Korg and Valhalla
(several 1000 voices) also Atari
1meg with high res' monitor with all
the best software (too much to
list). Please phone for details
(0375) 674862 Derek. £1100 or
swop for a decent, fast PC.
ENSONIQ ESQ1 mint condition with
hardcase £350. Cheetah MS6 +
sequential torn drum machine £
per pair will accept £500 for the
lot. Tel: Dave on (0628) 37863
Maidenhead.

111111k /111111111111111111111ka.111We
biggest of its kind in the business. Every month, we carry
more ads for synthesisers, samplers, computers, signal
processing gear and assorted other goodies than any
other monthly magazine. So when musicians and studio
engineers are on the lookout for some extra gear to
update their line-up, they turn to these pages first.

If you're a private seller, advertising in the back of.
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY really couldn't be simpler. And if
you're searching for a specific piece of equipment or
looking for other musicians to fill a gap in your band, we
can help out there, too.

Just pick up the phone and dial (0898) 100767. At the
other end of the line, you'll be able to select a category in
which to place your ad and let us know exactly what it is.

you're selling or seeking.
The service operates 24 hours a day, so there's no need
to hunt for stamps, envelopes or Biros. Pick up the phone

pid we'll do the rest. If you buy and sell musical
uipment as part of a business, you'll have to use the

regular classified section on the last page. And we regret
we can't answer any queries regarding readers' classifieds

published in MUSIC TECHNOLOGY.

Calls cost 36p per minute cheap rate and 48p per minute

Iliklite2igNik _ illIllIllIlli
EVOLUTION EVS expander with
editor, 6 months old, still
guaranteed, '160 ono. Tel: Richard
(0493) 667388.
HAMMOND X5 portable organ with
pedals. Leslie 760 cab to match.
Good condition £400. Logan string
synth £80. Korg 700S mono synth
£50. Tel: Geoff (0744) 894122.
KAWAI K5 £430. Roland MKS70
£580. Oberhiem OBXA MIDI £600.
Tel: Guy (0246) 452184. (0509)
214311.
KAWAI M8000 88 -note weighted
master keyboard £650 ono. Roland
U220 Sound Module £385 ono.
Yamaha SY22 synth £390. Roland
JV30 synth. Excellent condition 2
months old £600. Tel: Oxford
(0865) 68807. Ask for Wayne.
KORG Ml, immaculate condition,
'700. Tel: Simon (0296) 28466.
KORG 01W SD workstation, mint
condition, cased, '1500. Tel:
(0909) 566695.
KORG 707performance synth,
'250. Tel: Paul (0905) 770582.
KORG MS20 excellent condition,
boxed, manuals and patchleads
£330 ono. Tel: 081 993 0786. No
time wasters.
PPG 2.2, MIDI, excellent condition
with manuals. Offers. Or swap for a
Jupitor 8. Tel: Mark (0222)
755740.

PRO 1 Synth, '200. Vox Continetal
twin manual organ, '250. YAMAHA
CP30 electric piano, '250. ARP Pro
soloist, '30. Tel: (091) 266 7719,
Tyneside.
ROLAND JUNO 60 with MIDI
retrofit. Case, manual and original
sound tape - £350. Tel 0353
661425 or 0832 734017 - eves.
ROLAND Juno 106, '350. Korg
MS20, '200. Yamaha CS5, '80.
Crumar DS2, '300. All in excellent
condition. Tel: (0724) 711353.
ROLAND JUNO 6 analogue synth,
good condition, easy to use, '180.
Tel: (0934) 625371.
ROLAND TR303, boxed with
manual, adaptor, carry case, very
good condition, '175. Tel: Phil
(0602) 382719.
ROLAND JUPITER 6 excellent
condition, perfect working order,
£600. Sussex (0444) 870506
evenings. Ask for Wayne.
ROLAND JUPITER 6 MIDI, f/cased,
manual, immac, home use only,
you won't find a cleaner example,
£795 ono. Adam Tel: (0698)
749375.
ROLAND 0220 Sound Module, 2
months old £395 ono. Kawai
M8000 88 -note master keyboard
£700 ono. Tel: Oxford (0865)
68807 after 5.30pm.
ROLAND SH101 excellent basses,

manual, perfect condition £110 or
swop with cash for Roland Juno
106 or JX3P. Call Martin 071 254
3652 or 071 241 4322.
ROLAND P330 PIANO MODULE
Much sought after, boxed, with
manual £450ono Tel: 0353
661425 or 0832 734017 - eves.
ROLAND D50 manuals, aluminium
flight case, home use only £590
ono. Tel: (0203) 407010 Coventry.
ROLAND D50 plus RAM, '500.
MC2, '90. Korg MS10, '90. Casio
VZ1, RAM and ROM, boxed as new,
'250. Alesis Midiverb 2, '120.
Roland 5E09, '120. Tel: Paul (041)
423 5485.
ROLAND D50 synth, '450 ono.
Yamaha TX802, rack synth module,
'550. Korg P3 piano module, '130.
Yamaha RX5 drum machine, '220
ono. Akai MPX802 rack mount MIDI
mixer, '450.
ROLAND D70, '900. Alesis SR16
drum machine, '200. Both boxed
and in mint condition. Tel: Phil
(0243) 375184.
ROLAND D50 excellent condition.
ROM card, manuals + heavy duty
flightcase. Absolute bargain £445.
Tel: 051 426 5353.
ROLAND SH101 £150. Yamaha
DX11 mint, £250. Gavin Tel:
(0272) 409306.
ROLAND U220 with electric guitar.
RAM card £375. Roland S10 with
40 disks and flightcase, £275.
Alesis MMT8 Sequencer £120. Tel:
Steve on Burnley (0282) 416451.
SEQUENTIAL PROFIT VS with
manual and flightcase £995. Korg
SQD1 sequencer £120, Alesis
HR16 drum machine £120.
Contact Adrian on (0225) 743268.
TECHNICS KN600, virtually
unused, in box with manuals, '550
ono. Hard case, new, '45. Roland
D10, excellent condition, boxed
with manals, never gigged, '475.
Technics keyboard amp, '55. With
hard case, '45. Tel: (0228)
401480.
TECHNICS KN600 keyboards
excellent condition. £290 ono. Tel:
Reading (0734) 882079 Paul Gee.
YAMAHA EMT expander, home use
only £125 or swop. Will mail if
needed. Tel: Robert (0726) 64809
Cornwall.
WALDOLF MICROWAVE Excellent
condition, a few scratches, '550.
Tel: Paul (041) 774 5659.
YAMAHA TG33 £300 ono. Roland
U220 £350 ono or swop for EMU
Proteus. Tel: Steven Bennet (0603)
56161 Ext. 2550 daytime.
YAMAHA DX7 complete with 2
ROMs, one RAM, 2000+ sounds on
Atari self -load disk and handbooks.
Home use only, so immacualte
condition. £395 or would exchange
for Roland D110, Yamaha TG22 or
similar. Tel: Stewart after 6pm 0
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11 80895) 237261 (Uxbridge).
YAMAHA FB01 FM multi-timbral
expander, 240 presets plus 600
sounds on Atari disks, perfect
condition, '100 ono. Tel: (0337)
31172.
YAMAHA PSS780, full MIDI
implementation, digital synth, '70
ono. Richard (0493) 667388.

SAMPLING

AKAI S612 sampler, and disk drive,
boxed, '200. Akai S1000 2Mbyte
memory expantion board, '100.
Tel: (081) 500 5287, eves only.
AKAI X7000 swap for S700 or sell
£350. Steve (0733) 241516.
CASIO FZ1 shareware sounds,
hundreds of sounds from the UK
and USA, £2 per disk (including DD
disk, P&P). For printed list send £1
postal order with SAE, or blank
formatted Atari disk with SAE to:
Brian Tunnard, 45 Carnoustie,
Worksop, Notts, S81 ODB.
CASIO FZ1OM £700. Tel: (0603)
56161 Ext 2550 daytime. Steven
Bennet.
ENSONIQ MIRAGE rack sampler,
with full library, perfect condition,
'400 ono. Tel: Mike (0337) 31172.
ENSONIQ MIRAGE rackmount. Little
used, so good condition. Complete
with 30 disks (Atari) and all
manuals. Also included is a US
multitimbral software facility. £400
or would exchange for D110, TG22
or similar. Tel: Stewart after 6pm
(0895) 237261 (Uxbridge).
ENSONIQ EPS shareware sounds,
fabulous sounds from UK and USA
£2 per disk (including DD disk,
P&P). For printed list send £1
postal order with SAE, or blank
formatted Atari disk with SAE to:
Brian Tunnard, 45 Carnoustie,
Worksop, Notts, S81 ODB. Tel.
(0909) 486971.
ROLAND S550 £800 ono. Gordon
Tel: (0638) 720090.
ROLAND S10 sampler, stand and
case, '400. Tel: Hugo (0284)
754456.
ROLAND S330, 5333 Director S
sequencer software, 50 disks,
mouse, '650 ono the lot whole
package. Tel: John (0742) 304351.
ROLAND W30 sampler, '900 ono.
Tel: (0533) 517165.
ROLAND W30, perfect condition,
huge sound library, flightcase,
'950.
ROLAND S550 sampler, complete
with manuals and box. vgc - home
use only. Tel: (0258) 455508. Ask
for Nick.
YAMAHA VSS30 mini -sampler £40.
Sony Discman, D11 wired for
sampling £50. Both mint. Tel:
Steve (0733) 241516.

YAMAHA TX16W sampler, V2.0
operating system, plus disks,
'750. Tel: (0792) 818244,
Swansea area.
YAMAHA TX16W, 4.5Meg memory,
library and latest operating system.
'600. Tel: (0252) 725272,
anytime.

SEQUENCERS

ALESIS MMT8, hardly used, '100.
Tel: Simon (0296) 28466.
ALESIS MMT8, mint condition,
boxed with PSU and manual, still
under guarantee, '150. Steinberg
Pro24 V3 - grid or score write/edit,
with score print out, brand new,
'45. Tel: Ian (0348) 25819.
ALESIS MMT8 8 -track sequencer.
Excellent condition boxed and
manuals, £130. Tel: Scott (02359
813664.
PASSPORT MASTERTRACKS Pro,
V2.5 for Atari ST, superb
sequencer, which works well on
520ST. As new and boxed, offers.
Tel: Mike (0337) 31172.
ROLAND MG30, perfect, as new,
'775. Digitech IPS-33 harmoniser,
'225. Tel: (0435) 865435.
STEINBERG Timelock, with Cubase
update, '75. Tel: Paul (041) 423
5285.
WALDORF MICROWAVE with Atari
Soft Workstation £800. Akai XE8
drum expander £100. Call Mike on
(0273) 24096.
YAMAHA QY10 76 pre-sets, 24
programmable, real/step time
recording. Including Atari bank
loader. Top 40 QY20 guide PSU,
p&p, £175. Tel: (0705) 376700.
YAMAHA QX5FD 8track, 32 -micro
track digital MIDI sequencer, built
in 3.5" floppy disk drive, vast built-
in editing facilities, boxed, '250.
Tel: (0384) 410853.
YAMAHA QX5 AND TX7 with
manuals, cased in wood and
aluminium £400. Vox 125W bass
amp with 5 -band equalizer
(fabulous condition!) £300. Contact
Crow, 64 Basement, City Road, St
Pauls, Bristol. BS2 8TX.
YAMAHA TQ5, 10,000 note
sequencer, sound module, Brother
MDI40, 14,000 note sequencer
data filer. Alesis HR -16 drum
machine, '140 ono each. Tel: Clive
(0234) 341864.

COMPUTING

AMIGA 500K RAM upgrade pack,
unused £35. Tel: Steve (0733)
241516.
ATARI 2Mb STE £255, 40Mb hard
drive £220. AVR Pro 14 -Bit sampler

£150 with loads of software. Tel:
(0438) 722448.
ATARI SYNTH EDITOR , includes all
new and old synths, all with 1000's
of sounds etc, '25 each. For futher
details. Tel: (071) 511 1120.
ATARI SM124 monochrome
monitor. Only three months old.
£95 ono. Contact Stuart on Bristol
(0275) 875646 after 6pm.
ATARI ST 1040FM, master mouse,
mouse holder and board, 80
capacity lockable storage box.
Original games and numerous
blank disks, £350. Tel: (0952)
550836 and ask for Charlie.
C -LAB NOTATOR V3.1 £250. Pro -16
computer sampler £150. Alesis 16-
2 mixer £350. Peavey Adverb II Fl
£80. Tel: (0282) 814242 after
6pm.
HYBRID MUSIC SYSTEM, for BBC
computer, consisting of synth,
keyboard, expander and MIDI
interface. '350. Tel: (0446)
772842.
PASSPORT MASTER tracks Junior
£50 (with registration card), (Atari)
original packaging. Tel: (0892)
549780.
STEINBERG SMP24 Synchroniser.
Updated, perfect. £245 ono.
Computer flight case, heavy duty,
custom made, for Atari Mega
Computer + monitor + keypad.
£145 ono. Tel: (0442) 870681.
TRACKMAN SEQUENCER software,
2 MIDI outs giving 32 completely
independent MIDI channels,
programmable foot switch, dynamic
'on screen' faders! Will run on Atari
520ST (E) in Colour or Mono. Very
fast and intuitive to use. boxed with
manuals/dongle etc... £175. Tel.
(0909) 486971.
TRACKMAN SEQUENCER software,
Two MIDI outs and 32 MIDI
channels, for Atari ST - mono or
colour. Boxed, legit, with manuals
and dongle £150. Tel: Nigel
0353 665577 or 0706 815912.
YAMAHA CX5M music computer
and software £50. Seiko MR1000
MIDI sequencer. Tel: 081 660
6657

DRUMS

ROLAND TR505, very good
condition unlike my bank account,
'95. Tel: Phil (0305) 265168.
ROLAND R8 drum machine, very
good condition, '300. Tel: James
(0206) 762831.
ROLAND R8, with manual, excellent
condition, '350 ono. Tel: Niel
(0293) 515043.
ROLAND TR707, great rock drums,
comprehensive LPC write/edit grid,
makes life simple, as new, boxed
with PSU and manual, '125. Tel:

Ian (0308) 25819.
ROLAND TR808 Drum machine,
good condition, offers. Tel: (0424)
32076.

RECORDING

AKAI MG1212 , 12 -track recorder
and mixer in one, in excellent
condition, very little use, '2300
ono. Tel: Rob (0664) 480374.
ALESIS MidiVerb 3, '170. Korg
DRV-2000, '130. Akai single -
channel enhancer half -rack, '65. All
as new. Tel: Robert (0726) 64809,
Cornwall area.
ALESIS HR16B 1 month old £175.
Tel: 091 428 0536.
ALESIS SR16 drum machine,
immaculate condition and boxed as
new, '200. Tel: (081) 500 5287,
evenings only.
ALESIS SR16 boxed, as new £170.
Tel: 081 445 7919.
TASCAM 688 MIDISTUDIO The
Ultimate Portastudio. Eight tracks
on cassette, logic controlled deck
with programmable rehearsal/drop-
in facilities. 10 + 10 channel
mixing desk, two auxilliaries, insert
points, three -band EQ, full MIDI
muting/patching. Immaculate
condition, boxed, £1295. Nigel Tel:
0353 665577 or 0706 815912.
ALAN & HEATH System 8, 24:8:16
mixing desk £900 ono. Tel: (0429)
869999
ALLIGATOR COMBO amplifier, 150
watts, 2x10" speakers, suitable for
bass, guitar or keybaords. Excellent
condition, very loud. £200 ono.
Phone 071 627 0498 (24hr
ansafone).
AIWA HDS1 Datman Extra
rechargable battery, excellent,
£245 ono. MCI JH110B 2 -track
tape machine, good working order,
cost over £4000, accept £195
ono. Tel: (0442) 870681.
AIWA HDS1 portable DAT, hardly
used, still in box. complete with
digital I/O, rechargable battery,
adaptor and leads. Daytime Tel:
081 897 6388 8 (ask for Tim
Bateman).
FOSTEX B16 mint condition with
cue play remote £1500. Tel: 061
483 8551 anytime.
FOSTEX 280 multitrack recorder as
new. Recently serviced with new
mechanisium and record head
£425 ono. Roland D50 synth
excellent condition ROM card,
manuals, heavy duty flight case
£445 ono - or £800 for both. Tel:
Christina 051 733 2684.
KAWAI R50 £95. Tel: Michael
(0532) 754026.
ROLAND R5 good condition £200.
Roland CS10 stereo micro monitor,
good condition £60. Tel: Brian
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READERS ADS

(0274) 630000 Bradford.
ROLAND TR626 Rhythm Composer
£80. Akai XE8 MIDI drum expander
£100. Cheetah MD16R drum
machine £180. Tel: (0282)
814242 after 6pm.
ROLAND TR909 dum machine - the
classic house drums - £295 ono.
Tel: (0442) 870681.
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS Drumtraks
immac, home use only, offers.
Adam Tel: (0698) 749375.
SIMMONS SDX 12 pad, 8MByte
percussion workstation. Large
percussion and keyboard library,
'5500 ono. Tel: Ian (071) 732
0532, London area.
TASCAM PORTA 03, plus leads and
mains, excellent condition, like
used, '176 ono. Tel: Duncan (021)
4442681.
TASCAM IIA 6-2 mixer, meter bridge
£130. Tel: Robert on (0726)
64809 Cornwell.
YAMAHA KM802, 8 into 2 keyboard
mixer, 3 sends with stereo returns,
EQ with mic gain on channels 1
and 2, headphone output, home
use only, immaculate condition,
'150. Tel: Jason (0392) 876675.

AMPS AND PA

TWO H&H full range cabs. 50"
speaker with bullet 200w each.
Suit club PA, keyboards or bass
guitar. Excellent condition £160.
Tel: Geoff (0744) 894122.
BOSS SE -50 Multi-FX unit. Boxed,
manual, as new. Reverb, delay,
flanger, chorus, distortion etc.
£200 ono. Tel: 071 627 0498 (24
hour ansafone).
COMPLETE PA system stereo 8/2
mixer amp 2 x 250w + 2 speakers
+ stands + leads £395. Tel: (0493)
750015.
CROWN MONITORING Studio amp,
400 watts into 4 ohms, 200 watt
into 8 ohms. Must sell, absolute
bargin at '250. Or swap for
exremely good mic, worth same
amount. Tel: (0923) 242113,
Watford area.
JBL 4312A Studio Monitors hardly
used, as new - 400w a pair.
Bargain at £700: £900 new.
Please phone 071 627 0498.
PEAVEY KB300 Combo, good
condition, 4 inputs, built in reverb
£270 ono. Tel. (0480) 451578,
Eve (0733) 64954 ask for James.

PERSONNEL

COLLABORATERS REQUIRED to
convert my current demo material
into powerful live set. Influences
are: Death In June, Cabaret

Voltaire, New Order etc. Must have
commitment and be ready to start
soon. Tel: Chris (0273) 208114.
COVENTRY BASED talented
composer/keyboard player - 35.
Writes all styles with small MIDI
setup (Notator etc) - seeks
collaboration with others (possibly
with small studio) for exchange of
ideas and mutual betterment. Tel:
Ketch (0203) 344035.
KEYBOARD PLAYER required for Pro
band. some backing vocals. West
country based. Tel: (0277)
355376.
KEYBOARD PLAYER Aged 22,
required for unusual crossover
band, inspired by Faith No More,
Cardiacs, KLF, Beatles etc, in
Surrey/South West London area.
Must be dedicated and versatile.
Tel: Paul (0372) 468783.
SERIOUS DANCE ACT require
serious management, no time
wasters. Tel: Kevin (0484)
863751, or Dave (0484) 862215.
SONGWRITER LOOKING for female
vocalist with strong soulful voice.
Tel: Kesh (0923) 825219.

MISC

ATARI SINGLE disk drive, perfect
working order, '15. Tel: Mark
(0772) 722722.
BOSS BX600 6 -channel stereo
mixer, plus Korg AT2 Digital tuner,
and Roland M16C memory
cartridge, £100 the lot. All as new.
Tel: Chris (081) 533 6273,
evenings.
ENSONIQ VFX/SD1 voices. Huge
library available; in Atari or Ensoniq
formats. 3 disks with 1000 voices
each for only £10 per disk or £25
for 3. Ring Richard on (0736)
67531.
IBANEZ HD1000 harmonics/delay
unit, rack mount, excellent
condition £75. Tel: 081 897 7588
(day), 081 550 5986 (eve).
KAWAI K1 sounds on Atari disk,
over 500 for only '10. Also
Steinberg Pro 24, V3.0 '50. Tel:
(0202) 529809.
KORG CHROMATIC Tuner. Large
tuning meter (for great accuracy).
Three octave tone output
generator (from built-in speaker or
0.25"jack) built-in microphone or
0.25" jack input, runs off battery
or 6 volt DC. £45 including

postage and packaging UK. Tel:
(0909) 486971.
KORG WORKSTATION, 1 ROM PCR
card, drums and percussion, with
performance data card, '50. 1
Data performance card No3, '25.
Tel: Richard (0924) 375970, 6-
11pm.
KORG M1 librarian/editor with
3000 brilliant sounds on Atari
disks. Tel: (0223) 212226.
LINN SONDEK LP12 based Hi-Fi
£600. Phone (0375) 674862 for
details.
MIDIMAN SOFTWARE edit your
synthesiser's knobs and switches
remotely without leaving your
sequencer! With manual etc... £35.
Tel: (0909) 486971.
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY and
Electronics and Music Maker
magazines for sale. Over 100.
Open to offers for the lot plus 50
various other music magazines
thrown in free to purchaser. Also
Stakrak 20 units high, plasters,
wooden sides, top shelf etc. Good
condition £50. Buyer collects. Tel:
(0424) 218711 Hastings.
ROLAND GR700 + G707, guitar
synth + guitar (red), immac, both
f/cased, offers. Adam Tel: (0698)
749375.
ROLAND GR700 guitar synth with
pickup, £375. 1977 Fender
Stratocaster £325. Ibanez
Roadstar bass £160. HH 2x15
bass cab £150. Roland RE -301
Chorus/Echo £125. Tel: Colin 051
523 4423.
ROLAND GS6 guitar processor
£150. Steinberg Mirage
Synthworks £35. Tel: (0603)
56161. Ext 2550 daytimes Steven
Bennet.
ROLAND DEP3 effects unit, '150.
Tel: Hayden (0633) 273542.
ROLAND 0110 library disk, instant
access to over 2,600 of the best
sounds in a progrm which will run
alongside your favourite Atari
sequencer. £27 including manual
shift. Tel: (0909) 486971.
SANYO C5000 Betamax Video
recorder. Perfect working order
£75ono. Granada VHS. Front
loader. perfect working order £95
ono. Gordon Tel: (0638) 720090.
SENNHEISER MICROPHONE (MD
211U). Studio quality dynamic,
omnidirectional vocal mike with
ultra flat frequency response ((...
20,000Hz), and zero proximity
effect. £155 (cost new... £226).

Tel: (0909) 486971.
SHURE MICROPHONE (UNIDYNE 'B'
model 515SA). Stage dynamic,
omnidirectional, multipurpose
mike, for vocals/drums/guitar.
Includes 20 foot lead, and integral
on/off switch for just £28! Tel:
(0909) 486971.
2K TURBO SOUND PA rig, amps,
leads and monitors etc, possible
spilt, '5000 ono. Pro gear, no time -
wasters. Tel: Hayden (0633)
273542.
TASCAM SCORPIAN MIXER 24
inputs, 16 output, 16 monitor
tracks. Tel: Criag (081) 555 9825.
YAMAHA GUITAR synth, Yamaha
G10 guitar + G10 C controller.
Good condition inc. case £300. Tel:
David (0730) 894437 (work).

WANTED

AKAI S950, or Ensonq EPS, will pay
'700-'750. Tel: Paul (0234)
359251.
BUYING A new Yamaha Clavinova?
used CVP-35, CLP-560 or similar
needed by music student. Tel:
(0384) 637317 (West Midlands).
CASIO VZ1 ROM or RAM cards. Tel:
Mick (0203) 301193.
CHEETAH FX16 samples, pianos,
strings, basses etc. Tel: Gillian
Savage 143 Mansfield Road,
Papplewick, Notts. NG15 8FJ. Tel:
(0602) 633908.
ENSONQ EPS 4 x memory
expander. Tel: Scott (0929)
423130.
KAWAI K4R, must have manual and
be in good condition, cash waiting.
Tel: Tim (0602) 207760,
Nottingham area.
KORG PACE 3100. Tel: Paul (041)
423 5485.
KORG PC Piano Module, up to '100
paid. Tel: Steve (081) 598 1957.
PROPHET 2002 + sampler, must
be good condition + manual. Good
price paid. Call Richard (0736)
67531.
MELLOTRON/NOVATRON any model
and condition considered + tapes.
Write: Jukka Kaarianen,
Vehkasillantiez, 50600 Mikkeli,
Finland.
ROLAND W30 SAMPLER
reasonable price - or Korg
Wavestation. Tel: John (0342)
321767.
SR16 DRUMS or Cheetah MS6.
Will swap for Pentax P3OT SLR, 2 x
zoom lenses, flash with bag. Mint
condition. Tel: steve 80733)
241516.
SINCLAIR SPECTRUM sequencer
software. Tel: (0387) 7569 David.
TECHNICS 102 Techniques
SL1210's in good condition. Tel:
Simon (0962) 884699.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
REACH TODAY'S HI -TECH MUSICIANS

THROUGH MT'S
DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADS
TO BOOK YOUR ADVERT

TELEPHONE

HELEN BAVESTER
ON

0353 665577 OR FAX 0353 662489

SOFTWARE, HARDWA

samples
Four Minute Warning have a large library of professionally recorded
high quality sampled sounds on disk for all Akai. Casio and Roland
samplers. Please phone or write for a full listing of our 200 available
disks. Disks are also availible for Avalon and Sound Designer.

FZ1 /FZ1 OM
S1000/S1100
S900/S950
S700/X7000
W30/S330/S550
Si 0/S220

expansions
S1000 2 Megabyte expansion board £129-25 Yamaha TX16W S1 000/S1 1 00
S1000 ScS1 interlace card

Casio FZ1 1 Megabyte board

£86-95

£164-50

1.5 Megabyte board
(fit 3 for 6 Meg!)

only £98-70

8 Megabyte board
only £298-45

Ensoniq EPS 4 times ex pansion £164-50
Ensoniq EPS16+ 1 Meg. ex pansion £129-25
EPS/EPS16+ SCSI Interface car
EPS16+ 1 Meg. flashbank memory

£86-95
£223-25 memory S950 1/4 Meg.

Ensoniq SQ1/SQ2 58,000 note seq
Ensoniq ES01 20, 000 note sequencer

£98-70
£65-80

(fit 2 for 21/4 Meg.)mega deals! only £86-95

NEW! for K4, K5, SQ1, DPM!

RAM
cards
SALE ITEMS:

four
minute
warning

256k RAM card for Roland equipment £47

(comes loaded with D50 or D10 patches)

Ensoniq SO 1/SO 2 32k RAM card £47

Kawai K1/r/m RAM card £3290
Kawai K4/K4r/K5/K5r RAM card £39.95

Korg M3R ROM card (100Single?100 combi) £39-95

Peavey DPM asries 32k Cache card £39-95

Yamaha DX7/DX5/13X11 RAM catridge £47

(comes with 128 DX7 patches)

Yamaha DX7mk11/TX802 RAM card £49-35

(comes with 256 DX7mk11 patches)

DX7mkll 1024k MEGARAM £117.50

(as above, but with 10024 patch locations!)

S700/X7000 Separate output adapter £25-85
Box of 10 Maxell quick disks.. £21-15
"Prism" sequencer for IBM -PC's £39-95
Dynacord ADS sample disks (32 in all) £39-95

For further details on all our products, please
telephone or write to:
Four Minute Warning,
Dept. M7,
298 Horbury Road,
Wakefield,
West Yorkshire,
WF2 80X.
Tel: 0924 386527
All prices INCLUDE Vane E & OE.
Visitors by appointment only please.

VISA

MIDI MUSIC SAYS

THANKS FOR MAKING

US No. 1 GIG PROVEN

MIDI SONGS £5.25 EACH

A selection of over 1200 songs

available formats MIDI Files, Sound

Brush and most sequencers

TELEPHONE 0602 633908
FOR DETAILS

S9001950 SAMPLES
High Quality,professional collection

Full range choice - over 300 disks available
Pre set Volumes, 25 disks £79.95

Individual disks £4.00 each
All prices inclusive of VAT and UK postage

Access and Barclaycard welcome
Send or Phone for full listing

VALLEY STUDIOS
Pant Byrlip Farm, New Quay, Dyfed. SA45 9TU

TEL: 0545 560164 FAX: 0545 560885

MIDI SOFTWAREA,/\ "HANDS ON"

MIDI SONG FILES NEW! ON STAGE
THE MOST ACCURATE DATA AVAILABLE.

STANDARD MIDI FILE PLAYER FOR ATARI ST
ALL PARTS, ALL SOLOS. ALL LYRICS.

No monitor required! Reset Proof!
ALL TO GENERAL MIDI. NO WAITING FOR SONGS TO LOAD

NOW ALSO AVAILABLE AS 32 songs in memory at once.

AUDIO BACKING TRACKS Load whilst playing (64 Tracks.

Remote control via MIDI keyboard!
COMING SOON No need to buy extra hardware

PRINTED SHEET MUSIC
Probably the best Sequencer Data in the world £9995

inc VAT

"HANDS ON- M DI SOFTWARE
3 BELL ROAD, COSHAM, PORTSMOUTH, HAMPSHIRE. P06 3NX VISA

TEL 0705 221162 or FAX 0705 382865

HEAVENLY MUSIC MIDI SOFTWARE

ST - ,,C - SOUNDBPUSH - SOUND CANVAS MDF2 - DATADISK - MV30 MC 500

DR BEAT Drum Patterns
vols. 1 & 2 £13.95 each

MEGGA-TRACKS Midi Song Files
E6.00 per song C3.00 for 20 song demo (refundable on order 015 or more)

RAMJAM Midi Jam Files
Vols. 1, 2 & 3 C13.95 each

BEAT 'n' BASS Bass Grooves £19.95

"We've gone a little MAD this time

HEAVENLY MUSIC PROUDLY PRESENT

The Complete Midifile Soundtrack
to ALfred Hitchcock's ClassicThriller.
PSYCHO

Original Score by Bemard Herrmann

Over 40 minutes of musical suspense!

£29.95
incl. p&p

Cassette & DAT out soon

To Order- send cheque or postal order to Heavenly Music,
39 Garden Road. Jaywick Village. Clacton, Essex C015 2RT

ENGLAND. For more info  tel 0255 434217

74, If., Say a' Alta A.

Italian Sequences
1200 Italian and international hits in MIDI

files for all sequencers and computers or

on stereo audio cassette and DAT

Duryan '90, Via Vergani 9,

20092 Cinisello, Milano, Italy

MF2HD
DOUBLE SIDED
2MB CAPACITY

OPENING\
HOURS:.
MON-FRI=
9.30-7.00pm
SAT -9.X1-6pm
SUN = 10-3prn

Serious Quality For Serious Users.
BULK DISKS 050 0100
1Mb MEM) sop each £24.00 £4500
2Mb MF2HD 65p each £30.00 £58.00
(Free Drve Cleaner o' Mouse Mat or. Orders o, 100- Dsks)

1=111
DA -P60 E6 00
DA -R90 17.00
DA -R120 E800

T D. K AUDIO TAPES
SA 46
SA 90
SA 100
SA -X60
SA -X90
SA -X100
MA 46
MA 60
MA 90

£1.25
Et 75
0.95
1175
11.95
E2.25
£1 .85
£2.00
£2.50

1=1.11111
3.5. 40 Capacity E4.00
3.5. 80 Capacity E5.00
3.5" Posso Box £15.00

WIMMIRP,0
LC 200 9 Pin Colour £21000
LC24 20 24 Pin Morro C210.00
LC24 200 Mono £23900
LC24 200 Colour E289.00
5144 STARIET £23900

PROTAP HARD DRIVES
Progate 20 123000
Progale 40 E290.00
Progale 500C 137000
Progate DO 0430.00
Progate 1130DC £50000
1 year replacement warranty on al
Protar rocractr
CUBASE LOADS IN ONLu'r.
SECONDS..Erom HARD:

DISK BOXES Special Offer
3.5 10 Capacity £1 Go rad'

4 for Only £3.00
Full range of T.DK. Audio & Video Tapes

Atah 5T Speciarsts
Free P&P on orders over £50.00, Add £3 .00 below

Over Night Delivery £8.00
Send  Phone Fax for FREE Catalogue

K.C. VIDEO
6.8 DONCASTER RD.. SOUTH ELMSALL Nr PONTEFRACT
TEL: 0977649100 W. YORKS WF92HZ FAX: 0977643312

.5)

m
0

BIG TIME PM.1 SAMPLE LIBRARY

PRODUCTIONS
QUANTITY DEMO 1 2.10 11.20 21.

ODDISK C100 010 £3.35 E1.15 COX
HDDISK 11.50 £4.00 £3.75 £050 £3.25

ATARI ST LARGE. HIGH DUALITY DISK LIBRARY AVAILABLE.
LARGE SAME LIBRARY ALL DISNS ARE FILLED TO CAPACITY

NEW DISKS CONSTANTLY BEING ADDED.LBWAVE. iORMATS AVAILABLE
OlIANMY SAMPLE D.A.T.S
DEMO 1 710 11.20 21, HRH QUALITY 60 MIN DAIS. PACKED WITH SOUNDS.

I3.00 El 80 I2.850230 MANY TO CHOOSE FROM

'CZIEffirCti 000 ONLY 115.00 EACH !I
SAMPLE TAPES

VOLUMES 162. B SOUNDS EACH HIGH 011ALILITY 60 IAIN. CHROME CASSETTES
Si OISK EDITOR 01.30 DIGITALLY MASTERED
DATA SHEETS'. 15.00 ONLY £6.50 EACH I!

BIG TIME PRODUCTIONS, P.O. BOX 520, BURSLEM, STOKE ON TREK STAFFS ST6 SUR

PHONE M12)810611 WRITE /PHONE FOR CATALOGUES FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE



SERVICE I REPAIRS

EMU C.S. ELECTRONICS
The Old Church, 92 Raeberry St, Glasgow G20 6EG

E -MU Service Agents

EMAX PROTEUS UPGRADES

HIGH TECH REPAIR & MAINTENANCE

TEL: 041 945 3769

SOUNDCHECK
STUDIO MAINTENANCE SERVICES

Repair / Calibration of tape machines,
Synths, Consoles, Drum Machines,

Effects units etc
Specialists in Revox, Tascam & Fostex

machines

Telephone 0432 276465

FP S
PANIC MUSIC SERVICES
HI -TECH SERVICE CENTRE
ALL MUSIC EQUIPMENT REPAIRED AND

SERVICED MOOG-ARP, ETC. A
SPECIALITY

SERVICE CENTRE FOR ROLAND, SANSUI

TEAC/TASCAM

Tel: 0954 31348 or 0860 782541

THE BEST FREE ACOUSTIC ADVICE YOU'LL EVER GET IS TO

PHONE US LAST!!!
MEASUREMENT. DESIGN. TRAPPING.

MONITORING. NOISE CONTROL.
plus

MACHINE LINE-UPS. DESK MODS. SERVICE.
CABLING ETC ETC

abSolute 0850 362406

STOLEN? MAYBE YOURS

Fender Stratocaster, black body,

beech neck

Tascam 2416 Portastudio

Alesis HR16 Drum machine

Alesis MMT 8 Midiverb 2

Alesis Microlimiter

Kawai K1 Digital synthesizer

Pair Mordant Short MS45 TI's

Kenwood KA 949 amp

Two Shure SM58's

Please claim from

Kensington Police Station

Phone: 081 741 6038

(answerphone)

CASSETTE
DUPLICATION

TAPELINE
Blank & Duplicated Cassettes

 Tapematic Loop Bin
Duplication & Loading

 Professional 'Studer' Bin
Mastering
 On - Body Printing

 Real - Time Duplication
 Blank Cassette

Supplies for
Duplicators, Studios
& Trade Users

 Ferric or Chrome Precision
Wound to Length

 Printing & Packaging  Case & Accessories
 Nationwide Delivery

FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE CASSETTES

Call 061 344 5438
24 hr FAX 061 343 6660

Tapeline, Unit 2, York Works, York Street,

Audenshaw, Manchester. M34 5HD

rCOMPACT DISC
LPs 95p - Singles HOp

Plus mastering

AUDIO, VIDEO & DAT COPYING

EXACT LENGTH CASSETTES

SELECTA SOUND
5 MARGARET ROAD, ROMFORD
ESSEX RM2 5SH Tel: 0708 45342-i

FOR SALE
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Attention! Attention!
For short run CD packages look no further. We offer

some of the most competitive prices in the U.K.

Special trade discounts to recording studios/record

companies are also available.

Contact Matt Smith (0629) 824953
for further details

DIGIHIRE
SOUNDTOOLS
PRO TOOLS
Digital Recording Editing
&Mastering £15 per hour
0 7 I 7 3 1 1 I 8 3

RECORDING
STUDIOS

ADVANCED SOUNDS HIRE
 Musical & Studio Equipment
 Home Recording Packages
 New & Used Equipment Sales
 Delivery / Collection

VISA * ACCESS Low Rates. Good Service

TEL: 081 462 6261 or 8621

USER'S CLUB

THE CASIO FZ USER'S CLUB
Disc Recovery Service

Extensive Libraries (club is supplier for Casio

sample library)

Discs from £3.50

FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE

£10.00 PA includes six newsletters

For more details call Adrian 0533 375603
or write to:- The Casio FZ User's Club, 53 Linktield

Rd., Mount Sorrel, Leicestershire LE12 7DJ

WALNUT BANK
RECORDING

STUDIOS
Professional 24 -track studio

set in the West Country
DDA AMR24 console with 56 channels of

automation. Large control room with 4 recording
areas - all with natural day light. An extensive amount

of outboard equipment too numerous to mention.

We offer high quality recording with the best creative
atmosphere to be found anywhere. For more info on

a studio that will lend an ear to your needs

Tel: 0934 834864

fSC 111C080INE SIIIDIO 0889 ?/1305
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FAX YOUR ADVERT
TO HELEN BAVESTER

ON

0353 6 6 2 4 8 9

CUSTOM MADE COVERS

Hand made top quality durable covers and soft
cases for speakers. amps and keyboard

For free quote & brochure send height, width, depth

measurements and make with S.A.E. to

CAPITAL MAMBA (GIG)
96 CUMBERLAND AVENUE. WORPLESDON,

GUILDFORD. SURREY GU2 6YH

TEL: 0483 236449
15% OFF WITH THIS ADD

LOANS

I.M.A.G. FINANCE
Agents for cross hands finance.

Loans secured on property from E2,000 upto
E150,000.

* Your home is at risk if you don't keep up
payments on it. *

Business start up loans/personal loans
car loans etc.

PHONE: 0296 - 87986 for more details.

If you want a recording studio and you need
finance RING NOW.
(Mon - SAT 9AM-9PM)

GROUPS &
BANDS

MOBILE SERVICE
Why not use the professional approach with a mobile

set up that comes to you!!!?!
Use a professional producer/Fairlight series III to get
your demo under way to that recording deal. Make

your contact now!! Your life coud depend on itll
Please mark your demo M.S.U, enclose with

PO.cheque for £3.00 payable to: -
Genetic Management uite 8551

16-18 Circus Road
St Johns Wood

London NWB 6PG

FIND YOURSELF A RECORD DEAL!
IN THE BANDIT MR NEWSLETTER

BANDIT will tell you which Record Co's, Publishers, Production
Co's. Studios. Agents etc. are currently looking for new bands

and artists.
Information is Power! 11 you're an ambitious act send an SAE
to Bandit for your FREE SAMPLE EDITION of this invaluable

monthly newsletter
BANDIT. (HEIR), PO Box 22

Newport, 1e1. of Wight P030 1 L.Z



COURSES /TRAINING
MUSIC INDUSTRY TRAINING

HURRICANESTUDIOS
We are the U.K Centre for City and

Guilds qualification courses in Sound
Engineering and Music Technology.

Day Release, intensive Full Time and
Evening classes available.

NEW PROGRAM!
Courses starting soon in STUDIO

MAINTENANCE including
opportunities for work placements in

the recording industry for people with
an electronics background.

Plus for working engineers a short
update/refresher course on Theory

and Techniques in recording.
(Analogue & Digital)

For details and prospectus
Tel. 081 699 6945
Fax. 081 699 5845

A RECORDING WORKSHOP
Offers a 2 month course of 8 creative workshops in

small groups, on recording and production

techniques. 16 track studio near Shepherds Bush.

Hands on experience from the start.

Beginners welcome. All aspects covered from midi,

microphone techniques to EO, effects use and

mixing. Emphasis on practical experience.

FOR PROSPECTUS: 081 743 2645

AUDIO ENGINEER
15 MONTH COURSE

FREE BROCHURE + COURSE

071 609 2653

STUDIO ASSISTANCE
6 MONTHS COURSE

FREE BROCHURE + STUDIO TOUR

+ 24 TRACK

"NEVE" STUDIO/INTERNATIONAL COLLEGE NETWORK

071 609 2653

MIDI COURSE

BASIC / INTERMEDIATE / ADVANCED

071 609 2653.411=

Are You ....

LEGAL..DECENT..
HONEST.. TRUTHFUL ?

Advertisers have to be.

The Advertising Standards
Authority controls the

content of print and cinema
advertisements.

The Advertising Standards
Authority, Brook House,

2-16 Torrington Place, I,ondon,

WCW 7HN.
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Music Maker Exhibitions Presents

Plak

Nv-v

See!
Hear!
Touch it!
All the latest musical
equipment on show at
the Scotland's biggest
music show.

Saturday 19th

September 10am-6pm

Sunday 20th

September 10am-5pm

SECC. Glasgow
admission £4

mmusic

For further information
contact Clive Morton on 0353 665577



011W The 0 that started it all. 32
voices, 200 programs, 200 com-
binations. And you can access up
to 800 of the best sounds on the
planet using Korg's SRC -512 RAM

ULM1111=1
card! Wave Shaping (Korg's
exclusive process for modifying
waveforms) yields super -realistic
acoustic instrument sounds and
original sounds nothing else can.
A 7,000 note, 16 -track sequencer
adds more versatility.

01/WFD The "pumped up" 01/W.
All of the incredible sounds and
power of the 01/W. Plus a built-in

disk drive that lets you store pro-
grams, combinations, sequences
and sysex data. Flex your creativity
with an expanded 48,000 note,
16 -track sequencer. Like the
01/W, it includes two Stereo
Dynamic Digital Multi -Effect
Processors with 47 effects and
real-time control.

.n the beginning there
was the 01/W. Now this
award -winning keyboard
has evolved into a full
line of extraordinary
music workstations.

01/W Pro The Pro starts with all
of the sounds and music -making
power of the 01/WFD. Add an
extended 76 -note keyboard and
an expanded 10 Meg PCM
memory featuring 256 multi -
sounds and 129 drum and per-
cussion sounds. A 48,000 note,
16 -track sequencer includes
advanced editing functions.
Import and export sequences in
the Standard MIDI File format.

And, like the 01/WFD, it can even
be used as a MIDI data filet

011W ProX The most evolved
01/W. Features an 88 -note
weighted action keyboard that
makes the ProX an ideal Master
MIDI Controller. And you get the
full complement of the 01/W
Pro's sounds, sequencing power
and storage capability.

1111 111111=,11111111111

01R/W A perfect MIDI module.
All the sounds and features that

have made the 01/W the leader
in music workstations. Plus a
7,000 note, 16 -track sequencer
with sophisticated editing con-
trol. Receives on 16 independent
MIDI channels. MIDI overflow.
Four polyphonic outputs. The
ultimate open-ended system in
a compact two rack space.

03R/W The affordable and com-
pact MIDI module for fast, easy
access to many of the great 01/W
sounds. 32 voices, 128 General
MIDI ROM programs, plus 100
user -programmable Programs
and Combinations. Program and
PCM card slots that use 2 Meg
PCM cards. Compatible with
Korg's RE -1 Remote Editor.

Receives on 16 individual MIDI
channels. A comprehensive, open-
ended system in one rack space.

Go to your Korg dealer and
audition the 0 Series. See how
much music workstations have
evolved. And while you're at it,
discover the growing library of
Korg 0 Series sound cards.

KORGO 1/WsERIEs
For more information, write to: Korg (UK), 8/9 The Crystal Centre, Elmgrove Road, Harrow, Middlesex HAl 2YR ©1992 Korg U.S.A.


